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Abstract
In this thesis, we attempt to review the full theory of Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) with
Standard Model(SM) type of matter fields extension. Firstly, we briefly discuss the old
canonical gravity by using Arnowitt, Deser and Misner (ADM) formulation in conventional
metrical variables. These will eventually lead to Wheeler-DeWitt super-Hamiltonian form
of Einstein’s General Relativity (GR) as first class Dirac constraint system. As we all know,
this old formulation facing the difficulties to be promoted to quantum theory due to the
non-polynomial structure of the constraints. Also, perturbative studies shown that it is
renormalized (under conventional Quantum Field Theory QFT) at most up to two loops
level.
Next, we start our main discussion from the famous Ashtekar reformulation of gravity
in term of self-dual SL(2,C) connection dynamics, and thus directly introduce the so called
Ashtekar-Romano-Tate (ART) model to couple the standard model matter (classically) into
the formalism. In both cases, genuine Lagrangian formulation are presented as well. For
the matter coupling case, as expected, the effective theory comes out to be the Einstein-
Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac(ECSKD) 1st order theory rather than Einstein-Dirac(ED) 2nd
order theory. All the constraint algebras are modified due to matter degree of freedom and
the nontrivial features are brought forward by fermionic fields. For the consistency check,
we consider the ECSKD theory and convinced that it is equivalent to the self-dual Einstein-
Dirac theory.
In the next part of the thesis, we consider Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi (ABI) formulation
(with real SU(2) gauge connection) of GR and couple the system minimally/non-minimally
to the spinorial matter fields. At the level of effective theory, the theory turns out to be
similar to Einstein-Cartan type (and Nieh-Yan topological term appeared) with interaction
term similar to 4 Fermi-like contact interaction. With the non-minimal coupling scheme,
one can study the gravity induced parity violation in gravity-fermion sector. Meanwhile,
torsions are induced by the spinorial current since the fundamental structure of spacetime is
“modified” by the torsion source, i.e. Grassmanian valued fermionic fields. As the historical
motivation, we perform the review on famous Rovelli-Smolin loop representation. By as-
suming the reconstruction theorem hold, now the canonical variables are the so called gauge
invariant Wilson Loop and it’s conjugate momentum (in which defined with a hand operator
along the loop). The quantum loop representation can be realized by constructing a linear
representation of a deformation of this loop algebra. Afterward, following the ideas from
lattice gauge theory, fermionic loop variables can be realized by considering an open path
with fermions associated at the node. This is a natural extension of the matter-free loop
representation.
Finally, we summarized up our discussion by giving a brief outline on the modern LQG
in Spin Network basis. Some results in Spin network basis (i.e. quantization of geometri-
cal operator) and phenomenological aspects of the theory i.e. Loop Quantum Cosmology
(LQC), Black hole entropy etc will be highlighted. Meanwhile, we will briefly mention on
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
Nowadays, we know that modern physics rests on two most fundamental building blocks, namely:
Einsteinian General Relativity (GR) and Quantum Mechanical (QM) theory. General relativity is
a geometrical interpretation of gravity where degrees of freedom of gravitational field are encoded
in the geometry of the spacetime, while Quantum Mechanics governs all the microscopic behavior
of matters. According to Einstein viewpoint and his famous Einstein’s field equations, geometry is
curved when and where matter is localized. Therefore, in General Relativity, geometry is a dynam-
ical quantity that cannot be prescribed a priori but is in interaction with matter. The equations of
nature are background independent in this sense; there is no spacetime geometry on which matter
propagates without backreaction of matter on geometry. In other words, the gravitational field
defines the geometry on top of which its own degrees of freedom and those of matter fields propa-
gate. General Relativity is not a theory of fields moving on a curved background geometry; general
relativity if a theory of fields moving on top of each other. This is the gist of General Relativity:
Diffeomorphism invariant or background independent.
Since matter is described by Quantum Mechanics, which in turn couples to geometry, we need
a quantum theory of gravity. The absence of a viable quantum gravity theory to date is due to
the fact that conventional quantum field theory (i.e. Minkowskian QFT) as currently formulated
assumes that a background geometry is available, thus being inconsistent with the principles of gen-
eral relativity. In order to construct quantum gravity, one must reformulate Quantum Mechanics in
a background-independent way. In other words, in quantum gravity, geometry and matter should
both be “born quantum mechanically”. In contrast to approaches developed by particle physicists,
one does not begin with quantum matter on a background geometry and use perturbation theory
to incorporate quantum effects of gravity1. There is assumed to be a manifold to begin with, but
no metric or indeed any other fields in the background. As a result, by taking the principle of
general relativity seriously, it is necessary for us to do the quantum physics of topological manifold.
From the foresight of Ashtekar, we can see that there 3 lines of attack to formulate a quantum
theory of gravity; the particle physicists approach, the mathematical physicists’ approach and the
general relativists approach.
The particle physicists have pertubative (relativistic) quantum field theory as their main success.
This can be seen via the remarkable experimental success of the Standard Model in describing of
1Seemingly, this is the approach taken by the other promising candidate of quantum gravity: Superstring Theory
[1].
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fundamental interactions including electromagnetism, weak and strong interactions2. For the grav-
itational sector, by considering a perturbed background metric3, they have quanta of mass zero and
spin-2 and these are the gravitons. However the theory fails to be renormalizable. When Super-
symmetry (SUSY) is in-cooperated (the so-called Super-Gravity or SUGRA model), it appeared
renormalizable, but it turns out that detailed calculations revealed non-renormalizability at the
two loop level. String theory developed in another direction but turns out to be promising as a
theory of everything with gravity and many other fields included in it. However, the question is
whether perturbative methods is the way to go or not. Obviously Super-String theory at current
moment is not capable of addressing the non-pertubative behavior and the diffeomorphism nature
of the gravitational interactions.
The mathematical physicists would try define axioms to construct a theory. For quantum grav-
ity, keeping with the spirit of general relativity of background independence, there is no clue on
how to construct axioms without reference to any metric (at least so far). Canonical quantization
could be a possible strategy because we can have a Hamiltonian theory without introducing specific
background fields. Dirac’s constraint analysis will take care of the diffeomorphism invariance of the
theory. However we lose manifest covariance and there are ambiguities in how the quantum theory
is constructed.
The general relativists regard Einstein’s discovery that gravity is essentially a consequence of
the geometry of spacetime, as the most important principle to uphold. Hence in formulating a
quantum theory of gravity, there should not be any splitting of the metric into a kinematical part
and a dynamical part, or generally, there should not any introduction of background fields into
the theory. Dirac’s constraint analysis (genuine canonical quantization method) and path integral
method are two methods that allow treatment of the theory with its symmetries taken into account
systematically. Thus, in other words, one needs to realize the so-called diffeomorphism invariance
or background independent principle at the quantum mechanical level and employ it to single out
the meaningful physical quantum gravity states.
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) or Quantum General Relativity (QGR) is an attempt of a
canonical quantization method on General Relativity (GR) to construct the quantum theory that
respects the diffeomorphism symmetries of GR. Dirac’s constraint analysis is a systematic way to
construct the Hamiltonian version of the theory with the symmetries of the theory fully taken into
account. The methodology of quantization in Dirac’s constraint analysis is quite well laid out as
well. In LQG scheme, we have a few conservative assumptions as the following:
1. Background Independent Principle or Diffeomorphism Invariance: We take the gist of Ein-
stein’s general relativity viewpoint seriously. Although there is no conceptual reason to be-
lieve that the Einstein classical description of gravitational interaction manifested in terms of
spacetime curvature is generally true even at the quantum level, however canonical quantum
gravity treats the diffeomorphism invariance seriously as the basic language of nature, just
similar to the Gauge principles in fundamental interactions.
2. Four dimensional Spacetime: The spacetime dimension turned out to be 4-dimensions. This is
determined by the consistency check of the theory and obviously there is no extra dimensions
concept here as contrast to the Super-String /M-theory.
2This is related to the Local Gauge Principle in dictating the dynamics of the gauge theories.
3Whereby normally one split the metric becomes background non-dynamical part and perturbation, i.e. (4)gµν =
(4)ηµν +
(4)hµν .
(4)ηµν is set as the Minkowskian metric and hµν is the perturbation (normally assumed to be small).
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3. Supersymmetry (SUSY) is not a necessary tool: In certain models, one can include the Su-
pergravity (Supersymmetric generalization of Standard Model matter), but Supersymmtery
principle does not play a crucial role in the theory. As contrast, String theory definitely re-
quired the SUSY properties to obtain some consistency criteria, i.e. divergence free, anomalies
cancelations etc. SUSY is not the key ingredient in LQG due to the diffeomorphism princi-
ples. In fact, under certain regularization schemes, LQG is shown to be UV finite and it is
highly related to the important culprit, diffeomorphism symmetry.
4. No aims of Unification so far: As we mentioned, LQG is start of as conventional approach
to tackle quantum gravity problem. There is not aims in unification of four fundamental
interactions of nature. As the founder of the program, Ashtekar himself argue that even if
quantum general relativity did exist as a mathematically consistent theory, there is no a prior
reason to assume that it would be the “final” theory [107]. In fact, requirement of background
independence and general covariance do restrict the form of interaction between gravity and
matter fields and among matter fields themselves, LQG would not have a built-in principle
which determines these interactions as contrast to standard Local gauge principle principle
in Yang-Mills like interactions (Standard Model).
We will describe the historical development of the canonical quantization of LQG (together with
matter sector as well) to recent times. We believe in understanding the historical development of
any theory because it serves to illustrate the conceptual development of a theory and the need
for such a development4. We will only cover briefly, for more detailed coverage of the history, see
Rovelli’s book [19] and Thiemann’s book [20].
1949 - Peter Bergmann forms a group that studies systems with constraints. Bryce DeWitt
applied Schwinger’s covariant quantization to gravity. Dirac publishes Constraint Analysis for
Hamiltonian systems [36].
1958 - The Bergmann group and Dirac completes the hamiltonian theory of constrained systems.
The double classification into primary and secondary constraints and into first- and second-class
constraints reflects that Dirac and Bergmann’s group initially worked separately.
1961 - Arnowitt, Deser and Misner wrote the seminal paper on ADM formulation of GR [43].
The ADM formulation is simply the (incomplete) constraint analysis of GR in terms of metric
variables. Or more importantly, now the GR is discussed under 3+1 decomposition form. The
introduction of hypersurfaces (which satisfy Cauchy initial data and assumed to be spacelike) is
naturally defined. Einstein equations turn out to determine how these hypersurfaces evolve under
“time” parameter. There is an important issue of “problem of time” to address.
1964 - R.Penrose invents the spin networks and it is published in 1971. Of course, it appears
to be unrelated to canonical quantization of gravity at that time5.
1967 - Bryce DeWitt publishes the “Einstein-Schrodinger equation” which is the imposition
of the Hamiltonian (scalar) constraint on the physical state which is the last step in the con-
straint analysis [44]. But everybody else has been calling it the “Wheeler-DeWitt equation”. See
[19] for the historical reason. Wheeler came up with the idea of space of 3-geometries, known as
4We particularly agree on the Philosophical idea from Carl Sagan, “Science is a way of thinking (upon the time)
much more than it is a body of knowledge”
5The original Penrose article is found here: http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/penrose/Penrose-
AngularMomentum.pdf.
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“Superspace”. Thus, Wheeler-DeWitt Superhamiltonian constraint turns out to describe how the
3-geometries evolve in the Superspace, see page 27 of [23].
1969 - Charles Misner starts the subject “quantum cosmology”.
1976 - Supergravity (SUGRA) and Supersymmetric (SUSY)-string theory are born from the
study of Quantum Chromodynamics in describing the strong interaction.
1983 - Stephen Hawking and James Hartle introduces the Euclidean quantum gravity with their
view on Wave function of Universe [45].
1986, 1987 - Ashtekar realizes that the Sen connection [46] (an extension of the covariant deriva-
tive to SL(2,C) spinors give rise to an antiself-Hodge dual connection) is suitable as a configuration
variable for GR [47]. The constraints simplify into polynomial form by using these variables and
these are the so-called Ashtekar New variables [13], [16].
1987, 1988 - Samuel, Jacobson and Smolin independently found the Lagrangian formulation of
Ashtekar New variables [48]. Jacobson and Smolin found loop-like solutions to the Scalar constraint
written in the connection variables [77]. Rovelli and Smolin brought loop variables formulation to
maturity [78], hence known as “Loop Quantum Gravity”. However, reality conditions in Ashtekar
formulation is intractable due to the complex structure of the Ashtekar connection.
1989 - Ashtekar, Romano, Tate (ART) consider Standard Model matter fields extension under
the self-dual gravity framework. The model is well-defined and free from inconsistency. Of course,
they are some changes in terms of constraint symmetries and constraint algebras contributed by
the matter fields [55].
1992 - Functional Analysis is applied to LQG by Ashtekar and Isham. Abelian C∗ algebra and
GNS construction are used to handle distributional connections [89].
1993, 1994 - Ashtekar and Lewandowski found a measure that is Gauss gauge invariant and
3D diffeomorphism invariant. They apply projective techniques to set up calculus on the space of
distributional connections [90].
1995 - Morales-Tecotl and Rovelli includes Fermionic coupling in loop theoretic language. It is
an immediate extension of pure gravity dynamics to open loops. Fermions are placed at the end of
the open path as similar to Lattice Gauge Theory [83].
1994, 1995, 1996 - Barbero formulates the real-valued connection version of LQG [58]. This
formulation has trivial reality conditions and has a parameter that Immirzi has considered earlier.
Polynomiality of the scalar constraint is lost and one needs to accept more complicated scalar con-
straint to recover real, Lorentzian GR. Thiemann starts to realize that polynomiality of the scalar
constraint is inconsistent with background independence. Rovelli and Smolin discovered that spin
network basis is a complete basis for LQG [92]. They calculated area and volume operator eigen-
values [93] and these operators turn out to have discrete quantum spectrum (at least kinematically).
1996, 1997 - Thiemann publishes the remarkable Quantum Spin Dynamics (QSD) series of pa-
pers and a major stumbling block is cleared. The (weight +1) Barbero scalar constraint finally
becomes well defined as an operator expression via Thiemann’s tricks and Thiemann’s regulariza-
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tion as expressed in the QSD papers [20].
1997 onwards - Carlo Rovelli and Reisenberger used the regularized scalar constraint and for-
mally defined a projector onto physical states [97]. Thus “spin-foam models” are appeared. By
using Spin Network basis, Ashtekar et al study isolated horizon and Black-hole entropy is shown
to be finite with condition that real Immirzi-Barbero parameter must be fixed compatible with
Hawking-Bekenstein semi-classical black-hole entropy.
2000 onwards - Martin Bojowald started “Loop Quantum Cosmology” (LQC) based on the
modern LQG type of Hilbert space. Big-Bang singularity is removed and replaced by a cosmologi-
cal bounce. This means that LQC predicts the oscillating universe. Also, inflationary behavior at
small scale factor been addressed.
2003 onwards - Thiemann devised the Master Constraint programme to handle the non-Lie
algebra of the scalar constraints. The hope is that, once a quantization of the Master Constraint
is agreed upon, a physical inner product can be found, then what remains in LQG is to construct
Dirac observables and checking the classical limit of the theory. Also, there are many phenomeno-
logical aspect of the theory in terms of parity violation, Neutrino oscillations, effective action of
gravity + fermion system etc have been addressed.
This ends the historical development of LQG with matter field extension. We would like to note
that viewing Ashtekar variables as a special case of the Immrizi-Barbero parameter is clean math-
ematically but rather uninsighful physically as we saw in the historical development. Ashtekar’s
discovery led to a breakthrough in having the new kind of variables (analogous to complex Yang-
Mills like gauge theory) to use for GR that are suited for quantization. In this case the connection
variables are the suitable ones.
Dirac constraint analysis enables a (classical) theory having intrinsic symmetry (such as gauge
symmetry or diffeomorphism covariance) be written consistently from the Lagrangian form to the
Hamiltonian form. Usually, the motive to have a Hamiltonian formulation, is to carry out canonical
quantization of the classical theory. This is the basic assumption and approach chosen by LQG as
we mentioned earlier. To avoid redundancy, Dirac constraint analysis is not cover in this thesis.The
reader who is interested in the details of the analysis, can check out the references such as [36],
[38], [37], [39], [40], [41] and [42]. This is also the recommended reading order.
In the thesis, we will give (as much as we can) details into the calculations of Ashtekar New
variables formulation (free field case and matter fields inclusion). Consistency check is imposed
on the different action proposed to make sure we are dealing with the same physical theories.
Immirzi-Barbero formulation is discussed next to lay the foundations of the modern theory of LQG
or QGR. Effective theory is then take place whereby minimal/non-minimal coupling of fermions
to canonical gravity is considered. One realize that it is useful to decompose all the variables and
constraints into torsion-freeness and torsional parts. Then a brief of overview loop representation
(with loop quantum fermions) and Spin Network basis are given to close the thesis. In the thesis,
logical development of concepts is emphasized. And wherever we can, we tried to justify completely
the reasons for introducing new structures.
Finally, we would like to clarify the style of the thesis.6 The reader may find the inclusion of
6In the calculations, whenever the symbol ‘|’ appears, it means that line describes an identity used in the calculation
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detailed calculational steps intimidating. However, our reason for doing so is that we hope the
reader will feel that claims in the theory are properly worked out and not speculated loosely (as in
all the literature for a newcomer into the research scene). We shall give a guide on how to read the
thesis. For readers who want to get a quick look at the structures and results of the theory, he may
only need to read, typically, the first and last line of all calculations. For readers who are seriously
interested in tackling LQG, he may want to check all the calculations in the thesis to understand
the basic structures of LQG and the calculational techniques in LQG.
There are 2 companion theses [2] and [3]. [2] covers the mathematical foundations in LQG while
[3] covers the foundational aspect of free field theory in LQG. This thesis can be considered as the
continuation of the previous 2 companions.
or techniques used in the calculation. We believe in this way, the serious reader can be benefited the most.
Chapter 2
Canonical Formulation of G.R :
Geometro-dynamics
2.1 Lagrangian of General Relativity: Standard Einstein-Hilbert
Action and Variational Principle
In this section, our aim is to define the conventional ADM variables (in terms of metrical variable
and its canonical conjugate momenta, explicitly related to extrinsic curvature). We think that
this is somewhat the simplest ways to appreciate the transition from geometro-dynamics (using
metrical variables) to the new connection-dynamics (using Yang-Mills like connection, i.e. Ashtekar
new variables). In other words, this part can be served as the motivation for the introduction of
Ashtekar new variables in the next section. Indeed, the shift of paradigm is necessary mainly due to
the non-renormalizability behavior of Einstein general relativity and the problem with quantization
of the theory conceptually. Historically, the action of general relativity in metric variables is given












−(det (4)g) (4)R (2.1)
where κ = 8piGN/c3 = 8pil2p/~ (normally we set κ = 1 in natural unit), (det (4)g) ≡ (4)g is the
determinant of the covariant 4-metric (4)gµν and (4)R is the Ricci scalar of the curvature 2-forms
which is fully determined by the metric1. One can perform the variational principle on the metrical
variables in the above action to obtain the famous vacuum Einstein field equation. Here, we give
a brief outline. For details, see [4], [7], [53].
We start by taking the basic variable in the theory as (4)gµν . To obtain the Euler-Lagrange
type of equation of motion, we vary the Einstein-Hilbert action with respect to (w.r.t.) the
field configuration variable (4)gµν . Suppose we write the integrand of Einstein-Hilbert action as√












[− (4)g]− 12 δ[− (4)g] (4)Rµν (4)gµν +√− (4)g (4)Rµνδ((4)gµν)+√− (4)g (4)gµνδ((4)Rµν)
(2.2)
1More precisely, it is the scalar curvature of the unique, torsion-free spacetime derivative operator (4)∇µ compatible
with metric, i.e. (4)∇µ (4)gαβ = 0. This will give the definition to the affine connection (or commonly called Christoffel
symbols), (4)Γ αµν .
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In order to perform the variation, we need to know the change of determinant of the 4-metric and
the change of the Ricci tensor (4)Rµν explicitly. We take side track to compute both of them in the
suitable variables. Recall from linear algebra[7], for any arbitrary matrices A and B, we have
d
ds





| by setting A = (4)gµν and B = δ (4)gµν






= (−det (4)g) (4)gµν(δ (4)gµν). (2.3)
Since the contraction of metric tensor will give us the dimensions of the spacetime, we expect that













)− (4)gµνδ((4)gµν) = − (4)gµνδ((4)gµν). (2.4)
So, the change of the determinant of 4-metric is given by δ
(−det (4)g) = −(−det (4)g) (4)gµνδ((4)gµν),









[− (4)g]− 12 δ[− (4)g] (4)R
= −1
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Next, the variation of Ricci tensor is a bit more tedious but straightforward. Firstly, recall that







(4)gγη + ∂γ (4)gβη − ∂η (4)gβγ
)
, (2.6)
and its variation can be computed as following argument.





is a (2, 0) rank-2 tensor, its transformation under action of torsion free, Levi-








)− (4)Γ σβγ (δ (4)gση)− (4)Γ σβη (δ (4)gγσ)
















)− (4)Γ σηβ (δ (4)gσγ)− (4)Γ σηγ (δ (4)gβσ). (2.7)
As a standard trick, we can sum up the first 2 expressions and take off the 3rd one side by side
and by make use of the symmetric property of both Christoffel symbol and metric, i.e. (4)g[µν] = 0,
















)− ∂η(δ (4)gβγ)− (4)Γ σβγ (δ (4)gση)− (4)Γ σγβ (δ (4)gση)(2.8)
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− (4)gαη (4)gσ²(δ (4)gση))(∂β (4)gγ² + ∂γ (4)gβ² − ∂² (4)gβγ)}
| From (2.3),
[























(4)gγη + ∂γ (4)gβη − ∂η (4)gβγ
)












)− (4)∇η(δ (4)gβγ)) (2.9)
Variation of Riemann and Ricci Tensor:
From curvature of Levi-Civita connection,
(4)Rαβγη := ∂β
(4)Γ αγη − ∂γ (4)Γ αβη + (4)Γ σγη (4)Γ αβσ − (4)Γ σβη (4)Γ αγσ




)− δ(∂γ (4)Γ αβη )+ (δ (4)Γ σγη ) (4)Γ αβσ + (4)Γ σγη (δ (4)Γ αβσ )
−(δ (4)Γ σβη ) (4)Γ αγσ − (4)Γ σβη (δ (4)Γ αγσ ). (2.10)










































)− (4)∇γ(δ (4)Γ αβη ) (2.12)
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It is straightforward to obtain the variation of Ricci tensor from the Riemann tensor by setting,
























































































Variation of Ricci scalar curvature:
Finally, we can consider the variation of Ricci scalar. By direct computation, we have









































= (4)gγη (4)∇β (4)∇β
(
δ (4)gγη






)]− (4)∇α (4)∇β(δ (4)gβα) = (4)∇αωα (2.15)
where we defined an 1-form ωα as ωα := (4)gγη (4)∇α
(
δ (4)gγη
) − (4)∇β(δ (4)gβα). After gaining
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− (4)g (4)∇αωα is a total divergence term and should
be vanished by Stoke’s theorem if our spacetime manifold M has no boundary. For the case
when we have boundaries, the term Ssurface will not vanish and strictly speaking, we will not gain
vacuum Einstein equation from the variational principle. To overcome this, in literature normally
peoples modify the original Einstein-Hilbert action by adding a boundary term such that upon
variation, unwanted boundary term Ssurface will be canceled[52]. After that, the modified action
is the appropriate action to use for general relativity. For the sake of simplicity, however we will
continue to use the unmodified Einstein-Hilbert action and ignore all surface integrals. Thus, we
see that modulo a surface integral, δ
(SE-H) = 0 if and only if
(4)Gµν := (4)Rµν − 12
(4)gµν
(4)R = 0 (2.18)
which is our desired result: vacuum Einstein field equations. For the interesting physics be consid-
ering the boundaries, please see [6] and [8].
2.2 Geometro-dynamical Variables: ADM Formulation andWheeler
De-Witt equation
The ADM formulation2 (or Hamiltonian version of Einstein’s General relativity) was done by
Arnowitt, Deser and Misner at around 60s. The motive was to obtain a Hamiltonian formulation
of General Relativity together with the hope of applying Dirac canonical quantization scheme (in
which it works well in ordinary “background dependent” quantum field theory) to constraint sys-
tem likes GR and thus obtain a quantum theory of GR [43], [8], [53]. To arrive at the Hamiltonian
formulation of GR, we need to consider the initial-value problem of GR, in order to obtain canonical
variables for the Hamiltonian formulation [8], [6]. The discussion here is not meant to be extensive
and only important results are quoted without much of proving. The details of working can be
found in the other two important sources [3], [20].
It is a well known fact that in GR, the Einstein field equations are 2nd-order partial differential
equations in terms of metrical variables3. Thus the initial-value problem requires the unique spec-
ification of both “initial position” and “initial velocity” at the same time. For concerns about the
hyperbolic form of the field equations and the definition of a “well-posed” initial-value formulation,
please consult excellent text by [6]. Here, we follow ADM prescription to specify the initial values
by picking a space-like hyper-surface (we denoted it as Σt where symbol t is a reminder on the
fact that the slices are referring to constant t values). In local chart, we set the time-coordinate
function to be a constant function, see [9]. For simplicity, we call this parameter t and we as-
sume it to be only single-valued so as to ensure a non-intersecting foliation is chosen. Time-like
vector tµ is not orthogonal with the constant time slices, however we denote that the change in t
is orthogonal to the hyper-surface, i.e. nµ ∝ ∂µt where nµ is the “unit normal” to the hyper-surface.
More formally, we denote M as the spacetime 4-manifold, topologically trivial (Σ × R) with
built in non-degenerate metric (4)gµν and signature (s +++), where spacetime (or spatial) indices





2This approach basically aims to perform the Legendre transformation on Einstein-Hilbert action and thus obtain
the Hamiltonian mechanics of gravity. Constraint analysis was not carried out fully in their original papers and had
been completed by Bryce. S. DeWitt
3This is because the Ricci scalar curvature (4)R is 2nd order in metric (4)gµν .
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In this thesis, when there is necessary, the signature is left arbitrary for useful comparisons and to
appreciate the interplays between Euclidean and Lorentzian theories.
Each leaf (or hyper-surface with constant t value) will be denoted as Σt and the 4-metric (4)gµν
induces a spatial metric on each Σt by the following,4
(3)qµν := (4)gµν − s (4)nµ (4)nν (2.20)
Let (4)tµ be a vector field ∈ M satisfying condition5 such that (4)tµ∂µt = 1. In standard 3+1
decomposition, by defining the lapse function (4)N and shift vectors (4)Nµ we are allow to decompose
(4)tµ into its vertical component and tangential component with respect to Σt (this itself is 3+1
decomposition procedure).
(4)N := s (4)tµ (4)nµ
| Recall nµ = k∂µt such that k ∈ R and tµ∂µt = 1
= sk tµ∂µt = sk













(4)Nµ := (3)qµν (4)tν (2.22)
where it is clear that both lapse and shift are orthogonal to each other via (4)Nµ (4)nµ = (3)qµν (4)nµ (4)tν =
0 since (4)nµ is ⊥ to Σt. This definition of lapse is chosen so that N > 0 everywhere on theM, thus
assigning a future directed foliation6. So, (4)tµ and (4)nµ are both time-like and future directed,
and hence s (4)tµ (4)nµ is always positive for Lorentzian gravity. The (3+1) decomposition of (4)tµ
is explicitly given by,
tµ = (4)gµνtν =
(
(3)qµν + s (4)nµ (4)nν
)
(4)tν
= (3)qµν (4)tν + s (4)nµ (4)nν (4)tν
= (4)Nµ + (4)N (4)nµ (2.23)
where in mathematical literature (3)qµν is also known as the first fundamental form (related to the
intrinsic geometry of hyper-surface [9]), and (4)qµν := (4)gµα (3)qαν .
In fact, (4)qµν is the projection operator7 on Σ from M. Indeed, as similar to any genuine




µ − s (4)nν (4)nµ) (δαν − s (4)nν (4)nα)
| recall s2 = 1 and (4)nν (4)nν = s.
= δαµ − s (4)nα (4)nµ
= (4)qαµ (2.24)
4Reminder: all indices are raised and lowered with the metric (4)gµν . In certain context, Greek indices may refer
to the spatial component, i.e. in (3)qµν , (µ, ν) is understood to run from 1 to 3.
5Recall that previously we assumed (4)nµ ∝ ∂µt, so condition (4)tµ∂µt = 1 is equivalent to mean that the directional
derivative of the constant function t in the direction of (4)tµ is 1.
6See [9] for discussion of foliation of spacetime manifold into different types of hyper-surfaces. Also, consult on
[6], [8] for a geometrical interpretation of the lapse function and shift vector.
7Literally, we can use (4)qµν to project all the 4 dimensional tensors defined on M into the hyper-surface slices.
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where operator (4)∇µ is the 4D unique, torsion-free covariant derivative compatible with (4)gµν , i.e.
(4)∇µ (4)gνα = 0 (metricity condition). We can use this covariant derivative operator to define it’s
action on arbitrary tensors field on the manifolds. For instance, suppose (4)V µ is any vector valued
field, we have (4)∇µ (4)V ν := ∂µ (4)V ν + (4)Γ νµα (4)V α, where (4)Γ νµα is the affine Levi-Civita
connection. In fact, (3)Kab also known as extrinsic curvature. It carries the important geometrical
information as a measure of the bending of hyper-surfaces in the enveloping spacetime manifold.
For a geometrical interpretation of (4)Kab, see [6] and [8].







(4)∇µ (4)nν − (4)∇ν (4)nµ
)

































| Note: (4)∇ν is torsion-free covariant derivative, with (4)Γ α[µν] = 0. Also, [∂µ, ∂ν ]t = 0.
= 0 (2.26)
Thus, extrinsic curvature is symmetric due to the torsion-less property of the Levi-Civita connec-
tion. It is worth to mention that in general this is not the case especially when we have the coupling
of nontrivial fermions. Fermions contribute to the symmetric part of extrinsic curvature and hence
modifies the fundamental space-time structure. From this view, coupling of fermions to gravity is
an interesting physical problem and we will discuss it in more details in chapter 6 and chapter 7.




(4)gµν − s (4)nµ (4)nν
)
(4)nµ
= (4)gµν (4)nµ − s2 (4)nν = (4)nν − s2 (4)nν
| use s2 = 1
= 0 , (2.27)








(4)∇µ (4)nν = 0. (2.28)
Thus, indeed both (3)qab and (3)Kab are fields with zero component9in the direction orthogonal to
8This justifies the arabic number (3) stuck to them. Also, Latin symbols are used rather than Greek indices when
we are dealing with 3D tensor fields on Σt. When there is no confusion appears, we may sometime use the notation
sloppily.
9In other words, we can interpret (3)qab and
(3)Kab as fields onM which happen to be orthogonal to
(4)nµ, implying
that they lie on Σt. By keeping this in mind, we can take the indices to run from 0, 1, 2, 3 and are raised and lowered
with (4)gµν without any ambiguity.
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Σt or simply they only defined on Σt. In the following, we shall write the (3+1) decomposition
of the metric (4)gµν by decomposing it along the time-like direction (4)tµ and space-like direction
(4)qµν . Note that in literature for the sake of convenience, some authors prefer to choose the normal
vector (4)nµ as a specific time-like direction. However, we shall be general here and follow original
ADM approach to choose (4)tµ as our time-like direction10.
(4)gtt := (4)gµν (4)tµ (4)tν
= (4)gµν
(
(4)Nµ + (4)N (4)nµ
)(




(4)Nν + (4)N (4)nν
)(
(4)Nν + (4)N (4)nν
)
| use: (4)Nµ (4)nµ = 0 due to orthogonality
= (4)Nν (4)Nν + s (4)N2 (2.29)
(4)gta (= (4)gat) := (4)gαβ (4)tα (4)qβa =
(4)gαβ
(





(4)Nβ + (4)N (4)nβ
)
(4)qβa
| use: (4)nβ (4)qβa = 0
= (3)Na
3D projection of (4)gµν := (4)gµν (4)qµa
(4)qνb
= (3)qab (2.30)
So, with these decomposition we can obtain a way to understand the Lapse function, shift vectors
and the splitting by writing down an infinitesimal element dxµ on M with its proper length ds
given by




dxb + (3)N bdt
)− s((4)Ndt)2. (2.31)





. By defining the inverse metric by (4)gµν (4)gνα = δ
α
µ , we can now
write the (3+1) decomposition of the inverse metric as well. Let’s present the metric and the inverse



























Next, with the same token we can split important geometrical objects on M into Σt by using
the (3+1) decomposition scheme. Define the 3-covariant derivative, (3)∇ on Σ by the projection
operator as
(3)∇a (3)T m...nb...c := (4)qµa (4)qνb ... (4)qαc (4)qmβ ... (4)qnγ (4)∇µ (4)T β...γν...α (2.33)
where (4)T β...γν...α is any arbitrary tensor fields onM and (3)T m...nb...c is its projection into Σt under
the projector operator. We further impose this definition on (3)qbc and see that
(3)∇a (3)qbc = (4)qµa (4)qνb (4)qαc (4)∇µ (3)qνα
= Recall: (3)qνα = (4)gνα − s (4)nν (4)nα, (4)∇µ (4)gνα = 0 and (3)qνb (4)nν = 0
= 0 (2.34)
10Formally, suppose we use the language of frame fields to study (3+1) decomposition, the choice of time-like vector
is related to a gauge fixing the temporal components of the triads. This happens for (3+1) Palatini formulation and
(3+1) self-dual Ashtekar formulation [16].
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in which the newly defined 3D covariant derivatives is compatible with the induced 3D metric on
Σt. Next, we check for torsional property of (3)∇a, consider any scalar valued real test function f[
(3)∇a (3)∇b − (3)∇b (3)∇a
]















(4)∇µ (4)∇αf + (4)qµ[a (4)qνb ((4)∇µ (3)qαν )((4)∇αf)
)





(4)∇µ (4)∇αf − s (4)qµ[a (4)qνb]((4)∇µ (4)nν) (4)nα((4)∇αf)
)
| First term vanishes due to torsion-less of (4)∇µ.
= −2s (3)K[ab] (4)nα((4)∇αf)
| (3)Kab is proven symmetric.
= 0 . (2.35)
Hence, the defined (3)∇a is an unique, torsion-free covariant derivative on Σ which is also compatible
with 3-metric. So, we realized that both (4)∇µ and its projection (3)∇a have the exactly similar
operational structure on M and Σt. Now, we define the 3D curvature tensor on Σt by(
(3)∇a (3)∇b − (3)∇b (3)∇a
)
Pc ≡ 2 (3)∇[a (3)∇b]Pc ≡(3) R dabc Pd (2.36)
where Pc is any test tensor field on Σt, i.e. Pµ (4)nµ = 0. Now we relate the 3-Riemann to the
4-Riemann tensor11.(
(3)∇a (3)∇b − (3)∇b (3)∇a
)







































































where the second term in the last line can be further simplified.
11Here, to simplify the book keeping of indices, we assume Latin indices can run either from 1→ 3 or 0→ 4
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(4)gps − snpns (4)gnr − snnnr (4)gps + s2nrnnnpns
]




























































































Substitute (2.38) back into (2.37), hence we obtain the famous Gauss equation that helps to relate





(4)Rµναβ + 2s (3)Kc[a
(3)Kb]d. (2.39)
Now, we seek for the Ricci scalar form of the Gauss equation (this is known as the Codazzi’s
equation in the literature). Start from contracting a = c in (2.39),












(3)Kbd − (3)Kab (3)Kad
)











(3)K (3)Kbd − s (3)Kab (3)Kad (Ricci tensor)(2.40)
| Now, further contract b = d













(3)K2 − s (3)Kab (3)Kab (Ricci scalar) (2.41)
⇒ qαµqβν (4)Rµναβ = (3)R− s (3)K2 + s (3)Kab (3)Kab (2.42)
where (3)K is the trace of torsion-free extrinsic curvature (3)Kab, i.e. (3)K ≡ (3)K aa = (3)Kab (4)gab =
(3)Kab
(3)qab since (3)Kabnanb = 0 (orthogonal w.r.t. Σt). We can also denote the last term as




. To relate 4D scalar curvature to 3D scalar curvature, we need to
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substitute in the projector on the LHS of (2.42). So, we write further that












= (4)Rµνµν − snνnβ (4)Rµνµβ − snµnα (4)Rµναν + s2nµnνnαnβ (4)Rµναβ
| the term nµnνnαnβ (4)Rµναβ = 0 since both (µν) , (αβ) are antisymmetric
= (4)R− 2snµnν (4)Rµν . (2.43)
Now we are ready to carry out the ADM Hamiltonian formulation. We write the Einstein-Hilbert
action into the (3+1) decomposed form, namely express the Einstein tensor into components or-
thogonal and parallel to hyper-surface Σt. Recall from section (3.1), vacuum Einstein tensor is














nµnν = s2nνnν = s since (3)qµνnµ = 0 and nµnµ = s









(3)R− s (3)K2 + s (3)Kab (3)Kab
]
. (2.44)
Next, we consider to compute (4)Gµνnµqνa . But before that, let us list down some useful identities
here. Assume any test field Pµ, 4D Riemann curvature associated with (4)∇µ is given defined by
(4)R βµνα Pβ =
[
(4)∇µ (4)∇ν − (4)∇ν (4)∇µ
]
Pα
| contract indices µα
⇒ (4)Rµ βνµ Pβ =
[
(4)∇µ (4)∇ν − (4)∇ν (4)∇µ
]
Pµ = (4)R βν Pβ
| project ν to Σt by qνa
⇒ qνa (4)R βν Pβ = qνa
[
(4)∇µ (4)∇ν − (4)∇ν (4)∇µ
]
Pµ (2.45)
We recall some useful identities such as metricity condition obeyed by both covariant derivatives:






(4)∇µ(nνnν) = 0⇒ nν (4)∇µnν = 0. Furthermore, recall that the extrinsic curvature satisfies









(4)∇µnν = qµν (4)∇µnν = (4)∇µnµ (2.46)
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naqbm = 0, ∵ qbmnb = 0




a since (4)R[ab] = 0 and use (2.45)
= qbm
[
(4)∇a (4)∇b na − (4)∇b (4)∇a na
]





(4)∇d(gcb((4)∇cna)))− qbm((4)∇bK) = qbmgedgae((4)∇d(gcb((4)∇cna)))− (4)∇mK











(4)∇d(qae (qcb + sncnb)((4)∇cna)))− (4)∇mK




(4)∇d(qae qcb((4)∇cna))+ sqbmged (4)∇d(qaenbnc((4)∇cna))− (4)∇mK














































)− (4)∇m (3)K, (2.47)































| use ne (3)Kbe = 0 for 1st term
= −s((4)∇~n (qbmne)) (3)Kbe + s((3)∇anm)((4)∇~nna)
| use property (4)∇~nqbm = 0 and also recall (3)Kab = (3)∇anb
= −s((4)∇~nne)qbm (3)Kbe + s (3)Kam((4)∇~nna)
= −s((4)∇~nna) (3)Kma + s (3)Kam((4)∇~nna)
= −s((4)∇~nna) (3)K[am] = 0. due to torsion-freeness (2.48)
For vacuum Einstein field equation, we have (4)Gab = 0 and thus from both (2.44) and (2.47), the





(3)R− s (3)K2 + s (3)Kab (3)Kab
]






= 0 (3 equations). (2.50)
Clearly, we observe that these 4 equations are defined by geometrical objects purely on Σt. The
first set is a constraint relating extrinsic curvature of any space-like slice to its scalar curvature,
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whereas second sets are constraints on the extrinsic curvature of any space-like slice itself. They
represents constraint equations that all the physical hyper-surfaces must satisfy at every time such
that Einstein field equations hold. From the other perspective, they relate to the initial values and
hence play the role as constraint equations that the Cauchy data must satisfy. We can visualize
























The remaining 6 equations (in the 3 × 3 symmetric block satisfied (4)Gab = 0) say how (3)qab and
(3)Kab evolve in time12 (we declared previously as tµ). The evolution equations for (3)qab and (3)Kab





(3)q˙ab − L ~N (3)qab
]
⇒ (3)q˙ab = 2N (3)Kab + L ~N (3)qab (2.52)
(3)K˙ab := L~t (3)Kab = LN~n (3)Kab + L ~N (3)Kab
= N
(−K (3)Kab + 2 (3)Kac (3)Kcb)− s((3)∇a (3)∇bN)
−sN((4)Rµνqνaqνb − (3)Rab)+ L ~N (3)Kab. (2.53)
For details derivation of these evolution equations, see [3], [13], [16], [43] and [20].
Dirac constraint analysis on Einstein-Hilbert action:
We require Dirac constraint analysis to bring GR to a Hamiltonian formulation because, as we
will see later, the Einstein-Hilbert action indeed shall give raise to a singular Lagrangian. In such
a constraint system we have certain velocities of canonical variables that are not expressible fully
in terms the canonical variables and momenta. In fact, all the gauge theories that are physically
meaningful in describing fundamental interactions in nature (i.e. SU(2) or SU(3) Yang-Mills the-
ory) having this interesting picture. In canonical approach, the way to turn a singular Lagrangian
theory into a consistent Hamiltonian theory is to use the Dirac constraint analysis method14. A
deeper physical meaning to such theories is that, the system consists of (internal and/or spacetime)
symmetries such that the solutions to the equations of motion are invariant under these symmetry
transformations. These deeper physical meanings can be seen when we consider the infinitesi-
mal variations generated by the constraints. Readers who are interested in Dirac quantization of
constraint system in general can consult many famous literature [36] to [42].
The ways to follow in order to complete a Dirac constraint analysis of the ADM formulation
are as follows:
1. Write the (3 + 1) decomposed Einstein-Hilbert action.
12As we will see on next section, in Hamiltonian mechanics form, the extrinsic curvature plays the role of canonical
conjugate momentum to the configuration variable (3)qab.
13Evolution of (3)qab and
(3)Kab means evaluating the Lie derivatives with respect to
(4)tµ = Nµ +Nnµ
14On the equal footing, one can study gauge theories by Feynman path integral. In that approach, the “excessive”
symmetries contain in constraints are handled by the so called Faddeev-Popov quantization method (by introducing
the so called ghost fields).
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2. Define the conjugate momenta.
3. Obtain the primary constraints.
4. Obtain the secondary constraints (through consistency check) and write down the Extended
Hamiltonian.
5. Classify the constraints into first class or second class.
6. Compute the infinitesimal gauge transformations generated by the first class constraints.
For General Relativity with metric variables, there are only first class constraints. Otherwise second
class constraints need to be solved using the Dirac brackets15.
1). (3 + 1) decomposition of Einstein-Hilbert action











Note that det (4)gab has (tensor) density of weight, so effectively the integrand carries density of
weight +1. This is needed in order to have a “background” independent integration. (The “indices”
on det (4)gab only serves to indicate whether its the determinant of the metric or its inverse.) We
have 16






| det (4)gab| = |N |
√
det (3)qab (2.55)
And recall R(3) − sK2 − sKabKab = R(4) − 2snnnsR(4)ns (2.56)
To achieve (3+1) decomposition of Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian, we must rewrite (4)R in terms of
dynamical fields (3)Kab and (3)qab and also 3D scalar curvature, (3)R. Although a proper discussion
on the asymptotic properties of the manifold is needed17 to discuss interesting physics at the
boundaries, but for sake of simplicity we neglect surface terms in this discussion because we only
concentrate on the main feature of the decomposition. For details see [6] and [20]. We recall
(4)Gabn











Thus, we need to express the first term (4)Rabnanb in terms of (3)qab, (3)Kab and (3)R (also possibly
some surface terms). The second term can be easily replaced by known expression from (2.49),
15Recently, Alexandov et al. have setting up a programme called “Covariant Quantization of GR”. In their study,
no time gauge is imposed from first place and they are forced to solve the complicated 2nd class constraint through
Dirac bracket [62].




We have (4)gtt = s/N2. But of course you can derive directly using Laplace expansion for determinants.
17Thiemann’s book, [20]
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(4)Gabn
anb = − s2
[
(3)R− s (3)K2 + s (3)Kab (3)Kab
]
. We start by
(4)Rabn




(4)∇m (4)∇a − (4)∇a (4)∇m
]
nm










)− (4)∇a(na (4)∇mnm) (2.58)
























































Thus second term in (2.58) is equivalent to (3)K ba





together, all these allow us to write (4)Rabnanb = (3)K2 − (3)K ba (3)K ab + some surface terms. It
is worth to remind that strictly speaking, a proper asymptotic analysis will be needed to put the
right surface terms in the action. This is not our concern here and from now onwards we ignore all



































As a result, after substitute in both the determinant and 4D Ricci scalar, we successfully obtain
























2). Define the conjugate momenta
To carry out this part, note that (3)R has no time derivatives (in tµ) of (3)qab since (3)R lives

























3(x′ − x) δ(t′ − t) (2.62)
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(3)Kab − (3)K (3)qab
]
. (2.63)
The momentum has density weight one (since it is multiplied by
√
det qab, and we denote this
fact by putting a “tilde” over it). With the same token, since the decomposed Lagrangian is
independent of N˙ and N˙a we compute the momenta conjugate to the field N and Na as
Π˜N (x, t) :=
δ
δN˙(x, t)
S(3+1 decomposed)E-H = 0 (2.64)
Π˜a~N (x, t) :=
δ
δN˙a(x, t)
S(3+1 decomposed)E-H = 0 . (2.65)
Thus, we observe that both fields N and Na are non-dynamical and from standard Lagrangian
mechanics, they served as the Lagrangian multiplier in the theory.
3). Obtain the primary constraints
From (3)q˙ab = 2N (3)Kab + L ~N (3)qab, obviously we can solve (3)q˙ab in terms of set of fields like
(3)qab, N , Na and (3)p˜ab since (3)Kab is in terms of (3)qab and (3)p˜ab given by (2.63). The ability
to solve (3)qab and thus write down the expression p˜ab (3)q˙ab is also means that we are manage
to perform the Legendre transformation without ambiguity. But the same procedure cannot be
done for both N˙ and N˙a, thus the Lagrangian is a singular Lagrangian, where one cannot solve all
velocities for momenta, so we have the primary constraints in Dirac sense. We define,





(x, t) = 0. (2.67)
4). Obtain the secondary constraints
According to Dirac constraint analysis, we introduce arbitrary Lagrange multiplier fields λ(x, t),
λa(x, t) for the primary constraints and perform the Legendre transform with respect to the re-
maining velocities which can be solved for (in our case, (3)qab). Then we write the action into the





(3)q˙ab − L ~N (3)qab
)
⇒ (3)q˙ab = 2N (3)Kab + L ~N (3)qab
∴ (3)q˙ab (3)p˜ab =
(
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(3)R− s((3)Kab (3)Kab − (3)K2))]}















[(L ~N (3)qab) (3)p˜ab




(3)R+ s (3)Kab (3)Kab − s (3)K2
)]}
. (2.69)
In order to complete the Legendre transform, we need to express L ~N (3)qab explicitly and rewrite
(3)Kab
(3)Kab and (3)K2 in terms of phase space variables (3)p˜s and (3)qs only. The expression of
Lie derivative of 3d induced metric L ~N (3)qab can be found in General Relativity textbooks [4] and
[6] as
L ~N (3)qab = N c (3)∇c (3)qab + (3)qcb (3)∇aN c + (3)qac (3)∇bN c
| (3)∇ is 3-metric compatible, i.e. (3)∇a (3)qbc = 0
= (3)qcb (3)∇aN c + (3)qac (3)∇bN c

















(3)Kab − (3)K (3)qab
][
(3)Kab − (3)K (3)qab
]










































Finally, we can write the (extended and Legendre transformed) (3+1) decomposed action into the

















[(L ~N (3)qab) (3)p˜ab




(3)R+ s (3)Kab (3)Kab − s (3)K2
)]}




















+λ C + λaCa −N
√

























λC + λaCa +NaD˜a +N S˜
]}
, (2.75)
whereby D˜a := −2 (3)∇b (3)p˜ab (2.76)
and S˜ := −
√










D˜a is the known as the 3D diffeomorphism constraints and S˜ is called the scalar constraint (or








q˙p − H), where H is the Hamiltonian density, we can read off the extended






λC + λaCa +NaD˜a +N S˜
]
. (2.78)
Conventionally from the Dirac quantization scheme, we impose the consistency condition on the
primary constraints C and Ca, that they are preserved under Hamiltonian evolution of the system.
In fact, this is the procedure for us the check the existence of secondary constraint.











and with the same token,
0 != C˙(t, x) := {H, C(t, x)}P.B.
=
{
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Hence the secondary constraints in GR are
S˜ = 0 , D˜a = 0 (2.81)
5). Classify the constraints into first class or second class
Next step is just mechanical, we proceed to look for “higher degree” constraints by considering
the consistency condition. We will impose the consistency condition on the secondary constraints
S˜ and D˜a and we find that they satisfy the consistency conditions and we actually get their classi-
fication into first class constraints18 at the same time!
To simplify the discussion, we choose to work with the smeared versions of the constraints which






λC + λaCa +NaD˜a +N S˜
]
































| first two terms vanished by consistency condition
=
{


























Essentially, there are 3 Poisson Brackets (between 3d diffeomorphism constraints and scalar con-
straints19) to be evaluated explicitly. The results are (see detail evaluation in [3], [20] and [16]):{


















(3)~∇M)−M((3)~∇N)] ≈ 0 (2.87)










classify R as first class constraint if and only if it has vanishing Poisson bracket (at least weakly “ ≈ ”) with all the
primary/secondary constraints. [36]
19Poisson bracket between two first class quantities is also first class. Due to this reason, the Poisson algebras
generated by both
~˜D( ~N), S˜(N) are the close algebras type, see page 18 of [36]
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where the “weak equality (i.e. ≈ 0)” is only make sense when the algebra is evaluated on the
constraint surface. We can direct substitute these results into (2.83) and (2.84), and thus the



























≈ 0 . (2.89)
In Dirac’s notation, ˙˜S(N) ≈ 0 and ~˙˜D( ~N) ≈ 0, ≈ means weakly zero or Poisson brackets are eval-
uated on constrained surface. These weakly vanishing results also mean that there are no tertiary
constraints (since we have exhausted all the consistency conditions), and finally from the Poisson
brackets, we conclude that ~˜D( ~N) (3 constraints) and S˜(N) are first class constraints since all their
brackets weakly vanish with the rest of primary/secondary constraints [36], [38].
Now we look at the equations of motion for a geometrical interpretation of the (3+1)-decomposed




















































Thus we can conclude that since N˙a = λa, N˙ = λ means the trajectory of Na and N are arbitrary
as λ and λa are Lagrange multipliers. Equations of motion of (3)qab and (3)p˜ab are manifestly






can indirectly treat both Na and N as Lagrange multipliers (in which they will not come into the
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This is the well-known ADM action (after the genuine (3+1)-decomposition). At first glance one
may argue that the procedure breaks the important lesson from Einstein GR- general diffeomor-
phism since spatial and temporal degrees of freedom are treated not with equal footing. In fact,
the general covariance property of gravity can be restored back after solving the constraints [6]. To
preserve the content of the original action, we need to write the equations of motion of Π˜N and
Π˜ ~N , which happen to be their consistency equations also
˙˜ΠN = S˜ = 0( ˙˜Π ~N)a = D˜a = 0














S˜ = 0 (2.96)
D˜a = 0 (2.97)
preserves the full content of the original Einstein-Hilbert action.
6). Infinitesimal gauge transformations
It is a well known fact that in Dirac constraints analysis, the symmetries generated by the
first class constraints are indeed the infinitesimal gauge transformations20. After that, we get the
equations of motion of (3)qab and (3)p˜ab and relate the first class constraints to the constraints on
the Cauchy surface.
Infinitesimal gauge transformations generated by the 4 first class constraints on the ADM phase































(3)qabS˜ −N det q 12
[
(3)qca (3)qdb − (3)qcd (3)qab
]
(4)Rcd + LN~n (3)p˜ab.(2.101)
Both (2.98) and (2.100) are easily to be understood because as expected, they are “shifted” along the
Cauchy surface by the 3D diffeomorphism constraints.(2.99) simply means that extrinsic curvature
is the measure of the change of curvature of 3-metric when hyper-surfaces are embedded in the 4D




= LN~n (3)p˜ab, (2.102)
20Exactly in this sense, we have the nice geometrical interpretation of the theory. In fact, in Ashtekar reformulation
of GR in connection-dynamics, this respect still remain faithfully.
21See appendix of [3] for all the impressive derivations.
22Where S˜ ≈ 0 and when the vacuum Einstein equations hold, ((4)Rab = 0)
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then we can interpret S˜(N) geometrically as a diffeomorphism in the direction perpendicular to Σt.













= L ~N (3)p˜ab + LN~n (3)p˜ab +
N
2
(3)qabS˜ −N det q 12
[
(3)qca (3)qdb − (3)qcd (3)qab
]
(4)Rcd + LN~n (3)p˜ab
= L( ~N+N~n) (3)p˜ab +
N
2
(3)qabS˜ −N det q 12
[
(3)qca (3)qdb − (3)qcd (3)qab
]
(4)Rcd
= L~t (3)p˜ab +
N
2
(3)qabS˜ −N det q 12
[
(3)qca (3)qdb − (3)qcd (3)qab
]
(4)Rcd. (2.103)
Thus we can interpret (3) ˙˜p
ab
= L~t (3)p˜ab only on the constraint surface and on-shell (i.e. (4)Rab = 0).
As a closing to this section, we shall show that the constraints on the hyper-surface, (4)Gabnanb and
(4)Gabn
aqbc (which corresponds to 4 Einstein’s equations), and the Dirac constraints are actually

















(3)p˜ (3)qab − 2 (3)p˜ab
]
⇒ (3)Kab (3)Kab = 14s2q
[
(3)p˜ (3)qab − 2 (3)p˜ab
] [






− (3)p˜ (3)p˜+ 4 (3)p˜ab (3)p˜ab
]
, (2.104)




















− sq 12 · 1
4s2q
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= −sq− 12 (3)∇a (3)p˜am
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and hence the Dirac constraints are indeed (proportional to) the constraints on the Cauchy surface




3.1 Ashtekar Hamiltonian Formulation on the Extended ADM
Phase Space: SO(3,C) self-dual connection and SL(2, C) sol-
dering form Representation
The main reference in this section are Ashtekar book [16] chapter 6, 7 and 8, together with his
seminal paper on self-dual gravity [47].
In this section we cover Ashtekar New Variables (New Hamiltonian formulation), in which the
canonical variables are self-dual connection and density-valued (weight +1) SU(2) soldering form
[47]. On the other hand, the self-dual connection is valued in so(3)C Lie algebra. In this thesis,
we choose to work with the spinorial formulation of Ashtekar variables. The tetrad (or triads)
formulation will be presented in a complementary thesis [3]. However, readers who prefer to see the
internal structure of the self-dual gravity theory are encourage to take the soldering form approach
since the spinor space is naturally tailor for this task [16].
The canonical pair of variables, namely ((3)σ˜a BA ,
(3)A BaA ) will be obtained by performing a
canonical transformation directly on the traditional Palatini phase space (this is assumed to be
a real phase space). The motivation is that in such framework no explicit complex structure are
needed to be introduced on the phase space and we can work throughout in the confines of the
real theory1. We layout the coverage of this section as following. Firstly, we discuss the extended
phase space to incorporate spinors. It serves to set the stage for more complicated gravity-fermions
coupling in the next section. After that, we introduce the New Ashtekar variables on this extended
phase space. We further simplify the structure of constraints and study the constraints algebra.
As we will see, the Poisson bracket generated by all the constraints turn out to be much simpler as
compare to the conventional ADM case. Finally, we briefly discuss the reality conditions issue.
Kinematical Arena:
We start with the definition of kinematical structure of the formulation2. Let Σt be a spatial
1This is due to the possibility of simply regards the self-dual connection as complex function on the real phase
space.
2We need to fix once and for all prior to the introduction of dynamical variables.
33
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3-manifold which can be either compact or asymptotically flat. Formally, this means that Σt is
either compact, or the complement of a compact set in Σt is diffeomorphic to the complement of
a closed ball in R3. Note that at this stage Σt is not equipped with an apriori metric. However,
since Σt is a manifold, the notion of tensor fields T a...bc...b (as a multi-linear map) is well-defined. In
addition, objects such as T a...b A...Bc...b C...D with internal SU(2) indices A...B,C...D also naturally
defined. We regard these objects as generalized tensors. In fact, they can be identified as cross
sections of suitable vector bundle over Σt [16], [24]. The SU(2) structure further induces following
interesting features:
I) Existence of a preferred nowhere vanishing antisymmetric volume element ²AB such that
raising and lowering of indices can be defined uniquely as λA = ²ABλB and λA = λB²BA. See
Appendix B in this thesis or wonderful book by Penrose and Rindler [49].
II) Existence of a Hermitian conjugation operation, denoted † such that:




A such thatc ∈ C
(b) (λ†)†A = −λA;
(c) (λ)†AλA ≥ 0, equality if and only if (iff) λA = 0,
(d) ²†AB = ²AB, (λA µB)
† := λ†A µ
†
B
All these feature allow us to define the connection (3)Da, which is compatible with ²AB (i.e.
satisfies (3)Da²AB = 0).
Extended Phase Phase:
SO(3,C) soldering form (3)σ˜a BA is a general (global) isomorphism from the space of trace-free,
second rank, Hermitian “Higgs scalar” λ AB in the fibers over p ∈ Σ to the space of vectors λa




[see Appendix B]. The induced





= − (3)σ BaA (3)σ AbB .
It is a positive definite metric with signature (+,+,+) on Σ. We denote this traditional con-
figuration space of asymptotically flat, positive definite 3-metrics (3)qab as C. Note that by con-
struction, the soldering form satisfies two very important conditions: (3)σa AA = 0 (trace-free) and
((3)σ†)a BA =
(3)σa BA (Hermiticity). The presence of soldering form is necessary in helping to pick
up an unique, torsion-free connection (3)Da acting on both internal and tensor indices (we call this
generalized covariant derivative operator).
As motivation by Palatini first order formalism of general relativity [47], [52], we will treat
(3)σa BA as the basic dynamical variable and
(3)qab as a derived secondary object from the soldering
form3. The configuration space formed by this construction (enlargement or extended) is denoted
as C. In fact, to define the extended configuration space rigorously, all soldering forms must be
subjected to boundary (and fall-off) condition in which normally chosen as asymptotically flat (see
Ashtekar book [16] pg74). Formally, this enlargement of configuration space has been the result
of allowing the freedom to perform internal SU(2) rotation in the fibers4. By a quick counting
on the components, (3)qab has six components since it is symmetric in indices (a, b), while (3)σa BA
has nine. The extra 3 degrees of freedom can be understood as the artifact due to local SU(2)
3There is a shift in the configuration space we used. Also, we use (3)σa BA rather than
(3)σ BaA (it’s inverse) as
the basic configuration variables
4We see this by defining a mapping ψ : C → C. Suppose (3)σ(1)a BA ; (3)σ(2)a BA ∈ C, such that their projection to
C produce the same 3-metric, then from (3)qab := − (3)σ BaA (3)σ AbB , this two soldering forms are related by a local
SU(2) transformation.
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transformations [47], [13].
To have a phase space structure, we need to define the canonical conjugate momentum associated
with (3)σa BA . It is an object with tensor density of weight one, denoted as
(3)M˜ BaA . As similar to
soldering form, the conjugate momentum also need to be subjected to proper fall-off condition (see
pg 75 of [16]). For consistency check, recall that Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian is given by the form










































(3)p˜ ca ²AM ²













(3)σc BA , (3.1)
where after that we can multiply both side by a factor of
(− (3)σ AbB ) to obtain
−2 (3)p˜(ac) (3)σc BA (3)σ AbB = − (3)M˜ BaA (3)σ AbB










Thus, we see that the new conjugate momentum of soldering forms is proportional to symmetric
part of ADM-momentum and thus the claim of (3)M˜ BaA as the conjugate momentum is necessarily





≡ (3)M˜ (ab). (3.3)
Meanwhile, the anti-symmetric part of ADM-momentum must be vanished and it turns to be the
new constraints (Gauss Law constrains) defined by





≡ (3)M˜[ab] = 0. (3.4)
This equation will give us the definition of Gauss Law’s constraint surface.
Ashtekar New Variables:
Up to this point, we have defined the extended phase space (which is the mathematically, the
cotangent bundle over C), Γ[(3)σa BA , (3)M˜ BaA ] in our formalism5. The transition from cotangent





if we use the triads formulation where E˜ai is the vector valued density
triads, (3)Kia is the extrinsic curvature
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important key step to the introduction of the Ashtekar new variables. We will see that both AMD
diffeomorphism (or vector) and scalar constraints can be simplified significantly with this transition.















Metric compatibility condition (or Metricity condition in short) allows us to define an unique (and
also torsion-free via construction) connection (3)D that act on both tensor and internal indices. As
motivated by A. Sen idea [46] on the self-dual decomposition of connection6, Ashtekar introduced a
new connection through the derivative operator (3)Da as following7. For any arbitrary generalized
tensor ΛbM ,
(3)DaλbM := (3)DaλbM − i√
2
(3)Π NaM λbN (3.6)
where we required (we quote this condition from Ashtekar Book [16]),

























Suppose we multiply both equations by





























Πab + (3)σab (3)Π
)
(3.8)




. We see that (3)Π NaM is related to
(3)M˜ BaA in a similar




(3)Kab− K (3)qab). As different from the




= − (3)Π NaM (3)σ MbN
is not symmetric in (a, b) except on Gauss constraint surface since (3)Πab = (3)Kab once (3.4) is
satisfied.
In order to have a convenient condition to work with (i.e. as similar to Yang-Mills theory), we
need to define a connection one-form (Ash,3)A ABa by making use of the derivative operators
(3)Da.
Let us fix a fiducial partial derivative operator ∂a, in which it is assumed to be:




(ii) zero internal curvature, ∂[a∂b]λa = 0.
6Sen introduced the so called Sen connection (which is highly related to the one as defined by Ashtekar) to simplify
the discussion of initial value formulation of Einstein’s theory under ADM framework. It is consider as the birth of
the self-dual canonical quantum gravity
7It is different from the Sen connection in the sense that (3)Da is the pullback of (4)Dµ instead of (4)∇µ. (4)∇µ is
4-metric compatible whereas (4)Dµ can be understood as Yang-Mills like connection
8Later we will see that (3)Πab → (3)Kab on the Gauss Law constraint surface.
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Hence, we can define:
(3)DaλM = ∂aλM + (Ash,3)A NaM λN (3.9)
where (Ash,3)A NaM is a su(2, C) Lie algebra-valued connection 1-form, namely the famous Ashtekar
connection. Now, from (3.6) and using the above definition, we obtain
(3)DaλbM := (3)DaλbM − i√
2
(3)Π NaM λbN ; (3.10)
where
(3)DaλbM := ∂aλbM + (3)Γ cab λcM + (Ash,3)A NaM λN (3.11)
(3)DaλbM := ∂aλbM + (3)Γ cab λcM +
(3)Γ NaM λbN (3.12)
∴ (Ash,3)A NaM = (3)Γ NaM −
i√
2
Π NaM . (3.13)








. We see that the Ashtekar connection as defined here is tensor density of weight zero
and the SL(2, C) soldering forms is vector density of weight one9. This is a reasonable choice since
we know from the conventional initial valued formulation of general relativity (i.e.ADM formula-
tion), in order for the integration over manifold to be independent of the metric, the Lagrangian
must be of density of weight one. This is necessary to have an unambiguous volume form [50], [24]10.
In order to have a faithful canonical conjugate pair, we further check on the Poisson algebra as
generated by soldering forms and Ashtekar connection. Firstly, be reminded that on the extended






























Next, to compute the Poisson bracket in between soldering forms and Ashtekar connection, we
need to realize (by straightforward calculation via symplectic structure of Γ) that (3)σ˜a BA (x) and











































q because the determinant of 3-metric det (3)qab carries density of weight +2
10This is the reason why we have to “densitize” (3)σa BA to obtain the second variable. It turns out to be the
conjugate momentum in canonical sense.
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Also, since Γ NbM (the spin connection 1-form of
(3)σ˜a BA ) is a function of of













































From (3.16) we realize that (3)σa BA (x) doesn’t form a faithful c-number Poisson bracket with
(3)Π NbM (y) (in fact, RHS of (3.16) are distributions), hence neither
11 it does in between (3)σa BA (x)
and (Ash,3)A BaA (x).
Finally, we left with one more complicated Poisson bracket to evaluate, namely between (Ash,3)A BaA (x)
and (Ash,3)A NbM (y). But, we no need to perform the complicated calculation directly here. After










is of the type(
qi, pi
) → (qi, p′i := −ipi + fi(q)). Recall from standard analytical mechanics, since this transfor-
mation is a canonical transformation [25], [26], we only need to check that if and only if fi is locally
a gradient, this will be strongly sufficient to claim that p′i and pj commute with each other. Hence,
in our context, in order to show that (Ash,3)A BaA ’s commutes, we are going to show that Γ
B
aA is
locally a gradient of a generating function G of (3)σ˜a BA .
Here, to ease the derivation, we introduce the torsion free derivative operator via compatibility
of 3-metric (3)qab i.e. (3)∇a (3)qbc = 0. This condition is equivalent to say that (3)∇a (3)σ BbA = 0,
which can be easily shown,






⇒ (3)qbc (3)∇a (3)qbc = (3)qbc
[
(3)σ AcB






(3)∇(3)a σ BbA + (3)σc BA (3)∇a (3)σ AcB
]
= 0
∴ 2 (3)σb BA (3)∇a (3)σ AbB = 0
| assume (3)σb BA is non-degenerate.
∴ (3)∇a (3)σ AbB = 0. (3.18)
In addition, we assume that (3)∇a has the same action as the partial derivation ∂a when acting on
spinorial objects. From
0 = (3)Da (3)σ˜bAC
= (3)∇a (3)σ˜bAC + (3)Γ MaA (3)σ˜bMC + (3)Γ MaC (3)σ˜bAM , (3.19)
11This is because there is a dependent on the phase space functional, the determinant
√
q.
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this implies that,








| Use identity (3)σaAB (3)σ CDa = δ C(A δ
D








































| Use: (3)Γ CaC = 0 since traceless condition
= 2 (3)Γ BaA
∴ (3)Γ BaA = −
1
2
σ˜ BCb (3)∇a (3)σ˜bAC (3.20)
Next, we can write down the explicit expression for (3)∇a (3)σ˜bAC as
(3)∇a (3)σ˜bAC = ∂a (3)σ˜bAC + Γ da d (3)σ˜bAC − Γ ba d (3)σ˜dAC (3.21)
The second term in the expression comes from the tensor density consideration. In general, covariant













)n Γ dbd T b...cd...e (please see [50] and [24]). Since the spin connection depends on the soldering
forms, it is natural to ask how much the change in the spin-connection is induced by a small change




. Recall from (3.20) and substitute in the explicit form of (3)∇a (3)σ˜bAC
from (3.21), the change takes the form of












δ (3)Γ da d
)
(3)σ˜bAC
+ (3)Γ da d
(
δ (3)σ˜bAC
)− (δ Γ ba d) (3)σ˜dAC − (3)Γ ba d(δ (3)σ˜dAC)]}














| where (+1,−1) represents weight of density.








+ (3)Γ da d
(
δ (3)σ˜bAC





















We wish to use an identity that satisfied by SU(2, C) soldering form, (3)σ˜ M(Aa (3)σ˜|b| B)M =





dbc (3)σ˜ ABc to further simplify the previous equation12. We give the proof here.





(3)σ˜ MAa (3)σ˜b BM + (3)σ˜ MBa (3)σ˜b AM
]
| We use traceless property of the soldering form


































dbc (3)σ˜ ABc = 1√2 (3)qadη˜dbc (3)σ˜ ABc (3.23)






































−(δ (3)Γ dab ) (3)σ˜ Ad C + (δ (3)Γ da d) (3)σ˜ Ab C + (3)∇a(δ (3)σ˜ Ab C)]}
| Use identity: (3)σa BA (3)σb CB =
1√
2
²abc (3)σ CcA −
1
2




























²dae (3)σ AeC δ
(















−(δ (3)Γ dab ) (3)σ˜ Ad C + (δ (3)Γ da d) (3)σ˜ Ab C + (3)∇a(δ (3)σ˜ Ab C)]}
It is easy to see that second and forth expressions are zero due to the traceless condition of SU(2)
soldering forms, i.e. (3)σ AaA = 0. For the third expression, with a moment of reflection we realize
12We use the notation η˜dbc = ²˜dbc =
√
q²dbc.
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²abeδ (3)Γ dab + (−²abe)δ (3)Γ dab
]
(3)σ CeA

























δ (3)Γ da d
)























δ (3)σ˜ Ab C











δ (3)σ˜ Ab C






(3)σ˜ MNd (δ (3)σ˜bMN)
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In the last step, we recall that covariant derivative (3)∇a acts similarly as partial derivative when
it operates on the spinorial indices. Clearly from the form of (3.27) it is a total divergence of a


































































= Γ AbB since second term vanish by proper boundary condition. (3.29)
Hence, after a long computation, we have the desired Poisson bracket between the Ashtekar con-




= 0 . (3.30)
As a conclusion, (3)σ˜a BA (x) can be thought of as being “canonically conjugate” to the Ashtekar
connection (Ash,3)A BaA (x) since they have a faithful canonical Poisson bracket relationship
13.
Constraints in the Yang-Mills Theory Form:
In this subsection, let us recast the constraints in terms of the newly defined variables from pre-
vious part. As we will observe, the constraints and field equations become simplified when express
in term of this pair of variables14.
13Although this is the case, but strictly speaking, they are not really fundamental canonical pair from the traditional
point of view. The reason is because (3)σ˜a BA is real and Hermitian whereas
(Ash,3)A BaA is not from their definition.
We have hybrid type of phase space simplectic structure.





as the basic variables.
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We start from the so called Gauss’s constraints. From (3.4) and make use of the definition of
(3.6), we obtain15:






































(3)σb BM ≈ 0 (3.31)
Due to the property of the tensor density, the divergence of a vector density weight one is indepen-
dent of the choice of the derivative operator16. This implies that, we can expand the action of the
derivative operator on the general “Higgs” scalar as
(Ash,3)DaλM = ∂aλa + (Ash,3)A NaM λN . (3.32)
With the same spirit and reasons, we want to show that we can further express the Gauss’s con-
straint (3.31) as:







Lets us start from left hand side,













(3)σa BM − (Ash,3)A BaM (3)σa MA
]
+ (3)σc BA ∂c
√
q −√q (3)Γ cc a (3)σa BA








(3)σa BM − (Ash,3)A BaM (3)σa MA
]
+ (3)σc BA ∂c
√
q























= Right hand side of (3.130). (3.34)
15Recall the property of soldering form as an isomorphism from the space of trace-free, Hermitian “Higgs” scalar
to the space of tangent vectors.
16(Ash,3)Da λ˜a = ∂a λ˜a + Γ aa cλc − Γ dd aλa [50], [16]
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To get the third equality, we make used of the identity below:











































q (3)Γ aa c . (3.35)
Thus, with the result (3.130), we can rigorously claim that we have re-expressed the Gauss con-






Let us proceed to look at vector constraints and scalar constraint now. Before that, as moti-
vated by the Sen connection it is useful to firstly calculate and re-express the spinorial curvature
(Ash,3)F NabM of Ashtekar derivative operator,
(Ash,3)Da in terms of the curvature of (3)qab and the
extrinsic curvature (3)Kab. Firstly, via definition:




(Ash,3)Da (Ash,3)Db − (Ash,3)Db (Ash,3)Da
]
λM (3.36)
such that both terms can be evaluated explicitly as















































bP λN , (3.37)
and similarly by exchanging a↔ b, we obtain
(Ash,3)Db (Ash,3)DaλM
















aP λN . (3.38)
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So, substitute these back into (3.36):
(Ash,3)F NabM λN =
[
(Γ)Da (Γ)Db − (Γ)Db (Γ)Da
]








































(Γ)DaΠ NbM − (Γ)DbΠ NaM
]]
λN






b]M λN . (3.39)
In the order words, (Ash,3)F NabM (the spinorial curvature of
(Ash,3)D) is given by spinorial curvature
of unique, torsion free connection compatible with ²AB, i.e. (Γ)D, namely (Γ)R NabM as the following:
(Ash,3)F NabM =











(Γ)R NabM − (3)σ McN Π P[aM Π
N



















(Γ)DaΠ NbM − (Γ)DbΠ NaM
]
. (3.41)
It is clear to observe that the left hand site is given by (3)σ McN
(Ash,3)F NabM = − (Ash,3)Fabc and
the first term on right hand site is (3)σ McN
(Γ)R NabM = − (Γ)Rabc. Furthermore, the last two terms
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bP −Π PbM Π NaP
)]

































− (3)σm PM (3)σp NP − (3)σmNP (3)σpPM
]
(3)σ McN Πam Πbp








































(3)σ Nc MΠam Πbp −
1
2
(−δ NM ) (3)σ McN Π pa Πbp]













Πam Πbp = − 1√
2
²mpc Π ma Π
p
b
| change the free index m→ d ; p→ e
= − 1√
2
²cde Π da Π
e
b . (3.42)
































Hence, finally we have the “spatial” version of the curvature for both Ashtekar connection and spin
connection,
(Ash,3)Fabc = (Γ)Rabc − 1√
2





17In fact, we use (3)σa BA and its inverse to convert the spinorial indices to the tensorial one.
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It follows that the vector constraint (or 3-dimensional diffeomorphism constraint) can be expressed





























































































This is the off shell vector constraints (which is not yet subjected to the Gauss’s constraint). We
know from previous part that on the Gauss’s constraint surface (on shell), we have Πab = (3)Kab























































































where ≈ denotes the equality modulo SU(2) Gauss’s constraint. Next, we proceed to re-express






A , where τ
i B
A is the 2 × 2, traceless Hermitian matrices (Pauli matrices).
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²abc (Ash,3)Fabc − 12
(3)qab (Ash,3)F AabA




To achieve the last equality, we make used of identity (3)qab (Ash,3)F AabA = 0, which can be shown
in following. Firstly, we should realize that due to the antisymmetric property of the “spinorial
metric” ²AB; we have (Γ,3)R AabA =
(Γ,3)R Aab A = − (Γ,3)R AabA ⇒ 2(Γ,3)R AabA = 0 or simply implies
























(Γ)DaΠ AbA − (Γ)DbΠ AaA
]
= 0 . (3.48)
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| Use the identity ²abc (Γ)Rabc = − 1√
2
(Γ)R [See below for proof]







(3)K2 − (3)Kab (3)Kba
]
, (3.49)
where following identity have been used.
²abc (Γ)Rabc = ²abc
[












































| Recall: (Γ)R dabc = 2 (3)σ AMc (3)σdBM (Γ)R BabA [See Appendix B]




As compared to the ADM constraints, we see that the constraints we obtained here are equivalent
to ADM constraints when modulo the Gauss constraint or on shell condition is assumed. Let us
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:= −2 (3)qab (Γ)Dc (3)p˜bc = 0



























































(3)p˜ab (3)p˜ab − 12
(3)p˜2
)
































²abc (Γ)Rabc − (3)Kab (3)Kab +K2
]





























It is remarkable to see that indeed the constraints in Ashtekar-Sen theory reproduce the famous
ADM geometro-dynamics constraints. As a summary, the seven first class constraints of the Einstein
General relativity in Ashtekar new variables look much simpler in algebraic form as following:










= 0 :Scalar Constraint (3.57)
In Ashtekar self-dual formulation, we can regard (Ash,3)A BaA as the configuration variable and the
density-weighted SU(2) soldering form (3)σ˜a BA as its momentum. In term of geometrical interpreta-
tion, clearly (3)σ˜a BA is analogous to the old metrical configuration variables of ADM formulation,
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qab or more precisely square-root of the (density-weighted) 3-metric. For Ashtekar connection
(Ash,3)A BaA , it is the natural potential for the self-dual part of the 4-dimensional Weyl curvature.
Through the change of variables, we obtained some very interesting feature that exhibited explicitly
in term of the constraints. As contrast to the older ADM formulations, constraints in Ashtekar
variables are much simpler and algebraically easier to handle since the so called “potential term”
drops out in the scalar constraint18. In addition, notice that we do not need to raise or lower the
tensorial indices on the fields considered due to the fact that the inverse of (3)σ˜a BA never enters
the constraints19. These are really the gimp of the Ashtekar’s formulation as compare to the old
variables in metrical form.
Furthermore, we also realize one very interesting extra bonus, in fact the gravitational con-
straints in Ashtekar formulation can be understood in the Yang-Mills form. The Ashtekar connec-
tion one-form can be thought of as Yang-Mills connection one-forms on the three manifold Σt, and
its curvature (Ash,3)F BabA as the dual of magnetic field (this is similar as in Sen’s connection [46]).
Through this spirit, we can further replace the canonical momentum (3)σ˜a BA as
(3)E˜a BA whereby
the second one carries the meaning of “electric field” in Yang-Mills theory20. In other words, we
have an embedding of the Einstein constraint surface into the Yang-Mills constraint and the inter-
play between both theory give rise to very interesting physics21. However, notice that we should
pay attention to the analogy of regarding Ashtekar formulation of general relativity as Yang-Mills
theory. As compare to the conventional Yang-Mills theory in standard model, now we have to deal
with complex connections and also noncompact gauge group. Thus the analogy is good to keep
in mind and it should be overlooked due to the fact that, gravity is obviously much different as
compare to standard model interaction.
Constraint Algebra:
We would like to consider the canonical transformations as generated by all constraints. As we
will see, six out of seven constraints have a direct geometrical interpretation. The Poisson bracket
in terms of two scalar constraints turn out to be more involved and the algebra is not close in a
strictly sense22. Nevertheless, one very obvious feature from this exercise is that the use of new
variables simplifies the task to compute the constraints greatly. The reason was pointed previously,
the constraints in Ashtekar variables are at most quadratic in (Ash,3)F BabA and
(3)σ˜a BA .
Suppose we regard (3)σ˜a BA as momentum conjugate to the configuration variables,
(Ash,3)A BaA ,
we see that (3.55) has exactly the same form as the Gauss constraint of conventional Yang-Mills
theory, (i.e. (G,3)Da (3)Eai = 0), in which G is the gauge group of the theory. On standard Yang-
Mills sector, we know quite well that Gauss Law constraint is the generator of local gauge rotation
on internal indices. This is the reason in literature normally (3.55) is referred to as the Gauss
constraint of canonical general relativity. Before we start to calculate all the Poisson brackets, it is







. One can view the second part in bracket as a “potential” term.
19In fact, all the constraints are at worst quadratic in the basics variables we defined. They are independent of





are complicated and non-polynomial.
20We see that surprisingly the soldering form plays double role as the “square” of 3-d metric on Σt as well as the
Yang-Mills type of conjugate momentum
21In later section, we will see that exactly due to this reason, we can “import” the loop representation, SU(2)
lattice Yang-Mills gauge theory methods into the study of gravitational physics nonperturbatively.
22Due to the appearance of term depends on phase space variables on the RHS.
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useful to recall the some properties of the Poisson bracket. It satisfies,
{A, B + αC}P.B. = {A, B}P.B. + α{A, C}P.B., such that α ∈ C (3.58)
{A, B}P.B. = −{B, A}P.B. (3.59)
{AB, C}P.B. = A{B, C}P.B. + {A, C}P.B.B . (3.60)
Consider any SU(2) generator (or test field) which is an anti-Hermitian, traceless field tending to
zero as 1
r2















































































In the following, we calculate the Poisson bracket between this constraint with the fundamental
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CB(y) (3)σ˜m AB (y) + ²CD²AEN
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From the form of the Poisson algebra with the fundamental variables (i.e. (3.64), (3.66)) and
together the boundary condition that we choose for the anti-Hermitian, traceless field N BA , it is
so clear that the Gauss’s law constraint of general relativity generates the so called “small SU(2)
gauge transformations”23 as in conventional Yang-Mills theory defined on compact gauge group.
Next, we would like to proceed to discuss the vector constraint. But before that, to ease the
23As known from standard gauge theory, the small gauge transformations are related to the connected component
of identity of the local gauge group, in our case local SU(2) rotations of the fundamental soldering forms. With this
concept, we realize that any arbitrary point on the reduce phase space (subjected to the Gauss law constraint) is
a gauge-equivalent class of points on the constraint surface. The equivalence is in the sense that two points can be
reached by performing the canonical transformation (in which, generated by the Gauss constraint).
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3(x, y) (ash)A Mn P (y)
=
√































































































































































From (3.52) we know that the vector constraints are equal to (3)qac (3)Db (3)p˜bc if and only if on
the Gauss constraint surface. In other words, it means that −i√2 Tr((3)σ˜b (Ash,3)Fab) by itself will
not manage to generate 3-d spatial diffeomorphism. Hence, we need to set the 3D diffeomorphism
constraints as a slight extension compare to the vector constraints. Suppose we are given a shift
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(3)σ˜b (Ash,3)Fab − (Ash,3)Aa (Ash,3)Db (3)σ˜b
)
. (3.68)
With this definition and (3.67), the Poisson brackets relation between C−→
N
and fundamental phase

































d3x Na (ash)A CaD








































































(ash)Aa − δ da (ash)Ab) CA δ DB +
(
δ db





















2Na∂a (3)σ˜dAB(y)− 2Nd∂b (3)σ˜bAB(y) + 2 (3)σ˜dAB(y)∂aNa − 2 (3)σ˜bAB(y)∂bNd
+2Na (3)σ˜dBC(y)
(ash)A CaA + 2N
a (3)σ˜dAC(y)
(ash)A CaB
−2Nd (3)σ˜bBC(y) (ash)A CbA − 2Nd (3)σ˜bAC(y) (ash)A CbB
}
(3.70)
24As similar to the case in Gauss’s law constraints, we required the boundary condition of Na tends to zero faster
than 1
r2
at infinity. This is necessary choice to make sure that the constraints are differentiable on the phase space,
Γ by ensuring that the surface terms vanish upon variational principle.
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d3x Na (ash)A CaD






































































































= Nd(y) (Ash)Db (3)σ˜bAB(y) +Na(y) (ash)AaDA(y) (3)σ˜d DB (y)
+Na(y) (ash)AaDB(y) (3)σ˜d DA (y) (3.71)
Hence, we can combine both (3.70) and (3.71) to obtain the Poisson bracket in between diffeomor-
































(ash)AaDA(y) (3)σ˜d DB (y) +
(ash)AaDB(y) (3)σ˜d DA (y)
]










(3)σ˜a BA . (3.72)
Beside than the constraint between C−→
N
and soldering forms, now we examine the constraint algebra
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(3)σ˜b(x) (A,3)Fab(x)− (ash)Aa(x) (Ash)Db (3)σ˜b(x)
]























(Ash)Db (3)σ˜b DC (x), (ash)A ABd (y)
}
P.B.
















































d3x Na(x) (ash)A DCa (x)
[{






























































(ash)A EbC (x) N











(ash)A EbD (x) N
a(x) (ash)A DCa (x)
}







a(y) (ash)A DCa (y)
]








(ash)A AdC (y) N




(ash)A BdC (y) N
a(y) (ash)A ACa (y)
]
| Second term vanish due to the fall-off condition of vector field Na at infinity











− (ash)A AdC (y)Na(y) (ash)A BCa (y)− (ash)A BdC (y)Na(y) (ash)A ACa (y)


















Hence, after the long derivation we have,{
C−→
N











represents the Lie derivative25 with respect to the 3D vector field Na on Σ. From the
25Remind that Lie derivative acts straight forward on the internal indices, where it treats them as “Higg’s” scalar.
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form of Poisson algebra (3.72) and (3.74), we can confidently regard C−→
N
as the diffeomorphism
constraints. In fact, it really generates “small diffeomorphism”. This is due to the fact that all
diffeomorphism it generated are asymptotically identity because of the fall-off condition of vector
fields Na. One crucial point to add is that C−→
N
is not an (internal) gauge invariant function on
phase space, Γ.26
Finally, let us consider the scalar constraint27. As similar to the previous consideration, we
let the fundamental, metric independent Lagrange multiplier of the scalar constraint as the lapse
function N˜ (density-weight -1, or de-densitized) such that N = q1/2N˜ . Again, we assume the fall-offcondition for N˜ as faster than 1r2 at infinity. This is important to ensure the differentiability of CN˜on Γ. Define,

















26This condition has a very important feature when we search for the solutions of diffeomorphism constraint. It
also implies that the space of diffeomorphism state (Hilbert space) must be extended as compare to the one in Gauss’s
law constraint. [19]
27Remember that scalar constraint is distinguishes from the Hamiltonian constraint. The later normally refer to
the linear combination of all the 7 first class constraints with Lagrange multiplier given by N BA ,
−→
N and N˜ . Looselyspeaking, scalar constraint is referring to the changes of quantities in direction normal to the foliation.
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N˜ (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜dDA)+ ∂a(N˜ (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜dDB)
−∂b
(
N˜ (3)σ˜d DB (3)σ˜bDA)− ∂b(N˜ (3)σ˜d DA (3)σ˜bDB)
+N˜ (ash)A EaB (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜dDE −N˜ (ash)A EbB (3)σ˜d DA (3)σ˜bDE
+N˜ (ash)A CaB (3)σ˜a DC (3)σ˜dDA −N˜ (ash)A CbB (3)σ˜d DC (3)σ˜bDA
+N˜ (ash)A EaA (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜dDE −N˜ (ash)A EbA (3)σ˜d DB (3)σ˜bDE
+N˜ (ash)A CaA (3)σ˜a DC (3)σ˜dDB −N˜ (ash)A CbA (3)σ˜d DC (3)σ˜bDB
]













N˜ (ash)AbBD (3)σ˜b CA (3)σ˜d DC +N˜ (ash)AbBD (3)σ˜bDC (3)σ˜dCA
+N˜ (ash)A DbA (3)σ˜d CD (3)σ˜bCB +N˜ (ash)A CbA (3)σ˜bCD (3)σ˜dDB
}
(3.76)
where we have make used of the following summation to get the last equality of (3.76),
(i). N˜ (ash)A EaB (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜dDE −N˜ (ash)A CbB (3)σ˜d DC (3)σ˜bDA| For 1st term a→ b; E → D → C and for 2nd term C ↔ D
= −N˜ (ash)AbBD (3)σ˜b CA (3)σ˜d DC −N˜ (− (ash)AbBD) (3)σ˜bCA (3)σ˜dDC
= −2N˜ (ash)AbBD (3)σ˜b CA (3)σ˜d DC , (3.77)
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and also similarly combination of the terms such as,
(ii). N˜ (ash)A CaB (3)σ˜a DC (3)σ˜dDA −N˜ (ash)A EbB (3)σ˜d DA (3)σ˜bDE
= −2N˜ (ash)AbBD (3)σ˜bDC (3)σ˜dCA (3.78)
(iii). N˜ (ash)A EaA (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜dDE −N˜ (ash)A CbA (3)σ˜d DC (3)σ˜bDB
= −2N˜ (ash)A DbA (3)σ˜d CD (3)σ˜bCB (3.79)
(iv). N˜ (ash)A CaA (3)σ˜a DC (3)σ˜dDB −N˜ (ash)A EbA (3)σ˜d DB (3)σ˜bDE
= −2N˜ (ash)A CbA (3)σ˜bCD (3)σ˜dDB. (3.80)










N˜ (3)σ˜d DA (3)σ˜bDB
)
+N˜ (ash)A CbA (3)σ˜d DC (3)σ˜bDB +N˜ (ash)A CbB (3)σ˜d DA (3)σ˜bDC
−∂b
(
N˜ (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜dDB
)






















N˜ (3)σ˜[d DA (3)σ˜b]DB
]}
. (3.81)
As a result, {











N˜ (3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b]) BA
]
. (3.82)
Subsequently, let us look at the Ashtekar connection one-form.{

























































































(3)σ˜bBE(x) (A,3)F AdbE (x) +
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Let us sum up the first and fourth terms in (3.84); clearly we obtain
(3)σ˜bBE(x) (A,3)F AdbE (x) +
(3)σ˜a BC (x)
(A,3)F ACad (x)
| 1st term we change E → C and swap (b, d); for 4th term we change a→ b
= (3)σ˜bCB(x)
[
− (A,3)F AbdC (x)
]
+ (3)σ˜b BC (x)
(A,3)F ACbd (x)
= 2 (3)σ˜b BC (x)
(A,3)F CAbd (x) (3.84)
and similarly the summation of second and third terms of (3.84) gives
(3)σ˜bAE(x) (A,3)F BdbE (x) +
(3)σ˜a AC (x)
(A,3)F BCad (x)
| 2nd term we change E → C and swap (b, d); for 3rd term we change a→ b
= (3)σ˜bAC(x)
[




− (A,3)F BbdC (x)
]
= −2 (3)σ˜bAC(x) (A,3)F BbdC (x) (3.85)
Thus, combine both (3.84) and (3.85) into (3.82), we get{

















N˜ (3)σ˜bAC(y) (A,3)F BbaC (y)−N˜ (3)σ˜b BC (y) (A,3)F CAba (y)
]
; (3.86)
or, in other words{

















As similar to previous case in Gauss’s law constraint and diffeomorphism constraints discussion,
we need to impose the same boundary condition on the (density-weighted −1) lapse function N˜ .It is required to vanish at infinity faster than 1
r2
in order for the constraint functional to be dif-
ferentiable. On the constraint surface Γ, lapse function can help to define the time evolution as
in Hamiltonian mechanics. The transformation generated are all called ”bubble-times evolutions”
which is asymptotically identity due to the boundary condition we imposed. See Ashtekar book
page 89 of [16].
Our next agenda is to discuss the Poisson bracket algebra which is induced by all the constraints
that we just considered in Ashtekar reformulation of General Relativity. Sooner we will realize, due
to the simplification of the constraints in Ashtekar-Sen theory, all the constraint’s Poisson brackets
are much easier to manipulate as contrast to the conventional ADM approach, in which the later
case is not quadratic in form and there is an existence of “potential term” in scalar constraint28.
Crucially, the canonical transformations that generated by Gauss law constraints and diffeomor-
phism constraints on the fundamental phase space variables have the simple geometrical meanings.
28This potential term in scalar constraint is the main roadblock of geometro-dynamics programme.
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So, the brackets of Gauss’s law constraints and diffeomorphism constraints with other constraints
can be written down easily while we keep in mind that they are similar in structure as compare to
conventional complex-SU(2)C Yang-Mills theory.
With the previous calculated fundamental brackets, we can now list down all the six Poisson
brackets between the constraints. Interested reader can see Appendix C for detailed computations.











































+ CAmKm , (3.93)
where
−→
K as (3)Ka :=
(




. From the form of the constraints alge-
bra, we realized that they indeed form a first class system from the Dirac analysis point of view.
However, due to dependency of the last constraint algebra on the functional of the phase space
(recall that the (3)K fields we defined is depends on N˜ and M˜ explicitly), this set of constraintalgebra is not consider as a Lie-algebra. The main difference compare to the standard Lie-algebra in
Yang-Mills theory is that instead of having structure constant, now we obtain so called “structure
function”. Nevertheless, the “structure function” is now only depends polynomially on the basic
canonical variables. As a remarkable fact, we observe that the phase space of general relativity
in Ashtekar connection formulation is identical to that of conventional complex Yang-Mills theory
with internal gauge group SU(2)c. Hence, it is perfectly all right to regard the constraint surface
of general relativity as naturally imbedded in the Yang-Mills constraint surface29.
Hamiltonians and Dynamics:
In this section, we wish to briefly discuss the dynamics of the connection-dynamical theory from
Ashtekar formulation point of view. Firstly, let us choose T˜ be a scalar density of weight minus oneon the 3-manifold30. As similar to the case in standard geometro-dynamics (i.e. ADM formulation),
we should expect that in order to obtain a time-translation symmetry generating Hamiltonian, we
must add an additional surface term to the scalar constraint function CN˜ [47]. It is well knownfrom the classical field theory this surface term is needed to remove the extra term comes from the
29Historically, some authors argued that classical gravitational degree of freedom must be understood faithfully in
terms of gauge connection formulation before meaningful unification of Standard Model and GR may be physically
sound. This is the viewpoint from famous relativist’s i.e. C. Isham and Abhay Ashtekar.
30As similar to the N˜ case, we require T˜ tends to zero at infinity as 1r2 . Also, it is needed to go to constant values
(i.e. q−
1
2 ) outside a compact set. This is the necessary condition to ensure that CN˜ is differentiable and manage togenerate a well-defined canonical transformation.
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d3x T˜ Tr[(3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b (A,3)Fab]− 2
∮
∂S
dSa T˜Tr[(3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b] (A,3)Ab]
]
















d3x T˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
(
∂a












































T˜ (3)σ˜b BA (3)σ˜a CB ) (3)A AbC + T˜ (3)σ˜b BA (3)σ˜a CB ∂a (3)A AbC
]










(ash)Ab − T˜ (3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b] (ash)Aa (ash)Ab
]
, (3.94)
where in the very first definition, the integration is first carry out over a finite portion of S ∈ Σ
and then take the limit of the result as S expands out to fill out all of 3-manifold Σ. The final
expression of this Hamiltonian is well defined and manifestly finite by the fall-off condition that
satisfied by all the field considered.
Next, we examine the “time evolutions” of basic variables under this Hamiltonian. We can take
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∂bT˜ (3)σ˜[b |B|M (3)σ˜c]BN
)
+ T˜ (3)A AbN (3)σ˜[b |B|M (3)σ˜c]BA
+T˜ (3)A CbM (3)σ˜[b |B|C (3)σ˜c]BN
]




T˜ (3)σ˜[b (3)σ˜a]) BA (3.97)
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d3x T˜ (3)σ˜[a |B|A
{
























d3x T˜ (3)σ˜[a |B|A
{











































































(3)σ˜bNC − δ bc (3)σ˜aNC
]









c − (3)σ˜b MA δ ac
]








(3)σ˜bNC − δ bc (3)σ˜aNC
]










c − (3)σ˜b MA δ ac
]



































































(3)σ˜aMA (3)F NcaA − (3)F MCca (3)σ˜a NC
]




T˜ (3)σ˜b, (3)Fab] BA . (3.98)
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In order to conclude that our discussion on Ashtekar Hamiltonian reformulation of general relativity
is exactly similar to the conventional ADM formulation, one need to consistently check the evolution
equation of the 3-metric (3)qab and extrinsic curvature (3)Kab. In fact, by recalling the definition
of both 3-metric, extrinsic curvature in terms of soldering form and Ashtekar connection, one can
compute the “temporal” evolution of them (assume it is evaluated on the constraint surface). They
are given by,
(3)q˙ab = 2N (3)Kab (3.99)
(3)K˙ab = N (4)q ca
(4)q db
(4)Rcd −N (3)Rab + 2N (3)K ca (3)Kbc
−NK (3)Kab + (Γ)Da (Γ)DbN . (3.100)
For detail derivation, see [16]. We emphasis that these evolution equations are exactly equivalent
to the geometro-dynamics one as expected. Hence, we confirm the interpretation of the constraint
functional HT˜ as the Hamiltonian that generates “time translation”.
Another well known fact from ADM formulation is that, the ADM energy is “reside” on the
boundary term31. Remarkably, we can check that although the Hamiltonian in (3.94) is manifestly
imaginary (due to complex structure of the Ashtekar connection), it’s “pull back” to the constraint
surface is real and given by,
HT˜[(3)σ˜a, (ash)Aa] ≡ −12
∮
∂Σ
dSb T˜(∂c (3)qab − ∂b (3)qac) (3)eac (3.101)
where (3)eab is Euclidean 3-metric at the infinity.
In general, Ashtekar Hamiltonian is a complex function on the phase space Γ. Therefore,
time evolution generated by HT˜ fails to preserve the reality condition of the SU(2) soldering form(3)σ˜a BA . This is undesired physically since the gravitational degree of freedom metrical variable
(related to (3)σ˜a BA ) must be real throughout the evolution. Indeed, both geometrodynamical
variables qab and Kab do preserve their reality32 under HT˜. But since there is shift of fundamentalconfiguration variable in Ashtekar formulation, it is good that if one can construct a modified
Hamiltonian such that it will preserved the reality of (3)σ˜a BA directly. In fact, more physically
sound Hamiltonian is given by





(Γ)Da T˜)Tr[(3)σ˜a (3)Db (3)σ˜b] (3.102)







T˜ (3)σ˜[b (3)σ˜a]) BA − 12((Γ)Db T˜)[(3)σ˜b, (3)σ˜a] BA




T˜ (3)σ˜b, (3)Fab] BA + (3)Da[((3)DbT˜) (3)σ˜b] BA
−[((3)DaT˜) (3)Dc (3)σ˜c] BA
)
. (3.103)
As a summary to this section, we choose to discuss the reality condition in brief. Let us recon-
sider geometro-dynamics with variables: 3-metric (3)qab and extrinsic curvature (3)Kab. Suppose we
31In fact, this is highly related to the nature of diffeomorphism symmetry of gravitational. Due to this reason,
interesting physics have to do with the nontrivial boundaries of the spacetime [6], [53], [16].
32The extra “imaginary” part picks up by soldering under action of HT˜ is a “pure gauge” [16].
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. After setting up all the constraints
and evolution equations in complex fields, at the end we can recover the real GR by taking the real
section of the complex phase space (also with complex symplectic structure). The reality conditions
can be naturally chosen as: (3)qab = (3)qab; (3)Kab = (3)Kab, which are preserved (automatically)
under “time evolution” generated by the Hamiltonian HT˜. Motivated by this argument, we imposethe similar restriction on the Ashtekar phase space Γ[(3)σ˜a, (ash)Aa]. Firstly, we choose to have
Hermitian soldering form (3)σ˜aAB =
(3)σ˜aAB to guarantee the reality of 3-metric
(3)˜˜q ab since it is
given by (3)˜˜q ab := −Tr((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b). Subsequently, we impose the reality of the time derivative of
3-metric, namely set
[







T˜ (3)σ˜[b (3)σ˜a]) BA

































Hence, finally we can set the reality condition in self-dual connection-dynamics as:
(3)˜˜q ab = (3)˜˜q ab ⇒ Tr((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b) = Tr((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b); (3.105)
and also [


















+ (a↔ b) , (3.106)
which are obviously polynomial in the basic phase space variables. As a matter of fact, these
canonical reality conditions are extremely hard to impose on the quantum level as the prescription
to choose a proper inner product on the physical Hilbert space.
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3.2 Covariant Self-Dual Lagrangian Approaches: Jacobson-Smolin-
Samuel Action SJSS
In this section, we wish to discuss the Lagrangian approach of the connection-dynamics. Recall
that in the standard metrical variable case, the Hilbert-Einstein action is the Lagrangian for the
ADM Hamiltonian formulation. In the same spirit, it is worth to wonder the question on whether
is there possible for us to write down the Lagrangian in which upon variational principle it even-
tually gives us the Ashtekar’s new Hamiltonian formulation of general relativity. In fact, we will
see that Ashtekar’s formulation can be alternatively derived directly from a complex, covariant
four-dimensional action principle. The so called Smolin-Jacobson-Samuel action SJSS is a modifi-
cation of the tetrad-Palatini (indeed complex Palatini) action that results from the splitting the
connection into the self-dual and anti self-dual pieces, and finally keeping the only the self-dual
part33. Furthermore, one important point worth to mention is, the splitting of connection makes
use of the special structures available in (3+1)-dimensional gravity or more precisely our internal
space is 4-dimensional34.
It is obvious from the previous section on Ashtekar Hamiltonian, we knew that (3)σ˜a BA and
(ash,3)D appear as the new variables. So, it is natural for us to look for first order Lagrangian
in the spirit of Palatini connection theory35. The nice feature of the Palatini-theory is that the
complex action turns out to be the summation of the self-dual and the anti self-dual part of the
action. The most remarkable mathematical structure here is that the Lie algebra of the complexi-
fied structural gauge group so(1, 3)C splits into two ideals: so(1, 3)C = so(1, 3)
(SD)
C ⊕ so(1, 3)(ASD)C .
This means that we are allowed to choose either the self-dual part or the anti self-dual part of the
action for the analysis [48], [52], [53]. We will working with SL(2, C) traceless soldering forms. The
Lagrangian approach in this section play double roles. Besides than giving an understanding of
the connection-dynamics from the point of view of Lagrangian, it also helps to set up the stage
for later convenience when we discuss coupling of standard matter to the gravity through soldering
form framework. For readers who are interested in modern Loop Quantum Gravity, take note that
the modern treatment of LQG normally make use of the triad fields as the momentum conjugate to
the configuration variables instead of SL(2, C) soldering form. For this issue, see the independent
discussion of SJSS in [16] and [3]. For the following section, we follow [13].
In geometro-dynamics, 4-metric (4)gµν is the space-time extension of 3-metric (3)qab. By the
same token, it is natural for us to use the SL(2, C) spacetime soldering form (4)σaAA′ as the 4D
generalization of the 3D densitized SU(2) soldering form (3)σ˜a BA . Also, we can consider 4D exten-
sion of Ashtekar connection, (ash,3)D as the restriction of (4)∇ to unprimed spinors. This is because
we can view Ashtekar connection (ash,3)D as the pull-back of the action (4)∇ on unprimed spinors
to Cauchy surface Σ.
We start by rewriting the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian as the functional of soldering form and
33We emphasis that one is allow to choose either self-dual or anti self-dual arbitrarily. Both of them are exactly
equivalent. Conventionally, most authors consider the self-dual in the literature due to Ashtekar original choice.
34This is exactly due to the 4-(internal) dimensional nature of the spin connection and because it is an internal
2-form, it’s Hodge dual is also an internal 2-form. Hence we can construct a projector with the Hodge operator and
further split the spin connection into the self-dual and anti self-dual components. The splitting will not occur in
general for arbitrary dimensional of spacetime.
35In fact, we will considering the complex Palatini theory. Recall that in Palatini theory, both spin connection and
tetrad are treated as fundamental variable and the action is first order as contrast to conventional Hilbert-Einstein
action.
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unprimed spinorial curvature,
LG =
√−g (4)R = √−g gαγ gβδ (4)Rαβγδ










√−g gαγ gβδ (±,4)Rαβγδ (± represent self-duality or anti self-duality)










α is the SL(2, C) soldering form and (ω
+,4)R BαβA is the unprimed spinorial curvature
of 4∇. In the second step, we added (or substrate for anti self-duality) a topological term36 due
to the vanishing of algebraic Bianchi identity (this Bianchi symmetry is fundamentally due to the
torsion-freeness of the affine connection). This topological term has no effect on the equation of
motion. From (3.107), we see that if we regard the Lagrangian as a functional of both independent
variables, namely the soldering forms and the connection on the unprimed spinors, then we have
the first order formulation of general relativity in the same spirit as Palatini action. Although it
looks the same at first, however we should be aware that in conventional Palatini theory normally
we deal with a real connection on tensors, and now it has been replaced by complex connection on
unprimed spinors. In other words, now the Lagrangian is no longer manifestly real37.
By the analogy that we can draw in between Yang-Mills theory and the connection-dynamics
in our discussion, we want to introduce the generalized tensors (i.e. objects that “contain” both
spacetime indices µ, ν.. and SL(2, C) internal indices A,B..). We emphases that the Lagrangian
is a functional of two variables, SL(2, C) soldering forms (4)σaAA′ and connections (A,4)D. It is
important to note that by construction we need to consider the connection that only acts on
unprimed spinors38. The new Yang-Mills like connection is defined in such a way that it’s action
on the total antisymmetric traceless Hermitian metric is vanishing, i.e. (A,4)Dµ²MN = 0. We can
fix a fiducial internally real and flat connection ∂µ and further define a SL(2, C) Lie-algebra valued
connection one-form (4)AµMN as
(A,4)DµλM := ∂µλM + (4)A NµM λN . (3.108)
where λA is any arbitrary ‘Higgs” scalar field. Take note that (4)A
N
µM is traceless or explicitly
it satisfies (4)A NµM =
(4)A Nµ M . Thus, it has total 12 independent complex degrees of freedom.
In fact, later we will interpret (4)A NµM as the self-dual part of the spin connection that used in
complex Palatini Formulation39.
36Topological term means that the term will not depend on the metric and basically it will purely given by the
topology of the manifold, in our case the 4-dimensional spacetime.
37In fact, it is complex due the imaginary ”i” in front of the topological term we just added. This creates some
subtleties as compare to the conventional Minkowskian quantum field theories. In standard quantum field theory
(QFT), even through while dealing with complex fields (i.e. Scalar QED), normally one uses real action which
involved φ and it’s conjugate field φ∗. But this is not the case in the complex Palatini formulation of GR, the action
is indeed manifestly complex too due to the disappearance of the conjugate fields.
38We do not need to know the action of (A,4)D on primed internal indices or tensorial indices. Of course for
computational convenience, during the derivation we will let the connection act on the tensor/internal primed indices
in the torsion-free extension manner. However, the results claimed are independent w.r.t. this extension.
39Indeed, spin connection in complex Palatini formulation is valued in complexified Lorentz Lie algebra so(1, 3)C
whereas in Ashtekar formulation, the Ashtekar connection is valued in the self-dual subalgebra of the complexified
Lorentz Lie algebra i.e. so(1, 3)C ∼= (+)so(1, 3)C ⊕ (−)so(1, 3)C.
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The other dynamical variable in the theory is the SL(2, C) soldering forms. We can view them
as the invertible linear maps in between the 2D complex vector space of (1,1) spinors (denoted
as complex spinors space) and the complexified tangent space. Since we are interested to do real
relativity, normally we impose the reality condition on the soldering forms as (4)σµAA′ = − (4)σµAA′
(this condition will ensure that we will be having Hermitian SU(2) soldering form on Σt). The
SL(2,C) soldering form has 16 independent degrees of freedom.
From (3.107), we know that the Lagrangian for general relativity in Palatini action is given by
LG = (4)σ (4)σαAA′ (4)σβBA
′ (ω+,4)RαβAB where (4)σ is the determinant of the inverse soldering
form. This determinant is always denoted as |(4)σ| = √−g, where g−1 is the determinant of the 4-
metric defined by (4)gµν := (4)σµAA′
(4)σνBB′²
AB²A
′B′ . As just mentioned, we can add a topological
term to this action without alter the equation of motion. If we do that, the equivalent action for




, where the topological term
is given by T
[





40. Hence, we can have
another good action for general relativity by observing that the topological term doesn’t play a
role on the dynamics. Effectively, we have the new action as:
S ′[(4)σα, (4)ω] = ∫ d4x (4)σ (4)σαAA′ (4)σβBA′[(ω+,4)RαβAB − i2 ² CDAB (ω+,4)RαβCD] (3.109)







(4)ω CDµ . (3.110)
The crucial observation that has been realized by Jacobson-Smolin-Samuel is that the both curva-
ture of (4)A ABµ (i.e (A,4)F
AB
µν ) and (4)ω
AB
µ (i.e. (ω

















From the construction, this very nice feature is equivalent to say that the curvature of the self-dual
spin connection is the self-dual part of the curvature. The above observation leads Jacobson-Smolin-












where (A,4)F ABαβ is the spinorial curvature of the Yang-Mills type of connection
(4)A BαA ,










Next, we would like to check the equations of motions such that the proposed action will
eventually gives back the conventional Einstein’s field equations. This can be done by requiring
that the action SJSS be stationary with respect to variations of the two fundamental variables,
namely (4)σαAA
′
and (4)A BαA ( or similarly
(A,4)Dα). Before performing the variational calculation,
let us define the spin connection that compatible with the SL(2, C) soldering form (4)σαAA′ via,
(4)∇α (4)σβAA′ = 0 (3.114)
40Reminder: (4)ω is the spin connection that will give rise to the unprimed spinorial curvature.
41In fact, from (3.109) we make a change of the Lagrangian variables from (4)ω to (4)A
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Although we only need (4)∇α to know it’s action on the unprimed spinors, but for the sake of
convenience we normally extended it to the tensorial indices in a torsion-free manner. In this way,
(4)∇α is regards as the unique torsion-free “tensor-spinor connection”. We continue to consider the
action of both self-dual spin connection (A,4)Dα and torsion-free tensor spinor connection (4)∇α on
any arbitrary unprimed spinors such that
(A,4)DαλA := (4)∇αλA + C BαA λB or similarly
∂αλA + (4)A BαA λB − (4)∇αλA = C BαA (3.115)
where C BαA is the fields induced by the difference in both action of operators.
We can re-express the curvature of self-dual connection by considering the following:









(4)∇βλA + C BβA λB
]− (A,4)Dβ[(4)∇αλA + C BαA λB]


































+,4)R BαβA λB + 2






+,4)R BαβA is the self-dual portion of the Riemannian tensor of
(4)∇, denoted as (+,4)R δαβγ .
Hence, we have
(A,4)F ABαβ =
(ω+,4)R ABαβ + 2



















(ω+,4)R ABαβ + 2










fixed at the boundary. From (3.115), we know that this is exactly equivalent to vary the action
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(ω+,4)R ABαβ + 2


































| 1st term is zero since it is a boundary term and (4)C BαA is fixed at boundary.


























































(4)C BαA = 0 (3.118)
where the last equality (impose as zero) is the requirement from the variational principles on the
SJSS action. Now, we would like to show that the expression in the bracket in the last step (3.118)
is non-degenerate. To do so, we firstly introduce a spacetime tensor field via
(4)Sµνρ := (4)CµMN (4)σ MA
′
ν
(4)σ Nρ A′ (3.119)
Since we know from convention, (M,N) are internal SL(2, C) indices and so CµMN must be sym-
metric in the last two internal indices. This condition is equivalent to (4)Sµνρ = (4)Sµ[νρ] which





























































Next, in order to show the trace property of tensor field (4)Sµνρ we contract (3.118) with (4)σ
A′
µM
(4)σ Nν A′ .













C BαA = 0





C MαA = 0
⇒ C AαN (4)σ[α|MA








AA′ = 0 (3.121)





































































(4)σ Nν A′ − 2C AαN (4)σαAA′ (4)σ NA
′








= −2 (4)S ααν = 0 ⇒ (4)S ααν = 0 (3.122)
Thus, spacetime tensor field (4)Sµνρ is traceless in it’s first and third indices. With this traceless
property, we reexamine (3.121) and we can reexpress it as,
C AαN
(4)σ[α|MA









⇒ C AαN (4)σαMA







































(4)σ Nν B′ = 0
⇒ C AαN (4)σαMA
′ (4)σµAA′ − C AMα (4)σµ A
′
N
(4)σαAA′ = 0 (3.123)
whereby in the last step, the terms in bracket vanish due to the fact that,[
C AαN
(4)σµMA






















(4)S ααµ = 0 (By traceless property) (3.124)
Subsequently we further show the symmetric property of the tensor fields (4)Sµνρ. From (3.123) we
perform a contraction with (4)σ B
′
νM














(4)σ Nβ B′ = 0
⇒ C AνN (4)σµAA′ (4)σ NA
′












⇒ (4)S µβν = (4)S µνβ














= (4)S µ(βν) (3.125)
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Thus, (4)S µβν is symmetric in its first two indices. Finally, with both symmetric properties (3.120)












































Hence from the definition of (4)Sµνρ := (4)CµMN (4)σ MA
′
ν
(4)σ Nρ A′ and together with the fact
that (4)σ AA
′
µ is a generally non-degenerate; invertible SL(2, C) soldering forms, we are forced to
conclude that (4)C NµM = 0. Since upon first variation of SJSS w.r.t. the connection, we obtain
(4)C NµM = 0, this lead us to conclude that the generalized derivative
(A,4)Dµ must agree with
(ω,4)∇µ while acting on internal indices. This is equivalent to say that (A,4)Dµ acts on unprimed
spinors as does the spin connection42 i.e. (A,4)DµλM = (ω,4)∇µλM .













































| Use identity for variation of determinant δ
(4)σ
δ (4)σµNM ′













































(4)F BµβN − (4)σα M
′
A



























42The first equation of motion implies that (A,4)Dµ = (ω,4)∇µ or in terms of connection (A,4)A NµM = (4)ω NµM .
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whereby the identity used in the second step can be proven as following,
From (4)gµν = (4)σµAA′
(4)σνBB′ ²
A′B′ ²AB = (4)σµAA′
(4)σνAA
′






(√−det (4)g) = −1
2
√

















































= −((4)σ) (4)σµAA′ . (3.128)
By imposing the first equation motion, we can replace (A,4)F NµνM as
(ω+,4)R NµνM in (3.127).
Hence, second equation of motion looks like
(4)σαMM







⇒ (4)σ Nν M ′
[
(4)σαMM









⇒ − (ω+,4)R NµαM (4)σαMM







′ (4)σβBA′ = 0




(ω+,4)R αβαβ = 0
⇒ ∴ (ω+,4)Rµν − 12
(4)gµν
(ω+,4)R = 0 (3.129)
By using the definition of (ω
+,4)R βµνα := 12
(





















































| Both terms in 2nd bracket vanish identically via the cyclic Bianchi identity








= 0 or ∴ (4)Gµν = 0 : (Vacuum Einstein’s tensor)(3.130)




reproduces the vacuum Einstein’s equation for








action if and only if (4)A BµA is the self-dual part of the spin connection (and also it must compatible
with the (4)σµ A
′
A through
(4)∇µ(4)σν A′A = 0). Furthermore, variational principle also tell us that
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Einstein’s equation, namely (4)Gµν = 0.
In the following, we discuss the relationship between the self-dual action SS.D. as proposed and
standard 3+1 complex Palatini action43. Since the self-dual action is manifestly complex in nature,
we may think that there are “spurious” equation of motion. In fact, by careful investigation we
realize that S S.D. and S Palatini are only differ by a term involving the dual of the Yang-Mills like
curvature tensor (4)F MNµν . This term does involve in the additional equation of motion due to
the fact that it is not a total divergence term. By using the first variation on connection field,
we get (4)A ABµ = (+,4)ω
AB
µ and substitute this solution back to (3.129), the additional equation
of motion is automatically satisfied because of the algebraic cyclic Bianchi identity, (ω,4)R β[µνα] .
Thus, surprisingly there are no “spurious” equation of motion. Beside that, from the additional
non-divergent term in action, we realize that the canonically conjugate momentum is also not sim-
ilar as in conventional Palatini formulation. In fact, this difference is the actual reason why we are
able to construct genuine Hamiltonian formulation of 3+1 gravity in connection dynamics form44.
To study the relationship between self-dual action and standard Einstein-Hilbert theory more
details, we can firstly solve uniquely for (4)A ABµ = (+,4)ω
AB
µ in terms of soldering form via the















to the solution space. Effectively as seen






















































Hence, the pull-back of the self-dual action to the connection solution space (4)A BµA =
(+,4)ω BµA
indeed is 1/2 times of the standard Palatini action standard (and equivalent to the 2nd order
Einstein-Hilbert action)45.










(4)F ABµν , where the








. Take note that the connection here does not
obey the self-dual or anti self-dual condition. Upon variational principle, for source-free gravity we will eventually
get (4)A ABµ =
(4)ω ABµ . The Yang-Mills like connection is given by the spin connection valued in Lie algebra of
SO(3, 1)C
44In conventional (either real or complex)-Palatini formulation, although it is 1st order action but eventually after
the Legendre transformation, it will not gives back connection dynamics. This is due to the existence of 2nd class
constraint in Palatini theory. One need to solve the second class constraint via Dirac analysis. As the end result,
the constraint Hamiltonian system we obtain will be similar to the ADM formulation, the standard Einstein- Hilbert
theory with geometrodynamical variables. So, strictly speaking, the real or complex Palatini theory will not lead us
to the realization of quantum connection-dynamics in relativity. We see that the culprit in Ashtekar theory is the
choice of self-duality that obey by the sub-Lorentzian algebra. This is the point that make all miraculous results hold
[53]
45It can be shown that this feature is still hold when we couple the fermionic degree of freedom to the connection
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We see that the last surface integral appears as a boundary term that does not depends on derivative
of the fundamental variables. Due to this reason, as long as we interpret the theory in first order
formalism (both soldering forms and self-dual connection are fundamental dynamical variables)
then we must facing with some ambiguities. The action constructed is not unique because we can
add any other surface term that containing (4)σµ A
′
A and
(+,4)A BµA but not their derivative and
yet still will not alter the equation of motion. This is true also in the Palatini formulation and it
has been considered as the drawback to any 1st order formalism as compare to 2nd order one46. In
order to overcome the difficulty of non-uniqueness of action, we will follow most of the literatures
to redefine a new action by adding a surface term to exactly cancel out the surface term in the
previous part. Hence, we will use the following action for future discussion,





































Hamiltonian Formulation through Legendre Transform:
In this section, we would like to perform Legendre transform on the SJSS as the step to passage
to a Hamiltonian description of source-free gravity. The method in our discussion is the conventional
(3+1) decomposition as similar to the ADM formulation. Firstly we assume that our 4-manifold
M is topologically trivial, Σ × R for some 3-manifold Σ. These submanifolds can be regarded as
Cauchy surface. On the 4-manifold M, we further introduce and always assume the existence of a
smooth, nowhere vanishing function t such that the hyper-surfaces Σt which correspond to constant





= 1 and with respect to each t= constant surfaces Σ t is spacelike. We further denote a
future-directed, unique, timelike, unit covariant vector field nµ which is everywhere normal to Σt,






dynamics. The so called self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory is equivalent as compare to Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-
Dirac theory upon imposing the variational principle [See chapter4].
46In fact, as argue by some authors [53] and Lee Smolin, the surface term may give rise to interesting gravitational
physics. Also, be reminded that the ADM energy is reside in the boundary term.
47This is equivalent to say that each level surface of the function “t” is diffeomorphic to Σ.
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The induced intrinsic, positive-definite 3-metric (first fundamental form) defined on Σt is de-
noted by (3)qµν . It is given by (3)qµν = (4)gµν + (4)nµ (4)nν . Recall that the 4-metric (we choose
the signature to be (−,+,+,+) without lost of generality) is given by (4)gµν :=(4) σµAA′ (4)σµAA′ .
With the properties of SL(2,C) soldering forms and unit normal vector field nµ, we can define




nµ. After that, we can define GAA′ := −i
√
2nAA′ =
−i√2 (4)σµAA′nµ and use it as the Hermitian metric for SU(2) spinors. Hence, without ambiguity
we can identify the unprimed SL(2,C) spinors on M with the SU(2) spinors on Σt by make use
of the Hermiticity structure [See Appendix B]. From the construction, under the identification of







2 (3)σ Aµ Bn
BA′ − nµnAA′ (3.135)
where (3)σ Aµ B is the spatial SU(2) soldering form induced on (Σt,
(3)qµν) by (4)σ
A






2nµ (3)σ Aµ Bn
BA′ − nµnµnAA′




2nµ (3)σ Aµ Bn
BA′




2nµ (3)σ Aµ Bn
BA′
∴ nµ (3)σ Aµ B = 0
(
or (3)σ ABµ is spatial
)
. (3.136)
Also, by taking the reciprocal from (3.135), we can obtain the SU(2) soldering forms as [See
appendix B],












where as similar to ADM discussion, q νµ is the projection operator onto Σt. We continue to
decompose the timelike vector tµ into perpendicular and parallel components with respect to Σt,
tµ := Nnµ +Nµ (3.138)
where N and Nµ are lapse function and shift vectors fields that satisfy orthogonality condition, i.e.
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nµN
























CA′ − nµn A′A









































































































+,4)Fµν − (3)σµ (3)σν (ω+,4)Fµν
]
(3.139)
Next we substitute the unit normal covariant vector by nµ = N−1 (tµ −Nµ) and also an identity

























= tµ∂µ (4)A ABν +
(4)A ABµ ∂νt
µ
⇒ tµ∂µ (4)A ABν = L−→t
(
(4)A ABν
























)− (A,4)Dν((4)A · t) (3.140)
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| We set (3)σ˜µ := ((3)σ) (3)σµ ; N˜ := ((3)σ)−1 N ; ((4)σ) = N((3)σ)

















(4)A · t) (A,4)Dν (3)σ˜ν
−N˜ (3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν (ω+,4)Fµν − i√2Nµ (3)σ˜ν (ω+,4)Fµν
]
(3.141)
We can further change the notation for (4)A BµA due to the property of projector function
(4)q νµ = δ
ν
µ − nµnν (3.142)
This is the natural projection operator onto the t=constant surface Σt defined by t and tµ. We






























whereby to achieve the last step, we make use of (3)σ˜ν nν = 0 and following identity about Lie
derivative of the unit normal vector field. Since nν is a normal vector, we can express it as
nν = λ (4)∇νt for some arbitrary function λ ∈ R and t is our initial non-vanishing “time function”
used to define Σt. We have,
(3)σ˜νL−→
t
nν = λ (3)σ˜νL−→t (4)∇νt
= λ (3)σ˜ν
(
tµ (4)∇µ (4)∇νt+ (4)∇νtµ · (4)∇µt
)





due to tµ (4)∇µt = 1. Also, we can assume that all (ω+,4)Fµν are 3-dimensional fields in (3.141).
This is because it will only contract with all the 3-dimensional fields. So, we only need the
spatial restriction of the curvature that arises from spatial transport alone and therefore we







(A,3)Dµ = q νµ (A,4)Dν .
Next, if we consider the surface term as similar to the one mentioned in previous section (recall
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− (3)σ[α |D|A (3)σ
β] B
D


































where in the last step we have replaced all (4)Aβ as (3)Aβ since they will only contracted with 3D
fields. Finally, we can get the proper S ′SJS (with boundary consideration) from the addition of both
(3.141) and (3.145). Hence, the 3+1 decomposition of Jacobson-Smolin-Samuel action is given by,































(4)A · t) (A,3)Dν (3)σ˜ν




















From the above decomposed S ′SJS|(3+1)-decompose action we see that we have in total 5 fundamental
variables, namely N (lapse function), Nµ (shift vectors), (4)Aµ ·tµ (contraction of 4 connection with
flow vector fields), (3)A BµA (3D internal self-dual connection) and
(3)σ˜µ BA (3D densitized weight+1
SU(2) soldering forms)48. It is also straightforward to realize that the action is independent of the
48Reminder: we only have spatial tensor indices and internally unprimed indices to keep track.
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time derivatives of the first three variables, they are lapse function, shift vectors and (4)Aµ ·tµ. This
is tantamount to say that they are not subjected to dynamical equations and mainly play the role
as Lagrange multiplier as in conventional analytical dynamics. In other words, we are allow to fixed
them once and for all by a gauge choice. This process in Dirac constraint analysis point of view is
equivalent to conclude that the action now carry constraints. Another key feature we obtained from
the above action is that now the decomposed action looks “pretty” like a Yang-Mills type of action
provided we further interpret the configuration variable as the (3)A BµA self-dual connection and
the corresponding canonically conjugate momentum as the densitized weight+1 SL(2,C) soldering
form (3)σ˜µAB
49.
Suppose we vary the action w.r.t. the three Lagrange multipliers, we will obtain three constraint
































(4)A · t) = (Ash)Dµ (3)σ˜µ BA = 0 (3.149)
Next, we would like to consider the variation w.r.t. another two real fundamental dynamical
variables in the action (3)σ˜µ BA and
(3)A BµA . Before that, we can rewrite the decomposed action
by integration by part on necessary terms and drop away the surface since in 1st order formalism
49This makes the formalism so interesting because now (3)σ˜µAB play the double role as “square root” of metric
and conjugate momentum in Yang-Mills like gravitational theory. Many authors believe that this is the main feature
from the diffeomorphism-invariant theory (i.e. GR) as compare to conventional Yang-Mills theory which associated
with compact gauge group.
50We do not need to consider the surface terms in the action while do the functional derivation since from the first
order formalism, both fundamental variables (ash)A BµA and
(3)σ˜µ BA are keep constant on the boundary.
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(A,3)F AµνB −N˜ (3)σ˜µ BA (3)σ˜ν CB (A,3)F AµνC
]
δSJSS |(3+1)











































































































(4)A · t)− i√
2
N˜ [(3)σ˜µ, (A,3)Fαµ]+Nµ (A,3)Fµα (3.150)




















































































































































































































(4)A · t) B
N





























−((3)σ˜[α |B|A (3)σ˜ν] MB (3)A AνN + (3)σ˜[µ |B|N (3)σ˜α] CB (3)A MµC )]}. (3.152)
















+ (3)A AνN N
[ν (3)σ˜
α] M



































= −[((4)A · t), (3)σ˜α]+ 2 (Ash)Dµ(N [µ (3)σ˜α])− i√2N˜ (Ash)Dµ((3)σ˜[µ (3)σ˜α]) (3.153)
From both (3.150) and (3.153) we have the evolutions in terms of the phase space variables. This
is the “time derivative” w.r.t. the total Hamiltonian (linear combination of all types of first class
constraint). One can check the consistency requirement with the previous chapter by looking at
the “time derivative” w.r.t. the scalar constraint. This can be done by setting N = 0 and assume











)|N=0,C BA ≈0 = −i√2N˜ (Ash)Dµ((3)σ˜[µ (3)σ˜α]) (3.154)
which is exactly equivalent to (3.97) and (3.98) after relating N˜ = T˜.
From equation (3.146) it is obvious to see that the Lagrangian is similar to the conventional
ADM or Palatini formalism form, we have something like L = p q˙ − H(q, p). So, we can read
off easily both the configuration and canonical conjugate momentum variables from SJSS . The
complex connection (3)A BaA serves as the configuration variables whereas the densitized weight +1
SU(2) soldering form (3)σ˜a BA plays the role of the Yang-Mills like momentum variables. Since the
variation of the LJSS w.r.t. the “time derivative” of connection (3)Aa is given by (3)σ˜a and we have
discussed the action under the standard Legendre form
[L = p q˙ −H(q, p)], so we can deduce the
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following Poisson’s bracket (of course with the help of symplectic structure) without heavy Dirac
bracket analysis,{












































N˜ (3)σ˜[α (3)σ˜β] (3)Aβ +N [α (3)σ˜β] (3)Aβ − T [α (3)σ˜β] (3)Aβ
]
(3.158)
On the constraint surface, we see that the bulk terms of the total Hamiltonian vanished due to the
fact that it is linear combination of 1st class constraints (according to Dirac description, they should
be weakly vanished). Hence, the total energy is purely given by the surface integral. This is the
generic structure of the diffeomorphism invariant Hamiltonian in which the theory is background
independent. Finally it is fair for us to claim that we have successfully reproduced the general
relativity as a constrained Hamiltonian system, with the hyper-surfaces Σt identified along the flow
lines of tµ.
Now as the side track, we shall argue why the (quantum) reality conditions determine the inner
product on Hphy (Physical Hilbert Space). Suppose we have found the observables in quantum
gravity (i.e. operators Mˆ that commute with the quantum constraints), we want these observables
Mˆ to be self-adjoint with respect to the physical inner product so that their eigenvalues are real
and that will allow us to compare with measurements made.
From (pg 1636) of Rovelli book [19] now note that since the definition of adjoint operation
depends on the inner product and that the classical observables M are complex fileds, we shall use
the reality conditions of the classical observables to deduce the adjoint operation condition. Thus
the inner product is chosen to satisfy the adjoint operation condition. Making this choice of inner
product ensures that Mˆ will be self-adjoint with respect to this inner product. The construction is
as follows, classically (we consider triads version here where the relations to SU(2) soldering form








thus we can have M = f(M) by using the above 2 reality conditions.
The quantum version is Mˆ † = f(Mˆ) and this is the adjoint operation condition. So the inner
product is thus chosen as,
〈Mˆψ|φ〉 = 〈ψ|Mˆ †φ〉 =: 〈ψ|f(Mˆ)φ〉. (3.161)
Finally we will describe the difficulty of implementing the reality conditions such that it led to
the abandonment of using Ashtekar (complex, self-dual) variables to formulate quantum gravity.
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The loop representation has made great progress by coordinatizing the Ashtekar formulation’s
complex phase space with non-canonical variables, the loop variables. The transition to the quan-
tum theory is much easier with these non-canonical variables. Gauss constraint is automatically
taken care of and solutions (states) to the 3D diffeomorphism constraint and scalar constraint can
be constructed. The problem is that the reality conditions are extremely difficult to be expressed in
terms of the loop variables. That is why loop representation literature (Gambini, Revelli, Smolin)
tend to avoid discussing the reality conditions and even to the extent of saying that the connection
is valued in su(2). Correctly, the connection is valued in su(2)C (' so(3)C).
We must understand that, even constructing observables in GR is already very difficult since
we must construct objects that commute (commutator) with the (regularised) quantum version of
the constraints.
The problem of reality conditions is later diverted as a search for a “Wick transform” for gravity
taken on by Ashtekar and Thiemann. But when Barbero’s real connection (Lorentzian) formulation
appeared, together with the discovery that spin-networks span the gauge invariant phase space




4.1 Ashtekar Variables with Matter (Standard Model) Coupling
In the previous discussion, we have restricted ourselves only to the free fields or sources-free case.
Both Hamiltonian formulation in Ashtekar formalism and Lagrangian formulation in Jacobson-
Smolin-Samuel action have been mentioned in details. These make used of the soldering forms
and Ashtekar self-dual connections. We realized that the use of Ashtekar new variables simplifies
connection-dynamics or Hamiltonian general relativity and furthermore, enables us to cast general
relativity as a Yang-Mills like theory. In this section, we still keep these nice features in mind and
along the way, extending the theory to include matter sources and cosmological constant. Recall
from the source-free case, the gist of Ashtekar Hamiltonian framework is that, as compare to con-
ventional metrical approach, all constraints are now simplified greatly since they depend on the
fundamental new variables at most polynomially. Besides that, the use of self-dual part of the
connection does not lead to spurious equations or inconsistencies. This is a extra bonus due to the
algebraic Bianchi symmetry identity. In this section, we would like to extend the theory to matter
coupling (we assume Standard Model type). We hope that by doing so, all attractive features of
new Ashtekar framework (i.e. the simplification of constraints and equations of motion), can still
be “preserved”. As a consequence, we can continue to use both (3)σ˜a BA and
(3)A BaA as the basic
variables for gravity. This makes the task to construct meaningful quantum gravity becomes more
“trackable” as compare to old ADM formulation and naive perturbative study of gravity-matter
coupling1.
In this section, we follow the reference [55] and [16]. We choose to work in Lagrangian approach
and as similar to previous section we will consider the first order formalism (in self-dual connection)
throughout for gravitation degree of freedom. Here we start our discussion by mentioning that our
fundamental dynamical fields are defined on 4-manifold M which is assumed to be topologically
trivial Σ×R. Also, the spacetimeM permits a definition of 4-dimensional SL(2,C) soldering forms
which is anti-Hermitian i.e. (3)σµ A
′
A = − (3)σµ A
′
A . This is essential because anti-Hermiticity of
(3)σµ A
′
A will leads to Hermitian spatial soldering forms,
(3)σ˜a BA . As a result we are manage to en-
1Furthermore, suppose we still manege to formulate the matter field coupling with gravity in a Yang-Mills like
theory (as in source-free case), we can further “import” the techniques developed in conventional Yang-Mills theory
and Quantum Chromodynamics to analyze the quantum gravity problem together with the physical prediction. For
instance, the loop gravity technique is one of the idea bring from lattice gauge theory into canonical gravity historically
due to Smolin, Rovelli ground breaking discovery [78].
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sure that we are always dealing with real general relativity with Lorentzian signature (−,+,+,+).
Of course, the Ashtekar self-dual connection that we used still being treated as complex function on
real manifold throughout. For the matter degree of freedom, in our discussion we have minimally
coupled, massive Klein-Gordon field φ, the massive Dirac bi-spinor field (ξA, ηA′), a Yang-Mills2
gauge connection 1-form (4)Aµ and arbitrary cosmological constant Λ.
In this paragraph we will note down our assumptions and notations. We use Penrose’s abstract
index notation for the spinors [49]. Most of the notations for gravity degree of freedom are similar
as the previous section. For instance, (4)gµν and (4)σ
µ A′
A are the spacetime metric and SL(2,C)
soldering forms on 4-manifold, M, whereas (3)qab and (3)σ˜a BA are the induced spatial metric and
SU(2) soldering forms on hyper-surfaces Σt. In term of connections, we have the following,
(4)A BµA := spacetime connection defined by
(A,4)DµλM = ∂µλM + (4)A NµM λN
(3)A BaA := pull-back of
(4)A BµA to Σ as defined by
(Ash)DaλM = ∂aλM + (ash)A NaM λN
(4)∇µ := Torsion-free derivative operator on M defined by (4)∇µ (4)σν A′A = 0
(3)Da := Torsion-free derivative operator on Σ defined by (3)Da (3)σ˜b BA = 0
(4)A NµM := Yang-Mills connection defined by
(GYM ,4)DµλM = ∂µλM + (4)A
N
µM λN ; λM ∈ GYM
and for the definition and relationship between “4-dimensional” SL(2,C) spinors and “3-dimensional”
SU(2) spinors please refer to the detail discussion in Appendix B. We denote the bold font to the
Yang-Mills degree of freedom.
We can write down the general total Lagrangian density of the gravity-matter coupling system
in the following way,
Ltotal = LG + LC + L K.G. + LDirac + LYM (4.1)
whereby
LG := Gravitational part of Lagrangian density
LC := Cosmological constant term
LK.G. := spin-0 Klein-Gordon fields
LDirac := spin-1/2 massive Dirac fermionic fields
LYM := spin-1 Yang-Mills fields
In fact, we use the self dual Lagrangian LJSS that we discussed before as the Lagrangian for the
matter-free part, LG. Recall that it is a functional of both SL(2,C) soldering forms and self-dual








= −((4)σ) (4)σµ A′A (4)σνBA′ (A,4)F ABµν (4.2)




is the determinant of inverse soldering form and (A,4)F BµνA is the
curvature tensor of the self-dual SU(2) connection, (4)A BµA given by








. Also, the real spacetime metric gµν on M is defined by the anti-Hermitian
SL(2,C) soldering forms via gµν = (4)σµAA′
(4)σνAA
′
. Furthermore, we also have the derivative
2In general, we are free to choose any internal gauge group for the Yang-Mills theory in this formalism.
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operator3 denoted by (A,4)D and an unique torsion-free derivative operator4, called it (4)∇µ which
is compatible with SL(2,C) soldering form (4)σµ A
′
A , i.e.
(4)∇µ (4)σν A′A = 0. Subsequently, the








such that Λ will be keep arbitrary here. The Klein-Gordon fields and Yang-Mill fields terms are























































where ξA and ηA are both spin-1/2 doublet fields5. From the Lagrangian density above, we see
that in our setting the Dirac field is minimally coupled to the gravity and only derivatives of un-
primed spinors appeared in the self-dual derivative operator (A,4)Dµ. No derivatives of unprimed
spinors appeared and as similar to the source-free case, one may worry that the only single piece
of self-dual (or equivalent anti self-dual) term used will give rise to spurious equations of motion.
This is not the case because even through with the inclusion of fermionic matter, we still manage
to generalize the Bianchi identity to include the torsion term that induced by the fermions, hence
the extra imaginary parts picked up by the action are just “topological”. It will not influence the
EOM of gravity-fermions system (See next section for more detail). In addition, it is also worth
to mention that in Ashtekar-Romano-Tata (ART) model, all of the matter fields are coupled to
gravity through (4)σµAA′ [or the determinant (
(4)σ)] but only the Dirac spin-1/2 fields couple to
gravitational connection6, namely (4)A BµA . From both (4.2) and (4.6), we see that all Lagrangian
parts in our setting are manifestly real except LJSS and LDirac. Hence, it is our first task here to
ensure that this complex structure at the action level will not give rise to the spurious equations
or inconsistencies. We start by varying the total action STotal w.r.t. the connection 1-form7. Sub-
sequently, we pull-back the total action to the solution space and examine it’s reality property.
3We emphasize that the derivative operator (A,4)D which we use to define (4)A BµA only needs to know it’s action
on unprimed spinors. Of course in order to ease the calculation, most of the time we assume the torsion-free extension
in the spacetime indices. However, all results should be independent on this extension. Also, at this moment, we treat
the connection in general SU(2) Lie-algebra valued, only upon the variation w.r.t. the connection 1-form (variational
principle) then the derivative operator must be self-dual type in it’s internal Lie-algebra indices.
4Covariant derivative (4)∇µ knows how to acts on both primed and unprimed spinors, together the torsion-free
extension on spacetime indices. Of course, when we restrict it’s action to only unprimed spinors, we will get the
equivalent of (4)A.
5We can assume them to be Grassmannian-valued or fermionic variable. But in our discussion, we will assume
them to be complex fields.
6Due to this reason, later we will see that most of the nontrivial feature in gravity-matters coupled system are
coming from the source-free gravity lagrangian and Dirac parts, namely LJSS and LDirac. For instance, in the next
chapter we will discuss the possibility of torsion contribution to the theory due to the Dirac fermionic sector.
7We make use of the result from variational principles. Suppose we have an action functional in xα and yβ . The
dynamical equations of motion should be given by the variation with respect to the both dynamical fields. In the case
when we have unique solutions yβo (x) for the variation of
∂S
∂yβ
= 0 for any independent choice of xα, then the pull-back




will have property such that the variation of this pull-back action
is similar to the variation of full action [27].
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Since we have two types of derivative operator, one is defined by the compatibility of SL(2,C)
soldering form via (4)∇µ (4)σν A′A = 0 and the other one is defined through (A,4)DµλM = ∂µλM +
(4)A NµM λN , so we can consider the difference between the actions of
(4)∇µ and (4)Dµ on internal






Recall from previous chapter, indeed the difference in their curvature is given by,
(A,4)F ABαβ =
(ω,4)R ABαβ + 2






As motivated by the variational principle in footnote(7), we will perform the variation of total action
STotal w.r.t. the gravitational connection 1-form (4)A BµA while keeping all other fields as fixed on
boundary. We have the freedom to perform this variation w.r.t. the auxiliary fields (4)C BµA since
the results are equivalent due to (4.8). Vary the total action one by one, from the gravity part we











= −((4)σ) (4)σµ A′A (4)σνBA′[2∂[µ (4)A ABν] + (4)A ACµ (4)A BνC − (4)A ACν (4)A BµC ]








































































































































= −((4)σ){(4)σα A′M (4)σµAA′ (4)A AµN + (4)σα A′N (4)σµAA′ (4)A AµM






= −2((4)σ){(4)σ[α A′M (4)σµ]AA′ (4)A AµN + (4)σ[α A′N (4)σµ]AA′ (4)A AµM } (4.10)
Next we consider the Dirac fermionic term. We need to recall that the derivative operator (A,4)Dµ
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A − (4)A Aµ BξB

































































where in the last equality we denoted k-fermionic fields as kAA
′
= −i√2[ξA′ξA − ηAηA′]. We no
need to vary total action w.r.t. the rest piece of action since they are independent of gravitational
connection as we mentioned earlier. From (4.10) and (4.11), together with the fact that variation
of the total action w.r.t (4)A MNα is equivalent to condition if we replace it with
(4)C MNα fields,
hence we obtained the first equation of motion,
δStotal
δ (4)C MNα





































Due to the non-singular and invertible properties of the SL(2,C) soldering forms, the algebraic










We make use of the result obtained by ART without deriving it, however we can further verify this
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= RHS of (4.12). (4.14)
Thus, we have an unique solution for (4)C BµA regardless of any arbitrary choice of other field
configurations such as (4)σµ A
′
A , ξ
A and ηA. Now, we are ready to pull-back the total action to
the solution space of the first variational result, (i.e. with subjected to the equation of motion in
connection 1-form (4)A ABµ ). The simplification of the action only occurs in the source-free and
Dirac fermionic terms when we substitute (4.13) into Stotal. The substitution is straightforward to





















(ω+,4)R BµνA + 2







In the previous expression (4.15), let us consider them term by term. First term looks familiar and






































(ω,4)R[ω] where (ω,4)R[ω] is Ricci scalar curvature (4.16)
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whereas the 2nd term of (4.15) is,






(4)∇µC BνA − (4)∇νC BµA
]

































































































































































































Substitute both identities into 3rd term of (4.15),











νC − C CνA C BµC
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We see that on the solution space (once we solve the gravitational connection (4)A BµA in terms
of both soldering form and Dirac fields), the pull-back of SJSS is no longer purely depends on
the (4)σµ A
′
A . This is different as in the pure gravity case. Now, we want to pull-back the Dirac























= L1, Dirac + L2, Dirac (4.22)
whereby easily we see that L2, Dirac is the mass term and independent of gravitational connection.
Our aim now is to consider and further express 1st part of the Dirac lagrangian L1,Dirac carefully.
















































| Substitute the EOM of Dirac field (see next section) into 4th and 6th term.




A′((4)∇µξA − C Aµ BξB)− (4)σ˜µAA′ηA′((4)∇µηA − C Aµ BηB)
−ξA (4)σ˜µAA′
(
(4)∇µ + 3i8 kµ
)
ξ
A′ + ηA (4)σ˜µAA′
(




















































A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′






























A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′






























A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′














where in the midway we have used the definition of vector field kµ as kµ = (4)σµAA′ k
AA′ . Hence
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the pull-back of the total Dirac Lagrangian is given by,






A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′
+ ηA (4)∇µηA′ − ηA′ (4)∇µηA
)]
−((4)σ) im(ηAξA − ξA′ηA′)− 38((4)σ)kµkµ − i2((4)σ) (4)∇µkµ. (4.24)
Since the rest of matter fields Lagrangian do not depend on the gravitational connection 1-form,


























A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′





























































ξA − ηAηA′) = kµ
∴ kµ is real vector field. (4.26)
Hence, from (4.25) it is very obvious that the each term in pull-back Lagrangian are manifestly
real except the term involving total divergence (4)∇µkµ. This term does not come into the picture
when we determine the equation of motions and thus will not affect the dynamics. Hence, we
can confidently say that the proposed total action Stotal is a genuine action for canonical gravity+
Standard Model matters (classical) coupled system since the action will not give rise to spurious
equations of motion.
Next, we perform the variations to get Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for all the dynamical


















= −((4)σ)4pi[((4)gαβδ µα ∂βφ+ (4)gαβδ µβ ∂αφ)] = −((4)σ)8pi (4)gµβ∂βφ
| Since for the scalar field, we have (4)∇µφ = ∂µφ
= −((4)σ)8pi (4)gµβ (4)∇βφ




= −((4)σ)8pi (4)gµβ (4)∇µ (4)∇βφ. (4.28)








= −((4)σ)4pi(2µ2φ) = −((4)σ)8piµ2φ. (4.29)
Hence we have the standard Klein-Gordon equation in curved spacetime as given by
(4)gµβ (4)∇µ (4)∇βφ− µ2φ = 0 (4.30)
Next, we proceed to look at the variation of Stotal w.r.t. the Yang-Mills connection (YM,4)AµMN .
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)[− (4)FβνMB (4)A Nν B + (4)FµβAN (4)A MµA






(4)FµβMB (4)A NµB − (4)A MAµ (4)Fµβ NA
]
= −2[(YM,4)Aµ, (YM,4)F˜µβ]MN (4.32)















]MN = 0 (4.33)
It is a well known fact that the total partial derivative of an antisymmetric, density weighted +1











(4)F˜µβMN + Γ βαµ
(4)F˜αµMN − Γ µµα (4)F˜αβMN
















(4)F˜αµMN + Γ βµα
(4)F˜µαMN
)
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) ≡ (4)∇α((YM,4)F˜αβMN)+ [(YM,4)Aµ, (YM,4)F˜µβ]MN = 0, (4.35)
where (4)∇α is the unique torsion-free derivative operator compatible with the 4D curved-metric
(4)gµν , Γ γαβ is the unique torsion-free Levi-Civita spacetime connection and
(YM,4)Dα is the gauge
connection of the Yang-Mills theory valued in proper gauge group G.
The variation of total Lagrangian Ltotal w.r.t. the Dirac fermionic fields can be carried out

































From Dirac lagrangian we have four equations of motion in terms of Dirac fields when we vary the







































ξA′ = 0 (4.37)
On the other hand, we should be convinced that we can further rewrite the Dirac Lagrangian due
























A′)ηA]− im((4)σ)(ηAξA − ξA′ηA′ ])












A′)ηA]− im((4)σ)(ηAξA − ξA′ηA′).(4.38)






















ξA = 0 (4.40)
In order to compare our formalism with the more conventional Einstein-Cartan 1st order framework,
let us express the action of derivative operator (A,4)Dµ in terms of (4)∇µ and spinorial fields (recall
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where the left-hand side of previous equation (4.41) can be expressed in fermionic field through,
(4)σ˜µAA′
[































































| Recall that kAA′ = (4)σµAA′kµ
= (4)σ˜µAA′
(
(4)∇µ − 3i8 kµ
)
ξA (4.42)
Hence, after substitute (4.42) into (4.41) we finally obtain
∴ (4)σµAA′
[











(4)∇µ + 3i8 kµ
)
ξ
A′ = − im√
2
ηA
| kµ is a real field
∴ (4)σµAA′
[
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and it’s complex conjugate fields is
(4)σµAA′
(






From both (4.44) and (4.45) we see that they are not the equations of motion of minimally spin-
1
2 fermion-gravity coupling in the conventional way, i.e. Einstein-Dirac theory. This is because
there is presence of a nonlinear term due to the factor kµξA (or kµηA
′
)8. We will further clarify this
point when we discuss the gravity-fermions coupled system in full details in the next part. Also, the
relationship between conventional Einstein-Cartan theory and Einstein-Dirac theory will be drawn.
The final variational equation is to vary Stotal with respect to the soldering forms (4)σµAA′ in
order to obtain the gravitational field equations. From (4.8), we see that all pieces of Lagrangian
depends on the soldering forms, so we will take the straightforward method to carry out the variation




































































































































































8We think that this point is quite interesting since now we have a “nonlinear” type of the Dirac equation. Due
to current cosmological confirmation of mass of Neutrinos, some physicists believe that this phenomenological effect
has to do with the nonlinear property of Dirac theory. In our discussion, it is quite naturally to discuss this issue
once gravity is coupled to the fermionic degree of freedom as we see at both (4.44) and (4.45).
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= −2((4)σ)[gβδ (4)σγAA′Tr((4)Fµβ (4)Fγδ)− 14 (4)σµAA′gαγgβδTr((4)Fαβ (4)Fγδ)].
(4.51)
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(4)∇νηB − C Bν AηA
)
− (4)σνBB′ηB














































where Eµν(matter) is the canonical stress-energy tensor in field theory, i.e. Eµν(K.G), Eµν(Y.M)
etc are the stress-energy for Klein-Gordon and Yang-Mills in Standard Model. Thus, from (4.47)
the equation of motion is given by,


















From the conceptual and theoretical perspective, we know the hint from the standard gravity-
matter coupling in conventional metrical approach (i.e. Einstein-Cartan or Einstein-Dirac theory)
that, the nontrivial difficulties mainly give rise from the fermionic part. This is because generally
the fermionic currents can be served as the source for spacetime torsion and contributes torsion (ei-
ther dynamical or non-dynamical) to the system. Hence, now onwards we focus on the gravity-spin
1/2 fermions coupled system as a toy model to discuss the main feature when we couple fermions to
the gravitational degree of freedom in which the later is well formulated in self-dual connection field.
We start from the left hand side of (4.57), and direct substitute the variation of SJSS with
9Recall that the soldering form does look like the “square root” of the metric (4)gµν . Thus it captures the
gravitational degree of freedom in our setting.
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)−1 (4)σνAA′ δ SSJS
δ (4)σµAA′













| Substitute self-dual curvature (A,4)F ABµν = (ω
+,4)R ABµν + 2





= 2 (4)σνAA′ (4)σ
β A′
B

















































(+,4)R βµβν = 2
(+,4)Rµν
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Term 1(b):




(4)∇µ (4)C ABβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
1(bi)



















































A′D′ (4)σαAD′︸ ︷︷ ︸







































































































µ − δ βµ δ γα
)
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Term 1(c):





(4)C BβC︸ ︷︷ ︸
1(ci)
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= −gµν (+,4)R αβαβ















(4)∇α (4)C ABβ − (4)∇β (4)C ABα
)
| Since the (4)C ABα is traceless and Hermitian i.e. (4)C BαA = (4)C Bα A





| Recall that (4)∇µ is compatible with (4)σ A
′
µA
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Finally,
Term 2(c):






(4)C BβC︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(ci)







































































































AA′ kAA′ = − 964 gµν kα k
α. (4.67)
Term 2(cii):
−gµν (4)σα A′A (4)σβBA′ (4)C ACβ (4)C BαC
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)−1 (4)σνAA′ δ SSJS
δ (4)σµAA′


































































(4)∇αkβ − 18kµkν .(4.70)
After obtained the left-hand side of (4.57), in order to express the equation of motion of gravity-
Dirac spin-1/2 fermion coupled system we need to write down the Dirac’s stress-energy tensor,
Eµν(Dirac). In fact, we have from the functional derivative:











































Let us further simplify the second term in above term (4.71),
√













































(4)σ Aβ D′ kα k
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From the Euler Lagrange equation for the soldering form, we have in previous section, Hµν =
8pi Eµν(Dirac). We substitute in the result from (4.70) and (4.73) to gain the “Einstein” equation
for the gravity-spin1/2 fermions coupled system as,
(4)Gµν − 116 gµν
(
kαk














































The first two terms in above expression can be recombined via the following identity,
− i
2
























(4)∇µξA − ηA′ (4)∇µηA − ηA (4)∇µηA′
]
(4.75)
Thus, effectively the equation of motion of our matter-gravity system (we only have the Dirac field

























It is worths to note that the above equation of motion is manifestly real due to the fact that the
soldering forms(4)σµAA′ is anti-Hermitian. Also, the fermion fields kα is real as been shown in the
previous section. Furthermore, it is obvious from (4.76) that the equation of motion contains a
term quartic in spin-1/2 fermionic fields. Precisely in this aspect, we conclude that the equations
of motion obtained are not the standard Einstein-Dirac equations (2nd order formulation). This
feature is well understood since in our treatment we choose to use a first order formalism. Usual
Palatini first order formalism leads to Einstein-Cartan theory rather than standard Einstein-Dirac
theory [55]. By this analogy, we believe that when we coupled the fermionic degree of freedom to the
self-dual gravity, we should expect the whole treatment will leads to the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-
Kibble-Dirac theory (ECSKD) rather than Einstein-Dirac theory with the fermions possibly serve
as the source for spacetime torsion. As similar to the source-free case, indeed there is possible to
show that ECSKD theory and self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory are “equivalent” modulo a surface
term that purely depends on the fermionic field kα (See next section).
In standard approach, one can recover the Einstein-Dirac equations by adding a quartic term
(proportion to kα kα) to the total action. Recall from (4.25), we have the pull-back of total action
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A′ (4)∇µξA − ξA (4)∇µξA
′


































It is obvious from the above expression we have two quartic fermionic terms in the action, namely
3
16 kµ k
µ from LSJS and −38 kµ kµ from LDirac. Thus, Ashtekar etl. proposed a new pull-back of
total action by adding a quartic term 316 kµ k
µ to the total action,








We see that after the addition of the quartic term, the new pull-back of total action S ′total is the
same as the self-dual Einstein-Dirac action modulo a surface term which doesn’t come into the
picture to determine the equation of motion [see next section]. Also, this modification does not
involved the self-dual gravity connection in result does not change the solution of (4)A BµA . Hence,
we are now confident to conclude that the new proposed action S ′total will lead to the Einstein-Dirac





















Finally recall from (4.57) and (4.76) we have the total equation of motion (classical) for full
gravity-matter coupling system as:



















(4)∇αkβ + 8pi Eµν(K.G.) + 8pi Eµν(Y.M.). (4.82)
It is worth to note that although in general our setting leads to the Einstein-Cartan type of theory
and it is fair to ask whether we have encounter torsion term in the derivative operator as in conven-
tional setting. The answer lie on the fact that in our discussion, ART-model was formulated for the
whole gravity-matter coupling theory purely in self-dual connection (A,4)Dµ in which only acts on
unprimed spinors. They do not need the extension of this derivative operator on tensorial degree
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of freedom and unprimed spinors, yet the whole theory still consider complete. In fact, this is one
of the robustness feature of the self-dual gravity. Of course, we can always extend our formalism
and include some alternatives. In the next section, we will including the formalism whereby the
derivatives operator is allow to extend to tensor indices and thus in general inducing the spacetime
torsion10. We think that this may break all the nice features we discussed so far, but it turns out




a conclusion we emphasis on the point that the matter coupling to the self-dual Ashtekar formalism
of gravity is a faithful theory classically.
(3+1)-decomposition of Gravity-Matter Coupled System:
In this section, we would like to perform a Legendre transform on the Stotal as the step to pas-
sage to a Hamiltonian description of the matter-gravity coupled system. Since the method in our
discussion is similar to the (3+1)-decomposition of source-free action SJSS, it is good for us to recall
some important features and setting in source-free case. This section is somewhat the extension
of the previous case. Readers are referred to more extensive discussion in the previous chapter.
Firstly, we introduce a foliation of spacetime manifold M by assuming that our 4-manifold M is
topologically trivial, Σ × R for some space-like 3-manifolds Σ (submanifold). On the 4-manifold
M, we further introduce and assume the existence of a smooth, nowhere vanishing function t such
that the hyper-surfaces Σt corresponded to the constant ”t” foliate M without ambiguity. Next,
we introduce a smooth, real flow vector field tµ on M such that it satisfies tµ((4)∇µt) = 1 and
with respect to each t= constant surfaces Σt is spacelike. Afterward, we further denote an unique
future-directed, time-like, unit covariant nµ which is everywhere normal to Σt, satisfying nµnµ = s
(again, we let the signature to be s = −1 in this section) and nµ((4)∇µt) > 0.
The induced intrinsic, positive-definite metric defined on Σt is denoted by (3)qµν . It is given
by (3)qµν = (4)gµν + (4)nµ (4)nν . Recall that the 4-metric [we choose the signature to be
(−1,+1,+1,+1) without lost of generality] is given in terms of SL(2,C) soldering form by (4)gµν :=
(4)σµAA
′ (4)σµAA′ . With the properties of SL(2,C) soldering forms and unit normal vector fields n
µ,




nµ. After that, we can use GAA′ := −i
√
2 nAA′ =
−i√2 (4)σµAA′nµ as the Hermitian metric for SU(2) spinors since the anti-hermitian of SL(2, C)







= GAA′ . (4.83)
Thus, without ambiguity we can identify the unprimed SL(2,C) spinors on M with the SU(2)
spinors on Σt [See Appendix.]. This fact indirectly allows us to define a Hermitian conjugate (dagger
operation) on the spinor via G A
′
A ξA′ = (ξ
†)A. From the construction, under this identification of







2 (3)σ Aµ Bn
BA′ − nµnAA′ (4.84)
where (3)σ BµA is the spatial SU(2) soldering form induced on (Σt,
(3)qµν) by (4)σ
A
µ A′ . Also, by
taking the reciprocal of (4.84), we can get the SU(2) soldering forms as (See Appendix B),












10We extend the derivative operator by requiring that it be Hermitian and annihilate curved metric gµν .
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which is manifestly Hermitian
(
(3)σaAB
)† = (3)σaAB and traceless in internal SU(2) indices
(3)σa AA = 0. Next, We decompose the time vector t
µ into perpendicular and parallel components
with respect to Σt,
tµ := Nnµ + Nµ (4.86)
where N and Nµ are lapse function and field vectors fields that satisfy nµNµ = 0. This also means
that the shift vectors which are defined on hyper-surface Σt are “orthogonal” to the lapse function.


























2nµ (3)σν (A,4)Fµν − (3)σµ (3)σν (A,4)Fµν
]
. (4.87)
Next we substitute the unit normal covariant vector by nµ = N−1 (tµ −Nµ) and also an identity
tµ((A,4)F ABµν ) = L−→t ((4)A ABν ) − (A,4)Dν((4)A · t). (See previous chapter for proof). With this























(4)A · t) (A,4)Dν (3)σ˜ν
−N˜ (3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν (A,3)Fµν − i√2Nµ (3)σ˜ν (A,3)Fµν
]
. (4.88)
We can further change the notation for (4)A BµA due to the property of projector function
(4)q νµ = δ
ν
µ − nµ nν (4.89)



















where we used the identity (3)σ˜νL−→
t
nν = 0. Also, we can assume that all (A,4)Fµν are 3-dimensional
fields in (4.88). This is because they will only contract with all the 3-dimensional fields. In other
words, we only need the spatial restriction of the curvature that arises from spatial transport




(A,4)F ABαβ and also



















(4)A · t) (Ash)Dν (3)σ˜ν
−N˜ (3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν (A,3)Fµν − i√2Nµ (3)σ˜ν (A,3)Fµν
]
. (4.91)
It is clear that from the form of decomposed action (4.91), if we regard (3)A BaA as the Yang-Mills
like gravity configuration variable on the phase space then it’s canonical conjugate momentum is
given by the SU(2) soldering form. It is interesting to note that in this sense, the soldering forms
play a double role as the conjugate momentum as well as the “square root” of the curved metric.
Furthermore, quantities such as ((4)A · t), Nµ and N˜ are non-dynamical (since their time deriva-tives do not appear explicitly in the action). Hence, they act as the Lagrange multiplier in the
formalism. One should expect upon variation of action w.r.t them, we will obtain gravitational
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Gauss’s constraints, vector constraints and scalar constraint respectively.
Up to so far, we already recalled all the necessary tools of performing 3+1 decomposition of the
source-free Lagrangian, SJSS. Next, following ART model, we would like to extend the same idea
to treat the Lagrangian of matter-coupled system. One interesting point to wonder is that, after
couple the Standard Model’s matter11 to the Ashtekar self-dual gravity (especially the nontrivial
Dirac fermions term), will the nice features (i.e. simplification of constraint algebra, etc) of source-
free part still hold in general? In fact, this is our motivation to carry out 3+1 decomposition of
matter Lagrangian in this section and hence give the answer to previous question correspondingly.




) by their Hermitian conjugate fields through the SU(2) Hermitian metric GAA′ i.e.
(ξ†)A = −ξA′ GAA′ and (η†)A = −ηA
′
GAA′ (4.92)









| Assume that GA′A is normalize, i.e. GA′AGA′B = δ BA
GAB
′















| Contract component A and B




AA′ = nµ (4)σµAA′ nν (4)σ AA
′
ν = gµνn
µ nν = −1
| Observe nAA′n A′B is antisymmetric in (A,B) with norm= −1, it must ∝ ²AB
nAA′n
A′
B ∝ ²AB (or we can set it = c ²AB)
−1 = ²ABnAA′ n A′B = c ²AB²AB = 2c⇒ c = −
1
2






11Of course, here we still assume classical picture
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) [− (3)σµ BA (ξ†)B (A,4)DµξA + i√2 nµ(ξ†)A (A,4)DµξA
]
| Substitute nµ = N−1(tµ −Nµ) and ((4)σ) = N((3)σ). Also denote (3)σ˜µAB = ((3)σ) (3)σµAB
















= −N˜ ((3)σ) (3)σ˜µ BA (ξ†)B (A,4)DµξA + i√2((3)σ)(tµ∂µξA︸ ︷︷ ︸
LtξA













| Lie derivative treat internal SU(2) indices as “Yang-Mills” scalar.









whereby in the last step we further project down the derivative operator (A,4)Dµ to the hyper-surface














Together with the fact that
ξ
A′










(ξ†)A (η†)B = (ξ†)A (η†)A, (4.97)
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2N˜ ((3)σ) (3)σ˜µ BA
[
(ξ†)B (Ash)DµξA − (η†)B (Ash)DµηA
]











ξAηA − (ξ†)A (η†)A
]}
.
From (4.98) we see that w.r.t. the Dirac fermionic variables ξA and ηA, we can pick out both
((3)σ)(ξA)† and ((3)σ)(ηA)† as the canonical momentum for the Dirac fermionic degree of freedom,
respectively.





































)× (i√2 (3)σνAC nCA′ − nνnAA′) ∂µφ ∂νφ
=
{



























| Last 2 terms vanish due to traceless property of (3)σµ BA , i.e. (3)σµ AA = 0.
= (3)σµAC
(3)σνAC∂µφ ∂νφ − N−1
(
tµ − Nµ)×N−1(tν − Nν)∂µφ ∂νφ
= (3)σµAC















= − (3)σµ CA (3)σν AC ∂µφ ∂νφ − N−2
[(Ltφ) − Nµ∂µφ]2. (4.101)
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qµα − nµnα)× (qνβ − nνnβ)Tr((4)Fµν (4)Fαβ) (4.103)













































)−2(det q qµα)(det q qνβ)Tr((4)Fµν (4)Fαβ)]
| Exchange dummy indices in 1st term, α↔ ν. Also, recall that
√



















)−3Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)× Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((4)Fµν (4)Fαβ)]































A · t))Nα (4)Fαµ + (4)Fµα (4)FνβNαNβ}
−1
2

















(4)A · t)−Nβ (3)Fβν)}
−1
2
N˜ ((3)σ)−2Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)× Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((3)Fµν (3)Fαβ)
]
(4.104)
where in the last step we let the fields that contract with 3-dimensional fields i.e. SU(2) sol-
dering form and shift vectors to carry a superscript (3)[...]. This is consistent with notation we
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chosen earlier. Our motive is to indicate that all of them can be effectively considered as 3-
dimensional fields except ((4)A · t). The possibility is due to the projection operator that in general







(YM,4)Dν . Suppose we denote the dual of “Yang-Mills magnetic field”12 as










































N˜ ((3)σ)−2 Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)× Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((3)Bµν (3)Bαβ)
]
. (4.105)
Thus, we have successfully decomposed all the actions involved into theirs “time” component
and “spatial pieces” accordingly. On the phase phase, it is obvious to read off the “configura-
tion variables” as: gravitational SU(2) self-dual connection (3)A BµA , Klein-Gordon scalar field φ,
Dirac fermionic variables ξA ; ηA and finally Yang-Mills connection (YM,3)A NµM ∈ G, where
G is the gauge group of the Yang-Mills theory under consideration. Since the 3+1 decomposed
actions are written in the standard form as S = ∫ dt ∫Σ p q˙ − H(p, q), we are also ready to
read off the canonical conjugate momentum from the actions. They are p˜Grav := i
√
2 (3)σ˜aAB,
p˜K.G. = pi := 8piN˜−1(L−→t φ − L−→Nφ), piA := −i((3)σ)(ξ†)A, ω˜A := i((3)σ)(η†)A and (3)E˜µ :=−2N˜−1((3)σ)−2Tr((3)σ˜µσ˜ν)(L−→t (3)Aν − (3)Dν((4)A · t) − Nα2 (3)Bαν). As similar to source-freecase, suppose the space-like hyper-surfaces Σ are non-compact, we need to impose the asymptot-
ically fall-off condition on all the canonical conjugate momentum fields in order to have a well
defined dynamics. Besides that, we also realize that the 3+1 decomposed actions contain other
fields such as N˜ , Nµ, ((4)A · t) and ((4)A · t), but they play totally different role as compare tothe “configuration variables” due to disappearance of their time derivative part in the total action.
In fact, they are non-dynamical and just bahave as the Lagrangian multipliers (normally, they
need to be fixed by gauge choice once and for all time) as in standard analytical dynamics. Thus,
we should expect from the Dirac constraint analysis, the variation of action w.r.t. each of these
Lagrange multiplier will lead us to the classical secondary constraints. Let us carry out the task
here.
12Here we mean the magnetic field that is related to Yang-Mills connection 1-form (3)Aµ as the generalization of the
U(1) electromagnetism case. Suppose Bµ is the magnetic fields of Yang-Mills theory, generically we have something
like Bµ = ∇× (3)Aµ. Dual of this magnetic field is given by (3)Bµν = η˜µνα (3)B˜α.
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2N˜ ((3)σ) (3)σ˜µ BA
[
(ξ†)B (Ash)DµξA − (η†)B (Ash)DµηA
]





















(ξ†)B (Ash)DµξA − (η†)B (Ash)DµηA
]






(Ash)DµξA + ω˜B (Ash)DµηA
]



































]2 − 4pi((3)σ)2 µ2φ2























































































)−2 Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)× Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((3)Bµν (3)Bαβ) (4.110)
We can rewrite the first term to simplify the above expression (4.110). Suppose (3)Eαβ is the dual
of Yang-Mills electric field such that (3)Eαβ := η˜αβγ (3)E˜γ , where η˜αβγ is (a c-number) de-densitized
Levi-Civita tensor (or form-density) and (3)E˜γ is the density weight +1 Yang-Mills electric fields.




















η˜µαγ η˜νβδ Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν)× Tr((3)σ˜α (3)σ˜β)
×Tr
{[




2N˜−1((3)σ)−2Tr(σ˜δσ˜η)(L−→t (3)Aη − (3)Dη((4)A · t) − N ξ2 (3)Bξη)
]}




























C . [See Appendix]
= N˜−2((3)σ)−2(−δ BC δ DA + 12δ BA δ DC ) (3)σ˜ρ AB (3)σ˜η CD Tr(4ρ4η)
= N˜−2((3)σ)−2(− (3)σ˜ρ AC (3)σ˜η CA + 12 (3)σ˜ρ AA︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0





= −N˜−2((3)σ)−2Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν) Tr(4µ4ν). (4.111)









×Tr((3)Eµν (3)Eαβ + (3)Bµν (3)Bαβ). (4.112)
Next, with the same method we carry out the variation of action (term by term) w.r.t. the 3D
shift vector fields Nµ. Firstly, the we consider the variation of source-free gravity part and proceed
























(4)A · t) (Ash)Dν (3)σ˜ν



















2N˜ ((3)σ) (3)σ˜µ BA
[
(ξ†)B (Ash)DµξA − (η†)B (Ash)DµηA
]















































[(Ltφ)−Nµ∂µφ]2 −N˜ ((3)σ)2 µ2φ2
]
= 8piN˜−1

































N˜ ((3)σ)−2Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)× Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((3)Bµν (3)Bαβ)
]



































































η˜µαβTr[(3)E˜α (3)B˜β] ≡ −Tr[(3)E˜α (3)Fµα]. (4.117)
The rest of the variation term will be straightforward to carry out. The non-zero terms of the
total action when we vary against
(
(4)A · t) come from both the source-free lagrangian and also
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Dirac lagrangian as expected since only the Dirac fields are coupled to the gravitational self-dual






















(4)A · t) (Ash)Dν (3)σ˜ν














2N˜ ((3)σ) (3)σ˜µ BA
[
(ξ†)B (Ash)DµξA − (η†)B (Ash)DµηA
]













= −i((3)σ)[ξA(ξ†)B − ηA(η†)B] = [ξApiB + ηAωB]






By the same token, variation w.r.t. the
(
(4)A · t)AB comes from the Yang-Mills Lagrangian. We










































2N˜−1((3)σ)−2Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν)(L−→t (3)Aν − (3)Dν((4)A · t)− Nα2 (3)Bαν)AB
]
= − (3)Dµ (3)E˜µ. (Yang-Mills Gauss’s constraint) (4.120)
As similar to the previous section on source-free case, we can add up all the variation w.r.t. different
Lagrange multipliers to obtain the constraint equations. Hence, we have in total four of them and
each of them are correspond to certain type of fundamental constraint symmetries in the system.











(4)A · t) A
B



























(Ash)DµξA + ω˜B (Ash)DµηA
]
−((3)σ)2 im ξAηA + impiAω˜A − Λ((3)σ)2 + 4piTr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜ν)∂µφ ∂νφ
− 1
16pi





)−2 Tr((3)σ˜µ (3)σ˜α)Tr((3)σ˜ν (3)σ˜β)Tr((3)Eµν (3)Eαβ + (3)Bµν (3)Bαβ) = 0
where C˜AB, C˜ BA are the gravitational and Yang-Mills Gauss’s constraints, C˜µ is the total vector
constraints and finally ˜˜C is the total scalar constraint. From the above expressions of constraint, we
see that all of them except the total scalar constraint are manifestly polynomial in nature. In other
words, this means that the constraints are at most as functional of polynomial in basic canonical
variables. We found that the nice feature of polynomial constraints still hold in (classical) matter-
gravity coupled system. This is desired result because it will lead to simplification of the constraints
algebra and eventually reduce the task to search for a mathematically consistent quantum theory
of gravity. Unfortunately, the total scalar constraint which dictates the dynamics is no longer
polynomial in fundamental variables in the presence of Yang-Mills fields due to the appearance of
the non-polynomial multiplicative factor likes
(
(3)σ
)−2. We can modify the total action in order to
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is polynomial in (3)σ˜µ, which can be seen from:
From (det q) ²µνα = ²˜βγη q˜µβ q˜νγ q˜αη
⇒ (det q) = 1
6






²˜µνα ²γηβ (3)σ BβA (3)σ AµB (3)σ DγC (3)σ CνD (3)σ JηI (3)σ IαJ
| use the identity (3)σµ BA (3)σν DB =
1√
2



























































Polynomial in soldering forms. (4.125)




However, we take note that now the total scalar constraint has to be with density of weight +4
instead of initial density weight +2. In order to have an integration over the manifold without refer
to the specific metric13, we force to impose the lapse function to be evaluated in tensor of density
weight -3. This is the main feature bring in by the Yang-Mills fields to modify the overall density
of the Lagrange multiplier, for this case the lapse function.
Constraints Algebra For Gravity-Matter Coupled Systems:
As similar to the source-free case, one important aspect of constraint dynamic is to study the
Poisson bracket that generated by all constraints. This is crucial because eventually it will lead
us to the study of the symmetries of the physical theory. We will see that even with matter fields
extension, all constraint algebras generated are still closed and they admit a nice geometrical inter-
pretation as similar to source-free case. In this section, we are interested to consider the case where
the space-like hyper-surface Σ is non-compact in nature14. To simplify the discussion, we choose to
assume that Σ has only one asymptotical region. For instance, complement of a compact subset of
Σ is diffeomorphic to complement of an unit, topologically closed ball in R3. We let a flat SU(2)







this asymptotic region. Recall from source-free case, both the gravitational variables (3)σ˜a BA and
13This can be achieved by having an integrand with density of weight +1.
14In non-compact case, it is well know that the surface term and boundary conditions play an important role in
determining the dynamics.
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(3)A BaA need to satisfy the following fall-off conditions [47].
In order to have a physically interesting discussion, we choose to consider the sector of the theory
in which Minkowski space can be thought of as “classical vacuum”15. Also, for the matter fields
degree of freedom, we require all of them and their canonical conjugate momentum counterpart
to fall off as 1
r2
as well. We proceed to consider the total phase space Γ. On the phase space
defined, we have all the gravitational and matter fields each satisfies the chosen boundary conditions
appropriately. From the decomposed total action, it is standard to write down the symplectic





















= −δ BA δ3(x, y) (4.128)





= −δ ab δ CDAB δ3(x, y) (4.130)
As similar to source-free case, in order to ease the calculation we prefer to work in functional
form. Thus, we defined the constraint functionals by smearing the constraints over the appropriate


















Total Gauss Constraints (4.133)
In above constraint functional expressions, we need to further impose the fall-off condition for the
smearing fields such that all of the constraint functionals are differentiable on phase space Γ and at
the same time they can act as the generators of canonical transformations. So, from construction
we impose that all the Lagrange multiplier (smearing fields) terms tend to zero faster than 1r at
infinity. (See source-free case in previous chapter)
With the defined gravity + matter constraints (also with the proper symplectice structure
(4.126) to (4.130) , we can now list down all the six Poisson brackets between the constraints.
Interested reader can see Appendix D for detailed computations. This is the Poisson algebra
15Recently, from astronomical observations we believe that, there exists of certain strange “anti gravity force”, dark
energy in which it drives our universe apart with outward acceleration. One can consider to choose the boundary
condition such that the asymptotic region is given by anti-de Sitter space-times [cite: Ashtekar, Smolin].
16We use the Lagrange multiplier N˜ , Na, N BA and N BA as the smearing fields.
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+ CAmKm, AmKm , (4.139)
where
−→






. From the form of the constraints
algebra, we realized that they indeed form a first class system from the Dirac analysis point of view.
However, due to dependency of the last constraint algebra on the functional of the phase space
(recall that the (3)K fields we defined is depends on N˜ and M˜ explicitly), this set of constraintalgebra is not consider as a proper Lie-algebra. The constraint algebra structures are very similar
to (and consider genuine generalization) of the free-field case.
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4.2 Equivalence between self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory and Einstein-
Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory
In pure gravitational section, one can show that the self-dual action (known as SJSS) is equivalent
to the first order Palatini action. The culprit is the algebraic Bianchi symmetry for the torsion free
connection. This may spike the question on the availability of proof when matters are appeared
(here, we consider mainly fermionic type) since the matters degrees of freedom carry the source of
torsion and thus modified the fundamental structure of spacetime (Cartan, Dirac, Sciama). In this
section by following the idea from [49] and [56], we would like to furnish a proof of the equivalence
between standard Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory (ECSKD theory) and the self-dual
Einstein-Dirac theory17. Of course in the self-dual framework with minimally fermions coupling,
the culprit of the previous proof (algebraic Bianchi symmetry) is now needs to be extended to
non-vanishing torsion case. This exercise seems necessary even though in the previous section we
realized that one can reproduce the effective equation of motion in standard Einstein-Dirac theory
like (2nd order) by adding a quartic term to the action SART from first place. Indeed, this quartic
term was put in by hand initially and we search for more fundamental and convincing reason in
this section.
Firstly, recall that the general relativity in Palatini spin connection variables, it’s action is given















where (4)σ is the determinant of the inverse soldering form and (4)ω is the torsion free spin connection
one-form. Suppose, one can define self-dual spin connection as
(+,4)A ABµ =














(ω,4)R CDµν [ω]. (4.142)
This nice feature is understand as following famous quote: The curvature of the self-dual spin
connection is the self-dual part of the curvature. Historically, Jacobson-Smolin-Samuel realized this
simple and crucial observation. This eventually lead them to propose the new complex action as
given by






where (A,4)F ABαβ is the spinorial curvature of the Yang-Mills type connection
(+,4)A BαA explicitly
defined by,
















′ ((4)RαβAB − i2 ² CDAB (4)RαβCD). (4.145)
17Previously we called it Ashtekar-Romano-Tate model after subtracting away a fermionic fields dependent, quartic
term
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is not only manages to reproduce the
vacuum Einstein’s equation for complex 3+1 gravity, on the other hand by imposing equation
of motion one can also recover the physical information exactly similar to the standard Palatini
gravity. To see the relationship between self-dual action and standard Palatini theory clearly, we
initially solve (uniquely) for (4)A ABµ = (+,4)ω
AB
















to the connection solution space. Effec-






























































Thus, the pull-back of the self-dual action to the connection solution space (4)A BµA =
(+,4)ω BµA
is indeed 1/2 times of the standard complex 3+1 Palatini action. The last integral vanish due to
the algebraic Bianchi symmetry of the curvature with torsionless condition.
With similar line of reasoning as compare to free field SJSS case, next we consider the difference
between ECSKD theory (1st order) and self-dual Einstein-Dirac (2nd order) theory. Assume that
we work in 4-dimensional Lorentzian spacetime manifold M and the Dirac spinorial fields are
denoted as (ξA, η¯A). Conventionally, two-components spinorial notation is used to capture the
Dirac half integral spin particle, i.e. ξA represents spin-1/2 particle with spin up and down (since
A =two components), whereas η¯A represents antiparticles with spin up and down too. The ECSKD































ξA (4)∇µξ¯A′ − η¯A (4)∇µηA′
]





is the determinant of the SL(2, C), anti-Hermitian soldering form on curved spacetime,
(4)∇µ is the derivative operator compatible with the SL(2,C) soldering forms, i.e. (4)∇µ (4)σνAA′ =
0.
On the other hand, recall that in Ashtekar-Romano-Tate model, we used the self-dual portion
of the action and always keep the torsion-free connection condition. The self-dual action (or SART
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where (A,4)F ABµν is the Ashtekar self-dual curvature generated from self-dual connection (+,4)A
B
µA .
It is also worth to mention that the derivative operator (A,4)Dµ (in which turns out to define
(+,4)A BµA ) is defined to act only on unprimed spinors indices and behave as partial derivative when
acts on spacetime indices. One direct observation we may have is that the action Ssd-ED as defined
in (4.149) is obviously complex and one need to check whether spurious equation of motion are
picked up due to this reason. To proceed, let us introduce some auxiliary fields (i.e. (4)Q Mµ N and
(4)Pµαβ) in which they are associated with the derivative operator,
(A,4)Dµ. Meanwhile, our initial
connection (4)∇µ in which compatible with SL(2,C) soldering is extended to take into account
the spacetime torsion. Then, for any arbitrary test field (i.e. zero form, say f) both derivative
operators are defined by
2 (4)∇[µ (4)∇ν] f := T αµν (4)∇αf and (4.150)
2 (A,4)D[µ (A,4)Dν] f := τ αµν (4)∇αf in which (4.151)
(A,4)Dµ λ Aν := (4)∇µ λ Aν + (4)Q Aµ Bλ Bν − (4)Pαµνλ Aα , (4.152)
where λ Aµ is any arbitrary generalized tensor. From (4.150), it implies that the torsion tensor T
α
µν
is antisymmetric in the first two indices, i.e.
2 (4)∇[ν (4)∇µ] f = −2 (4)∇[µ (4)∇ν] f
⇒ T ανµ (4)∇αf = −T αµν (4)∇αf
T
α
(µν) = 0 Antisymmetric. (4.153)
Also (4.151) gives us a relationship between two types of torsion concept, explicitly
2 (A,4)D[µ (A,4)Dν] f := τ αµν (4)∇αf
=
(









)− (4)Pαµν (4)∇αf − (4)∇ν((4)∇µf)+ (4)Pανµ (4)∇αf
| combine 1st and 3rd term to reproduce T αµν term
= T αµν
(4)∇αf − 2 (4)Pα[µν] (4)∇αf
∴ τ αµν = T αµν − 2 (4)Pα[µν]. (4.154)
Suppose we only consider the action of both derivative operators on the spacetime indices, obviously
the spacetime tensor defined by (4)Pαµν is the one which control their action, either the metricity
condition or the torsional condition of the operators. We choose to impose the condition that
(4)Pαµν = 0 which is equivalent to say that the torsion exhibited by the both operators are exactly
the same, i.e. from (4.154) τ αµν = T
α
µν . This torsional degree of freedom will be determined via
equation motion under variational principles. Also, we obtain an identical result for both derivative
operators when they act on spacetime tensors.
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On the internal indices side, we can restrict the auxiliary form (4)Q Aµ B by requiring the annihi-
lation of symplectic form ²AB (or the “metric” equivalent in the complex spinor space), such that
(A,4)Dµ ²AB = (4)∇µ ²AB = 0. By using (4.152) this implies that
(A,4)Dµ ²AB = (4)∇µ ²AB − (4)Q CµA ²CB − (4)Q CµB ²AC
0 = 0− (4)Q CµA ²CB + (4)Q CµB ²CA
= − (4)QµAB + (4)QµBA
∴ (4)Qµ[AB] = 0 or similarly (4)QµAB = (4)Qµ(AB). (4.155)
Thus, we obtained a condition in which the auxiliary field (4)QµAB must be traceless. In order
to solve (A,4)D dynamically, we need to vary the action w.r.t. it and set to zero as required by
variational principle. From(4.152), we know that it is exactly similar to vary the dynamical field
(4)Q Aµ B. Firstly, we have to decompose the Yang-Mills like curvature
(A,4)F ABµν into 3 basic
variables (4)∇µ, (4)QµAB and T αµν . Consider,
2 (A,4)D[µ (A,4)Dν]λM := (A,4)F Mµν NλN − τ αµν (A,4)DαλM
= (A,4)Dµ (A,4)DνλM − (A,4)Dν (A,4)DµλM
= (A,4)Dµ
(
(4)∇νλM + (4)Q Mν NλN
)− (A,4)Dν((4)∇µλM + (4)Q Mµ NλN)
= 2
[


























(4)∇[µ (4)Q Mν] N
)
λN + (4)Q M[ν |N |
(4)∇µ]λN
= (4)R Mµν Nλ
N + T αµν
(4)∇αλM + 2
(
(4)∇[µ (4)Q Mν] N
)





| since τ αµν = T αµν by (4)Pαµν = 0






(4)∇[µ (4)Q Mν] N
)





∴ (A,4)F Mµν N = (ω,4)R
M
µν N + T
α
µν
(4)Q Mα N + 2
(
(4)∇[µ (4)Q Mν] N
)









−((4)σ){(4)σµ A′A (4)σνBA′ [(ω,4)R ABµν + T αµν (4)Q ABα + 2((4)∇[µ (4)Q ABν]
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Let us simplify the term involve (4)∇[µ (4)Q ABν] ,∫
M
−2((4)σ){(4)σµ A′A (4)σνBA′ (4)∇[µ (4)Q ABν] }












































































































































(4)Q ABν , (4.158)
where we obtain first term as a boundary term (which is not important upon the variation w.r.t.
(4)Q Aµ B) and a torsional volume term. The volume term consists of torsion due to the reason we
generalized our notion of (4)∇µ to include torsional contribution as specified in (4.150). Insert this
result into (4.157), and only consider the (4)Q Aµ B dependent terms
18, we have the reduce action as






































(4)Q ABν . (4.159)
18we also drop the boundary term in (4.158) since we are going to perform the variation w.r.t. (4)Qµ later on
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′| (4)σν]N) A′ T
β
µν
































) [− (4)σ[µ(M |A′| (4)σν]N) A′ T βµν + 4 (4)σ[β(M |A′| (4)σν]AA′ (4)Q N)Aν
+i (4)σβ(MA′k






= 0 by variational principle. (4.160)




2 T αµα δ
β
ν − T βµν
)




N)A′ = 0 (4.161)
where the fermionic fields kNA
′
is defined as kAA
′
= −i√2(ξA′ξA − ηAηA′). The last term can
be rewritten via i (4)σβ(MA′k









RA′ . In order to
solve (4.161), we need to show and make use of the following identity which satisfied by the
















′ (4)σγNA′ − (4)σγMA
′ (4)σβNA′
]





− (4)σβMA′² NR ² A
′





= − (4)σηMA′ (4)σδNA′ (4)σγRB′² βηδγ
−2i (4)σβ(MB′²
N)
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We can substitute this into (4.161) and obtain







2 T αµα δ
β
























































































∴ 0 = (4)σµRA′ (4)σνSA′
{(




























It is natural to assume the soldering form is non-degenerate and hence we obtain the factor in
braces must be zero in order to fulfill the dynamical equation satisfied by the (4)Qµ fields. We





























































































Next, further take the trace over S,N and β, ν,
0 =
[



















β − T αβα δ βµ
]
− T βµβ = 2T αµα
∴ T αµα = 0. (4.165)
With this fact and after consider (4.164) (this time we only taking trace over N,S but not β, ν),
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we can see that torsion in general take the form of19











Suppose we substitute back this torsion expression back into (4.164),













(4)Q NνS − δ βν (4)Q NµS
)
= 0
let β = ν ∴ δ νµ (4)Q NνS − δ νν (4)Q NµS = 0
∴ (4)Q NµS = 0. (4.167)
Direct insert this fact into (4.156), we can infer that
(A,4)F Mµν N =
(ω+,4)R Mµν N (4.168)
in which equivalent to say that upon the dynamical solution, (4)Dµ still turns out to be the self dual
part of the connection (4)∇µ. This feature is exactly similar to the matte-free case and of course the
culprit is that now, (4)∇µ needs to extend to incorporate the torsion contribution explicitly given
by T βµν = 12 ²
β
µνα kα. The torsion is actually induced by the fermionic current which depends on
kµ fields.
After setting up the necessary tools, now we turn to our initial aim to see the relationship in
between ECSKD-theory and self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory in detail. Due to the torsional nature
of the connection (4)∇µ, the Bianchi symmetry for curvature in gravity + fermions case is no longer











α]γ = 0. (4.169)
Refer to self-dual formalism, the term containing self-dual curvature in the Einstein-Dirac action














































One can make use of soldering form (or in this case more exactly the ortho-normal triads fields) to
convert the self-dual internal indices into spacetime type, then the second term in (4.170) can be
19Reminder: (4)Q BµA is traceless.
20See the extension discussion of this case in page 192 of [49].
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obtained as21,
² µναβ
















| since ² µναβ (4)T γ[µν (4)T
β
α]γ = 0 (see below for proof)
= ² µναβ
















































= 3 (4)∇µ kµ, (4.171)






























gβηgαγ − gβγgαη)²αγδβkηkδ = 0. (4.172)




























On the other hand, recall that the terms containing derivatives of the fermionic field in self-dual
21Here this “topological” term is no longer vanishes due to the fact that (4)R nµνm does admit torsion.











A′ (A,4)DµξA − ((A,4)DµηA)ηA′
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A′ (4)∇µξA − ((4)∇µηA)ηA′
]










where apprentice in the last step is simply the ECSKD action. The last term involving derivatives
of kµ can be converted into surface integral by Gauss’s divergent theorem and we finally obtain,
∴ S sd-ED
[
















As a result, both ECSKD theory and self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory are equivalent modulo a
surface term which depends on the fermionic fields and will not enters the dynamics of the theory.
As similar to the free field case, although Einstein-Dirac theory is not manifestly real, its imaginary
part is a boundary term. The key ideas in this section is the generalization of Bianchi symmetry




5.1 Barbero Hamiltonian Formulation: Arbitrary real Immrizi-
Barbero Variables
The main references for this section are: Thiemann’s book [20] (303 pages); S.Holst [57], F.Barbero
[58] original papers. Also, see J.Samuel [59] comments on the geometrical properties of the new
Ashtekar-Immirzi-Barbero connection
Towards the New Variables: Extended Phase Space With Canonical Pairs ((3)E˜ai ,K
i
a)
As a well-known fact, Ashtekar formulation of general relativity has provided us a new way to
study gravitational physics (both either classically and hopefully possible to extend to quantum
region) from a non-perturbative point of view. As discussed in the previous chapter, the partial
success of the theory is contributed mainly by two technical points. Firstly, in new formulation
gravitational configuration variable is a SO(3)C self-dual connection. Due to this change as com-
pare to old metrical idea, we are now allow to formulate general relativity in the familiar phase
space of Yang-Mills theory with compact gauge group SO(3)C. Secondly, all the constraints appear
(especially scalar constraint CN˜) in the theory to have a very simple polynomial structure whenexpressed in terms of Ashtekar new variables. This is an useful bonus when we want to find the
solution to all of the constraints. We noted that, indeed obtaining solution of all constraints is very
crucial since only after that we can construct the so called physically gauge-invariant observable
and further check the theory experimentally. In literature, these points are regarded as advantages
brought forward by Ashtekar formulation as compare to conventional geometro-dynamics which
comprises a potential term in the scalar constraint.
In spite of these successes, one important difficulty was faced by this approach is that in general
the phase space is complex in nature1. In order to recover the usual real formulation of general
relativity for spacetimes with Lorentzian signatures, we must impose the so called reality conditions
by hand2. At the early development of canonical quantum gravity by using Ashtekar new variables,
1Note that Ashtekar connection is complex and self-dual in the internal indices. The phase space of the theory
is sort of hybrid between complex SO(3)C connection and real tetradic field
(3)Eia. It is not the conventional phase
space structure in normal mechanics or field theory.
2This procedure is equivalent to impose that, both 3-metric (3)qab and its “time derivative”
(3)q˙ab (which is related
to extrinsic curvature Kab) are manifestly real under the Hamiltonian constraint we defined earlier HT˜.
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this was considered as the technical roadblock of the formulation due to the difficulty to impose the
reality condition on the constraint quantum mechanically. At the quantum level, it was believed
that the reality condition will manifest itself as the condition to choose the proper physical inner
product. It turns out that there is very hard to implement the reality conditions for the complex
valued connection variables as adjointness conditions on the measure in the quantum theory. All
these motivated Barbero to consider real-valued connections with Lorentzian signature. The gist of
Barbero formulation is that, he realized one can have a Hamiltonian formulation for all complex (or
more importantly the real) values of a parameter considered earlier by Immirzi with either choice of
spacetimes signature. But, in order to preserve the “polynomiality” of the Hamiltonian constraint
when using real-valued connections we have to accept algebraically more complicated constraints
structure [20].
In this section we want to cover the transition from triadic variables to the Immrizi-Barbero
variables. For the sake of completeness, firstly we introduce the extended ADM phase space and







as the canonical conjugate pairs. After defining the Ashtekar
like real connection, we arrive at the Immrizi-Barbero variables via, first, a Weyl transformation
(rescaling) and second, an affine transformation. After that we will write down all the constraints
in terms of the Immrizi-Barbero variables and some interesting comments will be highlighted.
We decide to use 3D triad as the configuration variables when deal with extended phase space.
Our motive is to keep the presentation as modern as possible so that all interested reader will find
it easier when doing research on modern literature3. Recall that in ADM Hamiltonian analysis of


























where κ = 8piGN
c3
, s is the signature of space-time (recall that s = −1 for Lorentzian and s = +1 for
Euclidean), pab’s are the momentums canonically conjugate to the configuration variables, 3-metric
(3)qab (with determinant det q). Besides that, p = (3)qab (3)pab = tr (3)pab and Γ
(3)∇a is the covariant
derivative compatible with 3-metric (i.e. Γ
(3)∇a (3)qbc = 0) such that corresponded spacetime
connection is the unique, torsion free affine connection (Christoffel symbol) (3)Γ cab . Also,
Γ(3)Rab is
the Ricci tensor of (3)qab that can be obtained from contraction of Riemann tensor via Γ
(3)
Rab =







ca − Γ dce Γ eba .








(3)Kab − (3)qab (3)K
]
. (5.2)
3From this section onwards, we shift our discussion to triad (Or in 4D, equivalently we have the ortho-normal
frame fields, called tetrad). There are no changes in conceptual issue and advantages of using triad as compare to
soldering forms is that we can avoid the SL(2,C) spinor calculus [49] and thus bring the discussion as closer as
possible to the ADM formulation. Of course when coupling to spinorial matter, soldering form seems much more
convenient to use due to it’s nature that tailor to serve this propose historically. See chapter 3 of [16].
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Functional derivative w.r.t. the shift vectors Na and lapse function N will give us the constraint
equations such as:







= 0 and (5.3)










where D˜b[(3)qab, (3)pab] and S˜[(3)qab, (3)pab] are the super-momentum constraints (vector con-
straints) and super-Hamiltonian constraint (scalar constraint). Due to the first class nature of
these constraints, they are generators of the infinitesimal diffeomorphism and “time-translation”


















]−N S˜[(3)qab, (3)pab] , (5.5)

















It is worth to note that since we are manage to recast the general relativity theory in terms of con-
straints dynamical system, the total Hamiltonian density is purely given by a linear combination
of first class constraints with the smearing fields (both lapse and shift) play the role of Lagrange
multiplier. This is generic feature of fully diffeomorphism theory, which is the main motivation of
the LQG programme.
Now, we introduce a change of variables to obtain the extended phase space. One defines a so
called co-n-Bein field (frame field)4 which carries a vector bundle isomorphism e : M×Rn → TM
sending each fiber {p}×Rn of the trivial bundleM×Rn to the corresponding tangent space TpM
for p ∈M. With this triad (a 3D one-form at each p ∈ Σ), the 3-metric can be expressed as
(3)qab := (3)Eia
(3)Ejbδij . (5.7)
where δij is the metric of the tangent space of Σ and i, j, k are the internal indices, taking values
of 1,2,3. One direct observation is that in the above form, it is invariant under internal SO(3)C
rotations (3)Eia → ((3)E′)ia = Rij Eja. In literature instead of treating (3)Eia as so(3)C Lie algebra
valued one-form, normally it is understood as su(2)C-valued one form5.







4IfM is a 3D manifold (n=3), a frame field is called a triad or dreibein; if M is 4D, then the frame field is called
tetrad or vierbein.
5It is a conventional fact that adjoint representation of SU(2)C on its Lie algebra is isomorphic with the repre-
sentation of SO(3)C on R
3 under isomorphism R3 → su(2)C;λi → λiτi where τi is related to the Pauli matrices [11],
[12]. Also, we note that since the internal space (fibers) is flat and Euclidean by construction, care is no need for the
position of internal indices.
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where take note that η˜abc is the antisymmetric tensor on Σ which is weight +1, whereas ²ijk is the
antisymmetric tensor on the tangent space TΣ which is a SO(3) valued tensor and thus has weight
0. Now we reexpress the definition into a more familiar form
From(det (3)Eai ) =
1
3!
η˜abc²ijk (3)Eai (3)Ebj (3)Eck






















(3)Ebj∣∣ multiply both sides with (3)E˜lb ²lkm
⇒ (3)E˜lb ²lkm²abc (3)Ekc = (3)E˜lb ²lkm²ijk (3)Eai (3)Ebj
²mlkη˜
abc (3)Elb




m − δ jl δ im
)
(3)E˜ai
= 2 (3)E˜am. (5.9)

























is indeed a weight+1 on R.H.S. Thus we further deduce the “inverse” of above formula as
(3)E˜ ia = (det (3)Eai ) (3)Eia (5.13)
which has weight-1. With the definition of densitized triad, we can write the (densitized weight
+2) inverse 3-metric as
˜˜q ab = det qab qab = (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bjδij . (5.14)
We also define the extrinsic curvature as
−sKab := sgn (det (3)Eai ) Ki(a (3)Ejb)δij , (5.15)
where constant s is the signature of Σ. For physically interesting discussion, we set it to be








Symmetry of indices ab is explicit on the RHS since Kab was a symmetric tensor fields6. Hence we




(3)Eb]j = 0. (5.17)
6Reminder: this is only valid in torsion-free theory.
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We rewrite the Gauss constraint by using the frame fields property of triad fields (allow us to
convert internal and space indices, or vice-versa),
˜˜G′ik := Gab (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bk




∴ We redefine G˜jk := Ka[j (3)E˜ak] = 0. (5.18)
To encode the antisymmetry of the internal indices, we can write
G˜i := ² jki G˜jk = ² jki Kaj (3)E˜ak = 0. (5.19)
Notice that Gjk is the same as the Gauss constraint obtained in the real/complex Palatini analysis.
This will be verified when we check later, in terms of transformations generated by Gi, that indeed
the Gauss constraint here generates local SO(3)C frame rotations7. This is understandable since
if we change the configuration variables from (3)qab (six components due to symmetric in ab ) to
(3)E˜ai which is in general contain nine components; the new variables are certainly redundant. This
redundancy are manifested itself in terms of constraints. In the other words, by looking at the
transformation generated by Gi, we can give a faithful geometrical interpretation to the redun-
dancy. This is coincides with the Gauss constraint obtained in real/complex Palatini analysis [53],
[54].
One can also show that indeed the Gauss constraint is equivalent to set the anti-symmetric part
















K[ab] = 0⇒ Kaj ²bcd ²jkl (3)Eck (3)Edl − Kbj ²acd ²jkl (3)Eck (3)Edl = 0(
Kka ²bcd − Kkb ²acd
)
²kjl
















(3)Eci (3)Ejd = 0
| use the fact that triads are orthogonal frame fields, i.e. (3)Eai (3)Eja = δij .
⇒ Kka ²ijk (3)Eai (3)Eje = 0 , (5.20)









(3)Eai = 0∣∣ let l→ i→ j ⇒ Gi ((3)E˜aj , Kja) := ²ijk (3)E˜aj Kka = 0. (5.21)







First, let us write the ADM variables into the triad variables. Recall that we can write the 3-metric
7The extra 3 d.o.f. in triad formalism are corresponded to our ability to choose different local frames (3)Eai by
local SO(3)C rotation acting on the internal indices i = 1, 2, 3. This is the main different of ADM phase space and
Palatini/Ashtekar extended phase space. The “extended” is refers to this feature
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and it’s inverse as
(3)qab = (3)Eia
(3)Ejbδij
= (3)E˜ ia︸ ︷︷ ︸
weight -1






(det qab)qab = ˜˜q ab = (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj δij , (5.22)
where in our convention8 we have (det (3)Eai )(det
(3)Eib) = 1. And we note (det
(3)E˜ai ) is of weight+2.
It can be showed by
Recall: (3)E˜ai = (det
(3)Ejb )
(3)Eai
(det (3)E˜ai ) = det [(det
(3)Ejb )
(3)Eai ] = (det
(3)Ejb )
2 (5.23)
which is weight+2 on R.H.S. Hence we can also write (3)qab as,
(3)qab = (3)E˜ ia (3)E˜ jb (det (3)Ekc )2δij
= (3)E˜ ia (3)E˜ jb (det (3)E˜ck) δij . (5.24)






Note that due to the arbitrariness in the orientation of the frames we have a sign relation between
(det (3)Eia) and
√
det qab. In classical G.R. the 3-metric (3)qab is assumed to be everywhere non-
degenerate and of Euclidean signature9. Thus det qab = |(det (3)Eia)|2 > 0. Also note that (det (3)Eia)
has constant sign since we assumed that the fields (3)Eia,
(3)qab are smooth through the manifold
Σ, therefore






det qab = |(det (3)Eia)|. (5.26)
Thus,































)−1 (3)E˜ai (3)E˜di Kj[d δbc] (3)E˜cj . (5.27)






can be obtained by performing
a canonical transformation on conventional ADM 3+1-decomposed action. In other words, this
is exactly equivalent to show that the canonical form (3)q˙ab (3)p˜ab in part of the ADM can be
written as 2K˙ia
(3)E˜ai , modulo a harmless surface terms due to boundary condition. Besides than
8tilde represents the density of weight+1 whereas under tilde represent density of weight-1. Thus, (det (3)Eai )f = f˜
and (det (3)Eib)f = f˜, such that f is any functional of the extended phase space.9This is related to time-like hyper-surface [9].
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orthogonality condition of frame fields, i.e. (3)E˜ai
(3)E˜ ja = δji ; (3)E˜ai (3)E˜ ib = δab , we firstly show 4important identities to ease our calculation.
Identity 1:
L~t (det (3)E˜ai ) = L~t (det qab)
= L~t q = qqab(L~t qab)
= (L~t qabqqab)− qab(L~t qqab)
= 3(L~t q)− qab(L~t qqab)





















(3)E˜ ja (3)E˜ bj
((L~t (3)E˜ai ) (3)E˜bi + (3)E˜ai(L~t (3)E˜bi ))












(3)E˜gl × (det (3)E˜ai ) (3)E˜ ja (3)E˜ cj
×(det (3)E˜ai ) (3)E˜ id (3)E˜ bi
= (det (3)E˜ai )
(
Kia
(3)E˜ bi −Kjc (3)E˜cj (3)E˜ ia (3)E˜ bi) (5.29)
Identity 3:(L~t qab) qac qbd = (L~t qab qac qbd) −(L~t qac qbd) qab
=
(L~t qcd) −(L~t qbd) qac qab −(L~t qac) qbd qab
=
(L~t qcd) −(L~t qbd) δ cb −(L~t qac) δ da
= −(L~t qcd). (5.30)
Identity 4:
p˜ = p˜aa = p˜
abqab















(3)E˜ka (3)E˜kb − (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bi Kjc (3)E˜cj (3)E˜ka (3)E˜kb
= −2 (3)E˜ai Kia. (5.31)
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With these identities, now we can show (3)q˙ab (3)p˜ab = 2K˙ia
(3)E˜ai explicitly through,
(3)q˙ab
(3)p˜ab = (L~t qab)p˜ab
= (L~t qab)p˜cd qca qdb
| Use identity 3.
= −p˜cd(L~t qcd)
| Insert the expressions for p˜cd and qcd.
= −(det (3)E˜ai )
(
Kic
(3)E˜ di −Kja (3)E˜aj (3)E˜ ic (3)E˜ di)(L~t q−1 (3)E˜ck (3)E˜dk)| Use product rule and since p˜cd and qcd are symmetric,





















(3)E˜ di (3)E˜ck (3)E˜dk(L~t (3)E˜bl ) (3)E˜ lb −Kja (3)E˜aj (3)E˜ ic (3)E˜ di (3)E˜ck (3)E˜dk︸ ︷︷ ︸
= qcdqcd=3
(L~t (3)E˜bl ) (3)E˜ lb





(3)Eci (L~t (3)E˜bl ) (3)Elb − 3Kja (3)Eaj (L~t (3)E˜bl ) (3)Elb
−2Kkc (L~t (3)E˜ck) + 2Kja (3)Eaj (L~t (3)E˜ck) (3)Ekc
]
= −2Kkc (L~t (3)E˜ck)






since it’s scalar density of weight+1(purely boundary term).
= 2 (3)E˜ck(L~t Kkc ) = 2 (3)E˜ck K˙kc . (5.32)











. We recall the ADM constraints,













(3))∇a is the covariant derivative w.r.t. the (torsion-free) Levi-Civita connection. Without
loss of generality, now we will just treat the symmetric indices interchangeably (also assume s = −1),
D˜a = 2s (Γ(3))∇b (3)p˜ ba = −2 (Γ
(3))∇b (3)p˜cb (3)qca




























(3)E˜bi − δbaKic (3)E˜ci
]
. (5.35)
Recall that the covariant derivative operator (Γ
(3))∇b is the unique torsion-free connection that is
compatible with the 3-metric, i.e. (Γ
(3))∇a (3)qbc = 0. Since the terms in the square brackets in
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(5.35) are gauge invariant, we do not really need the extension to internal indices, or we should
say that it is independent of the extension to internal indices. Due to this reason, for calculational
convenience, most of the time we assume it is extended to world indices (spatial (a, b, c..) indices)
in torsion free manner.




























(3)p˜ab (3)p˜ab − 12
(3)p˜ (3)p˜

























(3)E˜bj − (3)E˜ai (3)E˜biKjc (3)E˜cj
)(
Kka
(3)E˜ bk −Kkd (3)E˜dk (3)E˜ la (3)E˜ bl)
































(3)E˜dk − 2 (3)E˜ai Kia (3)E˜bj Kjb





























It is indeed coincides with the scalar constraint that is obtained from the real Palatini analysis
[16]. One main feature for this ADM form of the constraint for tetradic gravity is that they are
non-polynomial (this is exactly due to functional of det qab or det (3)E˜ai ) in the canonical variables
and the close relation to Yang-Mills gauge theory (i.e. Ashtekar formulation) is now lost.
Hence the 3+1 decomposed Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of the ADM metrical variables,



















(−ΛijG˜ij +NaD˜a +N S˜)] . (5.39)
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via faithful canonical transformation, so it’s symplectic structure must be preserved under this





























(parameterized extended phase space structure) is equivalent to real Palatini
formulation, but there is a crucial difference. This scheme cannot be regarded as gauge fields for-
mulation of general relativity because both of the fundamental variables transform under vector
representation when subjected to 3D diffeomorphisms transformation on Σ. In particular, extrinsic
curvature Kia fits into the scheme poorly, just like an external field, and the connection is a derived
quantity11. This also means that we cannot define gauge connection naturally as contrast to real
Palatini formulation (which make used of spin connection). Nevertheless, one should treat this as
an important intermediate step to arrive at the connection-dynamics representation of general rel-
ativity. Historically, Ashtekar Hamiltonian formulation was motivated from this type of canonical
transformation and it appeared as most natural way to achieve the new variable scheme on the
extended phase space [63].
In standard real Palatini analysis, we normally “gauge fixed” the internal vector nI and re-
stricted the Gauss constraint to generate internal SO(3) frame rotations. We will now show that
the Gauss constraint defined in this section, generates exactly the same type of transformations on
the extended phase space. We start with the smeared version (with test fields valued in Lie-Algebra
of the fundamental gauge group considered, here mostly SO(3) or SU(2)) of the Gauss constraint
and calculate the Poisson bracket with itself. Indeed, the Poisson algebra generated is expected to
be closed as similar to Real Palatini case. Then we calculate the Poisson bracket between the Gauss
constraint and the canonically configuration variable (3)E˜ai to show the transformation generated
by the Gauss constraint on (3)E˜ai .










where ΛT = −Λ is an (arbitrary) antisymmetric matrix corresponds to the an element of so(3)C
10It is well know fact from analytical mechanics that canonical transformations preserve the Poisson algebra.
Furthermore, we take note that the ADM geometro-dynamical variables (3)qab and
(3)p˜ab are capable of parameterizing
a phase space that is gauge invariant (subspace satisfies G˜ij = 0 Gauss Law’s constraints). On the extended phase
space, we have this role plays by the new canonically conjugate pairs (3)E˜ai and K
i
a. We shall see that there are more
variables to parameterize the gauge invariant subspace. One interesting point to stress is that in quantum gravity
(upon quantization), it seems that the whole programme is pretty “quantum variables dependant” [63]. For instance,
in terms of Ashtekar new variables the potential term in Wheeler-Dewitt equation disappears, but it was exactly this
term that served as the roadblock for old canonical quantum gravity programme at 60’s till now.
11Reminder: A genuine gauge connection in a Yang-Mills gauge theory should exhibit itself as the fundamental
variable on the phase space. But extrinsic curvature is derived in terms of triad.
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−ΛnkΩmn (3)E˜akKam + ΛjmΩmn (3)E˜anKaj
)








d3x [Λ,Ω]jnKaj (3)E˜an = G˜([Λ,Ω]). (5.42)
Also, transformation generated on (3)E˜ai by G˜(Λ) is,
δ((3)E˜ai )Λ =





Kbj(x) , (3)E˜ai (y)
}
P.B.
= −Λik (3)E˜ak(y), (5.43)












= −Λij Kaj(y). (5.44)
Hence together with (5.42), (5.43) and (5.44) we are confident to conclude that indeed G˜(Λ) gener-
ates SO(3)C rotations (in internal frame bundle) on (3)E˜ai with the generator matrix Λik evaluated
in Lie algebra of so(3)C (antisymmetric). Important, we also take note that on the extended phase
space, both 3-metric (3)qaband it’s conjugate momentum (3)p˜ab can be written in terms of (3)E˜ai and
Kia, hence by (5.43) and (5.44), they are Poisson commute with G˜. Since both vector constraints






, hence easily we deduce that,{G˜(Λ) , D˜a}
P.B.
= 0 and (5.45){G˜(Λ) , ˜˜S}
P.B.
= 0. (5.46)
As a result, from the Dirac constraints analysis point of view, we can say that again in the ADM
tetradic gravity, all of the constraints G˜ij , D˜a and ˜˜S forms a first class dynamical system. This











pair are genuinely canonical type.
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Ashtekar-Barbero connection variables:
In the previous section, we realized that by considering the extended phase space, we reached at






. Since both densitized triads and extrinsic curvature
transform in the vector representation of SO(3), there is a room for us to recast the gravita-
tional theory in term of gauge theory by a smart shift12. In other words, we can define a natural
so(3)-valued connection. This connection gives the notion of covariant partial derivative [19] that
compatible with triads instead of 3-metric, i.e. (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Da
(3)E˜ai = 0. Thus, we have defined an ex-
tension of spatial derivative (Γ˜
(3))∇a from tensors to generalized tensors with extra SO(3) indices13
by introducing the so called so(3)-Lie algebra valued spin-connection Γ˜ ija . We define,









such that the action of SO(3) gauge connection on internal indices14 is
(Γ˜)Davi := ∂avi + Γ˜aijvj . (5.48)






:= Γ˜aij (3)ej . (5.49)
In fact, spin connection Γ˜ ija is the solution of the famous 1st-Cartan structure equations that







where u, v are any arbitrary vector fields. Suppose we us denote u = ∂a ; v = ∂b and (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Da =
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)D∂a , torsionless condition is equivalent to (keep in mind, partial derivatives commute),
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da∂b − (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Db∂a = 0. (5.51)


































12Recall that indeed Palatini framework is the first approach to rewrite the 2nd order Geometro-dynamics (using
metrical variables) into 1st order formalism with triads and spin connection. Nevertheless, real Palatini theory is not
a genuine connection-dynamic because upon solving the 2nd class constraints, it turned out to be equivalent to ADM
2nd order formalism [51], [53].
13Our notation is the following: Γ˜(3) is corresponds to unique torsion-free spatial connection, namely given by Levi-
Civita connection or Christoffel symbol. Meanwhile, Γ˜ refers to internal spin connection evaluated in Lie-algebra of
an appropriate gauge group, for our concern SO(3). Be Reminded that tilde over Γ˜ is just meant to denote the
torsion free condition and it is nothing to do with the weight of tensor density. It is important to make clear on
difference since here because in the next section we will considering the fermion coupling. As a matter of known fact,
half integral spinorial matter(fermions) can contribute to the underlying spacetime as the source of space-time torsion
even in the classical sector. In fact, the classification of spin connection into torsional and non-torsional portion can
be helpful in the quantization of gravity-fermions system [74].
14Similar to conventional covariant derivative, we also assume it to be extended to include linearity, Leiniz rule,
etc.
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⇒ 2(∂[a (3)Eib] + (3)Ej[b Γ˜ ia]j ) (3)ei = (∂[a (3)Eib] + Γ˜ i[aj (3)Ejb]) = 0













(3)Ejb] = 0 . (5.53)
Indeed (5.53) is the 1st Cartan structure equation with vanishing torsion 2-forms. In the last step,
we have used the property of su(2) Lie-algebra. Recall that in the adjoint representation of su(2),
with structure constant ²ijk, we have the generators,
(Ti)jk = −²ijk = ²jik. (5.54)
This has make used of the point that generators of SO(3) in defining representation are equivalent
to SU(2) one in the adjoint representation (if structure constant are chosen to be ²ijk). The spin-
connection is a space-time 1-form valued in su(2) which is explicitly written as, in terms of the
generators15,
Γ˜a := Γ˜iaTi
⇒ Γ˜ajk = (Γ˜iaTi)jk = Γ˜ia(Ti)jk
= Γ˜ia ²jik. (5.55)
Next, we recall that the raising and lowering of SO(3)-indices are done with the internal flat
Euclidean metric δij . The action of (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Da on internal indices is also assumed to be linear, hence
we require (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Da to be compatible with the triad (3)E˜ia, in order to have a uniquely determined
spin-connection. This can be achieved by assuming that metricity condition (Γ˜
3)∇a (3)qbc = 0 still
hold and extends to triad (3)E˜ia fields. We define:
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)D(3)a E
i
b := 0. (5.56)
The so(3)-spin connection is given by,
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da
(3)Eib = 0
⇒ ∂a (3)Eib − (3)Γ˜ cab (3)Eic + Γ˜ ia k (3)Ekb = 0
Γ˜ ia k = − (3)Ebk
[
∂a
(3)Eib − (3)Γ˜ cab (3)Eic
]
, (5.57)
and transforms in the standard inhomogeneous way under local SO(3) transformations. Also, note
that since Γ˜a is valued in so(3), thus Γ˜a is an antisymmetric matrix, i.e. Γ˜
ij
a = −Γ˜ jia . The condi-
tion Γ˜ (ij)a = 0 can be independently shown by imposing metricity condition on action of covariant
partial derivative (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Da, which is a well known fact in general [28].
After the preliminary discussion on spin connection, we would like to perform another canonical






. In fact, (Bar)Aia is very similar to Ashtekar type of gauge
connection and the only difference is that, in general one is allowed to pick the real su(2) connection
15The definition Γ˜a := Γ˜
i
aTi has make used of isomorphism between antisymmetric tensors of 2nd rank (Γ˜a)
ij and
vectors in Euclidean space Γ˜ia.
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choice and avoid the complicated reality condition16. For any non-vanishing scalar β 6= 0 , we












which is a canonical transformation as the Poisson brackets are invariant by obvious observation
from (5.40) under this rescaling. The free parameter β is called Immirzi-Barbero parameter in
literature. It can be either real R or complex C-valued17.
In the following, our aim is to rewrite the constraint G˜jk into a Gauss constraint of so(3)
Yang-Mills theory type, namely










Firstly, it is easy to see that the Gauss constraint constraint G˜i is invariant under the rescaling
transformation,










Recall that in previous part, we have defined the “metricity condition”,
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da
(3)Ebj = 0



















| Since the terms in bracket are functional of triads. Also, (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da is triads compatible.
= 0 . (5.61)




















whereby the terms square bracket means that (Γ˜
(3))Da only act on tensorial indices. For special
case when indices a = b, the covariant partial derivative of su(2)-valued vector density of weight









= ∂a (3)E˜aj + Γ˜
k
aj
(3)E˜ak = 0. (5.63)






⇒ ∂a (3)E˜aj + ² ljk Γ˜ka (3)E˜al = 0. (5.64)
16The motivation is historically due to complex Ashtekar new variables formulation. The difficulty in imposing
reality condition at the quantum level (related to inner product and Hermiticity) motivated Barbero to consider this
approach [58].
17Of course, if we set β = ±i, we will recover back the Ashtekar self-dual theory.
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Now we solve the spin-connection explicitly in terms of (3)E˜aj . Before that, let us show a few
important identities that will be helpful in the derivation.
Identities:
From metricity condition of 3-metric Γ˜
(3)∇a qbc = 0
⇒ ∂a qbc − (3)Γ˜dab qdc − (3)Γ˜dac qbd = 0
By permutating indices a, b, c we can write 3 different expressions for covariant derivative,
∂a qbc − (3)Γ˜dab qdc − (3)Γ˜dac qbd = 0
∂b qca − (3)Γ˜dbc qda − (3)Γ˜dba qcd = 0
∂c qab − (3)Γ˜dca qdb − (3)Γ˜dcb qad = 0
Take 1st equation add with 3rd equation, then minus 2nd one. We gain,










(3)Γ˜ajk := (3)Γ˜ia ²jik = − (3)Ebk
[
∂a
(3)Ejb − (3)Γ˜cab (3)Ejc
]
⇒ − (3)Γ˜ia ²ijk ²ljk = −²ljk (3)Ebk
[
∂a








(3)Ejb − (3)Γ˜cab (3)Ejc
]






(3)qbd + ∂b (3)qad − ∂d (3)qab
)






















| Expand using product rule of partial derivatives,


























)2. Thus we have (3)E˜ai =(
det (3)E˜ai
)1/2 (3)Eai and (3)E˜ ia = (det (3)E˜ai )−1/2 (3)Eia. By using the fact that,
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)2 [(3)E˜ jb (3)E˜ jd∂a(det (3)E˜ai )
− (3)E˜ ja (3)E˜ jb∂d(det (3)E˜ai )+ (3)E˜ ja (3)E˜ jd∂b(det (3)E˜ai )
]
(5.69)
Now we perform the rescaling on both (3)Γ˜ia and
(3)Γ˜cab, that is the scaling induced by K
j
a → β Kja
and (3)E˜aj → 1β (3)E˜aj . By (5.67) and (5.69), we see that (3)Γ˜ia is invarint under the β factor rescaling.
More technically, (3)Γ˜ia is a homogenous rational function of degree zero of
(3)E˜aj and its derivatives
[20]. Similar reasoning applies for (3)Γ˜cab as well. As an important consequence, we realized that the
covariant partial derivative we defined earlier is independent of the Immirzi-Barbero parameter, i.e.
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da




(β,3)E˜aj = 0. (5.70)
We are thus ready to write rotational constraint G˜j into the form of Yang-Mills like Gauss Law.
Recall that the scaling invariant rotational constraint is,
G˜i = ²ijk (β,3)Kja (β,3)E˜ak
| We can add a special zero, i.e. (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da (β,3)E˜aj = ∂a (β,3)E˜aj + (3)Γ˜ajk (β,3)E˜ak = 0.
= ∂a (β,3)E˜ai +
(3)Γ˜aij (β,3)E˜aj + ²ijk
(β,3)Kja
(β,3)E˜ak
| Recall that in the representation chosen, (3)Γ˜aij = ²ilj (3)Γ˜la













3, (β,3)A)Da (β,3)E˜ai . (5.71)




This new variables (with arbitrary value for β) is also an so(3)-connection. This is because the
different between two connections is an object transform under vector representation, (i.e. (3)Kja).
As a result, we are now allow to write:






= ∂a (β,3)E˜ai + ²ijk
(β,3)Aja
(β,3)E˜ak . (5.73)
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The new covariant partial derivative (since we generalized the Ashtekar connection to a free pa-
rameter β case) defined has its action on generalized tensors as follows,
internal objects : (Γ˜
(3), β,3A)Davi := ∂avi + ²ijk (β,3)Ajavk
tensorial objects : (Γ˜
(3), β,3A)Daub := (Γ˜(3))∇aub (5.74)
From now on, we shall regard G˜i as the Gauss Constraint (of an su(2) or so(3) gauge theory)18. We
note that one can reduce to the Sen connection when set β = ±i with G˜i = 0; Ashtekar Hamilto-
nian formulation is equivalent to β = ±i; Barbero reformulation (with Immirzi-Barbero parameter)
when β take arbitrary complex (or real) values. Of course, in literature normally real values of β
are considered to avoid the complicated reality condition.









is a faithful canonical transformation, at least we
need to show that the symplectic structure (or equivalently, Poisson bracket algebra) is preserved
under the transformation. We list down the new set of symplectic structure (by following Barbero








































































































































18In the subsequent section, without further mentioning we will refer to the newly found real so(3)-connection.
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Recall from Ashtekar formulation, in order to show that the (β,3)Aja commute, it is suffices to show
that (3)Γ˜ia is a gradient of a generating function G of
(β,3)E˜aj . In other words, suppose there exists






= (3)Γ˜kb (y), (5.78)

























which is the desired result. Therefore the whole prove of third Poisson bracket (between (β,3)Aja(x)’s)




(β,3)E˜ai ) eventually boiled down to find such a phase space functional G.

































is a boundary term and vanishes via the fall-off condition that satisfied by the dynamical fields.

























































−(δ (3)Ecl ) (3)Emc (3)Ebk (3)Edj (∂b (3)Emd ) + δml δ((3)Ebk (3)Edj (∂b (3)Emd ))]















(3)Ejc − ∂c (3)Ejb ]
)







| 1st term cancels last term, and we rewrite −(δ (3)Ecl ) (3)Ebk[∂b (3)Ejc − ∂c (3)Ejb ] as































| since −²ljkδ((3)Ecl (3)Ebk∂c (3)Ejb) = −²ljkδ((3)Ecl ) (3)Ebk∂c (3)Ejb − ²jlk (3)Ebkδ((3)Ecl )∂b (3)Ejc






















)− (3)Ecl (3)Ebk (3)Edj (δ (3)Emc )(∂b (3)Emd )]













)− ²cbd(δ (3)Emc )(∂b (3)Emd )]


















































(3)Γ˜lc(x) is a surface term. It should
vanished if ∂Σ = ∅. For interesting case when proper surface term is involved (i.e. spatial infinity
and consider asymptotically flat case), please refer to [20]. As a result, we can conclude that the





= 0 is shown. We are
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is a faithful canonical transformation. It is clear from the
Poisson algebra generated since they are preserved under this map. It must be noted that, although
the new variables (generalization of Sen-Ashtekar case) are rather complicated, the fact that they
posses the above simple Poisson algebra explains why these variables are at all useful in modern
canonical quantum gravity. With this Poisson algebra, we can work fully in real connection even
for Lorentzian signature (However, the scalar constraint more much more complicated compare to
Ashtekar complex connection case) and avoid from complicated complex connection, reality con-
dition etc. We could find Hilbert space representations in the quantum theory. This task seems
become easier with the aid of new variables since we are no longer require to impose reality condi-
tion as inner product structure in the quantum regime which can be absolutely non-trivial [13], [16].
Our next agenda is remains to write the 3d diffeomorphism constraints and the scalar constraint






introduce the different type of curvatures that will be involved. Curvature for spin-connection (with


























where we have used the structure constant for SO(3) is ²ijk. In fact, the definition of curvature of
spin connection is given by,(
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Da






(3),Γ˜)Db] vi = ²ikj
(Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Rkabv
j . (5.86)
In the last step, we have written it in su(2) adjoint representation. By the same token, we can
define another type of curvature. Curvature for Ashtekar-Barbero connection is,
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F iab := 2























where it’s definition is(





⇒ (Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)D[a (Γ˜
(3), (β,3)A)Db] vi = ²ikj (Γ˜
(3), (β,3)A)F kabv
j . (5.88)
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We start by expanding the above expression for (Γ˜
(3), (β,3)A)F in terms of (3)Γ˜ia and
(β,3)Kia =
β (3)Kia,


































































With hindsight from the constraints in Ashtekar formulation, we shall contract the expression of
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F with (β,3)E˜’s to get the 3D diffeomorphism constraints and scalar constraint. Firstly,
contract (Γ˜




























































(3)E˜bi − δba Kic (3)E˜cj
)
+ βKja G˜j
| Compare with V˜a = 2s (Γ˜(3))∇b
[
Kia




V˜a + βKja G˜j . (5.90)
In the third equality, we used the point that (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Riab
(3)E˜bi vanish identically. This can be seen
from so called algebraic Bianchi identity. Recall that space-time torsion 2-forms is define as [21],
[28]:
T i = (Γ)D (3)Ei = d (3)Ei + (3)Γij ∧ (3)Ej . (5.91)
where d is the exterior derivation that map d : Λp(M) −→ Λp+1(M) (p forms to p + 1 forms on





is determined uniquely by triad fields. In other words, this condition is
what we familiar with as “compatibility with (3)E”,
T i = (Γ˜)D (3)Ei = d (3)Ei + (3)Γ˜ij
[
(3)E
] ∧ (3)Ej = 0. (5.92)
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Since it is well know fact that d2 = 0 (“2nd exterior derivative” always vanish [23]), we are allow
to write down,
























] ∧ (3)Γ˜kj[(3)E]) ∧ (3)Ej
| Terms in square bracket is the Cartan 2nd structure equation.
= (Γ˜)Rij ∧ (3)Ej = 0 , (5.93)
which is the Bianchi identity evaluated for the space-time torsion free case. Recall that (Γ˜)Rij is a




(Γ˜)Rk = −²ijk (Γ˜)Rk. (5.94)
From (5.93), we have
(Γ˜)Rij ∧ (3)Ej = 0


















a ∧ dxb ∧ dxc = 0
⇒ ²ijk ²abc (Γ˜)Rjab (3)Ekc = 0
⇒ (det (3)Eia) (3)Eai (3)Ebj (Γ˜)Rjab = 0
| contract with (3)Eic
⇒ (3)E˜bj (Γ˜)Rjcb = 0, (5.95)









































(3)Ebn − (3)Ean (3)Ebm
)
| since LHS is antisymmetric in (m,n), we are allow to write,
∴ ²ijk ²abc (3)Ekc = (3)Eai (3)Ebj . (5.96)
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V˜a + βKja G˜j
∴ V˜a = −2s
(
(Γ˜(3),A(β))F iab
(β,3)E˜bi − βKja G˜j
)
. (5.97)
Next, again by hindsight from the Ashtekar Hamiltonian formulation, we search for the scalar
constraint in Immrizi-Barbero variables. We contract (Γ˜






























































| Recall Ricci scalar: (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)R jkab (3)Eaj (3)Ebk = (Γ˜
























)2 − (Kjb (3)E˜aj )(Kka (3)E˜bk).(5.98)
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This implies that we obtained,

















−√(det (3)qab) (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)R− β2√(
det (3)qab
)((Kjb (3)E˜aj )(Kka (3)E˜bk)− (Kja (3)E˜aj )2)












































)− (Kja (3)E˜aj )2)
]
























































By replacing all the extrinsic curvature as (β,3)K = (β,3)A − (3)Γ˜, the above expression of scalar





. Notice that since we have per-




) 7→ ((β,3)Aia, (β,3)E˜ai ), so the
Poisson brackets among all the first class constraints still preserved under this transformation. In
order words, it is safely to infer that the all the first class constraints in our discussion, G˜i, V˜a and S˜
still posses weakly (modulo Gauss’s Law constraints) vanishing Poisson brackets among themselves.
From the obtained 3-d diffeomorphism constraints and scalar constraint, both of them involved
a term that proportional to the Gauss’s Law constraint. So, we can split the constraints become,
V˜a = V˜ ′a + 2sβKja G˜j (5.101)
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where we have defined
V˜ ′a = −2s (Γ˜
(3), (β,3)A)F iab
(β,3)E˜bi (5.103)
S˜ ′ = β
2√
(det (3)qab)














)− ((3)E˜aiKia)2) . (5.104)
Recall that the Gauss Law constraint in Immirzi-Barbero new variables is given by
G˜i := (Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)Da (β,3)E˜ai = ∂a (β,3)E˜ai + ²ijk (β,3)Aja (β,3)E˜ak . (5.105)
Take note that since G˜i generates a subalgebra of the constraint algebra, thus Poisson brackets
between G˜i and terms of V˜a and S˜ that are not proportional to G˜i, is also first class. Explicitly,{


































≈ 0 , (5.106)
means that the modified systems with constraints
(G˜i, V˜ ′a , S˜ ′) is also first class. Furthermore, all
the brackets reduce to the geometro-dynamical algebra on Gauge constraint’s submanifold charac-
terized by G˜i = 0. Hence, system with constraints
(G˜i, V˜a, S˜) and it’s modification with (G˜i, V˜ ′a , S˜ ′)
are equivalent modulo Gauge constraint surface. Thus we can work with modified system and drop








































(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F iab −
(
β2 − s)²imnKma Knb ] ²ijk (3)E˜aj (3)E˜bk√
(det (3)qab)
= 0 . (5.107)





and (5.107), we claim that we are
rigorously rewrite the Einstein-Hilbert action in the following form:











ΛiG˜i +NaV˜a +N˜ ˜˜S
])
. (5.108)
We see that in Barbero Hamiltonian formulation, six out of seven first class constraints are similar
form as compare to Ashtekar original SL(2, C) formulation, they are acceptable. But, the last
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constraint (scalar constraint) seems very complicated, the term proportional to
(
β2 − s) is indeed
a mess. Even worse is that there appears an overall factor 1√
det (3)qab
which is non-polynomial, and
also non-analytical. Normally it is ignored by absorbing it into the Lagrange multiplier, i.e. N˜ .One can quickly get rid of the mess term by choosing β2 = −1 for Lorentzian gravity, signature
s = −1. In fact, this is the Ashtekar’s original choice: set β = ±i19, together applies the idea of
absorbing the factor 1/
√
det (3)qab in the Lagrange multiplier. As we will see later on, this choice is
motivated by the more important geometrical and physical reasonings. We emphasized that as long
as we work in Lorentzian gravity and keep the simplified hamiltonian (the mess term is canceled)
in mind, we have no choice and force to accept a complex connection. Of course for Euclidean
gravity with signature s = 1, we can have simplified Hamiltonian (by choosing β2 = 1) and yet
remain within the limit of real theory.
At about middle of 90’s, F.Barbero argued that complex connection is only necessary if we wish
to have a simplified and polynomial Hamiltonian. If we keep the mess term, there is no reason to
introduce complex structure to the theory as contrast to Ashtekar formulation20. Ashtekar original
approach has a drawback because it is of obvious complication of dealing with complex connection
and with the non-compact gauge group SL(2, C), especially when we proceed to promote them to
Quantum theory. These can be viewed as another reason why recently in literature, the alternative
choice21 of Immirzi-Barbero parameter β = ±1 is more popular as compare to β = ±i.
As an example, let us rewrite the scalar constraint in real valued-β and discuss the possibilities
of the complications appeared. For physically meaningful discussion, we choose to consider the




(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F iab − 2²imnKma Knb
] ²ijk (3)E˜aj (3)E˜bk√
(det (3)qab)
= 0
⇒ ²jki (3)E˜aj (3)E˜bk (Γ˜



















b − (3)E˜bj (3)E˜akKkbKja
)
= 0
| Rearrange dummy indices j 7→ i 7→ k 7→ j.
= ²ijk (3)E˜ai
(3)E˜bj
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F kab − 4 (3)E˜a[i (3)E˜bj]KiaKjb = 0
| Substitute (β,3)Aia = (3)Γ˜ia + βKia = (3)Γ˜ia −Kia.
∴ S˜ realBar = ²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (Γ˜






= 0 . (5.109)
19Conventionally, both choices are equivalent with β = −i corresponds to self-dual gravity whereas β = i refers to
anti self-dual case.
20We believe that it is a valid point. Nevertheless, as long as we prefer the gauge connection interpretation and
“more geometrical content” in gravitational sector, we believe that Ashtekar complex connection is more “correct”
towards the physically sound theory [63].
21In fact, as shown by Immirzi, the value of β (as long as β 6= 0) is irrelevant and we have an infinite possibilities.
Immirzi further argued that suppose we have a way to “Wick-rotate” the Barbero Hamiltonian formulation into
Ashtekar Hamiltonian formulation, then β = 1 will becomes a special choice. If not, any real value > 0 will do.
At this moment, we are not sure whether the “Wick-rotation” can be performed rigorously, nor we are sure to




when one compare the
black hole entropy from LQG (associated with spectrum of “Area Operator”) with the famous semiclassical result of
Hawking-Bekenstein type of black hole entropy.
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By the same token, recall that the scalar constraint in SO(3) ADM formalism is given by,


























































b = 0. (5.110)
From (5.109), we have (modulo Gauss Law),
S˜Bar =
[
−s (Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F iab −
(







−s²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (Γ˜
(3), (β,3)A)F kab − 2
(
β2 − s) (3)E˜aj (3)E˜bkK [ja Kk]b ]
| Add S˜Bar ≈ 0 into RHS of (5.110).























b = 0 (5.111)
Notice that the equality in (5.111) is to be understood modulo the Gauss law since in general S˜Bar
have terms dependant on G˜i. For real Lorentzian case (s = −1), we can choose β2 = 1 and directly
implies that last term cancel to give













⇒ 2(det (3)E˜ai ) (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)R+ ²ijk (3)E˜ai
(3)E˜bj
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F kab = 0. (5.112)
Since in ADM geometro-dynamics, we obtained for real Lorentzian gravity,
(det (3)E˜ai )




| use adjoint representation of so(3)C-valued Riemann’s tensor, (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)R ijab = −²ijk (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Rabk.
= −²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Rabk (5.113)
Direct substitute above identity into (5.112), we can write S˜ realBar as
−2²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (Γ˜
(3),Γ˜)Rabk + ²ijk (3)E˜ai
(3)E˜bj
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F kab = 0
⇒ ²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj
(
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)Fabk − 2 (Γ˜(3),Γ˜)Rabk
)
= 0. (5.114)
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, we must add to the familiar S˜Ash the curvature of the so(3)-connection
compatible with the triads (3)E˜ai . The presence of this “potential term” makes the scalar constraint
become much more complicated to deal with especially on the route to quantize the quantum grav-
ity theory canonically22. Hence, we realized that Barbero Hamiltonian formulation does carry an
advantage being real in basic fundamental approach, meaning that we can fully get rid from the
complicated reality condition (and it’s quantum version). Nevertheless, there ia a catch. The sim-
plification brought about by removing the reality conditions has been traded for a more complicated
Hamiltonian constraint [58].
As the conclusion for this section, we decided to point out the interesting interplay between
Euclidean and Lorentzian gravity in Barbero formulation. Suppose we set β2 = 1 and s = +1
(Euclidean), then from (5.107)
S˜ =
[
(Γ˜(3), (β,3)A)F iab −
(









(Γ˜(3), (β)A)F kab = 0 , (5.115)
in which the potential term is absent. Obviously there is an asymmetry between Euclidean and
Lorentzian gravity from this point of view. Barbero make a bold question as following: Is there
possible to find a real canonical transformation such that the formulation becomes simple is the
Lorentzian one? We believe that this is an interesting point and worth to search for in future.
5.2 Covariant Lagrangian Formulation of Barbero Hamiltonian
Formulation: Holst action SHolst
In the previous section, we have seen that F. Barbero pointed out the possibility to choose a
new pair of canonical variables (closely related to old Ashtekar self-dual variables), but contrast to
Ashtekar case, they can be real. To circumvent difficulties related to the implementation of the real-
ity condition (especially under quantum mechanically regime) and the non-compactness of SL(2, C)
gauge group, recently attention has been shifted to a real SU(2) Immirzi-Immirzi connection, char-
acterized by a real free parameter β. We also learnt that in Immirzi-Barbero reformulation, the
simplicity and polynomiality in Ashtekar scalar constraint is destroyed. However, through Barbero
formulation we have a real Lorentzian gravity theory with Yang-Mills type connection as config-
uration variable, with usual Gauss and 3D diffeomorphism constraints. It is exactly fitted into
the class of diffeomorphism invariant theories in the context of quantization scheme developed by
Ashtekar, Lewandowski, Marolf, Mourao and Thiemann [90]. We emphasized that Barbero ap-
proach is motivated from the success of Yang-Mills theory in describing the interaction and unified
fundamental forces in Standard Model of Particle Physics. With real and compact connection, it
is believed that we can bring the powerful loop technique, moduli space concepts, etc from QCD
and Lattice Gauge Theory into the study of gravitational interaction.
In this section, we proceed to show that a Lagrangian formulation exists for the Immirzi-
Barbero Hamiltonian description of G.R. The action is well-known as Holst action SHolst, which
22Recall that it was exactly the potential term in Wheeler-Dewitt equation served as sources of difficulties in the
ADM formulation. Also take note that the potential term is highly non-linear in character.
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represents an important contribution in understanding the geometrical contents of Sen-Ashtekar-
Immirzi-Barbero formalism. We will see that, upon performing the (3+1)-decomposition of the
Holst action, one can realize the profound difference between Ashtekar complex self-dual and Bar-
bero real connection. In fact, the earlier has an interesting geometrical meaning as the pull-back
of the 4D spin connection to the spatially foliated hyper-surface23; while the later just represented
by certain specific components of the space-time connection. In Holst original paper, the Barbero
formulation is derived from an ansatz which can be justified as the generalization of (and taken
motivation from) the ordinary self-dual Hilbert-Palatini action. Originally, the time gauge (partial
gauge fixing) is imposed right from the start to simplify the details calculation when doing the
(3+1) decomposition but we will show that this gauge does not restrict the ADM metric24.
We will start with the proposed Holst action and derive it’s equations of motion for consis-
tency check. After that, we will mention briefly on the topological term added to the action in the
construction of the Holst action. The added term is topological in nature and does not affect the
classical dynamics. Finally, we perform the Legendre transformation on Holst action and show that
Barbero real connection formulation can be derived from the Lagrangian approach. At this stage,
we follow Holst original idea to use the time gauge approach to avoid the second class constraint.
It is advisable for those who feel uneasy about partial gauge fixing, do read gr-qc/0006013 [60],
together with [61], [62] where the Holst action is subjected to proper constraints analysis. Solving
second class constraints (meaning that by using Dirac brackets) gives us the Barbero formula-
tion at the end. This programme is particularly tedious and thus we wish to select the historical
approach without losing much on the physical result. Interestingly, this is somewhat related to
the geometrical nature and interpretation of Ashtekar-Barbero connection as a faithful space-time
connection. This part will be served as the departure point for next section when we want to cou-
ple the standard model matter (basically nontrivial Fermionic variables) to the Barbero connection.
The notation we are going to adopt for this section is as follows. As similar to previous part,
Greek indices (α, β, γ...) are used as spacetimes indices (running from “t”, 1, 2, 3) whereas theirs
spatial components are denoted by small Roman letters start from (a, b, c...); running from (1, 2, 3).
Particularly “t” index denotes the temporal components of spacetimes indices. Lorentz indices are
given by capital Roman letters start from (I, J,K...) (running from 0, 1, 2, 3) and i, j, k... (running
from 1, 2, 3) as spatial such. In order to differentiate with the spacetimes indices, the time compo-
nents of a flat Lorentz vector is denoted by “0”.
Soon after the Barbero proposal, So¨ren Holst proposed that the action functional [57] that leads
























where GN is the Newton coupling constant, and as usual notation in literature we set 8piGN = 1.
Here (4)EIµ is the 4d tetrad field with (det
(4)EIµ) its determinant (sometimes we may just denoted
(det (4)EIµ) ≡ E) and (4)EµI its inverse (known as co-tetrad field). Meanwhile, (
(4)A)F IJµν is the
23One can recall it clearly from the Lagrangian formulation in SJSS.
24Recall that we can claim that we are considering GR or GR like theory as long as the ADM metric is not restricted
or the symplectic reduction with respect to certain constraints gives us back the ADM phase space.
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curvature considered25 as a function of the Lorentz connection (4)A IJµ ; i.e. (4)A
(IJ)
µ = 0 since it is
a so(1, 3)-valued one-form. So, we have (







β is still represents our Immirzi-Barbero parameter and star operation (∗) is the usual Hodge
duality operator. In other words, ∗ ((4)A)F IJµν is the dual of curvature ((4)A)F IJµν , defined by
∗ ((4)A)F IJµν = 12 ²IJKL (















In order to write the above action functional in more compact form, we define the following tensor
and it’s inverse































((4)A)F KLµν . (5.119)
Note that when β → ∞, (5.116) simply reproduces the Hilbert-Palatini action, which, when per-
formed a 3+1 decomposition on it (also, one must solve second class constraints here), leads directly
to the standard metrical ADM formulation [53]. When we set β = −i, self-dual Palatini (or indeed
SHolst|β=−i = (S.D)SH-P = SJSS) can be restored and it’s Legendre transformation leads us to
Ashtekar New Hamiltonian formulation as shown in previous section. Of course, the aim of this
section is to show that when β = 1, we will get back the Barbero Hamiltonian formulation.
Before proceed to the Legendre transformation, let us consider the equation of motion as gen-
erated by the Holst action SHolst. This will served as a consistency check on whether we are
dealing with correct functional to produce canonical GR. Since the Lorentz curvature (
(4)A)F IJµν can





, implicitly we have it’s
variation as
δ (
(4)A)F IJµν = 2
((4)A)D[µδ (4)A IJν] . (5.120)
25Take note that to ease the comparison with the literature, in this section onwards we will use (4)ω as the 4D
spin connection and its torsion-free components is denoted as (4)ω˜. Another reason for this is because we want
to differentiate this 4D torsion-free spin connection with the 4D torsion-free tensorial affine connection (Christoffel
symbol) (4)Γ˜. As we will see, upon solving the equation of motion of the connection, (4)A IJµ will be given by
Levi-Civita spin connection (4)ω˜ IJµ .
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−(δ (4)A IKν ) (4)A JµK − (4)A IKν (δ (4)A JµK )] . (5.121)
Via exchange of indices, sooner we realized that 2nd and 3rd terms in bracket is similar. Also


















































































































δ (4)A IJν −
1
β












whereby we denote δσ IJν ≡ δ (4)A IJν − 1β ∗ δ (4)A IJν in the last step. Since for any case (either
β = ±i or β 6= ±i), δσ IJν can be arbitrary. So, upon requiring the variation of SHolst w.r.t Lorentz
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= 0 , (5.123)




(4)EνJ ] is the so called Pleban´ski 2-forms
26. Recall from the Hilbert-Palatini







(4)Γ˜)∇µ (4)EJν = −(4)EνI
(
∂µ
(4)EJν − (4)Γ˜αµν (4)EJα
)
. (5.124)
Hence, we conclude that suppose we regard the Holst action as the first order formalism (in both
(4)A IJµ , (4)EIµ), upon solving the EOM by requiring that δSHolst vanishes, one gets back the physics
exactly similar to ordinary Hilbert-Palatini action. That is to say, the Lorentz connection satisfied
the unique torsion-free condition, or Levi-Civita spin connection27.
Next, let us discuss briefly on the second term that appear in the Holst action and it’s “topo-
logical” nature. It is given by






























(4)ω˜)Rµναβ = 0 , (5.125)
whereby in the last step we used the fact that the integrand is exactly zero due to the algebraic
Bianchi identity, in which can be expressed as ²µναβ (
(4)ω˜)Rγναβ = 0 (or equivalently, (
(4)ω˜)Rµ[ναβ] =
0). Hence, we see that the Holst action is similar to Hilbert-Palatini type as long as the evolution
equation is imposed and the addition of second topological term S topo. termHolst should not affect the
classical dynamics thank to this Bianchi identity. But, there is a catch in this argument in order to







= 0 . (5.126)
which is equivalent to Cartan 1st structure equation with torsion-free condition,
((4)ω˜)D (4)Eµ := d (4)Eµ + (4)ω˜µν [
(4)Eα] ∧ (4)Eν = Tµ = 0. (5.127)
Here we used differential form language where (
(4)ω˜)D is gauge-covariant exterior derivative acting
on forms with Lorentz indices [19] and Tµ being torsion 2-form Tµ ≡ 12Tµαβ (4)Eα (4)Eβ. Next,
26As a site issue, the defined two-forms satisfied self-dual Pleban´ksi constraints and normally used as a starting
point for Spinfoam model in LQG (“Path integral” equivalent formulation of background independent gravity) [19],
[97]
27As a conventional assumption, the classical equation of motion for connection implies vanishing torsion, and it
should not depend on the free β parameter. But we will see in the next section, indeed the assumption only correct
for the free gravity. When there is presence of fermionic matter, the torsion-free condition need to be modified by
the Immirzi-Barbero parameter, even classically.
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taking another exterior derivative ”d” on both side will straightforward implies that,
d2 (4)Eµ + d (4)ω˜µν ∧ (4)Eν − (4)ω˜µν ∧ d (4)Eν = 0










) ∧ (4)Eν = ((4)ω˜)Rµν ∧ (4)Eν = 0 ; (5.128)









fact, in differential form convention, the “topological” term in Holst action can be written in more
compact form,





(4)Eµ ∧ (4)Eν ∧ ((4)ω˜)Rµν . (5.129)
Hence, we see that as long as the evolution equation is imposed, this implies that we have Levi-Civita
spin connection. This is tight up with the algebraic Bianchi identity and vanishing of “topological”
term, thus extra pieces added by Holst does not affect the classical dynamics as expected. One
crucial point is that (5.123) is valid only when there is no matter (fermionic) coupling28. This is
because fermionic matter (classical) can be regarded as the source for the presence of torsion term







= Fermionic Current ; (5.130)
and (5.128) will take on general form such as (
(4)ω)Rµν ∧ (4)Eν = dTµ + (4)ωµν T ν . In fact, this is
the general 2nd Cartan’s structure equation (with arbitrary torsion), which can be derived as,
Tµ := (
(4)ω)D (4)Eµ = d (4)Eµ + (4)ωµν ∧ (4)Eν
⇒ dTµ = d2 (4)Eµ + d (4)ωµν ∧ (4)Eν − (4)ωµν ∧ d (4)Eν
= d (4)ωµν ∧ (4)Eν − (4)ωµν ∧
(






) ∧ (4)Eν − (4)ωµν ∧ T ν
= (
(4)ω)Rµν ∧ (4)Eν − (4)ωµν ∧ T ν
∴ ((4)ω)Rµν ∧ (4)Eν = dTµ + (4)ωµν ∧ T ν . (5.131)
As a result, we emphasized that with the presence of fermion (hence contribute to torsion) S TTHolst
is no longer equivalent to S topo. termHolst . In order words, the torsion causes the Holst action proposed
no more dynamically equivalent to the Hilbert-Palatini action. The corresponding effective theory
will change accordingly and thus in this respect we realized that there is possible to give more phe-
nomenological understanding of Immirzi-Barbero parameter β. We will postpone this discussion to
the next section.
Legendre Transformation of Holst’s Action
Subsequently, we want to perform the standard ADM like 3+1 decomposition on Holst action
in order to describe the GR as constrained Hamiltonian system. As mentioned, we choose to use
28Either fermion or any matter that coupled to the connection in the SHolst.
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Holst original approach and setting up a so called “time gauge fixed” lagrangian before perform the
3+1 decomposition29. Firstly we assume that our 4-manifold M is topologically trivial, Σ×R for
some 3-manifolds Σ (submanifold). This means that as similar to standard discussion, one foliates
space-time into spatial slices Σt (“t”= constant hyper-surfaces), such that “t” is time function. At
the same time, one choose a (smooth) time evolution vector field tµ in the way tµ (Γ˜,4)∇µt = 1. Since
we are dealing with Lorentzian GR, the vector field tµ is further assumed to be future directed. We
further denote a future-directed, unique, timelike, unit covariant nµ which is everywhere normal to




> 0. The induced intrinsic, positive-definite metric
defined on Σ t is denoted by (3)qµν . It is given by (3)qµν = (4)gµν+ (4)nµ (4)nν . We also decompose
the time vector tµ into normal and tangential components with respect to Σ t by defining the lapse
function N and the shift vector field Nµ as,
tµ := Nnµ + Nµ (5.132)
with nµNµ = 0. Since contraction of both (3)qµν and Nµ with nµ vanish, both of them give rise to
the spatial tensor. Explicitly, we have (3)qµνnµ =
(
(4)gµν + (4)nµ (4)nν
)
nµ = nν +nµnµnν = 0. We
can either regard (3)qab and Na as spatial tensors or 4d tensors with vanishing “t” component.
Besides than foliation, we need one more structure in the discussion, namely the partial “time
gauge” fixing on the internal vector field of the tetrad in order to ease us to decompose it into an
internal time-like vector and triad. In order words, we fix the following:
(4)EtI := NnI +Na (4)EaI (5.133)
where nI is a normalized internal vector field that orthogonal to surfaces with t= constant (hyper-
surfaces). Imposing the “time gauge” means that we choose the tetrad in such a way that we
fix a constant internal vector field nI = −δI,0 with nInI = −1 and nµ := nI (4)EµI must be the
unit normal to the given foliation. Thus, spatial vectors of tetrad (4)EµI (we denote as
(3)EµI or
(3)Eai depend on situation) are now capable of spanning the tangent space of a t=constant surface,
equivalent we can set (4)Ea0 = 0. After the partial gauge fixing, we are allow to write tetrad as
(4)EIµ =
( −N Na (3)Eia
0 (3)Eia
)






Effectively, both foliation and “time gauge” fixing allow us to decompose the tetrad as
(4)EµI =
(3)EµI − nµnI ; (5.135)



















nI = 0 . (5.136)
29Holst original approach is not logically correct as commented and criticized by J. Samuel [59]. One main drawback
of Barbero connection is that it does not admit a faithful gauge connection. Indeed, it represents certain specific
components of the spacetimes connection and not the pull-back of a spacetimes connection; 4d spin connection.
This sparked off a series of discussion about the spacetimes interpretation of the Barbero connection. Nevertheless,
although Holst approach is logically incorrect, but it’s end result is correct. Works of Alexandrov and Barros e
Sa demonstrated this point clearly in the covariant formulation. By taking time gauge at very late stage, they are
possible to recover Barbero hamiltonian formulation.
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((4)ω˜)F KLµν , (5.137)
whereby together with (det (4)EIµ) = N (det
(3)Eia) = N
√
det (3)qab = N
√
















= N (det (3)Eia)
(
(3)EµI




| combine 2nd and 3rd terms since 3rd term is antisymmetric in both IJ and µν.











| last term vanishes because nµnν = (3)qµν − (4)gµν and ((4)ω˜)F KLµν is antisymmetric in µν.
= N (det (3)Eia)
(
(3)EµI
(3)EνJ − 2 (3)EµI nνnJ
)
P IJKL
((4)ω˜)F KLµν . (5.138)
Note that via evolution equation we can assume that the curvature is corresponded to the Levi-
Civita spin connection here since there is no torsion contribution term from the theory. We can
simply write (
(4)ω)F KLµν = (
(4)ω˜)F IJµν (or sometimes (
(4)ω˜)R IJµν is used without ambiguity). Also,
we will not set κ = 8piGN = 1 here, rather we will later lump it together with β to define another
more conveniently used new canonical pair. By using nµ = N−1(tµ −Na) to project all the fields























(3)EνJ − 2 N−1
(































−βnItµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (


















Let us expand the integrand term by term into spatial and temporal components of tensors. These
30We also assume the orientation of triads is not important here, hence we can drop the sign factors for simplicity.
For details discussion on the orientation of triads, please refer to previous section.
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are quite straightforward but tedious. We give the full derivation here. The 1st term is:
−βnI tµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (
(4)ω˜)F KLµν




























| denote ²0ijk = ²ijk; ²0ijk = ²ijk. Also, “J” in 1st term must be spatial.













ν]I , and contract with t
µ.






































































| expand and recollect the terms









)− ∂b((4)ω˜ j0t + 12β ²jkl (4)ω˜ klt )
+ (4)ω˜ jkt


























| terms in square bracket [...] are similar via relabeling.


























As realized by Holst, this motivates the introduction of new variables,
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Direct substitution of this new variables into (5.140), we obtain
−βnI tµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (
(4)ω˜)F KLµν











































































































− (4)ω˜ jkt (Holst,+)Akb
]
.(5.143)
We see that only (Holst,+)Ajb involves in “time derivative”. This means that only this combination
(Holst,+)Ajb = (3)ω˜ j0b + 12β ²jkl (3)ω˜ klb of the Lorentz connection is dynamical and thus has non-zero
canonical momentum. Whereas second combination (Holst,−)Ajb is non-dynamical and we will see
that it will play the role of Lagrange multiplier in the theory.
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= βNµ (3)P˜ νJ
[






| since both Nµ and (3)P˜ νJ are 3d fields, replace µν by ab. Also, denote ² j0 kl = ²jkl.

























































































= βNa (3)P˜ bj
{
∂[a
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| since sum over ”L” ²ijKL (
(4)ω˜)F KLab = ²
ij
k0
((4)ω˜)F k0ab + ²
ij
0l































































































































































































+(1 + β2) (Holst,+)Ai[a (Holst,−)Ajb]
]
, (5.145)
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As a result, by substitute all (5.143), (5.144) and (5.145) into the action (5.139) we had success-
fully decomposed the Holst action into the desired form. From (5.140), we see that (Holst,+)Aia is
the coordinate of the Holst’s phase space with it’s canonical conjugate momentum as −β (3)P˜ ai =
− 1κ
√











as our canonical pair. It is interesting to note that by setting
β = ±i, all the terms involving the non-dynamical connection field (Holst,−)Aia vanish and obviously
we can recover the Ashtekar’s formulation. Furthermore, the lapse function N , 3d shift vectors
Na, (3)ω˜ i0t ,
(3)ω˜ ijt and
(Holst,−)Aia are all non-dynamical (or “time independent”) variables. Thus,
they all play the role as the Lagrange multiplier in the theory and variation of Holst action w.r.t.
them will give the constraints. For instance, the variation of SHolst w.r.t. N and Na will gain both
vector and scalar constraints.
δSHolst
δNa

































































−β(1 + β2) (Holst)Ai[a (Holst,−)Ajb]
]
. (5.148)
Noted that we have make used of (Holst,β)Aia = −β (Holst,+)Aia. We see that in term of Holst for-
malism, both vector and scalar constraints look complicated. Besides than involving the canonical
variables, there are also appearance of the non-dynamical field (Holst,−)Aia. But, if β = ±i (Ashtekar
formulation), all the non-dynamical terms disappears and simplification can be achieved greatly.
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−2∂[a (Holst,±i)Ajb] − ²jkl (Holst,±i)Ak[a (Holst,±i)Alb]
}



































(Holst,±i)F kab = S˜. (5.150)
Next, let us consider the variation of SHolst w.r.t. other non-dynamical fields for the general
case whereby Immirzi-Barbero parameter β takes any arbitrary values,
δSHolst
δ(4)ω˜ m0t









= 0 , (5.151)









− β (3)P˜ bm (Holst,+)Abn






(3)P˜ bj − β (3)P˜ b[m (Holst,+)A|b|n] = 0 (5.152)
Finally, we calculate the variation of non-dynamical connection (Holst,−)Aia term. It is good to




















































(3)Eqf ²lpq − (3)Ekc (3)Emd (3)Epe (3)Eqf ²mpq
)



















(3)Ekd − ²def (3)Ekc
)


























²abc (3)Ekc . (5.153)
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With this, now the Holst’s Lagrangian looks like






















































































































































































So besides than vector and scalar constraints, we have three more constraints given by (5.151),
(5.152) and (5.154). It is interesting to note that (5.154) is unique to Holst-Barbero analysis. In
the case for Ashtekar formulation, the variation δLHolst
δ (H,−)Alc simply does not exist and we say that the
Ashtekar choice manage to achieve great simplification. Now, we are going to solve these constraints




(3)P˜ bj + β
(3)P˜ b[m
(Holst,+)A|b|n] = 0
⇒ ∂b (3)P˜ bk = −β²kmn (3)P˜ bm (Holst,+)Anb , (5.155)
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insert these solution back to (5.151) we yield,










| divide −β and substitute in (5.155).
⇒
[
−β² jm i (3)P˜ bj (Holst,+)Aib
]


























On the other hand, we are allow to solve (5.152) in terms of dynamical connection (Holst,+)Aia and






































(3)P˜mb ∂a (3)P˜ an, (5.157)
and reinsert into (5.151) we get,







(3)P˜ qb∂a (3)P˜ an)+ 1 + β22β (Holst,−)Aib
]
= 0































∴ ∂b(3)P˜ bj − β ²jmn (3)P˜ bm (Holst,−)Anb = 0 . (5.158)
Hence, adding up both (5.155) and (5.158), we finally have
∂b
(3)P˜ bm + β²mji
(3)P˜ bj (Holst,+)Aib +
(
∂b
(3)P˜ bm − β ²mji (3)P˜ bj (Holst,−)Aib
)
= 0





Note that shortly we will see both (5.156) and (5.159) are referring to the same type of constraints.
Suppose we define




(Holst,+)Aia + (Holst,−)Aia := −2Kia, (5.160)
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= −² kli (3)Γ˜ia, (5.161)
and their inverse are





(3)ω˜ jka . (5.162)
We emphasize that the choice of (5.160) is motivated by solving (5.154). In this part, we introduce
them via definition and justify it by checking that the connection induced are indeed consistent with
our aim, reproduce the Barbero connection31. We know that both so(3)-valued spin connection,
(3)Γ˜ia and su(2)-Holst connection
(Holst)Aia transform in the standard in-homogenous way under local
SO(3) (or SU(2)) gauge transformation. Since it is a well-known fact that the difference between
two connections of this type is an object transforms as a spatial tensor, thus we are motivated to
define the Ashtekar-Barbero-Holst connection as







= −β (Holst,+)Aia. (5.163)
Indeed we see that Ashtekar-Barbero-Holst connection is exactly the configuration variable in the
















= 0 and, (5.164)











∴ ((3)Γ˜)Db (3)P˜ bm ≡ ∂b (3)P˜ bm + ² mij (3)Γ˜ib (3)P˜ bj = 0 (5.165)
Hence, both of these constraint equations are referring to the Gauss Law constraints, which per-
fectly coincides with our case in Barbero Hamiltonian formulation. In order to have a 3+1 decom-
posed Holst action, we need to substitute the solution of non-dynamical connection
(
(Holst,−)Aia =
31The solving part of (5.154) is very tedious and lengthy, so we do not include it here, interested reader should
consult [57] for clarity.
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(Holst,+)Aia + 2β (3)Γ˜ia
)
into the action. From (5.143)
−βnI tµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (
(4)ω˜)F KLµν























− (4)ω˜ jkt (Holst,+)Akb
]




(4)ω˜ klt and substitute
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Thus, we manage to express the Holst action in purely dynamical fields with the first class con-
straints together.
As a conclusion for this section, we have shown that the Holst action is the desired action
functional that upon Legendre transformation, reproduces the Barbero Hamiltonian formulation.
To summarize up this section, we give some comments on the newly defined connection. Firstly,
from the form of Barbero’s connection, we realize that it has no covariant spacetime meaning (it
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is not the pullback of a spacetime connection). In fact, it was criticized by J. Samuel that in
contrast to the old Ashtekar variables32, Barbero connection is not the pull-back of spacetime con-
nection to hypersurface Σt. Indeed, the holonomy of Barbero connection depends on the slicing.
Thus, strictly speaking, we lost the nice geometrical meaning of the connection and by the same
time do not have a gauge theoretic formulation of GR. We strictly should not use words like “the
gauge group in LQG is compact” and so on so forth. Insiders of LQG like Thiemann, say that a
geometrical interpretation is an aesthical aspect, losing it, does not hinder progress mathematically.
Secondly, it is clear that Ashtekar connection can be derived from a manifestly covariant action
SJSS, thus the formulation does preserved the full local Lorentz invariance33 and satisfied the so
called “strong diffeomorphism invariance” principles [59]. Furthermore, incorrectness of Gauge fix-
ing in Holst original paper is no longer an issue since as mentioned in recent paper by Alexandrov
and Barros e Sa have make clear the point that Holst’s conclusion is correct although the initial
partial gauge fixing is a confusing step [60] to [62]. In their setting, they were forced to deal with
second class constraint (thus Dirac bracket quantum mechanically) due to the lack of simplification
introduced by partial gauge fixing at very early stage. Nevertheless, by imposing “time gauge”
at the end (after performing the Legendre transformation), they were manage to reproduce the
Ashtekar-Barbero connection as the phase space variable. In addition, it is worth to note that
recently C.Rovelli and colleagues L.Fatibene, M Francaviglia reexamine the possibility to recast
the Immizi-Barbero gravity under covariant spacetime Lagrangian formulation approach without
gauge fixing (They redefined Immirzi-Barbero like connection in the discussion). From their work,
seemingly the answer is sited towards the agreement, interested readers should read [64].
Lastly, we should re-emphasis that only in the Ashtekar formulation, the scalar constraint is
simplified and in polynomial form. It is tensor density of weight +1 such that the integration on
4D manifold is independent of the metric. As pointed out by Barbero, the form of scalar constraint
is more complicated for β being real, Lorentzian gravity. Also, the polynomiality is broken due to
the appearance of term proportional to 1det√qab . These are the prices to pay in order to get rid from
reality condition. In modern literature, we note that most researchers choose to accept it. Of course,
we will see later on that T.Thiemann plays a key role in rewriting the Barbero scalar constraint in
Poisson bracket between volume operator, su(2)-connection and modified extrinsic curvature. This
remarkable work allows one to “quantize” the Barbero scalar constraint even though we lost the
simplification and polynomiality.
32Ashtekar connection is clearly defined as pull-back to a spatial slice of the spacetime connection of the Lagrangian
formulation (see Covariant Lagrangian formulation by Samuel-Jacobson-Smolin in previous section). In is true fact
that holonomy of Ashtekar connection along an arbitrary loop γ depends purely on the loop, not the slicing.
33In this sense, we believe that we are heading toward the correct direction since Ashtekar formulation can be




6.1 Physical effect of Immirzi Parameter, Torsion, Parity Viola-
tion etc in Gravitational Sector
In the previous section, conclusively we realized that the additional term in Holst generalization
behave like a topological term and does not affect the equations of motion due to the vanishing
of 2nd Cartan structure equation with torsion-free condition. Due to this reason, it is often be-
ing stressed in literature that Immirzi-Barbero parameter does not appear to have any effect on
classical dynamics. But it has been shown by C. Rovelli and T. Thiemann [65], the canonical
transformation that leads to introduction of β parameter cannot be implemented unitarily in the
quantum regime, yielding some very striking effects. This fact can be realized quantitatively from
the previous discussion on Barbero Hamiltonian formulation, as far as the constraints algebra are
concerned, the Barbero scalar constraint SBar is β-dependent. At the same time, since we know
that the total Hamiltonian is given by linear combination of all constraints1, this directly implies
that the physical prediction (i.e. area spectrum with unit quanta β l2planck, volume spectrum with
unit quanta β3/2 l3planck, black hole entropy etc. [93], [94], [100]) of the quantum theory generally
dependent on the free Immirzi-Barbero parameter2.
Thus, the Immirzi-Barbero parameter plays a crucial role in modern Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG) in determine the underlying foundation of quantum geometry. Its role is normally can
be compared to the θ angle in conventional QCD in which both of them govern only the non-
perturbative quantum effects. In this section, we would like to show that indeed the situation is
more subtler. As mentioned in last section, there is a catch in order to claim that β term does not
come into classical physics regime. The β parameter does not affect classical dynamics if and only
if the spacetime does not admit spacetime torsion contributions (i.e. contribute by matter degree of
freedom). We will organize the discussion in following order. Firstly, we shall review the Einstein-
Cartan theory in general and its effective action in which well known non-dynamical torsion term
will be presented (this part is somewhat standard but less conventional in standard study of general
relativity). This torsion will leads to peculiar Fermi-like four fermions contact interaction term.
After that, following ideas from Perez and Rovelli [66] we generalize the Hilbert-Palatini term in
1In fact, this is generic property of background independent or diffeomorphism invariant theories in general
2It is interesting to point out that, in current literature, the value of Immirzi-Barbero parameter is fixed by
comparing the result from LQG area spectrum calculation of black hole entropy with the remarkable work of Hawking-
Bekenstein on semi-classical black hole dynamics.
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Einstein-Cartan theory to Holst action with minimal coupling of fermions. This will eventually
leads to an effective theory different from Einstein-Cartan (due to the fact that 4-fermions contact
interaction term now no longer “topological”) point of view and classical dynamics regime does
affected by β parameter. The reason is because the presence of minimally coupled fermions with
gravitational field will modify the fundamental structure of spacetime [49], give rise to possible
non-zero torsion term. It is very interesting to mention that this feature has been argued to be
the possible way to give a physical interpretation (at least classically) of β parameter in which it is
related to the coupling constant in 4-fermions contact interaction. Furthermore, suppose we extend
the discussion to include the possibility of non-minimal coupling of matter in the setting, besides
than the modification of coupling constant in front of 4-fermions Fermi-like interaction, there is a
room for us to search for gravitational induced parity violation classically. The ideas have been put
forward extensively by Freidel, Minic and Takeuchi [67].
Einstein-Cartan Theory and Non-Propagating Torsion:
The standard Einstein-Cartan theory3 describes a system of fermionic fields coupled to gravity
[49], [68]. In the action functional, the gravity part is given by the standard Hilbert-Palatini term






















where γI is the Dirac matrices, ? represents the standard Hodge-dual operation such that




ν ∧ dxα ∧ dxβ, (6.2)
and the action of gauge covariant derivative operator on spinorial fields is defined as
((4)ω)Dψ := dψ − i
4
(4)ωIJ ΣIJ ψ
((4)ω)Dψ := dψ + i
4
ψ ΣIJ (4)ωIJ , (6.3)
where ΣIJ are the generators of the Lorentz group. These generators (antisymmetric matrix tensor






























− γIγJ = ηIJ − γIγJ (6.4)






= 2ηIJ . With these properties, we can rewrite (6.3) in it’s component form
3In literature, sometimes it is refer to Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory when there appears of mini-
mally coupled fermions to the torsional Einstein-Cartan theory.
4Note that we drop the fermionic mass terms or potential terms as their appearance do not provide further
complications to the discussion. We choose to consider the simplest case here.
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as,
((4)ω)Dψ := dψ − i
4




















(4)ω IJµ γIγJ ψ. (6.5)
Next, let us separate the pure gravitational contribution to the spin connection from the other





where again we use the notation “tilde” to represent the torsion free geometrical objects. (4)ω˜ IJµ is
the pure gravitational counter part of the total spin connection that as mentioned, the solution for
the 1st Cartan structure equation with torsion free condition T I = d (4)EI + (4)ωIJ ∧ (4)EJ = 0.





(4)Γ˜)∇µ (4)EJν = −(4)EνI
(
∂µ
(4)EJν − (4)Γ˜αµν (4)EJα
)
.








ρ] is the tetradic projection of the so called contorsion tensor,





T νρµ − T νρ µ − T νµ ρ
)
, (6.7)
which is nonzero in the presence of external source for torsion (i.e. fermionic current). Explicitly,
we can see that K IJµ is antisymmetric in it’s SO(1, 3) indices,
















= −Kρνµ (4)E I[ρ (4)E
J
ν] = −K IJµ . (6.8)
It is worthwhile to note that the torsion tensor T νρµ itself is antisymmetric in the last two indices:
T νρµ = −T νµρ; while this implies that contorsion tensor Kνρµ is antisymmetric in the first two
indices i.e. Kνρµ = −Kρνµ. This can be shown by following,
Torsion 2-form: Tν = Tνρµ dxρ ∧ dxµ = −Tνρµ dxµ ∧ dxρ
= −Tνµρ dxρ ∧ dxµ
∴ Tνρµ = −Tνµρ (6.9)




Tνρµ − Tρνµ − Tµνρ
)
⇒ Kρνµ := 12
(





Tνρµ − Tρνµ + Tµρν
)




Tνρµ − Tρνµ − Tµνρ
)
= −Kνρµ. (6.10)
Next, it is useful to divide torsion tensor into its three irreducible components [68], namely:
i the trace vector Tµ = T
β
µβ
ii the pseudotrace axial vector Sµ = ²µνρσ T νρσ
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iii the tensor qµνρ which satisfies two conditions; q
µ
νµ = 0, and ²µνρσ qνρσ = 0.










σ + qµνρ (6.11)
such that as usual, (4)gµν = (4)ηIJ (4)EIµ
(4)EJν is the metric tensor for world indices. Also, from
previous result Tµνρ = −Tµρν , it implies that qµνρ = −qµρν . Thus, for the sake of convenience in
later part, we can rewrite the contorsion tensor in terms of new fields as,



































































T ρ gνµ −
1
3








qνρµ − qρνµ − q νρµ
)]
(4)E Iν
(4)E Jρ . (6.12)
Now we are ready to search for the effective theory. We will substitute in the decomposition of spin
connection (4)ω IJµ which is possibly with torsion contribution from fermionic sector. Afterward,
we should apply the variational principle to vary the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac action






















I ((4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)DµψγI (4)EµIψ
)
. (6.13)




















]IJ + ∂µ (4)K IJν + [(4)ω˜µ, (4)Kν]IJ











(4)ω˜)Dµ (4)K IJν − (


















(4)ω˜)Dµ (4)K IJν − (
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qµνν − qνµν − q µνν
))
= −2((4)ω˜)DµTµ , (6.16)
where in the last step we used the fact that qµνν = 0 induced from the property: qµνρ = −qµρν .















T ρ gσµ −
1
3

















































































q νρ ν − qνρν − q ννρ
)]
= −TρT ρ, (6.17)
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T ρ gσν −
1
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qµρν − qρµν − q µρν
)(
q νρ µ − qνρµ − q νµρ
)]
























ρ µ − qµρνqνρµ − qµρνq νµρ
−qρµνq νρ µ + qρµνqνρµ + qρµνq νµρ − q µρν q νρ µ + q µρν qνρµ + q µρν q νµρ
)























Thus, from (6.15), we have the total gravitational action in terms of irreducible torsion component
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= −2i ²JKILγ5γL [See Appendix E], the second integral can be




































































T ρ gνµ −
1
3








qνρµ − qρνµ − q νρµ
)]














T ρ gνµ −
1
3








qνρµ − qρνµ − q νρµ
)]


























Thus, together from (6.19) and (6.21), we have in total a new form of action functional,
SE-C; effective
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This is the desired action functional in order to determine the effective theory. By applying the

















































































































Jν(A)(x)⇒ Sν(x) = 3Jν(A)(x) , (6.23)




























This equation of motion (w.r.t. variational principle) allow us to rewrite the spin connection in













In order to gain effective action, based on a well know theorem from variational principles5, we can
reinsert the solution of spin connection into equation (6.22). After dropping the total divergence
5As mentioned in the discussion on matter coupling to self-dual Ashtekar connection, we have a well known
theorem on variational principle. Suppose the interested action functional depends on two fundamental dynamical
phase space variables, say denoted as qi and Qj . In principle, the solutions of equation of motion are extrema of the
total action w.r.t. both of these dynamical variables. In the case when the variation of the total action w.r.t. the first
variable δStotal
δqi
= 0 have a unique solution for any arbitrary choice of the other variable Qj , then the newly pullback
of action to the first variable’s solution space (in which satisfy Stotal(qi, Qj)pullback = Stotal(qi = qi(Qj), Qj)) have the
special property. The extrema of this new pullback action Stotal(qi(Qj), Qj) is perfectly coincides with the extrema
of the total action Stotal(qi, Qj). [16], [53]
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term via boundary condition consideration, we obtain the effective action as
SE-C
[



















































Indeed this is the famous effective action of Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory together
with a Fermi-like four fermions contact interacting term. As seen from the variational principle,
torsion in our discussion is nondynamical, in such a way that time derivative of torsion terms do not
exist in the action, i.e. ∂tTµ = 0 and so on. Between all the irreducible components of contortion
tensor, only the pseudotrace axial vectors is the interacting (contact interaction) with the axial
spinor fermionic current through a term proportional to SρJ
ρ
(A). Hence, one should expect that the
effective theory is purely torsion free. The only contribution from the nondynamical pseudotrace
axial vector field is that it shall mediating a four fermions pointlike contact interaction and thus
complicates the dynamics of the theory. It is generally accepted that the Jσ(A)− Jρ(A) coupling term
becomes important when the energy of the system becomes higher, i.e. in the field of cosmology or
Astrophysics [69].
Effective Theory of Holst Action with Minimal/Nonminimal Coupling:
In previous section, we looked at Eintein-Cartan theory with minimal coupling to the fermionic
section. It is also well-known in standard literature as Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory
with the interaction term appears as Fermi-like four fermions contact interaction. In this section, we
shall prefer to generalize the Einstein-Cartan theory by substituting the gravitational part (recall
that initially we use Hilbert-Palatini action) with the Holst action SHolst. Recall that the Holst
















((4)ω)F KLµν , (6.27)
where we have defined the following tensor and it’s inverse




































I ((4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)DµψγI (4)EµIψ
)
. (6.29)
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γI is the Dirac matrices in either Chiral or standard representation [35], and as recall the action of
covariant derivative on spinor fields is given by,
((4)ω)Dµψ = ∂µψ + 14
(4)ω IJµ γ[IγJ ]ψ ,
((4)ω)Dµψ = ∂µψ − 14








Also, as we seen previously, suppose we separate the purely gravitational contribution to the spin





where (4)ω˜ IJµ is the pure gravitational (without torsion) counter part of the total spin connection
that satisfies the torsionless 1st Cartan structure equation (
(4)ω˜)D[µ (4)EIν] = 0. This implies that,
as we will see later the action of covariant derivative on tetrad fields is in general nonvanishing due















































In order to include the possibility of discussing the non-minimal coupling of fermion to gravity, we













(1− iα) ψ (4)EµIγI (
























where the parameter α helps to capture the “degree of nonminimal coupling”. It is obvious to
see that when α = 0, we will get back the original fermionic action since S ′Fermion|α=0 = SFermion.
Thus, in the subsequent discussion, we will emphasize on STotal = SHolst+S ′Fermion. Before proceed
to perform the variational principle of total action w.r.t. the connection, we should check the
consistency of equation of motions that satisfy by both ψ and ψ. As expected, this will eventually
impose some conditions and constraints on the possible choice of α parameter. After performing
an integration by part and dropping off the total derivatives term via compact boundary condition,
6As we realized, fundamentally this is because the contortion tensor is coupled to fermionic current.
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⇒ 0 = 1
4




(1 + iα)ψ (4)EµI
(4)ω JKµ γ[JγK]γ
I . (6.34)
























⇒ 0 = (1− iα) (4)EµIγI∂µψ +
1
4




(1 + iα)ψ (4)EµI
(4)ω JKµ γ[JγK]γ
I . (6.35)
Taking the Hermitian conjugate of the equation (6.35), we obtain:










(1− iα∗) ψ† (4)EµI (4)ω JKµ (γI)† (γK)† (γJ)†
| Use properties of Hermitian conjugate of Dirac matrices (γI)† = γ0γIγ0.












(1− iα∗) ψ† (4)EµI (4)ω JKµ γ0γIγ0γ0γKγ0γ0γJγ0
| Recall (γ0)2 = 14×4;ψ = ψ†γ0. Multiply γ0 from r.h.s. and interchange J ↔ K.




(1 + iα∗)ψ (4)EµI




(1− iα∗) ψ (4)EµI
(− (4)ω JKµ )γIγJγK . (6.36)
Let us add up both equation (6.34) and (6.36), we gain the consistency condition to be satisfied by
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α parameter as,










| since γIγJγK = (2gIJ − γJγI)γK = 2gIJγK − 2gIKγJ + γJγKγI .
0 = −i(α− α∗) (4)EµIγI∂µψ − i(α− α∗) (4)EµJ (4)ω JKµ γKψ











)− (4)EµJγI (4)ω˜ JµI ψ − (4)EµJγI (4)K IJµ ψ]
= (α− α∗)
∂µ((4)EµIγIψ)−ψγI ((4)ω˜)Dµ (4)EµI︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
− (4)EµJγI (4)K IJµ ψ

| we are allow to drop the total divergence term since they will not affect EOM.
∴ (α− α∗) (4)EµI (4)K IJµ = 0 . (6.37)
Hence by considering the both functional derivatives of S ′Fermion w.r.t. ψ, ψ, we realized that in
order for the new action functional S ′Fermion to give consistent EOM, condition (6.37) must be
imposed. In other words, we have two possibilities, either parameter α be real such that α∗ = α
(as α = 0 refers to minimal coupling case); or if α is not real, then (6.37) will impose a constraint
on the contortion tensor (thus torsion tensor); explicitly7:
(4)EµI
(4)K IJµ = 0. (6.38)
This is obviously disagrees with the gravitational equation of motion that fixes the torsion (6.32),
((4)ω)D[µ (4)EIν] = (4)K
IJ
[µ
(4)Eν]J = 0. The fundamental reason for this inconsistency is due to the
fact that the symmetric terms we added to obtain S ′Fermion are effectively not a divergence term in
7As contrast to the choice of α∗ = α [67], recently Andrew Randono considered other possibility [70]. He em-
phasized that the condition (α − α∗) (4)EµI (4)K IJµ = 0 is satisfied automatically when we insist the usage of real
torsion. In other words, as we will see in next section, real value of (4)K IJµ will ensure that EOM of ψ, ψ be satisfied
via (4)K Iµµ = 0.
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(4)K IJµ JJ(V ) . (6.39)
We see that the above expression is a manifestly divergence term if and only if when the torsion
is absent (or more fundamentally, no spinorial current JI(V ) exist). It is worth to mention that we
have defined two different type of fermion currents, namely vector current JI(V ) := ψγ
Iψ and axial
current JI(A) := ψγ
5γIψ, in which both of them are real-valued fields in nature.
Next, in order to get the EOM of the gravity-fermions system, we should follow the standard
variational principle to take the functional derivative of the total action STotal = SHolst + S ′Fermion
with respect to the general spin connection (with torsional contribution), (4)ω IJµ . Firstly, the







































)δ (4)ω MNβ (z)















































































= 0. By the same token, we should vary the second piece of the total
action, S ′Fermion to obtain,





(1− iα) ψ (4)EµIγI (
(4)ω)Dµψ − (1 + iα) ((4)ω)DµψγI (4)EµIψ
]
δS ′Fermion












δ (4)ω MNν (z)






δ (4)ω MNν (z)









































Hence, we are successfully obtain the EOM for the connection as
From
δSTotal
δ (4)ω IJµ (x)
=
δSHolst
δ (4)ω IJµ (x)
+
δSFermion
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As we are now going to show, indeed upon solving (6.42), we shall arrive at an useful relationship
between the contortion tensor and fermion currents. Let us further simplify equation (6.42). From






































































































δβγ (4)K ανδ + ²αβγ²



































(4)T βνδ − (4)K βδν − (4)Kβνδ
]










| since (4)Tνδβ = − (4)Tνβδ.
= 0. (6.44)
Next, for the R.H.S. of (6.42), we need to use the standard identity for Dirac gamma matrices,{





γK , γ[IγJ ]
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| use the fact that (4)K µµI = 0 (see next section for proof (6.58)).

































































































From this expression, we can recover the minimal coupling case by simply taking α = 0 and


















In both cases, either minimal or non-minimal coupling, it is worth to stress that since both the
fermion currents are real in nature, we see that the reality of the contortion tensor eventually de-
pends on the choice of the Immirzi-Barbero parameter. For the self-dual case (when β = ±i), we
see that the contortion tensor blows up8.
Now, after solving the EOM, we are ready to substitute it back into the total action in order
to study the effective theory of newly proposed action. Before begin, recall that the curvature of
























As similar reason to the discussion of Einstein-Cartan theory, we can drop the 2nd term since it
will eventually contribute as a purely divergence term in which can be neglected by the bound-




µ , together with


































8In the next section, we will show that by another approach proposed by Randono, a carefully chosen value of
non-minimal coupling α parameter will help to avoid this problems. Also, the contortion tensor in his new framework
is manifestly real even for any arbitrary complex value of Immirzi-Barbero parameter β.
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K + 2ηI[IVM ]
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K + 2ηJ [MVJ ]
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Compare the denotation (4)EµI
(4)KµJK = ²IJKLUL + 2ηI[JVK] with the previous found result
(4)EµI


























































J(A) − αβJ(V )
)L]










J2(A) − α2J2(V ) +
2α
β
J(A) · J(V )
]
. (6.52)
Subsequently, by the same token, we consider the fermionic part. After single out the torsion-




µ , similar to the gravitational counter













, such that the
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J(A) · J(V ) − 3α2J2(V )
)]
. (6.53)
As a result, the total effective interaction from both gravitational and non-minimally coupling
























J(A) · J(V ) − α2J2(V )
)]
. (6.54)
As a result, we obtain a well known, yet subtle effective action that contents a few interesting points.
Firstly, we see that this simplified interaction term describes a Fermi-like four-fermions interaction
mediated by non-propagating torsion as similar to standard Einstein-Cartan type. Yet, from (6.46),
it is clears that the torsion tensor coming out is different from the standard Einstein-Cartan the-
ory both for the presence of an additional term9 and for the dependence on the Immirzi-Barbero
parameter. Obviously, we can consider this approach as the modification of the Einstein-Cartan
theory and recover it by imposing the setting α = 0 and taking the limit β →∞.
Secondly, we can simply recover the result of [66] by setting α = 0 since they choose to work
with the minimal coupling scheme. In order words, the interaction they obtained which is inde-
pendent of α is the axial-axial interaction. This interaction preserves parity, weak in strength and
never been observed up to current observation. Nevertheless, it is compatible with all the present
observation data and is believed to be physically realizable in the future cosmological observation
[31]. The gist of Perez and Rovelli result is that it had been shown that there is a possibility to
give a physical meaning for the Immirzi-Barbero when the minimal coupling of fermion is present
(classically). It plays the role of coupling constant in front of the four fermions interaction term.
This is interesting since the origin of this peculiar parameter β seems more subtler than just a
9Here, we have to set α = 0 in order to do the comparison since the Einstein-Cartan theory assumes minimal-
coupling of gravity to fermion. The additional term here refer to the one proportional to 1
γ
ηI[JJK](A) in (6.46).
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multiplication in front of the connection expression.
Next, easily we can realize that suppose there is presence of the non-minimal coupling of fermion
to gravitational sector, we are having the possibility to study the gravitational induced parity-
violation. But, there is a catch here. As seen in the interaction term, the Immirzi-Barbero alone
should not be interpreted as the measure for parity violation, but combination with α parameter
αγ
(γ2+1)
will do. In order words, non-minimal coupling is a necessary scheme for the existence of par-
ity violation in fermion-gravity system. Lastly, note that for the self-dual Ashtekar case (β = ±i),
the interaction term flow up to infinity. From the form of contortion tensor, this may signal there
is a constraint subjected to both vector and axial fermionic currents.
Real Torsion, Unitary and Finite Effective Field Theory:
As we discussed, for complex values of the Immirzi-Barbero parameter (i.e. β = ±i), the
resulting effective field theory we obtained consist of complex value for the contortion tensor,
which is equivalent to a non-unitary effective theory. Besides that, for Ashtekar self-dual case,




5) which is non-invertible for right (or left) chiral projection operator. This happens
exactly when we have the self-dual (or anti self-dual) Immirzi-Barbero parameter.
In this section, we will give another version to understand the effective theory by restricting
ourselves to real values for the torsion without any inconsistency as compare to the previous section.
By doing so, we emphasize that there is a natural choice for the non-minimal coupling parameter
α (namely α = 1β for left handed fermions and α = − 1β for right handed fermions10.) such that
real, finite and unitary effective field theory can be restored even for Ashtekar case with β = ±i.
Meanwhile, the new way of understanding is also consistent and with same form as that of Einstein-
Cartan theory with vanishing of both α = 0, β = 0.
We start our discussion by assuming both the frame fields (4)EIµ and so(1, 3) spin connection
(4)ω IJµ are real, in which tantamount to say that we choose to work with a real gauge group in the
setup. Similar to standard discussion, we further decompose the real so(1, 3) spin connection (4)ω IJµ
into the torsion free part (4)ω˜ IJµ [(4)E] and contortion tensor. By imposing the reality condition on
spin connection, this directly implies that contortion tensor must be also real as contrast to previous
discussion. This reduce our task significantly since when we want to solve for the contortion tensor
from variational principles of total action (STotal = SHolst + S ′Fermion), only the real solutions are
needed to consider in the derivation.
Recall that for consistency purpose, the variational of total action w.r.t. ψ and ψ will give
different EOM unless we have the condition such that (α − α∗) (4)EµI (4)K IJµ = 0. Previously,
we choose to solve this necessary condition by imposing the reality of α, but as what we are going
to argue below, in fact this reality requirement is not necessarily if we initially impose that we
are only looking for real solution of contortion tensor. In other words, for real contortion tensor
the condition (4)EµI
(4)K IJµ = 0 is automatically satisfied and α must be complex. This is quite
surprising as compare to α being real case, because eventually we are allowed to restore an unitary,
finite effective theory from this approach. Recall from previous section, by the variation of STotal
10We are not considering the Majorana-type fermions in our discussion for simplicity reason.
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δQ[IJJ ](V ). (6.55)
Next, we solve this E.O.M by decomposing the non-minimal coupling constant α into it’s real and
imaginary parts, i.e. α = αr + iαi. Also, we do keep in mind that the projection operator is not
invertible in general especially for the chiral projector as in Ashtekar’s connection (i.e. β = ±i),
thus we will not inverting PKLIJ as been pursued in previous discussion. By assuming that β is
purely imaginary with s(β) as the signature, we can write it as β = i s(β)|β|; thus we have the




























= s(β) |β|αi δQ[IJJ ](V ) ² IJKL




= s(β) |β|αi δQ[IJJ ](V ) ² IJKL ηKL
∴ (4)K KQK + (4)K Qνν = 0. (6.57)
To simplify this result, recall from the definition of the Contortion tensor, we have




















(4)E Jρ − δ µρ (4)E Jν
)


















∴ K Qµµ = Kµρµ (4)E Qρ = 0. (6.58)
Thus the imaginary part of EOM can be further expressed as,
(4)K QKL ²
KL
IJ = [s(β) |β|αi] δQ[IJJ ](V ). (6.59)








ηQIJJ(V ) − ηQJJI(V )
)
²IJMN









[MN ] = −
1
4
[s(β) |β|αi]² QJMN JJ(V ). (6.60)
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Quite straightforwardly, we see that for this condition to be compatible with (6.58) for any general
case of spinor field (i.e. without further impose condition on spinor fields unnecessarily), we must
impose that αr = 0. In another words, the non-minimal constant must be purely imaginary in view






² QJMN JJ(A) (6.62)
For the consistency of this equation with (6.60), we must have
JJ(A) = −[s(β) |β|αi]JJ(V ) ⇒ JJ(A) = β αJJ(V ), (6.63)
in which it can be solved by the left/right handed spinor field those satisfy JJ(A) = ±JJ(V ). This
can be realized from the argument below. Firstly recall that the fermionic axial and vector current
are given by JJ(A) = ψγ5γJψ ; JJ(V ) = ψγJψ and γ5ψR = ψR ; γ5ψL = −ψL. Thus condition
JJ(A) = β αJJ(V ) (This is regarded as Chiral constraint in literature) can be solved by setting
α = ± 1β which aline with the condition that satisfied by the left/right handed spinorial fields.
For instance, let us consider the left handed spinor fields. By considering the Clifford algebras
properties satisfied by Dirac matrices (i.e. {γ5, γµ} = 0), then the axial current is
JJ(A) := ψLγ
5γJψL = −ψLγJγ5ψL = ψLγJψL
= β αJJ(V ) = β αψLγJψL
∴ β α = 1⇒ α = 1
β
. (6.64)
Similarly, for right-handed spinor field, we obtain
JJ(A) := ψRγ
5γJψR = −ψRγJγ5ψR = −ψRγJψR
= β αJJ(V ) = β αψRγJψR
∴ β α = −1⇒ α = − 1
β
. (6.65)
Hence, we conclude that α may not be real (in fact, it must be complex) for the consistency con-
dition and cannot take any arbitrary values. It is naturally given by α = 1β for left handed spinor
and α = − 1β for right handed spinor. The consistency equation for the variational in fermionic field
ψ can be solved automatically by requiring that we are dealing with real contortion tensor (rather
than imposing reality condition on α).
Now, we consider the current-current interaction in the effective theory. Recall from the previous
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where we used the denotation of (4)EµI


























MN JJ(A) = (2piGN )²
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M − VMVM − 2UV
γ
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2 J2(V ), (6.67)
which is manifestly real and generally well defined for all imaginary values of the Immirzi-Barbero
parameter, even for both special β = ±i cases. Hence, we conclude that this approach will lead us
to a finite, real and unitarity preserved effective field theory.
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6.2 Effective Theory and Nieh-Yan Invariant
In the previous section, we argued that when the minimally coupled spinor fields are present11,
the Holst modification (with additional term of STTHolst) is no longer a “topological term” since
the presence of spinor fields that coupled to gravitational connection will modify the fundamental
structure of spacetime and hence contributes to the spacetime torsion tensor. In other words, the
second Bianchi identity should take the general non-vanishing form as proportional to the fermionic
currents. All these lead us to conclude that the classical effective theory that comes out from the
gravitational-fermions coupling sector is not the well-known Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac
theory. Although this is a nice observation since it opens up a new way (at lease classically) to
the physical interpretation of the free Immirzi-Barbero β parameter which can be captured in the
coupling constant in front of the four Fermi-like contact interaction, but this is not align with the
more conceptual point of view.
In parallel with Ashtekar original approaches (Ashtekar, Romano and Tate paper), we should
expect that the dynamics (also in the case when there is presence of spinorial matter) comes out
from the low energy effective theory be equivalent to the Einstein-Cartan theory12. In total, we are
looking for a gravity-fermions coupling theory whereby its classical effective theory is not affected
by the Immirzi parameter at all (meaning that presence of torsion due to fermionic matter will
had none effect on the classical limit). This approach was subscribed by physicists like S. Mercuri
[69] since it is more appealing from conceptual point of view. As we are going to show, in order to
achieve that, we need to make used of the non-minimal Dirac Lagrangian term, which together with
the additional term in the original Holst action can reconstruct the so called Nieh-Yan invariant13.
Thus, classical effective theory will not depend on the torsion since upon integral over the manifold
(here, we assumed the compactness of the manifold), the invariant term is equivalent to a total
divergence term (with β just the multiplicative factor in front) when the 2nd Cartan structure equa-
tion is considered and solved. We would like to argue that indeed the restoring of Einstein-Cartan
like theory as the effective dynamics via the reconstruction of Nieh-Yan invariant can be served as
the main motivation for us to introduce the non-minimal coupling in gravity-fermion sector and in
particular its form of interaction.
In the standard Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory, the gravitational term is given
by the standard Hilbert-Palatini action whereas the fermionic term is the minimal coupling Dirac
fermion term. Recall that the action we are going to deal with is the generalization of these.
Firstly, we have the “Holst modification” where SH-P is replaced by SHolst and similarly the mini-
mal coupling term SFermion is modified to S ′Fermion (with non-minimal coupling where α must be
appropriate chosen in order to have the correct classical limit). In differential form, the total action
11Indeed, this is peculiar result from [66], [67] group independently.
12In other words, we should able to get back the Ashtekar-Romano-Tate theory by setting β = ±i after obtain the
correct effective theory
13This is the only exact 4-form invariant under 4-dimensional local Lorentz transformation associated with torsion
[68], [71].



















(4)EI ∧ (4)EJ ∧ ((4)ω)FKL − 2
β




































1− iαγ5) ((4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)Dµψ(1− iαγ5)γI (4)EµIψ] .
Recall from the section on Einstein-Cartan theory, the effective Einstein-Cartan action is given by,
SeffectiveE-C
[



































thus, we have the effective action (with general non-minimal coupling term) as




















(4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)Dµψγ5γI (4)EµIψ
]
. (6.69)
Let us further simplify the action above. Firstly, the 2nd term (independent of α) in (6.69) can be



















(4)ω˜)Dµ (4)K IJν − (
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qαρν − qραν − q αρν
)]
× (4)E Kα (4)E Lρ ²IJKL (4)EµI (4)EνJ
)






































T ρ gσµ −
1
3























































T ρ gσµ −
1
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(4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)Dµψγ5γI (4)EµIψ
]
.




µ into the terms in bracket and recall the action
of covariant derivative on spinorial fields, we obtain
ψ (4)EµIγ
Iγ5 (
(4)ω)Dµψ − ((4)ω)Dµψγ5γI (4)EµIψ
= −ψ (4)EµIγ5γI
(



































































− (4)EµI (4)K IJµ JJ(A). (6.75)







T ρ gσµ −
1
3
















T ρ gσσ −
1
3













As a result, all these imply that the effective action of the gravity-fermions (non-minimal coupling)
turns out to be given by








































As the standard approach, after getting the total action, it is essential to consider the its variational
w.r.t the irreducible tensor components in order to search for the low energy effective theory. The




= 0 ⇒ qµνρ = 0
δSeffectivetotal
δTρ




























T σ = 0





























(αβ − 1)Jσ(A). (6.79)
Thus, now it is clear that in order to recover the Einstein-Cartan with minimal coupled fermion
as the classical effective theory (modulo total derivatives), we need to impose condition on both
α and β by hand. In other words, as long as we insist that the low energy limit of the theory is
the Einstein-Cartan like, the non-minimal coupling constant must be equal to the reciprocal of the
Immirzi-Barbero parameter, i.e. α = 1β , or explicitly S
σ|α= 1
β




Now, following the argument from [69], we would like to demonstrate explicitly on how to
show that the additional term in the non-minimal coupling is important in order to restore back
the classical effective theory. Indeed, this term together with the additional β term in Holst
generalization reconstruct the so-called 4d Nieh-Yan invariant and thus, the “topological behavior”
of Immirzi-Barbero parameter as analogous to the θ terms in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is













| use the fact that α = 1
β



















(4)EI ∧ (4)EJ ∧ ((4)ω˜)RIJ − 13dV T
µSµ − qµ ∧ qµ
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| substitute in the explicit form of the gauge-covariant exterior derivative
= ? (4)EI ∧
(
ψγ5γIdψ − dψγIγ5ψ)+ ? (4)EI ∧{ψγ5 (4)ωJK4 [γI , γ[JγK]]− ψ
}




















= ? (4)EI ∧ dJI(A) + ? (4)EI ∧ ψγ5 (4)ωIJγJψ
| use the identity that d( ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A)) = d( ? (4)EI) ∧ JI(A) + (−1)3 ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A)
= −d( ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A))+ d( ? (4)EI) ∧ JI(A) + ? (4)EI ∧ (4)ωIJJJ(A)
| substitute (4)ωIJ with it’s torsion free decomposition and contortion tensor.
= −d( ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A))+ ? (4)EI ∧ (4)KIJJJ(A) + [d( ? (4)EI)+ (4)ω˜ JI ∧ ? (4)EJ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by torsion-free condition
∧JI(A)
= −d( ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A))+ ? (4)EI ∧ (4)KIJJJ(A). (6.81)


















 (4)EI ∧ (4)EJ ∧ ((4)ω˜)RIJ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by 2nd Cartan structure equation
−1
3
dV TµSµ − qµ ∧ qµ
−d( ? (4)EI ∧ JI(A))+ ? (4)EI ∧ (4)KIJJJ(A)]































SI ∧ ? (4)EI
)











The equation (6.82) can be showed to be related to the so-called 4d Nieh-Yan invariant term [68],
[71]. In fact, the integration of Nieh-Yan exact 4-form over a compact manifold has a discreet
spectrum, just similar to the famous Euler and Pontryagin classes [28], [21],[11]. Thus, we conclude
that the additional term in Einstein-Cartan action (β term) together with non-minimal coupling ex-
tension do produce the required divergence term and hence the classical dynamics can be preserved.
For consistency check, we would like to consider the “self /anti-self dual limit” of the total action
Stotal. Eventually, this consideration should lead us to the Ashtekar-Romano-Tate formalism that
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have been discussed previously. Recall that the action, after setting β = 1α = i and make used of

















1− γ5) ((4)ω)Dψ − ((4)ω)DψγI(1 + γ5)ψ] . (6.83)
Since we are looking for self-duality solutions, it is natural to consider the Ashtekar self-dual












((4)ω)R KLµν . (6.84)











((4)ω)Dψ − ((4)ω)Dψ PR γI ψ
]
. (6.85)
where we have denote the left and right (chiral) spinors projectors as PL := 12
(






. In order to rewrite the above equation into components form, consider

























































A′ ((4)ω)DµξA − ((4)ω)DµηAηA′
]
, (6.88)




7.1 Holst’s Action with Fermionic coupling
Previously, we considered the Holst action SHolst as the generalization of the Jacobson-Smolin-
Samuel action SJSS for the free field gravity, upon variational principle it reproduced the equation of
motion of Ashtekar-Barbero Hamiltonian theory. At the same time, we also showed the equivalence
of Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble-Dirac theory with the self-dual Einstein-Dirac theory1.
Beside that, we also performed a 3+1 decomposition on the Holst action. In this section, fol-
lowing the papers by M. Bojowald and Rupam Das [74] we would like to generalize this step to
include the fermionic matter. Although the non-minimal coupling of fermions to the gravitational
connection is a necessary generalization [72], [73] from the view of Einstein-Cartan like theory as
the effective classical dynamics2, but we will choose to work on the minimal coupling of fermions to
Ashtekar-Barbero connection as a simplified case here. Without much of modification, we believe
that the STotal = SHolst + SNon-minimalFermion should be all right to be promoted to a hamiltonian theory
as well.





























−βnItµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (






















q (3)Eai and the new
1Recall that Einstein-Dirac action is exactly similar to the Ashtekar-Romano-Tate action SART
2Recall that we need the nonzero α term associated with Fermionic Lagrangian in order to reconstruct the so called
Nieh-Yan invariant. We believe that, this is necessary to give a well-behaved classical dynamics which is independent
of ambiguous Immirzi-Barbero parameter
213
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variables









(3)ω˜ klb . (7.1)
Each of the individual term in the Lagrangian is given by:
−βnI tµ (3)P˜ νJ P IJKL (
(4)ω˜)F KLµν



































































































+(1 + β2) (Holst,+)Ai[a (Holst,−)Ajb]
]
.
It is worth to re-emphasize that only (Holst,+)Ajb involves in “time derivative” and dynamical, thus
has non-zero canonical momentum. Second combination (Holst,−)Ajb is non-dynamical and plays
the role of Lagrange multiplier in the theory. Modulo re-scaling, the canonical pair we used to




(−β (Holst,+)Aia, 1βκ√q (3)Eai ). (7.2)
Now, let us consider to perform 3+1 decomposition on the minimal coupling fermionic term. This
is a generalization of the previous section on Ashtekar-Romano-Tate approach since in their setting
we have make used of the self-dual sl(2, C) Ashtekar connection whereby we only need to take note
on either self (or anti self)-dual portion. It is exactly due to the self-duality property, the coupling
to fermion may be extended without the introduction of the torsion contribution (see chapter 9 of
[16]). Here, since we are working with general Ashtekar-Barbero connection, officially the torsional
contribution will play a major role in determine the equation of motion. Recall that the minimally
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I ((4)ω)DµΨ− ((4)ω)DµΨγI (4)EµIΨ
]
| substitute (det (4)EIµ) = N
√










































tµ −Nµ)nI)Ψ] . (7.3)
Firstly, let us expand the Dirac spinor in above fermionic action (we assume the to work in Weyl
representation). To keep the formalism as closer to the literature in relativity, we choose the
flat-metric as η = (−,+,+,+), or implies that we need to choose the Dirac matrices to obey
(γ0)2 = −I4×4; {γi, γj}+ = 0. Interested reader can read appendix of [74] for further discussion.
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and through a direct computation we have,
NΨγI (3)E˜µI
((4)ω)DµΨ = βκNΨ†γ0γi (3)P˜ ai (
(3)ω)DaΨ



























































| use the property of su(2) Pauli matrices, σiσj = δij12×2 + i² kij σk
= βκN (3)P˜ ai


























(−σiδmn − iσi²mnlσl)ψ + η†(σiδmn + iσi²mnlσl)η)}
= βκN (3)P˜ ai



























= βκN (3)P˜ ai
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= βκN (3)P˜ ai
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{(−ψ†σi∂ψ + η†σi∂η)− (−(∂ψ†)σiψ + (∂η†)σiη)






















































































We can further substitute in the component of spin connection in term of variable of gauge phase
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with the fermionic canonical pair as
(







η, p˜η := δLFermionδη˙ = − i2 η˜†
)
.
Furthermore, even with the inclusion of matter (fermionic), we see that the lapse function N , 3d
shift vectors Na, (3)ω i0t ,
(3)ω ijt and
(Holst,−)Aia are all still non-dynamical variables as in free field
case. Thus, they all still play the role as the Lagrange multiplier in the theory and variation of
total action w.r.t. them will give the constraints. Of course, the existence of matter do modify all
the constrains now. For instance, with the variation of SHolst w.r.t. N and Na we will gain both









= β (3)P˜ bj
{
2∂[a






























































































Next, let us consider the variation of STotal w.r.t. other non-dynamical fields for the general case
whereby Immirzi-Barbero parameter β takes any arbitrary values. Since SFermion is independent of





































q ²kmnJk(A) = 0. (7.11)
Finally, we calculate the variation of non-dynamical connection (Holst,−)Aia term. Recall that for
3Noted that we have make used of (Holst,β)Aia = −β (Holst, +)Aia.
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(Holst, +)Aka + (Holst,−)Aka
]
.
For the the fermionic sector, the variation of SFermion w.r.t. connection (Holst,−)Aia can be computed


















whereby in the last step we make used of the definition of chiral axial current
JI(A) := Ψγ












= ψ†ψ − η†η (7.13)

































































q Jl(A) = 0. (7.14)










q ²kmnJk(A) = 0
multiply ²mnl on both side and contract the indices appropriately.





insert these solution back to (7.10) we yield,










| divide −β and substitute in (??).
⇒
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∴ ²ijk (3)P˜ bj
[
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On the other hand, we are allow to solve (7.11) in terms of dynamical connection (Holst, +)Aia and

































































and reinsert into (7.10) we get,





































































q J j(A) . (7.18)
Hence, adding up both (7.15) and (7.18), finally we have
∂b
(3)P˜ bm + β²mji
(3)P˜ bj (Holst, +)Aib +
(
∂b



















As similar to source free case, shortly we will see that both (7.16) and (7.19) are referring to the
same type of constraints (Gauss’s Law constraint). Suppose we define




(Holst,+)Aia + (Holst,−)Aia := −2Kia, (7.20)













(Holst, +)Aia − (Holst,−)Aia
)
= −² kli (3)Γia, (7.21)
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and their inverse are





(3)ω jka . (7.22)
With all these and since it is a well-known fact that the difference between two connections is an
object transforms as a spatial tensor, thus we are motivated to define the Ashtekar-Barbero-Holst
connection as







= −β (Holst,+)Aia. (7.23)

























2∂b (3)P˜ bm − β² mij (3)P˜ bj
(






















Hence, both of these constraint equations are referring to the Gauss Law constraints, which perfectly
coincides with our case in Barbero Hamiltonian formulation when we setting the fermionic current
Jm(V ) = 0. More importantly, we observe that the commutator of K
i
a with the densitized triad
(3)P˜ bj
is non-vanishing. At the same time, the covariant derivative of densitized triad by (3)Γ˜ia is also non-
zero. Due to this reason, when there is the presence of fermion d.o.f as coupled to the gravity, both
Kia and
(3)Γ˜ia would no longer be identified with the extrinsic curvature and the spin connection.
This fact is directly related to the case that with the presence of fermion, antisymmetric part of
Kab := (3)EbiKia cannot vanish as contrast to the source-free situation. Explicitly, the commutator
of Kib with





































⇒ ∴ K[ba] ∝ Jk(A) 6= 0. (7.26)
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Next, one can further manipulate the constraint imposed by (7.14), (See appendix of [74] for details),
it is nothing more than just the expansion of torsional spin connection in term of the so(3)C-valued
torsion-free spin connection together with tetradic projection of the contortion tensor (mainly









































































































































As a result, the non-dynamical variable (Holst,−)Aia can be expressed as






























Recall that from (7.14), we have the constraint in our Holst-Barbero case with minimal axial

































































q Jl(A) = 0
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In order to check the property of the constraint that satisfied by (Holst,−)Aia, we need to compute






































Thus, with this non-vanishing Poisson bracket, we are convinced that equation (7.14) served as
the second class constraint in the Dirac formalism. Hence, we should substitute back the non-
dynamical variables (Holst,−)Aia into all the Gauss Law, vector and scalar constraints (all are first
class constraints).
Constraint analysis for theory of gravity coupled with fermions:



































− (4)ω jkt (Hol, +)Akb
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(4)ω mnt − (4)ω l0t
)
(Hol, +)Abj (3)P˜ bk
































(3)P˜ bj ; (7.32)
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(3)P˜ bj = 0 ; (7.33)
since the action of (
(3)Γ˜)Db is compatible with the triads. Thus, the Gauss Law constraint as


























as the good canonical variables and canonical conjugate momentum in the gravity-fermion phase
space. Meanwhile, since the time derivative of Λi (or (4)ω˜ jkt ) does not come into the picture, they
will served as the Lagrange multiplier in the action. Next, we study the contribution of fermionic








































2(1 + β2) ² jkl
(3)C lb











































Hence we obtain the total Gauss’s Law constraint. Interestingly, there is a modification due to the
fermionic current in the internal so(3) rotational degree of freedom.
Next, we consider the vector constraints (and hence 3d diffeomorphism constraints). After recall
that (3)ω i0a = −Kia, (3)ω kla = −² kli (3)Γia and (Holst)Aia = (3)Γia + βKia, by direct computation we




























































dx3dt βNa (3)P˜ bj











dx3dt βNa (3)P˜ bj





−² jkl ²kli∂[a (3)Γib] + ²jkl (3)Kk[a (3)K lb] + ² jk l ²k mi ² lnm (3)Γi[a (3)Γnb]
)]




dx3dt βNa (3)P˜ bj










































dx3dt Na (3)P˜ bj
[
2
(Holst,3)AD[a (Holst,3)Ajb] − 2²jkl (Holst,3)Ak[a (3)Γlb]
+ ²jkl
(3)Γk[a





dx3dt Na (3)P˜ bj
[
2

















(Holst,3)Ajb] + ²jkl (Holst,3)Ak[a (Holst,3)Alb]
)





dx3dt Na (3)P˜ bj
[
2∂[a





dx3dt Na (3)P˜ bj
[
(Holst,3)F jab − (β2 + 1) ²jkl (3)Kk[a (3)K lb]
]
. (7.37)
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Also, if we substitute (3)Γka in the second step in equation (7.38), we can reexpress the covariant



























































Thus, we can write the total 3-d diffeomorphism constraints (both with gravitational and fermionic
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contribution) as three different ways, namely







































































































On the other hand, we can single out the vector constraints and hence rewrite the 3-d diffeo-
morphism constraints as the combination of the vectors constraints and Gauss Law constraints4.
Explicitly,



















































































































(Bar,3)Daψ + η† (Bar,3)Daη − c.c
]− (β2 + 1)
β
(3)KiaG˜i. (7.42)
4Recall that as mentioned in the previous section, only this combination (both vector constraints and Gauss Law
constraints together) will generate the correct diffeomorphism on the connection phase space
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Finally, we consider the scalar constraint. On the gravitational sector, the piece of action functional
























































dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj



















dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj










(3)Kjb] − (3)Γj[a (3)Kib]
)]






dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj
[
−2²ijk∂[a (3)Akb] + 2β ²ijk∂[a (3)Kkb]
−2
(
(3)Ai[a − β (3)Ki[a
)(





















dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj
[
2²ijk∂[a
(3)Akb] − 2β ²ijk∂[a (3)Kkb] + 2 (3)Ai[a (3)Ajb]





















































At a quick glance, we can further express the second term in term of covariant derivative in which





dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj ²ijk (Bar,3)D[a (3)Kkb]
= β(β2 + 1)κ
∫
Σ×R















= β(β2 + 1)κ
∫
Σ×R
dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj ²ijk
[
(3)ΓD[a






= 2β2(β2 + 1)κ
∫
Σ×R




dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj ²ijk (3)ΓD[a (3)Kkb]. (7.44)











dx3dt N˜ (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj
[
²ijk





dx3dt N˜ ²ijk (3)P˜ ai (3)P˜ bj (3)ΓD[a (3)Kkb], (7.45)
and thus the gravitational scalar constraint can be defined as























































As similar to 3-d diffeomorphism constraint, we can relate the gravitational scalar constraint to the
Gauss Law constraints. In order to do that, we should realize that last two terms in (7.46) can be










| since (3)Γ˜D is compatible with all densitized triads field (3)P˜ ai
= −κ(β2 + 1) (3)Γ˜Da
(





















































































































































































































(Bar,3)AFkab − 2(β2 + 1) (3)Ki[a (3)Kjb]
]
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Next, we consider the matter scalar constraint in which in our case, the nontrivial contribution














ψ†σi∂aψ − η†σi∂aη − c.c







































(3)Γ˜Daψ − η†σi (3)Γ˜Daη − c.c
)




; and τl = − i2 σl





)− η†σi(∂aη + (3)Γ˜laτlη)
−(∂aψ† + (3)Γ˜la(τl)†ψ†)σiψ + (∂aη† + (3)Γ˜la(τl)†η†)σiη}
= i (3)P˜ ai
[(




































(3)ΓDaψ − η†σi (3)ΓDaη − c.c








(Bar, 3)ADaψ − η†σi (Bar, 3)Daη − c.c
)− β (3)Kia (3)P˜ aiJ0(A)
−²imn(3)P˜ ai (3)K ma Jn(A)
}
. (7.52)
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With all these, we are possible to determine the fermionic scalar constraint as,






























































































































As a result, the total scalar constraint for the gravity-fermions system is given by:










(Bar,3)AFkab − 2(β2 + 1) (3)Ki[a (3)Kjb]
]






















































































































































G˜l J l(A). (7.54)
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As a conclusion, we manage to obtain all the constraints of gravity-fermion system. At a first
glance, all the constraints look like the vacuum case, with suitable additional fermionic current
term. But, the real fact is much subtle than the simple generalization, since now the connections
are in general carry the torsional contribution due to the modification of the underlying space-
time structure. For instance, the curvature
(Bar,3)AF iab hides torsion in it since Ashtekar-Barbero
connection is not torsion-less in general. These motivate us to consider to perform a splitting on
(Bar, 3)Aia into a torsion-free components
(Bar, 3)A˜ia =
(3)Γ˜ia + β
(3)K˜ia and a pure torsion contribu-
tion (Bar, 3)Aia =
(3)Cia + β
(3)kia. We will perform this task in the next section.
Torsional extrinsic curvature contributed by Fermionic current:
One can consider the equation of motion given by,
Lt (3)P˜ ai =
{






where H is the total Hamiltonian of gravity + (minimal)-fermions coupled system, generically given
by,
H = ((4)ω · t)G˜i +Na D˜a +N · S˜Total. (7.56)
We have
(
(4)ω · t) := 12²ijk (4)ω jkt and G˜i, D˜a and S˜Total are total Gauss Law’s constraints (gravity
and fermions), total diffeomorphism constraints and total Scalar constraint given individually by
(7.36), (7.42) and (7.54). This is a very tedious derivation to obtain the explicit form of the above
EOM in term of the dynamical fields. We apologies for the lack of full working because the author
is unable to work it out fully. We quote the result from [74]. It is given by,
Lt (3)P˜ ai = −
(
(4)ωj · t) ² kji (3)P˜ ak + (3)P˜ ai ∂b N b +N b∂b (3)P˜ ai − (3)P˜ bi ∂b Na −N b²jik (3)P˜ aj (3)Akb



















By imposing the Gauss’s Law constraints, i.e. G˜i ≈ 0 on constraint surface, the term involving
G˜i ≈ 0 vanishes. After that, we multiply both side with (3)Ela, we obtain,









b +N b (3)Ela∂b
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By considering to reexpress the 3rd term as
N b (3)Ela∂b








































)− (3)P˜ ai N b∂b (3)Ela
= N bδli
(3)P˜ ck∂b
(3)Ekc −N b (3)P˜ ai ∂b (3)Ela (7.59)










































= βκ (3)P˜ ak ∂c
(3)Eka . (7.60)
Thus, (7.58) can be written as











(3)Ekc −N b (3)P˜ ai ∂b (3)Ela































Next, we consider to taking the trace of previous equation (7.61). After setting index l = i, trivially
we have,






b + 3N b (3)P˜ ck∂b
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At the same time, we are allow to take the symmetrize combination (in term of l and i) of (7.61),
(3)ElaLt (3)P˜ ai + (3)EiaLt (3)P˜ al
= −((4)ωj · t)√q
βκ
(



















































































b from (7.62) into 2nd term
= δli
[






















































































































We see that the last term is dependant on the Ashtekar-Barbero connection, thus we can further
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Finally, by adding both (7.66) and (7.67) we obtain the explicit form of the torsional contribution
to the extrinsic curvature as




































As a result, we manage to obtain the expression of torsional contribution of extrinsic curvature
in term of the fermionic current. Together with the torsional spin connection (3)Cia that we com-
puted in the previous discussion, we finally conclude that we can now split the Ashketar-Barbero
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Torsional and Torsion-less Constraints:
In this section, we would like to reconsider all the canonical constraints again and further
reexpress them in terms of implicitly torsion dependant variables and explicit expression of torsion
occur. The motivation to perform this exercise is some authors believe that it turns out to be
helpful when we promote ourself to study the canonical quantization of gravity-fermion system
eventually [74]. Let us start from the Gauss’s law constraint, recall that previously we have the
Lagrange multiplier associated with Gauss’s Law constraints as Λi := 12 ²
i
jk







































































expand via (Bar,3)Aia =
(3)Γ˜ia + β
(3)Kia +
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whereby we make used of following in the lase line,
²ijk
(3)Kjb












































(2δin) = 0. (7.71)
Hence, from (7.70) we deduced that the new Lagrange multiplier which associated with Gauss’s Law
constraints is no longer Λi but change to (4)ω jkt . One can obtain the new Gauss’s Law constraints
















| use the expansion of (Bar,3)Aja = (Bar,3)A˜ja + (Bar,3)Aja
= (






(Bar,3)A˜)Da (3)P˜ ai (7.72)































As a result, we realize that the “torsional” Gauss Law constraint is exactly similar to the torsion-
less case. This make sense since even in the present of torsion, the fundamental gauge invariance of
the theory under internal SO(3)C should not be altered. We predict that this may not be similar if
one considers the non-minimal coupling of fermions to gravity. Besides than appearance of torsion,
now one need to worry about the parity violation5.
Next, we continue to consider the diffeomorphism constraints. By keeping quantization proce-
dure in mind, we perform the torsional splitting in the diffeomorphism constraints. Recall that
























and the Ashtekar-Barbero (or Holst) curvature can be reexpressed as



















































5This is the author believe. Of course the checking is still on-going.
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By direct computation, after proper substitution we have,



























































































































































































































































































































q (3)K˜ia Ji(A). (7.79)
After substitute all these expressions into (7.74), we find that the diffeomorphism constraints
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are given by,






















































































































































































we finally obtain the simplified diffeomorphism as




























































in which in the last step, we have used the following arguments. Since, the torsional extrinsic















⇒ β((3)K˜ lb (3)P˜ bm − (3)K˜mb (3)P˜ bl) = 12(²ilmG˜i − ²imlG˜i)




also β (3)K˜ lb










²ilm (3)Eam G˜i; (7.83)





















































Hence, we have successfully obtained the “torsional decomposition” of the diffeomorphism con-
straints for gravity-fermion system. In the case when the absence of fermionic matter (i.e. J i(A) = 0),
we can confidentially reproduce the source-free case by setting the current to be zero, namely















Subsequently, let us discuss on the scalar constraint. Recall that the scalar constraint for
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gravity-fermion system (after substitute
































(3)Γ˜Daψ − η†σi (3)Γ˜Daη − c.c



































































(3)Γ˜Daψ − η†σi (3)Γ˜Daη − c.c



































where we have combined the terms involve current into the commutator between extrinsic curvature

































































Now, we need to further manipulate all the terms in (7.86). By direct brute force computation, we
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)− ∂a((3)Ejb J i(A))]



















































−2 (3)P˜ ai J i(A)
√
q (3)Ebj∂a


































































































































2 + 1) (3)ki[a
(3)kjb]. (7.90)
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We see that the last 2 terms in the previous equation can be rewritten in combination of torsion-less
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Finally, we can substitute all the useful relations into scalar constraint (7.86). The desired scalar




















































(3)Γ˜Daψ − η†σi (3)Γ˜Daη − c.c


















































































= S˜Gravity + S˜Fermions + S˜interaction + κ2 G˜i J
i







where we have identified S˜Gravity as the torsion-free gravitation scalar constraint, S˜Fermions as the
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As a consistency check, we realize that the obtained scalar constraint reduce to the vacuum case
(which is exactly similar to S˜Holst in free-field case) by setting both the fermionic current and charge
density to zero. Also the interaction term S˜interaction is completely agrees with the interaction term
as obtain by Perez-Rovelli in their model [66]. Hence, we conclude our detail decomposition of
all canonical constraints into it’s torsional, and torsion-freeness component. It is believed to be a
crucial step towards an ambiguities free quantization procedure for gravity with fermions [74] and
[75].
Chapter 8
Loop Representation: Towards Spin
Network
8.1 Classical Dynamics of Gravity
8.1.1 Loop Variables and small T’s -algebra Representation (classical theory)
In this section, we start to discuss the loop representation approach to quantum gravity problems.
Firstly, we cite the main references in this section: (Jacobson and Smolin) important paper on
Wilson loop to solve Ashtekar scalar constraint [77]; (Rovelli and Smolin) on loop representation
[78]; (Gambini, Pullin) unique book on loop representation and knot theory1 [17], Ashtekar’s crucial
book on canonical quantum gravity [16].
Historically, the loop representation is studied by researchers who are working in Yang Mills
lattice gauge theory or some aspect in Quantum Chromodynamics [79], [32]. This technique partic-
ularly catch researchers interest in the study of quantum gravity because of Jacobson and Smolin’s
famous discovery. They realized Wilson loop functions of the Ashtekar self-dual connection (here
we denote it as T (0)[γ] as named by Jacobson, Smolin) automatically solves the scalar constraint

















⇒ ̂˜SAshtekar = √q2 ²ijk (Ash,3)F˜kab δδ(Ash,3)Aia δδ(Ash,3)Ajb
which faithfully gives, ̂˜SAshtekarT (0)[γ] = 0. (8.1)
We postpone the calculation of vanishing quantum scalar constraint while acting on Wilson loop
functional to the next section. We will cover the classical theory first. Here we will follow Ashtekar’s
book and present the loop variables in classical theory then the quantum theory of gravity in next
section. The new representation is defined by the Wilson loop functions (regarded as the small T’s
algebra in literature). Rovelli and Smolin’s original paper will supplement the calculation steps and
Gambini’s book will provide the most modern approach to the loop representation via introducing
of group of loops [17]. We believe that it is better in the understanding to discuss briefly on the
loop presentation before embark ourselves to the so called Spin Network formulation.
1They also include the new loop representation technique and defined the so called group of loops.
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The motivation to use Wilson loop functionals to coordinatize the self-dual GR phase space is
strong and natural in some sense because the Wilson loops are gauge invariant objects and thus the
gravitational Gauss constraint is automatically solved (classically). We follow Ashtekar approach
to treat the connection as self-dual valued in SL(2.C). This algebra is isomorphic to the so(3)C
or su(2)C Lie algebra. In the modern literature (after Barbero famous real connection treatment
of the Hamiltonian constraint), for convenience purpose other authors have tendencies to treat the
connection as valued in su(2) even through some researches stressed that the proper gauge group
should be so(3)C. For examples, please read, Kodama [52] pg 78, Rovelli & Smolin [78] pg 95 and
Gambini’s book [17] pg 192 section 8.3.
For this section on the classical theory of G.R using loops representation, the organization is
as follows; we will introduce Wilson loops and their properties (most importantly, the Mandel-
stam identities) and then work out the graded Poisson algebra of the noncanonical variables2. The
observables in this algebra are nonlocal and involve parallel transport around loops in a three-
manifold Σ. Loop representation is always interesting by itself as a tool to quantized theory via
deformation of algebra which obeyed by the noncanonical variables. In this thesis, we present it as
the preliminary for the modern Spin Network formulation. Let’s us begin by defining Wilsonian
loop variables and list down all the properties of loop variables.
Loop variables and their properties:
First, consider continuous, piecewise smooth, nondengerate mappings (of a closed curve) γ :
S1 → Σ from a circle to the spatial 3-manifold Σ. The following notation holds: γ denotes
the equivalent class of curve under all orientation preserving differentiable reparametrizations, sn
denotes the parameter of the curve and xn = γ(sn) denotes the point on the 3-manifold mapped
by γ with parameter sn. γ
xj
xi denotes the open curve on Σ with starting point xi and ending point
at xj in which xi 6= xj in general.
Since we are mapping closed loops from a circle, straightforward the parameters sn are modulo
2pi. We can also define the inverse of the curve by inverting the starting and end point. In other
words, if the curve is γxjxi , the inverse curve is defined as (γ−1)
xj
xi = γxixj . For close curve, the
orientation of the inverse closed loop will be changed. Finally, for the seek of convenience we
will denote a closed curve simply as γ and the it’s holomony as U(γ). U(γ) is a matrix which
is an element of SL(2,C) (since we choose the Ashtekar connection valued in self-dual sl(2,C)
Lie-algebra). Explicitly, it is given by
U(γ) := Pe
∮









where (Ash,3)Aa = (Ash,3)Aia τ
A
i B with τ
A
i B being the 2×2 Pauli matrices. Indices (A,B) refer to
SL(2,C) and symbol “P” reminds reader on the path ordered nature of the holonomy.
The configuration functional on the extended phase space of G.R. (so called Ashtekar phase
space) is defined to be the trace of the holonomy, namely
T (0)[γ] := TrU(γ) = Tr P← e
∮














2It was Isham vision to use noncanonical variables rather than standard canonical type for the quantization of
gravity
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Besides than T (0), we still need to further define how to construct the so called multiloop. We
denote two loops that intersect at the point x as γ1 ◦x γ2. The subscript is definitely a necessary
as two loops may intersect in more than one point. Parameterization of two intersecting loops can
be nicely define as following.
Suppose sˆ and tˆ is the values of the parameters of γ1 and γ2 at the intersection point x.
then writing γ1(s + sˆ) and γ2(t + tˆ) simple means parameterizing them to start and end at the
intersection. This is because s and t are modulo 2pi (recall that we are interested to map S1 into






γ1(2u+ sˆ) , 0 < u < pi
γ2(2u+ tˆ) , pi < u < 2pi
(8.4)
where the first line trivially indicates that, for parameter u between 0 to pi, it parameterizes γ1
from the intersection point to the intersection point. The second line means that parameter u with
values between pi and 2pi, parameterizes γ2 from the intersection point to the intersection point. In
general, with the same scheme, we can define the interaction between all the multiple loop. For a
graphical representation, please see Gambini’s Book [17] or Ashtekar Book [16].
The success of the loop representation in study gauge theory is mainly due to the fundamental
properties which satisfied by the loop variable we introduced previously. Thus, we will now discuss
the two fundamental properties of T (0); namely the Mandelstam identities and the reconstruction
property. Both of them together will imply that Wilson loops constitute an “overcomplete” basis
of solutions of the Gauss constraint. As we will see soon, exactly due to this overcompleteness rela-
tion3, historically we are forced to give up the loop representation of G.R and reconstruct the more
modern way of quantizing spacetime. This serves as the motivation for us to introduce Spin Net-
work basis in the next section. We will only discuss the Mandelstam identities of SL(2,C). Readers
who want to find out more about Mandelstam identities of other groups (i.e.SU(n), GL(n)) can
read Gambini’s book [17], R. Loll’s & Bru¨gmann paper [82].
We list down the SL(2,C) Mandelstam identities (Loll, Ashtekar and Gambini), they are
(a) T (0)[ι] = 2,where ι is a loop by limiting it to a point (i.e. infinitesimal loop)
(b) T (0)[γ ◦ η ◦ η−1] = T (0)[γ]
(c) T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] = T (0)[γ2 ◦ γ1]
(d) T (0)[γ] = T (0)[γ−1]
(e) T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ] = T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2] “Spinor Identity”
(f) T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2] = T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ2η−1] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ−12 ◦ η−1] “eyeglass loops”
(g) T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] = T (0)[γ1 ◦ η]T (0)[γ2 ◦ η−1]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ−12 ◦ η]. (8.5)
The symbol “◦” represents composition of 2 loops with a particular base point, x = γ(s). We already
defined how to parameterize the multiple loop properly previously. Spinor identity [identity (e)] is
one of the most fundamental and displays the nature of the group involved, in this case, SL(2,C).
The same identity goes for SU(2) also due to the fact that these two groups are homomorphic
to each other. In a similar way, we also have the Mandelstam identities for the corresponding
non-canonical momentum variable T (1)a[γ] (we will define later on) but these will not be needed in
our discussion and we will not mentioned further here.
Now we will prove the identities above.
3Also, we were facing with difficulty to realize the reality condition in loop language since Ashtekar variable is
complex generalization of the Hilbert-Palatini theory.
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Proof (a):
ι denotes the loop that is shrunk to a point (to the base point). Hence using the initial condition
of the holonomy U(ι) = ISL(2,C),
⇒ T (0)[ι] = TrU(ι) = 2 (8.6)
for the case of SL(2,C) in the fundamental 2×2 matrix representation.
Proof (b):
See Gambini’s book page 5 [17] and Ashtekar [16] page 243 for graphic representation.
Proof (c):
T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] = Tr[U(γ1 ◦ γ2)]
| consult Nakahara pg 384 [21] for the “homomorphism” of Holonomy.
= Tr[U(γ1)U(γ2)]
| Use cyclicity of trace
= Tr[U(γ2)U(γ1)]
= T (0)[γ2 ◦ γ1]. (8.7)
Proof (d):
We can simply obtain the “inverse loop” γ−1 by reverting the orientation of the curve. Thus, we
surmise that











| Recall inverse of 2 × 2 matrix and here determinant = 1.
= TrU = T (0)[γ]. (8.8)
Proof (e):
It is a well-known fact that for SL(2,C) algebra in its 2-dimensional (complex) representation, a























U(γ3) A1A3 − U(γ1) A1A1 U(γ2) A3A2 U(γ3) A2A3
−U(γ1) A2A1 U(γ2) A1A2 U(γ3) A3A3 − U(γ1) A3A1 U(γ2) A2A2 U(γ3) A1A3
= T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2]T (0)[γ3] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ3 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2 ◦ γ3]
−T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2 ◦ γ3]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2]T (0)[γ3]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ3]T (0)[γ2]. (8.10)
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Let us substitute γ3 = γ−12 and make used of identity (a) and (d),
0 = T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2]T (0)[γ−12 ] + T
(0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2 ◦ γ−12 ]
−T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2 ◦ γ−12 ]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2]T (0)[γ−12 ]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ]T (0)[γ2]
= T (0)[γ1](T (0)[γ2])2 + T (0)[γ1 ◦ ι] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ ι]
−T (0)[γ1]T (0)[ι]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2]T (0)[γ2]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ]T (0)[γ2]
| use identity (a), T (0)[ι] = 2 to cancel the terms involved T (0)[γ1].
∴ T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2] = T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2]− T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ]. (8.11)
The pictorial representation is given in Ashtekar book [16] pg 242.
Proof (f):
T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2] = T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ η−1]T (0)[γ2]
| Apply cyclicity of traces.
= T (0)[η−1 ◦ γ1 ◦ η]T (0)[γ2]
| Use identity (e)
= T (0)[η−1 ◦ γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ2] + T (0)[η−1 ◦ γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ−12 ]
| using cyclicity of traces again.
= T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ2η−1] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ−12 ◦ η−1]. (8.12)
For a picture of the loops, see [78] or pg 243 of [16].
Proof (g):
T (0)[γ1 ◦ η]T (0)[γ2 ◦ η−1] = T (0)[γ1 ◦ η]T (0)[η−1 ◦ γ2]
| Use identity (e)
= T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ η−1 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ (η−1 ◦ γ2)−1]
= T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ η ◦ γ−12 ◦ η]. (8.13)
The pictorial representation is given in [78].
Now we will explain which of these Mandelstam identities constitutes a complete set for the
group SL(2,C). First, to accomodate identity (b), also called the retracing identity, we simply
eliminate loops with a tail from the formalism. Rovelli and Smolin [78] said that all possible
relations obtained by interplaying (b) and (e) can be reduced to (f) and (g), thus (f) and (g)
are also included in the list of SL(2,C) Mandelstam identities. Ashtekar [16] expressed the same
thing as saying (b) and (e) completely characterise T (0). Furthermore, he argued that all algebraic
relations between T (0) are exhausted (pg 243 [16]).
Now we briefly discuss the reconstruction property. This is an extremely important theorem
in order to have the loop representation make sense. It means that, to what extent does a pre-
described function of loops, satisfying the Mandelstam identities, one can write it purely in terms
of Wilson loop? In order words, given such a functional, can we reconstruct the holonomy? This
is important because it implies that all loops satisfying the Mandelstam identities contains the full
gauge invariant information of the connection used (in our case, SL(2,C) Ashtekar connection).
Suppose that hold, the Wilson loops will acquire a status of fundamental in themselves and we
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should be able to formulate a quantum representation purely in terms of loops. Such a theorem
was proved by Giles for the case of U(N), Loll, Ashtekar and Lewandowski consider the case of
SU(2). It is beyond the ability of the author to show the mathematical proof here. We would like
to direct the interested readers to consult Gambini’s book [17] and especially “Knots and Quantum
Gravity” for references and proof4.
Now, given the symplectic structure in Ashtekar phase space, it is natural to introduce the non-
canonical conjugate momentum variable of the Wilson loop 5, namely T (1) and then calculate the
Poisson algebra between T (0) and T (1). The generated algebra is well-known as the small T algebra
in the literature. The small T algebra is seen to close but we still require higher momentum variables
because the densitized scalar constraint (in which govern the dynamics) requires T (2) variables, so
the full T algebra is needed in the loop representation. However this is somewhat out of line with
the general discussion, so we will not discuss the full T algebra. Interested readers may read from
literature [78], [16].
The conjugate momentum T (1) is defined by “sandwiching” the triads field in the closed loop,
explicitly as






in which we literally break the loop at point xi and insert the triad field there. The motivation
is that, we need to introduce (3)E˜a i (as recipe from Ashtekar’s formulation) and yet make T
(1)
explicitly gauge invariant. As expected, (3)E˜a introduced above is valued in fundamental represen-
tation of sl(2,C) Lie-algebra, (3)E˜a := (3)E˜ai τ iAB where τ iAB are the 2×2 Pauli matrices. Thus
each term in the trace is a 2×2 matrix valued in sl(2,C). Recall on the transformation property of
both triads field and holonomy, (See [100], [107] and [19]), they transform homogenously 6 under
local sl(2,C) gauge transformation as generated by the Gauss’s Law constraint. Under a gauge


















= T (1)a[γ](xi). (8.15)
As a result T (1)a[γ](xi) is linear in momentum (as needed in order to claim that T (1)a[γ](xi)
serve as “momentum variable” in loop space representation) and gauge invariant as required. We
note that T (0) is re-parameterization invariant and thus is orientation invariant while T (1) is re-
parameterization covariant and thus changes sign upon reversal of orientation.
4John C. Baez Knots and Quantum Gravity (Oxford Lecture Series in Mathematics and Its Applications, No 1)
(Oxford University Press 1994)
5This is a non-canonical variables pair as we are going to observe, both T (0) and T (1) have the same feature as
the type of x and xp. In order words, we are considering the bold suggestion by Chris Isham to use non-canonical
variable to quantize gravitational degree of freedom rather than the variables using in standard geometro-dynamics
(ADM) or connection-dynamics approach.
6i.e. (3)E˜ai →(3) E˜′
a
i = G
−1 (3)E˜ai G, where G ∈ sl(2,C).
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Next, we give the pictorial notation for the loop variables we are going to use. We associate the
T variables with the following diagrams:
(Orientation is arbitrary, but once orientation is assigned, it has to be maintained. Also, it is
independent of the base-point.)
(Orientation must be assigned as it is a re-parameterization covariant expression. Also, we need
to specify the base-point where triad field is inserted.)
Small T’s algebra (graded, non-canonical variables):
Now we shall calculate the classical Poisson algebra between the non-canonical variables T (0)
and T (1). There are in total 3 brackets to calculate. The first one is very obvious,{




since T (0) only consists of (3,ash)Aia variables and they do vanish due to the symplectic structure,
i.e. {(Ash,3)Aia, (Ash,3)Ajb}P.B. = 0.
Before performing the rest of Poisson algebra, we need to show the most important identity,
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where we have done the functional derivative naively7. τi is a 2 × 2 matrix, hence sandwiched
between the U ’s. The functional derivative requires δ(3)(γ(s), x), which in a rigorous approach
should be consider as distributions. Although it is naively determined, however it turns out that
the above expression is actually correct8. The capital indices are the sl(2,C) indices. Since s is a













where γn is the non-degenerate mapping, xi = γn(s1) is the starting point and
xj = γn(s2) is the ending point of the curve (for closed loop, γn(s1) = γn(s2)). Recall that to work
out the remaining 2 brackets between the small T’s algebra, we need to use loops that result from
the breaking and joining of two loops that intersect at a point. With the result from (8.24), now
we can evaluate,{


























































































The integral is non-zero only when γ2(s) = x1.























































































− [Uγ1 ( x2x1)] GA [Uγ2 ( γ2(2pi)γ2(s) )] EG [Uγ2 ( γ2(s)γ2(0))] DE [Uγ1 ( x1x2)] AD
}
, (8.18)
whereby for better illustration purpose, we have arranged the first term into a continuous path and
the matrices matched into a trace9.
Hence by the definition of breaking and rejoining curves, the first term can be written as
T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ2]. Here, the intersection of point x1 and both γ1, γ2 is explicitly assumed. For the
2nd term, due to the identity that satisfied by the sl(2,C) holonomy, i.e. [Uγ ]AB = −[Uγ−1 ]BA10,
we are possible to rewrite γ2 as γ−12 in order to achieve a continuous path, explicitly the Poisson
7Naive in the sense that, we treat the differentiation with respect to path order exponentiate in the similar way as





τi. This is a hand waiving
approach since by right we should consider the distributional nature of the holonomy.
8Interested readers can see pg 243 of Rovelli’s book [19] for references to a rigorous derivation.
9In fact, the result can be represented in term of pictorial form upon the definition of breaking and rejoining
curves. See the diagrams later in the section to visualize the continuous path.
10See Ashtekar Ch 15 pg 229 [16] or Rovelli & Smolin original paper [78].
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bracket looks like{

























































































T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ2]− T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ−12 ]
)
. (8.19)
As similar to the first term, we have also arranged the second term into a continuous path and the
matrices matched into a trace. Thus the 2nd term is written as T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ−12 ]. The other terms








In the literature these singularities can be overcome by interpreting the T observable as distribu-
tional valued11. Hence, the final result of the Poisson bracket is{





T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ2]− T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ−12 ]
)
. (8.21)
Next, we further follow Rovelli and Smolin’s [78] way of writing to introduce the following notation
(γ1 ◦ γ2)>< := γ1 ◦ γ2 , and (γ1 ◦ γ2)
∨∧ := γ1 ◦ γ−12 (8.22)
and also the following hold | >< | = 0, | ∨∧ | = 112. Hence we can combine the both term and
rewrite the result of the Poisson bracket as{






(−1)|♦|∆a[γ1, γ2](s)T (0)[(γ1 ◦x1 γ2)♦], (8.23)
where ♦ =>< , ∨∧.
11By this way of thinking, singularities in the Poisson bracket are eliminated by averaging over suitable test function
as similar to the singularities that happened in every classical field theory[78].
12Of course, the reasons for such notation will be clear if we compare to the literature when people introduce a
diagrammatic notation to loop gravity [49], [95], [102].
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As a short summary, we redraw the diagrams of the expressions in the T (0), T (1) Poisson bracket
calculation. Firstly, both of T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ2] and T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ−12 ] can be pictorially represented by .
So the T (0), T (1) Poisson bracket in full diagrammatic notation will be:{






(−1)|♦|∆a[γ1, γ2](s)T (0)[(γ1 ◦x1 γ2)♦]
= i∆a[γ1, γ2](s)
(
T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ2]− T (0)[γ1 ◦x1 γ−12 ]
)
It is worth to remind readers that, in the above pictorial representation we identify an elementary
operation when a hand operator “intersects” (“grasps”) a loop (this is exactly how the “loop
momentum variables” act on the multi-loops states):
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In principle, the last Poisson bracket between the 2 T (1) variables should be calculated in the
same way, i.e. arranging the SL(2, C) matrices until the matrices form a trace and the path is
continuous. We will only calculate the expression naively. We will not pay too much attention to
the distributional nature of the expression and also no attempt to make the functional derivative
to become high level of rigorousness. Interested reader can consult [89], [90]. Firstly recall that
we can extend the Poison bracket between momentum loop variable with the Wilson loop (trace of



















































in which for the condition of trace of closed loop (this is equivalent to set u = 2pi by periodic con-
dition, indices C = D by trace condition and (3)σ˜aAB = − i√2 (3)E˜ai τ iAB), we manage to reproduce
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(8.24). By using (8.24), we have{















































































































































































































































)− Uγ−12 (t)Uγ1(u, s) (3)σ˜a(γ1(s))Uγ1(s, u)]
(8.25)


















Hence, the Poisson bracket in between 2 T (1) variables can be compactly written as,{










(−1)|♦|∆a[γ1, γ2](s) T (1)b[(γ1 ◦s γ2)♦](u(t)). (8.27)
For the seek of completeness, we will also provide a graphical method rather than just algebraic
method to derive (8.27). We shall now follow [78] and deduce a graphical scheme from our previous
calculations. Then we will calculate the last Poisson bracket using the graphical scheme. The gist
of graphical method is to make use of an elementary operation of a hand intersecting a loop to
evaluate the T (1)’s Poisson bracket diagrammatically. Recall that our task is to deduce this bracket,[
T (1)a[γ1](x1), T (1)b[γ2](x2)
]
P.B.
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First consider the hand at x1 ∈ γ1 intersecting γ2 (the hand at x2 is at a false intersection and we
represent it by a clear white square), we have
The second case would be the hand at x2 intersecting γ1 (again, the hand at x1 is at a false
intersection).
Since indices “a, b” are antisymmetric and from the T (0), T (1) calculation, we can deduce the
arrangement of the terms to be i∆a[γ1, γ2]()− i∆b[γ1, γ2](). The result of the Poisson bracket is[










T (1)b[γ2 ◦x2 γ1](x1)− T (1)b[γ2 ◦x2 γ−11 ](x1)
)
(8.29)
This result coincides with the expressions we derived algebraically. Hence, we see that both T (0)[γ1]
and T (1)a[γ1](x1) generate a closed non-canonical graded Poisson algebra (recall, this pair of variable
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is non-canonical due to the tetrad dependent of momentum loop variable), explicitly summarize as{










(−1)|♦|∆a[γ1, γ2](s)T (0)[(γ1 ◦x1 γ2)♦]{










(−1)|♦|∆a[γ1, γ2](s)T (1)b[(γ1 ◦s γ2)♦]u(t).(8.30)
This is famously known as small T’s algebra in the literature. In order to have a genuine loop
representation of gravity, we need the higher T’s loop observable to rewrite all the physical ob-
servable into loop language (i.e. we need T ab(x1, x2) to rewrite scalar constraint and 3D spatial
metrics in loop variable). So, we would like to introduce a more general set of loop observable here,
obtained by inserting more than just one hand operator (3)σ˜a(x) along the holonomy of a loop.
The treatment here just in brief, interested readers may consult [16] and [78].
We define an ordered higher T’s loop functional of n points on the loop fixed by loop parameter
values s1, ..., sn as
T a1...anordered[γ](s1, ..., sn) ≡ Tr
[
(3)σ˜a1(γ(s1)) Uγ(s1, s2) (3)σ˜a2(γ(s2))... (3)σ˜an(γ(sn)) Uγ(sn, s1)
]
(8.31)
in which the loop parameters satisfy 0 < s1 < s2... < sn ≤ 2pi (there is an ordered dependent in
this definition). By slight modification, we can redefine more general higher T’s loop functional in
which the “order” of loop parameter is not important. Suppose P = (i, j, ..., p, q) is a permutation
of the first n natural numbers, we define
T a1...an [γ](s1, ..., sn) =
∑
P
θ(sq − sp)...θ(sj − si) T ai...apordered[γ](si, ..., sp) (8.32)
where θ(x) is the step function valued as θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and zero otherwise. This loop
functional, Tn will form a closed graded Poisson algebra, captured by the relations
{Tm, Tn}P.B. ∼ Tm+n−1 (8.33)
in which it was well known as full T’s algebra in literature. For the completeness sake, we express
the general relations of Poisson structure between 2 Tm’s loop functional without proof. It is given
by {


























where we have used the following convention: bar over a term means that that term is not present
in the context, i.e. (a1...a¯k...an) = (a1...ak−1...ak+1...an). The above equation can be understood
as: for each of the terms, there is a sum over the hands of one of the loops, and also for every hand,
we also need to sum over the two possibilities to rearrange the legs as similar to the case between
2 T a(1) we discussed earlier.
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8.2 Quantum Dynamics of Gravity
8.2.1 Quantum Theory: The Connection Representation
In this section, we would like to discuss the quantum gravity in terms of connection representation.
The quantization procedure we subscripted is the canonical version, namely the Dirac quantization
procedure to deal with constraints system (i.e. general relativity is a constraint system). In order
to promote the classical dynamics to quantum mechanics, it is well known that one has to choose
the phase space. This is equivalent to pick a polarization in general relativity. Obviously, we have
non-unique choices. As a well known fact, traditionally one prefer to consider the wavefunctionals of




. As an alternative that motivated from the Ashtekar self-dual connection-
dynamics, we would like to choose our canonical variables similar to those of a SU(2) Yang-Mills
theory.





the connection (3)A can be evaluated in sl(2,C) (Ashtekar self-dual connection) or su(2) (Barbero-
Holst connection). The casting of general relativity as a theory of connection has important impli-
cations at the quantum mechanical level. Since we require the general states of connection-dynamic
satisfy the Gauss’s Law constraints, this immediately imposed a condition on the wavefunctional,
i.e. it must be gauge invariant. For instance, we can use wavefunctionals in the space of connections
modulo gauge transformation, such that we will have Ψ
[
(3)A/G] as our quantum states [86].
As usual representation in standard SU(2) Yang-Mills theory, we can represent the Poisson al-
gebra of these gravitational canonical variables simply by setting connection fields as multiplicative










(3) ̂˜Eai Ψ((3)A) = δδ (3)AiaΨ((3)A). (8.35)
Due to the complex nature of the connection, the wavefunctionals considered are holomorphic
functions of connection. After define the representation of the canonical algebra, the next task is
obviously to use them to promote the constraint equations to operatorial equivalent in quantum
mechanical level. As we discussed earlier, all the phase space constraints of connection-dynamics
involve operator product, a precise regularization scheme must be adopted to make the operatorial
constraint equations uniquely defined13. Even without the regularization issue (which we assume
to ignore at the current moment), we still facing with the factor ordering issue. Since the triad
field is interpreted as functional derivative, we can order it in two different ways, either to the left
or the right of the connections. In the following, we discuss these two orderings and sooner one
can realize that they serve as the motivation to introduce the loops state and also the so called
“Kodoma state” as the quantum gravity state.
Triads to the right (Type I) and the role of Wilson loops:
In the subsequent, we choose to consider the Lorentzian case and choose the Immirzi-Barbero
connection as β2 = −1. In this case, the classical constraints are simpler. After rearrange all the
13It is a matter of fact that in current literature, there is no complete regularized picture to the theory. Exactly
due to this regularization issue, we have mainly a few versions of theory that may not be consistence to each other
at the quantum level[107], [110].
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triads to the right and by make use of representation of canonical algebra, we obtain
̂˜Gi = ((3)A)Da δ
δ (3)Aia
gravitational Gauss’s Law constraints




gravitational scalar constraint. (8.36)
This ordering is interesting one and first considered by Jacobson and Smolin [77]. Under this or-
dering, Gauss’s Law constraints become the infinitesimal generator of infinitesimal SU(2) gauge
transformations for the loop wavefunctionals and also, the vector constraints generate diffeomor-
phisms on the wavefunctional14. Suppose we consider the algebra of the constraints, seemingly















where vector field ~K is defined asKa :=
(
N˜ ∂bM˜ −M˜∂bN˜ )Tr ((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b). Clearly, ~K is a structure“constant” that depend on the soldering form (and thus, triads field). The appearance of this triads
field on the right may rise a problem on the vanishing of the commutator of two scalar constraints







] ∝ (3) ̂˜Eai Ψ[(3)A] = δδ (3)Aia Ψ[(3)A] (8.38)
may not zero straightforward. So under this ordering, beside than the constraint equations, the







Obviously, this solution is annihilated by all the constraints. Although this solution looks quite
naive, but it was argued that it turned out to has a quite non-trivial significance in certain cos-
mological models. Interested readers may consult [17], [84]. Next, we consider another less trivial
solution. By considering the Gauss’s Law constraints, we would like to choose our wavefunctionals
to be gauge invariant under SU(2) gauge transformation. A good natural choice as picked by
Jacobson and Smolin is the well known infinite parameter family of gauge invariant functionals of
a connection, namely Wilson loops in which explicitly given by






This is exactly the T (0)[γ] loop variables we defined. This view is very interesting by recalling the
fact that any gauge invariant holomorphic functional of a connection can be expressed fully as a
combination of Wilson loops. In other words, we have make used of the reconstruction theorem
which is satisfied by SU(2) Wilson loops. Thus, it was the bold idea from Jacobson and Smolin
to propose the use of Wilson loops as an infinite family of wavefunctionals in the connection
14Of course the results are just formal since we need to choose a regularization scheme to make them rigorously
well-defined.
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representation parametrized by a loop Ψγ [(3)A] = W [γ, (3)A]. This family of wavefunctionals
eventually form an overcomplete basis of solutions to the quantum Gauss Law constraints.
Next, we consider to perform with the scalar constraint on Ψγ [(3)A]. Firstly, recall from previous








































This expression will give the action of triad fields on Wilson loop by setting s1 = s2 and A = B,




























































































Again, we set s1 = s2; A = B and also recall that
̂˜˜SGravity(x) = ²ijk ((3)A)F kab (x) ̂(3)E˜ai (x) ̂(3)E˜bj (x),



























in which we used the notation U(γtu;s1=s2) to represent the holonomy around the loop going from
γ(u) = y to γus1(t) = z by passing through the base-point of the loop s1 = s2. Similar reasoning
applies to U(γut;s1=s2) as well. For simplicity, suppose we assume that we only consider the loop
without kinks or interactions, the appearance of Dirac delta function δ(3)(γ(u) = y, x)δ(3)(γus1(t) =















dt) along the whole loop. This is possible since we assume
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to work on special loop with no kinks and interactions, the extension will not carry additional
contributions due to the smoothness of the loop15. Together with the fact that the Wilson loop






































whereby in the last step we used the trace property of holonomy and the identity,
2 τ (iτ j) = 2
(−i√2/2)2σ(iσj)


















= −δij . (8.46)
The first term in (8.45) is antisymmetric in both spatial (i.e. a,b) and internal (i.e. i,j) indices.
But it needs to contract with the integrand which is fully symmetric in both type of indices (i.e.
γ˙[aγ˙b] = 0 and δ[ij] = 0). Thus,
̂˜˜SGravity(x)Ψγ [(3)A] = 0!! vanishes identically. As a result, the
Wilson loops formed with Ashtekar (complex) connections are the solutions of the scalar constraint
of canonical quantum gravity. Indeed, we have infinite of them. This result was astonishing and re-
markable (although just formally) because no functional was found to satisfy the scalar constraint16
before this (the so called road-block of old Wheeler-De-Witt equations), even formally. Historically,
the loop representation catch researchers interest because of this remarkable discovery.
No matter how nice the feature carry by this view, loop representation has many drawbacks in
the interpretation of Wilson loops as the quantum gravity solutions. We would like to conclude this
section by pointing out some of the serious disadvantages. Firstly, the vanishing of (8.45) is just
formal, we need to further apply regularization in order to make the result rigorously sound. But
either we use “flux tubes” or “point-splitting” regularization method as studied by Jacobson and
Smolin, first one will break the gauge invariant nature of Wilson loop whereas in later case Wilson
loop no longer satisfies the scalar constraint. Also, seriously we need to deal with distributional
nature of three dimensional Dirac delta functions. Secondly, in this representation, the solutions
(Wilson loops) fail to solve vector constraints too. The reason is because when vector constraint
acts on a Wilson loop, instead of annihilate it, the resultant is another Wilson loop with the original
loop displaced by diffeomorphism performed [17].
Furthermore, the result also make used of smooth loops for the vanishing of anti-symmetric
part of γ˙[aγ˙b] = 0. This is not true in general for loops with kinks and intersection. Initially, it
was argued that we can stick to smooth loops and ignore the intersections or the loop with kinks.
But sooner once realize that although smooth solutions give some interesting features, but they are
15In general, we need to consider the loops with kinks and intersections and it is out of our scope here to deal with
this more complicated case. To include the fermionic matter into the theory, one must deal with this general case.
16In literature, most often peoples making mini-superspace approximation to deal with old metrical variable since
then, that is the only way to realize the quantum gravity scalar constraint solution.
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of little physical use. To see the reason, firstly consider the action of 3-metric on the Wilson loop
state,















= −2γ˙a(x)γ˙b(x) Ψγ [(3)A], (8.47)
which means that the solutions (Wilson loops) constructed with smooth loops are eigenstates of
the 3-metric operator. Since the loop derivative γ˙a(x) only non-vanishing along the loop, this is a
degenerate metric [17]. Recall that the square of determinant of the 3-metric is given by,√
det (3)qab = det (3)Eia =
1
3!
²˜abc ²ijk (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (3)E˜ck (8.48)
where ²˜abc = η˜˜abc is totally antisymmetric tensor valued in density weight 2. Due to the smoothness
of the loops, the action of ̂det (3)qab on Wilson loops vanish. Suppose we consider general relativity
with cosmological constant (i.e. dark energy), it is well-known that this theory is very different




So + Λdet (3)qab, (8.49)
in which ˜˜So vacuum scalar constraint and Λ the cosmological constant. From physical intuition, we
believe that the Wilson loops solution we obtained must be annihilated by the free field (vacuum)
scalar constraint. But since determinant of 3-metric also produce null result when acts on Wilson
loops, this means that both ˜˜So and ˜˜SΛ share the common set of state for any arbitrary cosmological
constant Λ. From physical point of view, this is out of our expectation to have a common state for
both totally different theory17.
Triads to the left (Type II) and the role of Chern-Simons (Kodama State):
In this operator ordering, obviously similar to the previous case we may lost the diffeomorphism
invariant (when acting on wavefunctional) requirement by putting all the triads to the left in the
constraints. But this is only true at formal level. It was discovered by the expert in loop represen-
tation (Bru¨gmann, Gambini), under certain carefully chosen regularization method, one can prove
that the diffeomorphism invariant concept can be recovered by genuine regularized diffeomorphism
constraints with correct closure algebra [82], [16], [17]. Recall that the classical vector constraints
(in type II ordering) are expressed as,
̂˜Va = δ
δ (3)Aib(x)
((3)A)F iab (x). (8.50)
Consider a point-splitting regularization, we define
V̂a[ ~N ] = lim
²→0
∫
dx3 dy3Naf²(x− y) δ
δ (3)Aib(x)
((3)A)F iab (y), (8.51)
17The ambiguity is only hold for degenerate metrics case and the smoothness of the loop we used to define Wilson
loop solutions.
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where the regulator satisfies lim²→0Naf²(x− y) = δ(x− y) by construction. This equation (8.51)
is smeared by a “un-densitized” vector field which satisfies the fall-off to zero as 1r at (boundary
condition) infinity. Also, the integration will “cancel” off the densitized nature of the unregularized
vector constraints. In this ordering we need to act on the curvature with the triad operator first
before apply to the wavefunctional. Consider,
δ
δ (3)Aib(x)



















∴ V̂a[ ~N ] = lim
²→0
∫






dx3 dy3Naf²(x− y)∂a δ(x− y)
| suppose we choose to use symmetric regulator f²(x− y) = f²(y − x)
= 0 !! (8.52)
Thus, as long as we choose to work with symmetric regulator, the introduction of type II ordering
(triad to the left) will not give rise to extra ambiguity in the diffeomorphism invariant aspect. By
these we mean that, provided we choose a diffeomorphism invariant wavefunctional, the geometrical
nature of diffeomorphism in the theory can be restored. Now, Wilson loops no longer serve as the
solutions for canonical quantum gravity in this ordering. It was the ingenious ideas from both H.
Kodama and A. Ashtekar (independently) to realize that quantum state of the Chern-Simons form
built with the Ashtekar connection can be served as the solutions to scalar constraint18. For a





















As motivated by Yang-Mills theory, Kodama state (in exponential of the so called Chern-Simons














































































(3)AF jbc . This result is quite bizarre since the Kodama state we defined is actually annihilated
by the Hamiltonian with arbitrary cosmological constants. Recall that the dynamics of general
relativity theory with cosmological constant is captured by ˜˜SΛ = ˜˜So + Λdet (3)qab. In type II
18Kodama wavefunctional also invariant under (small) gauge transformations and diffeomorphisms
19In SU(2) Yang-Mills theory spirit, this is the Yang-Mills electric field under the proper gauge group.
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= 0 !! (8.55)
It is worth to point out that the result is very robust since it is true without the action of other
functional derivatives (i.e. only the first derivative on left hand side is needed for the argument).
Thus, together with the symmetric regulator we imposed earlier (to solve the vector constraints
and generate diffeomorphism transformation), Kodama states indeed annihilated by all the con-
straints20. In this ordering, the 3-metric (classically given by (det q) qab := (3)E˜ai
(3)E˜bjδ
ij) turns




























































where the trace is with respect to the internal SU(2) indices. This 3-metric is non-degenerate and
describes classically a space of constant curvature. Due to this reason, it spiked many discussions
on whether this solution can be interpreted as the “ground state” for a physically sounded De-Sitter
geometry (i.e. as the cosmological model of our current Universe) [52], [85].
8.2.2 The Quantum Loop Representation
In this section, we would like to give the outline for the construction of a representation for canon-
ical quantum general relativity. The treatment will be in brief but nevertheless we believed that
it is very important historically to the development of loop quantum gravity. This can be done
by using the T ′s loop variables we described earlier21. In the quantum regime, the linear space
of functionals on which the representation is defined is the so called “space of multiple loops”. In
fact, the wavefunctionals22 are similar to the assignment of amplitudes for each collection of loops
on the 3-manifold Σ. As we emphasized, since T ′s loop variables we defined are not the genuine
canonical (i.e. x and p pair) type, so we will not expect the space of functional we used in loop
representation is a space of functional over the classical field configuration.
Next, in this representation space we can further construct the algebra of linear operator (i.e.
Commutator algebra of x and p pair equivalent). This will result in a “linear representation of
a deformation of the Poisson T’s algebra ” [76], [78]. Let L be the space of equivalent class of
20This is the main criteria for candidate of states of canonical quantum gravity from Dirac analysis point of view.
21Recall that the algebra generated by these T ′s variables is called graded F-algebra.
22Here, we refer to the unconstrained quantum state. The physical states must be subjected to all the quantum
constraints and thus will impose some criteria that all unconstrained quantum states need to satisfy.
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piecewise smooth continuous loops. Also, consider a linear space of complex functional on L,
which is denoted as H. Any element of H is the so called multi-loop state functionals that we are
interested, symbolically written as ψ
[{η}]. Here {η} = [η1, ..., ηn] represents number of n-loops
in the argument. By this notation, we can explicitly write down the multi-loop wavefunctional as
(assume unordered set of loops),
ψ
[{η}] := {ψ0, ψ(α), ψ(β1, β2), ψ(γ1, γ2, γ3), ...} . (8.57)
After having the state space as functional of multi-loop, we can define the loop operators T̂ (n)[γ]
(by taking motivation from classical T (0)[γ] and T (1)a[γ]) as,
T̂ (0)[γ]ψ




(−1)|♦|∆a[γ, {η}](s)ψ[(γ ◦s {η})♦]. (8.59)
In literature, sometimes these quantum loop operators are defined from Rovelli-Smolin loop trans-
form [78], [81]. The new loop (γ ∪ {η}) is the collection of loops which is the union of γ and {η}.
Thus, T̂ (0)[γ] operator acts by adding a loop into multi-loop argument of the loop state. In (8.59),
the quantum operator T̂ (1)a[γ](s) corresponding to the handed loop γ is given by the grasp of the
hand on the loop functional. From the property of ∆a
[
γ, {η}](s), the expression is non-vanishing
only if the multi-loops {η} in the argument of the loop functional intersect γ as γ(s). As similar to
the classical T’s algebra case, the resultant of (8.59) is given by a linear combination of the loop
state wavefunctional for two different routings of loop through the intersection determined by the
“grasp operator”.
Now, we would like to compute the quantum commutator algebra as generated by the small
“T’s quantum observable”. Firstly, trivially we have
T̂ (0)[α]T̂ (0)[β]ψ
[{γ}] = T̂ (0)[α]ψ[β ∪ {γ}]
= ψ
[
α ∪ (β ∪ {γ})]
| since the union operation is commutative
= ψ
[
β ∪ (α ∪ {γ})] = T̂ (0)[β]T̂ (0)[α]ψ[{γ}], (8.60)
which equivalently to say that [
T̂ (0)[α], T̂ (0)[β]
]
−
= 0 . (8.61)
Next, commutator of T̂ (0)[α] and T̂ (1)a[β](s) is explicitly compute in the following,[


















(−1)|♦|∆a[β, (α ∪ {γ})](s)ψ[(β ◦s (α ∪ {γ}))♦]. (8.62)








β, (α ∪ {γ})](s) = ∆a[β, α](s) + ∆a[β, {γ}](s), (8.63)
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where both are non-zero only if the hand of β loop intersect with either α or {γ} literally. In other
words, we have make used of
∆a
[








(α ∪ {γ})(t), β(s)
)
where x(t) ≡ (α ∪ {γ})(t).
| we have only single hand and use δ(3)
(





































(−1)|♦|∆a[β, α](s)ψ[(β ◦s α)♦ ∪ {γ}] + ~∑
♦
(−1)|♦|∆a[β, {γ}](s)ψ[α ∪ (β ◦s {γ})♦].
The last term in (8.65) is exactly similar to the first term in the commutator (but different in
signature) and hence cancel each other. Thus, we have the commutator as,[










(−1)|♦|∆a[β, α](s)T̂ (0)[(β ◦s α)♦]ψ[{γ}]
∴
[






(−1)|♦|∆a[β, α](s)T̂ (0)[(β ◦s α)♦]. (8.66)
This directly implies that the difference of two operations (either adding a loop α first and then
grasping it by and loop operator T̂ (1)a along β or vice versa) will be similar as adding the grasp of
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α. As the last commutator between two “handed” T̂ (1)a’s, we have[





= T̂ (1)a[α](s)T̂ (1)b[β](t)ψ












































(−1)|♦|∆a[α, β](s)T̂ (1)b[(α ◦s β)](u(t)) ψ[{γ}], (8.67)
which directly implies that[










(−1)|♦|∆b[β, α](t) T̂ (1)a[(β ◦t α)♦](u(s)). (8.68)
By careful observation on (8.61), (8.66) and (8.68), we realize that the commutators algebra gener-
ated by small these T ′s quantum algebra is exactly similar to the Poisson algebra in classical regime
(of course, multiply with i~). Hence, we conclude that the set of the quantum operator T̂ (0)[α] and








In the similar way, we can define the higher T̂ (n) quantum operator and their action on the













(−1)r∆a1[α, {γ}](s1)...∆an[α, {γ}](sn) ψ[(α ◦s1...sn {γ})(♦1...♦n)], (8.69)
where the following interpretation hold. Suppose we are given a loop α (with n hands at the points
s1...sn), and another loop γ which intersects with α at each of these point, p ∈ γ = α[s1...sn], then(
α ◦s1...sn {γ}
)(♦1...♦n) is the loop obtained by replacing the n intersections with the n alternatives
of grasping operation (♦1...♦n). Here, the r value simply represents the number of segment needed
to reverse the sign when we decompose them into multi-loops. The quantum operator algebra
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generated by this higher order loop operator take the deformation of the following,[
T̂ (n), T̂ (m)
]
−
∼ ~T̂ (n+m−1) + ~2T̂ (n+m−2) + .... (8.70)
In order for the quantum linear operators T̂ (n)’s to form a faithful representation of a deformation
of the classical Poisson algebra associated with higher order T (n) observables, we have the standard
quantization property,












~T̂ (n+m−1) + ~2T̂ (n+m−2) + ....
)
= −iT̂ (n+m−1). (8.71)
Hence, we conclude that this faithful representation does provide a quantization of the phase space
of general relativity. The representation may be considered to be the quantum operators corre-
sponding to the classical T (n)’s observables. One quick check we can see that indeed (8.71) is also
obeyed by the small quantum T̂ ′s operator (i.e. both T̂ (0)[α] and T̂ (1)a[α](s)).
Although loop representation brings a lot of nice and interesting features into the study of
gravity (especially it solved the old roadblock of searching for a functional to satisfy the scalar
constraints.23). However, this initial excitement wears off as it is tough to have many quantities in
a well defined manner in terms of loop variables. Eventually, the difficulty of the reality conditions
(since strictly specking, Ashtekar new variables is valued in complexified so(3)C Lie-algebra.) in
the loop representation drove things to a tight corner. Loop variables are revived when Immirzi-
Barbero variables (real su(2) connection) are used where there are no reality conditions and spin
networks are found to be a complete basis for the kinematical phase space, thus the Mandelstam
identities are taken care of as well.
As summary, we have discussed the definition of loop representation in which the quantum wave-
functionals are given by the multi-loops states. Together, we also defined the quantum algebra in
this loop space via deformation of the Poisson algebra associated with the classical T (n)’s variables.
Obviously, the next step is try to furnish all the quantum constraint equations in loop language
and regularized them by appropriate regulators. In fact, constraints in loop representation can be
handled by two different methods, namely through the T’s algebra we defined earlier or apply the
so called Rovelli- Smolin loop transform. Furthermore, it is worth to mention that the modern loop
representation has been promoted to more mathematical rigor by Gambini, Pullin and Bru¨gmann.
They brought in the idea of group of loop and gave a precise definition of coordinate of loop space,
loop derivative etc [82]. This task is out of the scope of this thesis and we would like to point the
interested readers to [17].
23In older language this is called the Wheeler-DeWitt equation.
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8.3 Matter Coupling in Loop Representation: Fermionic Loop
Variables
8.3.1 Classical and Quantum Fermions in Loop Space Representation
In this section we would like to discuss the extension of loop representation to include matter
fields (particularly fermions). The system of quantum fermions + gravity system can be viewed as
the gravitational counterpart of standard Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). Some authors argued
that (Rovelli, Te´cotl in [83]) the inclusion of matter (i.e. presence of dynamically coupled matter)
is necessary in order to make the quantum gravitational dynamics more well defined24. This is
crucially related to the point that by free gravity field itself, even through Loop Quantum gravity
is “able to quantized” this gravitational degree of freedom, but so far nobody manages to construct
the so called ”Dirac Observable” with only gravitational degree of freedom25. In fact, non of the
physics experiments are constructed so far to be performed on the gravitational field alone. From
this perspective, we believe that the interplays between matter fields and gravity is essential to
describe diffeomorphism invariant observable theoretically.
As we discussed in previous section, the study of gravitational interaction with fermions (in the
spirit of General Relativity which to treat gravitational degree of freedom as the manifestation of
curvature of spacetime) goes back to Dirac and Sciama in the so called Einstein-Cartan-Kibble-
Dirac-Sciama theory. Of course as similar to the free gravitational field26, this theory was a dead
end since it faced with non-renormalizibility nature of the theory. Recall that we have shown in
term of genuine connection-dynamics, the classical gravitational dynamics has been formulated in
terms of Ashtekar variables. Minimally coupled fermions in this theory leads to the effective theory
in terms of Einstein-Cartan type (1st order formalism), rather than Einstein-Dirac equations (2nd
order formalism) unless a quartic term is introduce in the minimal coupling lagrangian in the first
place.
In the following, we assume continue to work in Ashtekar variables (both spacetime sl(2,C)
soldering form (4)σµ A
′
A and sl(2,C) Ashtekar complex gauge connection
(4)A BµA ). Fermions in loop
representation are captured by the end points of open lines of flux on the lattice. In other word,
we can achieve a natural extension of the pure gravity case to gravity + fermions system simply by
including open curves into loop space27. This idea is similar to the Wilson-Kogut construction in
lattice gauge theory where fermions are included in the node of the lattice [33]. For simplicity, we
consider general relativity with minimally coupled Weyl fermions28. So, we have a two-component,
massless spinor field ψA(x) where A = 1, 2. Classically, this spinor fields are conventionally treat as
Grassmannian-valued parameter to reduce the bookkeeping process carried by the fermionic nature
of the Weyl particles. This imposed anti-commutative property on ψA, i.e. [ψA, ψB]+ = 0. The
24Interesting, historically electromagnetic field is quantized around 1930’s by physicists like Heisenberg, Dirac etc.
This shown the existence of particles nature of quantized electromagnetic field. But the real success of this quantum
field theory was achieved when quantum fermions + electromagnetic system is fully studied under theory of QED by
Tomonaga, Schwinger, Feynmann and Dyson.
25Due to the diffeomorphism invariance, one face with difficulties to write down fully gauge invariant quantities on
the phase space of General Relativity.
26In either old metrical or spin connection variable (Palatini) approach
27From now on, we use the word ”loop” sloppily, although strictly speaking open curves are not consider as loops
in most mathematical literature
28One can consider the more general Dirac fermions, where we need four-components spinorial field instead of two,
i.e. ψA := (ξA, ηA). Of course, we only choose the particle and ignore antiparticle in this section for simplicity.
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where we have two types of derivative operator in theory, one is defined by the compatibility (and
torsion free) of SL(2,C) soldering form via (4)∇µ (4)σν A′A = 0 and the other one is defined through
(4)DµλM = ∂µλM + (4)A NµM λN . One can construct the 3+1 decomposition as similar to the
standard ADM case to decompose all the spacetime tensor into its parts on and orthogonal to the
spacelike hyper-surface Σt. The induced metric on Σt then is given by (3)qµν = (4)gµν+ (4)nµ (4)nν .
This allows us to express the timelike vector field tµ = N (4)nµ + Nµ, where N is the lapse













(4)nµ, we can define the Hermitian
conjugation operation on unprimed SL(2,C) through the primed one via (ψ†)A := G A
′
A ψ¯A′ . At
the same token, one can obtain the Hermitian, traceless SU(2) soldering form from the SL(2,C)





(4)nB)A′ . The 3-metric which ∈ Σt then take the form of









[−i√2 (3)σ˜aLt (+, 3)Aa]+ piALtψA
+(t · (4)A ABµ )G˜AB +NaV˜a +N˜ ˜˜S
}
, (8.73)
where the configuration variables are now given by pull back (to Σt) of self-dual Ashtekar con-
nection (+, 3)A BaA and spinor Wely fermionic field ψ
A. Their canonically conjugate momen-




det q (3)σa BA and
piA := −i
√
det q (ψ†)A. All these variables and conjugate variables will coordinate the phase space
of our system with the simplectic structure given by{






























= −δ3(x, y)δ BA . (8.74)
The constraints in the decomposed action now take the form of,
























2 (3)σ˜a BA piB
(+, 3)DaψA = 0, (8.77)
and with proper smearing fields N BA , N
a and N˜ , they are the generator of the infinitesimal gaugetransformation, 3-d diffeomorphism and also the dynamics of the system (in the vector tµ defined
















2 (+, 3)Da (3)σ˜a AB + ψ(BpiA)
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As we seen in the last section, loop representation is a genuine representation to work with
in order to construct the Non-perturbative quantum general relativity for free matter fields case.
The loop variables needed is the T (n)’s and their’s deformation give rise to the quantum algebra of
the theory. In this section, we want to construct the extension of loop representation to fermions,
in which naturally we search for the generalization of the T (n)’s loop variables to the presence of
spinorial fields. Recall that a loop is a continuous, piecewise smooth, nondengerate mappings (of a
closed curve) γ : S1 → Σ from a circle to the spatial 3-manifold Σ. We can associate a loop γ with
it’s holonomy as U(γ), in which U(γ) ∈ SL(2,C). Explicitly, it is given by
U(γ) := Pe
∮









where (Ash,3)Aa = (Ash,3)Aia τ
A
i B with τ
A
i B being the 2×2 Pauli matrices. Indices (A,B) refer to
SL(2,C) and symbol “P” reminds reader on the path ordered nature of the holonomy. Following
the idea from lattice gauge theory, we need to incorporate fermions via open curves29 α in Σ. We
denote the open curves with it’s end point, i.e.
αinitial := α(0),
αfinal := α(2pi), such that αinitial 6= αfinal (8.80)
Suppose αf = βi, we denote two loops (open curves) that intersect at the point x as α ◦x β. The
subscript is definitely a necessary as two loops may intersect in more than one point. The new






α(2u) , 0 < u < pi
β(2u− 2pi) , pi < u < 2pi (8.81)
where the first line trivially indicates that, for parameter u between 0 to pi, it parameterizes α
from the initial point of α to the intersection point (intersect with β). The second line means that
parameter u with values between pi and 2pi, parameterizes β from the intersection point to the end
point of β. As motivate by the free field loop representation, we define the fermionic loop variables
as
X[α] := ψA(αi)U(α) BA ψB(αf ) ↔ T (0)[α] equivalent
Y [α] := piA(αi)U(α) BA ψB(αf ) ↔ T (1)a[α](s) equivalent, (8.82)
29Naively, we call continuous open curves as loops as well. The terminology should be clear from the context.
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where it is worth to emphasized that now both X and Y are parametrized by open curves rather
than closed loops. In the subsequent, we list down and show some important properties of the new
fermionic loop variables.
Properties:
(a) Both X[α] and Y [α] are SU(2) gauge invariant and also invariant under a positive derivative
monotonic reparametrization of the open loops.
For any g[α] ∈ SU(2), we have
X[α] −→ X ′ [α] = g[αi] X[α] g−1[αf ] = g[αi] ψA(αi)U(α) BA ψB(αf ) g−1[αf ]
= ψA(αi)g[αi] U(α) BA g
−1[αf ]ψB(αf )
= ψA(αi) U ′(α) BA ψB(αf ) = X[α], (8.83)
similarly for Y [α]. Also, for any α′(s) = α(f(s)) such that f ′(s) > 0,
X[α] −→ X[α′](s) = ψA(α′i(s))U(α′(s)) BA (s)ψB(α′f (s))
= ψA[αi(f(s))]U [α(f(s))] BA (s)ψB[αf (f(s))] = X[α](s). (8.84)
Similarly, Y also invariant under reparametrization.
(b) X is invariant under inversion of the open loop argument, namely X[α−1] = X[α],
X[α−1] = ψA(α−1i ) U [α
−1] BA ψB(α
−1
f ) = ψ
A(αf ) U [α−1] BA ψB(αi)
| since A,B are SU(2) indices, i.e. ψAξA = −ψAξA.
= −ψA(αf ) U [α−1]AB ψB(αi)
| use the property of SL(2,C) holonomy, U [α]AB = −U [α−1]BA (see Rovelli,Smolin [78])
= ψA(αf ) U [α]BA ψB(αi)
| use anti-commutating property of Weyl fermions, i.e. [ψA, ψB]+ = 0
= −ψB(αi) U [α]BA ψA(αf ) = ψB(αi) U [α] AB ψA(αf )
| relabeling A↔ B
= ψA(αi) U [α] BA ψB(αf ) = X[α](s). (8.85)
(c) Retracing identity: Since both X[α] and Y [α] are defined in terms of parallel transport
of a SU(2) connection, they do satisfy the so called retracing formula. For example, suppose
αf = βi = γi = s, then we have
X[α ◦s β ◦s ◦β−1 ◦s γ] = X[α ◦s γ]. (8.86)
(d) Spinorial identity. Suppose α is an open and oriented curves, we define αA := ψB(αi) U [α] AB .
In other words, it is equivalent to have the “lower indices” version as
βB = ψA(βi) U [β] BA
⇒ ²BC βB = ψA(βi) ²BC U [β] BA
∴ βC = ψA(βi) U [β]AC . (8.87)
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Suppose we have the same end point for both α and β loops, i.e. αf = βf = s, then we can further
express
X[α ◦s β−1] = ψB[(α ◦ β−1)i] U [α ◦s β−1] AB ψA[(α ◦s β−1)f ]
| use the fact that (α ◦ β−1)i = αi and (α ◦ β−1)f = βi.
= ψB[αi] U [α] CB U [β
−1] AC ψA[βi] = ψ
B[αi] U [α] CB
(−ψA[βi]) U [β−1]CA
= ψB[αi] U [α] CB ψ
A[βi] U [β]AC = αAβA. (8.88)
Now, suppose we consider four open curves terminate at the same point p = αf = βf = γf = δf ,
we can write down
X[α ◦p γ−1]X[δ ◦p β−1] = αA γA δB βB = −αA βB γA δB
= −αA βB ²CAγC ²DBδD = αA βB γC δD²AC ²DB. (8.89)
With the same token,
X[α ◦p δ−1]X[γ ◦p β−1] = αA βB γC δD²AD ²BC
X[α ◦p β−1]X[γ ◦p δ−1] = αA βB γC δD²AB ²CD. (8.90)
One can add up all three equations in the above and make use of fundamental spinorial identity
i.e. ²(AB ²C)D = 0 to achieve fermionic version of spinorial identity as,
X[α ◦p γ−1]X[δ ◦p β−1] +X[α ◦p δ−1]X[γ ◦p β−1] +X[α ◦p β−1]X[γ ◦p δ−1] = 0. (8.91)
Beside than this, we can derive another fermionic spinorial identity associated with two open curves,
one closed loop. Suppose we have one closed loop γ attached to the open path α ◦t β such that
αf = βi = γi = γf = t, then
X[α ◦t γ ◦t β] +X[α ◦t γ−1 ◦t β]
= ψA[(α ◦t γ ◦t β)i] U [α ◦t γ ◦t β] BA ψB[(α ◦t γ ◦t β)f ]
+ψA[(α ◦t γ−1 ◦t β)i] U [α ◦t γ−1 ◦t β] BA ψB[(α ◦t γ−1 ◦t β)f ]
|denote (α ◦t γ ◦t β)i = (α ◦t β)i; (α ◦t γ ◦t β)f = (α ◦t β)f . Use homomorphism of holonomy [21]
= ψA[α ◦t β)i] U [α] CA U [γ] DC U [β] BD ψB[(α ◦t β)f ]
+ψA[α ◦t β)i] U [α] CA U [γ−1] DC U [β] BD ψB[(α ◦t β)f ]
|use U [γ−1] DC = −U [γ]DC ∈ SL(2,C) and identity U [γ] DC = δ DC U [γ] AA + U [γ]DC (See below).
= ψA[α ◦t β)i] U [α] CA U [β] BD
(
δ DC U [γ]
A




ψB[(α ◦t β)f ]
−ψA[α ◦t β)i] U [α] CA U [β] BD ψB[(α ◦t β)f ] U [γ]DC




ψB[(α ◦t β)f ]




= X[(α ◦t β)] T (0)[γ]. (8.92)
To obtain the 3rd step, we use the following identity
From T (0)[γ] = U [γ] AA = ²AB U [γ]
AB
⇒ ²AB T (0)[γ] = ²AB ²CD U [γ]CD




= −(²CB²DA − ²DB²CA) U [γ]CD
= −U [γ]BA + U [γ]AB
∴ U [γ]AB = ²AB T (0)[γ] + U [γ]BA or U [γ] DC = ² DC T (0)[γ] + U [γ]DC . (8.93)
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Furthermore, due to the Grassmannian nature (anti-commuting) of the new fermionic loop variable,
we can only have products of (at most) two X variables with two coinciding end points on the open
curves. This is due to the fact that our fermionic fields are two components, Grassmannian valued
Weyl species. Suppose we have three open paths with same starting points, αi = βi = γi, then the
below identity just follow, X[α] X[β] X[γ] = 0. One can expect that for the Dirac fermions, this
identity will be modified to higher order terms. This is known as Fermionic identity.
(e) Observable (Poissonian) algebra. For our gravity-Weyl fermion system, the most crucial
point at the classical level is their Poisson bracket structure. We are going to show that indeed
as similar to free field case, the gauge observable we defined namely T (0)[γ], T (1)a[γ](s), X[γ] and
Y a[γ] are closed.
{X[β], X[α]}P.B. =
{
ψA(βi) U [β] BA ψB(βf ), ψ
C(αi) U [α] DC ψD(αf )
}
P.B.
| since {ψA(x), piB(y)}P.B. = δ3(x, y) δ AB is only non-zero and {ψA(x), U [γ] CB }P.B. = 0
= 0 (trivially vanish) (8.94)
Next,
{Y [β], X[α]}P.B. =
{
piA(βi) U [β] BA ψB(βf ), ψ
C(αi) U [α] DC ψD(αf )
}
P.B.
| since {ψA(x), piB(y)}P.B. = δ3(x, y) δ AB is only non-zero bracket.
















= −U [β]AB U [α] DC
(−δ3(βi, αi)δ CA ) ψB(βf ) ψD(αf )
+U [β]AB U [α]CDψC(αi)
(−δ3(βi, αf )δ DA ) ψB(βf )
| manipulate SL(2,C) indices for 1st term and use [ψB(βf ), ψD(αf )]+ = 0
= U [β]AB U [α] DC ψ
C(αi)δ3(αf , βi)²AD ψB(βf ) + U [β]AB U [α]CDδ3(αi, βi)²AC ψD(αf ) ψB(βf )
= δ3(αf , βi)ψC(αi) U [α] DC U [β]
B




U [β] BC ψB(βf )
= δ3(αf , βi)X[α ◦p β]− δ3(αi, βi)X[α−1 ◦q β], (8.95)
whereby we denote αf = p and αi = q. Also,
{Y [α], Y [β]}P.B. =
{
piA(αi) U [α] BA ψB(αf ), pi
C(βi) U [β] DC ψD(βf )
}
P.B.
















= U [α]AB U [β]CD piC(βi)
(−δ3(αi, βf )δ DA )ψB(αf )
−U [α]AB U [β]CD piA(αi)
(−δ3(αf , βi)δ BC )ψD(βf )
| swap the two terms
= −δ3(αf , βi) piA(αi) U [α] BA ²CB U [β]CDψD(βf )
+δ3(αi, βf ) piC(βi) U [β] DC ²AD U [α]
AB ψB(αf )
= −δ3(αf , βi) piA(αi) U [α ◦p β] DA ψD(βf ) + δ3(αi, βf ) piC(βi) U [β ◦q α] BC ψB(αf )
| since αi = (α ◦p β)i and βf = (α ◦p β)f ; βi = (β ◦q α)i and αf = (β ◦q α)f
= −δ3(αf , βi) Y [α ◦p β] + δ3(αi, βf ) Y [β ◦q α]. (8.96)
Hence, as compare to the pure gravity counterpart, X[α] acts like T (0)[γ] whereas Y [α] plays the role
of geometrical “hand” operator (in which associated with fermionic degree of freedom) as similar
to T (1)a[γ](s). For instance, in {Y [β], X[α]}P.B. = δ3(αf , βi)X[α ◦p β] − δ3(αi βi)X[α−1 ◦q β] ,
Y [β] “grasps” on the argument of X[α] and sum over the interaction. With this property, we say
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that Y [α] carries the fermionic “hand”. Next, we proceed to calculate the Poisson algebra of these
fermionic loop variables with the T (n)’s variables. Firstly, recall that the Poisson bracket between



















So, together with the definition of T (1)a[γ](s) = U [γ] BA







(3)σ˜a AB [γ(s)], ψ
C(αi) U [α] DC ψD(αf )
}
P.B.






























ψC(αi) U [γ]AB Uα(ui, u)CA Uα(u, uf ) DB ψD(αf )
+ψC(αi) U [γ]AB Uα(ui, u)CB Uα(u, uf ) DA ψD(αf )
}
= i∆a[γ(s), α(u)]
{−ψC(αi) Uα(ui, u) AC U [γ] BA Uα(u, uf ) DB ψD(αf )
−ψD(αf )
[−Uα−1(uf , u)DA]U [γ]AB[−Uα−1(u, ui)BC]ψC(αi)}
| relabeling and denote αf = α−1i and αi = α−1f
= −i∆a[γ(s), α(u)]{ψA(αi) Uα(ui, u) BA U [γ] CB Uα(u, uf ) DC ψD(αf )









(−1)|♦|X[ α♦ ◦s γ], (8.98)











and also notation ♦ is similar to the previous chapter. Since the definition of Y [α] is quite similar
to X[α], with the same token, we can surmise that the second Poisson bracket hold similarly as{






(3)σ˜a AB [γ(s)], pi










(−1)|♦|Y [ α♦ ◦s γ]. (8.99)
This result is expected from the pure gravity case since we know that T (1)a[γ](s) contains a gravi-
tational “hand” at the spatial point γ(s) ∈ Σ. It “grasps” the argument α(u) of either X[α] or Y [α]
observable in two possible re-routings. Thus, from equation (8.94) to (8.99), we see that indeed all
the variables (T (0)[γ], T (1)a[γ](s), X[α], Y [α]) form a closed Poisson algebra in which it’s deforma-
tion may used to define the quantum theory of fermions + gravity system as similar to free-field case.
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Quantum theory: Kinematical level
In this section, we discuss a quantum representation of the classical loop algebra for our system.
A natural approach is to use the similar method as in pure gravity case, write down the deformation
of the classical loop algebra with the deformation parameter given by i~. As a heuristic approach,
we are going to use another equivalent method, the so called loop transform technique30. In other
words, we assume the existence of a Schro¨dinger like representation for the quantum Einstein-Weyl




. The canonical phase space variables are the standard
self-dual sl(2, C)-valued connection, (+,3)A BaA and Weyl fermion ψA. We also choose our operator
representation in such a way that both
[
(+,3)A BaA , ψ
A
]
are multiplicative operators and their
canonical conjugate momentum operators are genuinely given by following functional derivative
operators,




δ (3)A BaA (x)
and ̂˜piA(x) := −i δ
δψA(x)
. (8.100)
Next, as motivated by the pure gravity case (in which the quantum state of gravity is given by
the multi-loops state wave-functionals), we proceed to extend the multi-loop state wave-functionals
to include the open curves in order to capture the fermionic field extension. Recall that for free
field, we defined the multi-loop state functionals as element of linear space of complex functionals
supported on piecewise, smooth and continuous loops. It is written as
〈{η}|Ψ〉 = Ψ[{η}] = Ψ[η0, ..., ηn] (8.101)
where index n represents number of n-loops (closed) in the argument. As an example, for n = 1,




= U [η1] AA (Wilson Loop) to expand the
loop wavefunctional as similar to standard Schro¨dinger representation. The quantum operation of
both T (0)[γ] and T (1)a[γ](s) are trivially given by
T̂ (0)[γ]Ψ




(−1)|♦|∆a[γ, {η}](s)Ψ[(γ ◦s {η})♦].
In the same spirit, we define the open curves η′ (“open loop”) basis as
Ψη′
[
(3)A BaA , ψ
A
]




We can combine the both loops (and open curves) basis generically as following. For a given
arbitrary collection of closed and open curves, i.e. {β}m = (η1, η2, ...ηn, η′1, η′2, ...η′n′)31 such that
m = (n+ n′), we have
Ψβ
[
(3)A BaA , ψ
A
]




In genuine loop representation, besides that we need to ensure the Gile’s reconstruction theorem
hold32, the gist of this technique is to use the newly defined Ψβ
[




30In fact, loop transform technique is not something totally new in the literature. It has been introduced to study
the electromagnetic field/Yang-Mills gauge field theory [87] and also been brought into the Quantum gravity literature
by [78], [81]
31From this onwards, {β} consists of both closed loops and open curves, we just simply denote them “loop”.
32Essentially we need to recover the equivalent gauge invariant information from loops as compare to connection
representation
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basis of quantum states. Without mathematical rigor, one can define the loop transform to have
our quantum states of gravity + fermion system,
Ψ












To understand the measure of the integral rigorously (integration over the SU(2) gauge group
element), we cite the interested readers to explore more from [89], [90]. One can read the above




plays the role of generic wave-functional in connection






















[{β}] is it’s loop transform wave-functional. Of course the possibility of this picture is heavily




33. Next and more important, we like to study
the action of fermionic loop variables on the multi-loops wave-functionals. By assuming the loop




































































β ∪ α], (8.106)
where in the last step we applied an “inverse” of loop transform. The new argument takes the
meaning of union operation in between multiple loops β and the single open loop α carries by X̂
operator under standard set theoretic definition. It is interesting to see that the X̂[α] operator plays
the same role as T (0)[γ] in pure gravity case since it’s action on multi-loops states is simply adding
an open curve into the argument of the multi-loops state. Subsequently, we check the momentum





is known as Wilson-Susskind states.
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δ3(αi, βmf ) ψ































m ◦ α], (8.107)
where the summation is understood to be “end points dependent”. For instance the summation∑n+n′
[m=1];i involves sum over index m (associated with each multi-loops) from m = 1→ m = n+ n′
at the initial point of all {β}. Suppose we consider the notation: βe with e to indicate any initial







δ3(αi, βe)(−1)βe Ψ[β·e ◦ α]. (8.108)
From above expression, it is clear to see that Ŷ [α] acts similar to T (1)a[γ](s). It attaches the
open loop α (which carried by it) to any open end (either initial or final) of the multi-loops β
that happens to be at αe=i. In this sense, we regard it as fermionic “hand” operator. Suppose we
supplement both (8.106) and (8.108) with the usual quantum T -variables in the loop representation,
we can compute the corresponded quantum commutation relations. One can realize easily that the
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set of operators
(
X̂[α], Ŷ [α], T̂ (0)[α], T̂ (1)a[α]
)
provides a representation of the classical algebra of
our gravity + Weyl fermions system. One can use the framework to study the diffeomorphism
constraints and it turns out that the kinematical quantum states (which satisfy both Gauss’s Law
and 3D diffeomorphism constraints) are related to the knot classes. Also, by introducing the scalar
clock fields, [83] gives a natural realization of the dynamics of the system. As a side track, we want
to point out due to the similarity of the SU(2)C or SO(3)C gravitational connection dynamics
with proper Yang-Mills gauge theories, some authors considered the so called “unified viewpoint”
of Einstein-Maxwell or Einstein-Yang-Mills fields. We feel quite interesting since under this study,
one can understand all the fundamental interaction in a more coherent, unified aspect as long dream
by particle physicists. Interested readers can see [88].
Chapter 9
Spin Networks: Modern Quantum
Theory of Gravity
As a concluding chapter for this thesis, we will like to summarize the present foundations of matter-
free LQG with stress given to the differences induced when the matter degrees of freedom are bring
in. The author apologizes for the lack of full working from this point onwards because we unable
to work them out fully on some of the technical topics and the shortage in time.
Logical flow of concepts is our main emphasis here. We will justify the introduction of new
structures and concepts into the theory so that the reader can understand why these structures are
needed and some crucial changes due to the matter will be highlighted especially at the level of
Scalar constraint. We will also avoid functional analysis because it is rather hard for us to make it
mathematical rigorous here. However, the reader must know that LQG (in free fields at least) has
been placed at a rigorous level similar to axiomatic quantum field theory with functional analysis,
topology, differential geometry etc. at the very roots of it1. Interested reader can see T. Thiemann’s
brilliant book [20] to really understand the level of rigor in LQG. Also, one can gain important
physical insight from the nice book from Rovelli [19].
9.1 Spin Network basis
Firstly we construct the spin network basis with the generalized connection2. At this level, we
assume it to be general and non-gauge invariant and the Gauge symmetries can be restored at
the later stage by considering the so called gauge invariant intertwiner. Recall that in the loop
representation, the loop basis is overcomplete because the basis needs to satisfy the Mandelstam
identities. The Mandelstam identities relate certain loops together so a complete basis would have
to use equivalence classes of loops (i.e. {η}) under the Mandelstam identities [17].
In the literature, Rovelli & Smolin [92] proceeded by antisymmetrising loops to construct a
complete basis that satisfies the Mandelstam identities. They ended up arriving at the axioms of
Penrose spin networks thus concluding that spin networks form a complete basis for LQG. This
is first time peoples realize the concept of spin networks originally defined by Penrose eventually
catch interest in the quantum gravity study.
1At lease the kinematical Hilbert space is concerned. This is still valid when one coupled the matter into the
theory.
2A generalized connection is an assignment of he ∈ SU(2) to each of the path or link e ∈ Σ
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Here we will describe a more modern attempt by Rovelli & Petri [101], [102] at arriving at the
spin network basis. A side note is that, the connection that is considered in the modern formula-
tion of LQG is the Immirzi-Barbero su(2) connection. This connection is used in the construction
because from the Immirzi-Barbero formulation, we do not run into problems of complex variables
and reality conditions3.
First we redefine the loop variables (in Immirzi-Barbero su(2) real connection) as:
T (0)
′








Note that the group generators used in the definitions above are general spin-j generators (or the
generator for generalized connection). The consequence of such a redefinition is that, multiloop
variables ([19] pg 228) will have a sign dependence on the number of loops,
T (0)
′
[[γ1] · · · [γN ]] = T (0)′ [γ1] · · ·T (0)′ [γN ] (9.3)
= (−1)NT (0)[[γ1] · · · [γN ]] (9.4)
This sign dependence now turns the Spinor Mandelstam identity into the Penrose Binor identity
[15],
T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ2] + T (0)[γ1 ◦ γ−12 ] = T (0)[γ1]T (0)[γ2] (9.5)





Now this identity also satisfies Recoupling Theory with its parameter A = −1 [15]. So the whole
machinery of chromatic evaluation in recoupling theory is available to LQG. By using recoupling
theory [15], and the redefined Mandelstam identities, a linear basis is constructed and it is found
to satisfy Penrose’s axioms for spin networks. So spin network states is a complete linear basis for
LQG. We note that at this point the Gauss constraint is not yet imposed, the spin network basis is
not Gauss gauge invariant. This is somewhat ironical since the initial motivation of loop variables
is to handle the Gauss constraint trivially. We will describe the spin network basis now. The scalar
product and imposition of Gauss constraints will be briefly covered later. It turns out that the
Spin Network basis is orthogonal by Peter-Weyl theorem (inner product is given by the so called
Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure) and gauge symmetry will be handed by choosing a proper gauge
invariant intertwiner.
A spin network (for free gravity) embedded in Σ is a triple (Γ, je, in). Γ is a graph immersed
in the manifold Σ, that is, a collection of nodes n, which are points of Σ, joined by links e (with e
stands for edge), which are curves in Σ. je is the assignment of (non-trival) an irreducible (group)
representation of spin-j SU(2) to each link e through the holonomy. in is an assignment of an
intertwiner in to each node n. The valence, m of a node is defined by the total number of links
that start at the node and the total number of links that end at the node.










3It is worth to mention that spin network basis evaluated in complex Ashtekar connection is not well-defined due
to its non-compact nature. So far, in the Loop community only the real Immirzi-Barbero parameter Spin Network
with compact gauge group is emphasized and little concentration is given to SL(2,C) non-compact generalization
[111].
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where Π(je) represents the spin-j representation of the link e and this representation is related
to the Barbero connection A through the holonomy. The dot indicates contraction between the
intertwiners at the nodes and the spin-j representations of the links that passes through the nodes.
In fact, one can understand the spin-j representation of a single graph mathematically as the union
of Cylindrical function associated with each link e. Suppose we are given a graph γ ⊂ Σ (with Ne
as the total number of edges it contains). An element ψγ,f ∈ Cylγ such that f is a smooth function
maps the Ne copies of spin-j irreducible representations into a complex fields, i.e. f : SU(2)Ne 7→ C,
is a functional of the connection through holonomy. Explicitly,
ψγ,f [A] := f
(
he1 [A], he2 [A], ...heNe [A]
)
(9.8)
Now we come to the important point of how to construct a (gauge invariant) spin network state.
It is simply achieved by having only invariant intertwiners in. Intertwiners are tensors with one
index in each representation of the tensor product space (pg 200 of Rovelli’s Book [19]). Invariant
intertwiners are those tensors that are invariant under SU(2) on all the indices. We justify the
gauge invariance of the state by checking the transformation of Ψs[A] under SU(2). We choose to
illustrate this by an example later. This gauge invariant subspace is also called the singlet subspace
which is well known from basic Quantum Mechanics that the singlet state is invariant under rota-
tions. We note that the dimension of the singlet subspace is m − 2 or 2 dimensions smaller than
the valence of the node (pg 238 of Rovelli’s Book [19]).
We only want to construct gauge invariant spin networks (which is physically relevant here since
gauge invariant object is our main emphasis), thus the labeling of the links cannot be arbitrary after
all. There must exist a singlet subspace in the tensor product space of the spin-jl representations of
the links attached to a node. The conditions are called Clebsch-Gordan conditions in the literature
(pg 379 of Rovelli’s Book [19])4.
For 3 links that are attached to a node (trivalent node),which labeled by j1 ,j2 and j3 spins,
the 2 Clebsch-Gordan conditions to satisfy are
j1 + j2 + j3 = Integer
|j1 − j2| ≤ j3 ≤ (j1 + j2) (9.9)
as long as one of the spins is compatible to the other 2 spins by the above conditions.
Equivalently, for 4 links attached to a node (4-valent node), we have the Clebsch=Gordan
conditions,
j1 + j2 + j3 + j4 = Integer
|j1 − j2| ≤ j3 + j4 ≤ j1 + j2 or |j1 − j2| ≤ |j3 − j4| ≤ j1 + j2 (9.10)
To illustrate a gauge invariant spin network construction explicitly, let us consider the following
example. As the simplest case, suppose we have a graph Γ with 2 nodes n1 and n2 and 3 links e1, e2
and e3, labeled with je11 = 1, je2 =
1
2 and je3 =
1
2 respectively
5. All 3 links are orientated such that















4This has nothing to do with conservation of angular momentum, here we only want a singlet subspace to exist.
However, the condition is well known in all undergraduate QM courses when one study the addition of angular
momentum [34].
5The label carried by each link normally is referred to the color of the link. So, we need to choose the proper
colors for the edges and not all the possibilities are physically relevant due to the gauge invariant principle.
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A,B = 0, 1. (Note that spin-12 indices are raised and lowered with ²AB and spin-1 indices are raised
and lowered with δij due to the different in the underlying Lie-algebra structure). We check that
this is a physically valid spin network because 1 + 12 +
1
2 = 2 (integer) and |1 − 12 | ≤ 12 ≤ 1 + 12
(see both conditions in (9.9)). So the Clebsch-Gordan conditions are satisfied and a 1-dimensional
singlet subspace exists in the tensor product space 1⊗ 12 ⊗ 12 . Now we need the invariant tensors in
the tensor product space (intertwiner). The 3 Pauli matrices are the invariant tensors in the tensor
product space because they transform under (different representations of) SU(2) in the required


















σjCD = σiAB. (9.11)





















Let’s go through the symbols once more, σiAB(n1) is the invariant tensor at node n1 and σjCD(n2)
is the invariant tensor at node n2. It is important to point out that when one considers the geomet-
rical operators, only the nodes will produce nonzero quantum volume under proper regularization
scheme. The node will not contribute to the quantum Area, where the later is mainly determine





is the matrix of spin-1 representation on link e1. The same
follows for the other 2 links. Note that the indices of the spin representations are contracted nicely
with each index of the invariant tensors at the nodes. The end result is an assignment of a complex
number to the underlying graph.
We can look at the transformation of the terms in the spin network state to see that it is indeed

















where we recall that the inverse of a unitary matrix is its adjoint. Transform Ψs[A] under SU(2),
then group all the (n1) terms and (n2) terms together. Recall (9.11) and the adjoint of (9.11),
together that Pauli matrices are self-adjoint, we can easily see that Ψs[A] is gauge invariant and
this concludes the example of a gauge invariant spin network.
To include the matter into the Spin Network, one needs to extend the notion of links and nodes.
Suppose we include Yang-Mills fields, Fermions and Scalars field into the consideration, a generic
spin network (with matter coupling) is given by
(
Γ, je, ke, Fn, Sn, in, wn
)
, where besides than the
gravitational degree of freedom, now we have other matter degrees of freedom. Our new quantum
number are[19]:
• An abstract knotted graph Γ with links e and nodes n.
• A (gravitational)-spin je and an irreducible representation ke of the Yang-Mills group GYM,
both associated with each link.
• An (gravitational) SU(2) intertwiner in, a GYM intertwiner wn associated with each node n.
6Reminder: Under SU(2) group action, holonomy transform in homogenous way, i.e. h′e[A] =
g(x(0))he[A]g
−1(x(1)), where x(0), x(1) ∈ Σ and g ∈ SU(2).
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• An integer Fn associated with each node. Fermions are placed at the nodes similar to Lattice
Gauge Theory.
• An irreducible representation Sn of the Yang-Mills group GYM associated with each node. We
consider the scalar fields are evaluated in irreducible representation of the Yang-Mills gauge
group.
With the matter coupling, we expect the Yang-Mills fields will complicate the colors of the link
and hence modifies the quantum area spectrums. One needs to consider the more general gauge
invariant intertwiner which satisfied by the new connections le = je ⊗ ke, where le ∈ SU(2)
⊗GYM.
Both fermions and scalars fields are not associated with each of the link, so they will not modify
the quantum area spectrum[112]. For the volume spectrum, obviously we see that all the matter
fields will eventually modify the quantum volume spectrum as an additional degree of freedom to
the original gravitational node. This is expected from our physical insight since from Thiemann’s
master constraint programme, we know the volume operator is important in the quantization of
the scalar constraint. This indirectly means that with the matter coupling, the new nodes (which
carry both information of gravity and matter) will be related to (and determine) the dynamics of
the system. This is under our expectation.
The general inner product is defined from the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure [89], [90] & [91].
However, when we employ the spin network basis and use the Immirzi-Barbero connection valued
in su(2), the cylindrical functions can be written in terms of finite dimensional irreducible rep-
resentations of SU(2) as assured by Peter-Weyl Theorem. Irreducible representations of SU(2)
are orthogonal to each other, hence we have a natural scalar product in the spin network basis.
This scalar product is extended over to the Gauss invariant subspace naturally. These interesting
features of the inner product and existence of orthonormal basis are naturally bring over to the
gravity + matter sectors as well [19].
At this point, we describe two important SU(2) gauge invariant operators, the so-called area
operator, A and volume operator, V . We start with the description of the area operator, A. First












where Σ′ is a 2D orientated surface in the 3D Σ hypersurface. Recall thay γ is the Immirzi-
Barbero parameter. ~σ = (σ1, σ2) are the coordinates on Σ′ and ²abc is defined with ²123 = 1.
Notice that the Immirzi-Barbero parameter appears in the definition7, this is because the canonical







. Consider the operator
E2(Σ′) := Ei(Σ′)Ei(Σ′) acting on a link that intersects Σ′ only once, the result is
E2(Σ′)Ψs[A] = β2j(j + 1)Ψs[A] (9.15)
where the link carries spin-j representation. Then we thus have
E(Σ′)Ψs[A] = β
√
j(j + 1)Ψs[A]. (9.16)
To calculate the general case where a spin network state may have multiple ‘punctures’ through






7As a side track, it is important to point out recently under the “covariant LQG approach” (mainly by S. Alexan-
drov), area spectrum is shown to be Immirzi-Barbero parameter independent [113].
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where k = 1 . . . n is a sequence of increasingly fine partitions of Σ′. There is a partition n sufficiently





ji(ji + 1)Ψs[A]. (9.18)














i + 1)− jti (jti + 1)Ψs[A] (9.19)
where the node is decomposed into a virtual graph and ju, jd and jt denote the colouring of the
virtual links. See the derivation in Rovelli’s Book [19] or Ashtekar original paper [114]. To reduce
to the special case above, just let jt = 0 and ju = jd. The discussion here is far from complete,
the reader is referred to the references in this chapter for more details on the derivation of the area
spectrum and how it is related to the classical notion of area. There are regularization issues with
the area operator (pg 294 Rovelli’s Book [19]).
For the volume operator, we consider the classical expression of the volume of a 3D region







| Recall det (3)qab =






√∣∣∣∣ 13!²abc (3)E˜ai (3)E˜bj (3)E˜cj ²ijk
∣∣∣∣. (9.20)
Note that there exists 2 different versions of the quantized volume operator, they are Ashtekar-
Lewandowski [94] version and Rovelli-Petri versions [101]. Exactly due to this, we have ambiguities
[110] in the way to regularize the scalar constraint. The situation is not getting better even with
the intense study by Thiemann under the Mater constraint programme.
We shall now take the next step in the quantum theory of constraint systems and solve the 3D
diffeomorphism constraint. Here we follow Rovelli [19].
We note that in the spin network basis, we have a natural action of φ ∈ Diff(Σ),
Uφ|s〉 = |φ ◦ s〉 (9.21)
The spin network basis, denoted by, |s〉, (and s denotes Gauss invariant spin networks) carries a
unitary representation of Diff(Σ) as implied above.
Crucially as realize by many peoples sooner after the definition of spin network by Rovelli and
Baez, there are no states in the Gauss invariant Hilbert space, HGauss invariant under action of Uφ.
We look for diffeomorphism invariant states in the topological dual space HGauss∗. We shall define
a “projector” map PDiff to bring us from HGauss → HDiff ⊂ HGauss∗. The method that will be used
to define PDiff is analogous to the one in field theory where we can define a gauge-invariant state by
integrating a state, that carries unitary representations of the gauge group, over the gauge group,
provided that a measure is well defined. The diffeomorphism invariant, well defined measure (in
which defined the Kinematical Hilbert space) is obtained by Ashtekar, Lewandowski, Marolf etl
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through the c*-algebra [90].





Dφ|φ ◦ s〉 (9.22)
where [s]Diff stand for the equivalence class defined by s, s′ ∈ [s]Diff with s′ = φ ◦ s given a
φ ∈ Diff(Σ). Hence it is a suitable notation for a diff-invariant state. Note that in the literature













DiffDφUφ where we integrate over the Diff group. We can also write (formally) in






where (3)D˜a is the 3D diffeomorphism constraint in terms of the Immirzi-Barbero variables. fa is
an element of the Lie algebra of Diff(Σ). Here we are integrating over the algebra elements instead
of integrating over the group elements. However, we will see that the form of the projector is not
really needed at the end of the discussion.








Dφ〈φ ◦ s|s′〉 (9.25)
We see that the RHS is not zero when the graphs are related by a diffeomorphism, i.e. φΓ′s′ = Γs.
So integration is (non-zero) only over the (“graph symmetric”) subspace that satisfies φΓ′s′ = Γs.
Within this subspace, we can have different orderings and orientations of the links resulting in a








where Diff(s′′) is the subgroup that satisfies φΓ′s′ = Γs. We assume that
∫
Diff(s′′)Dφ = 1. We can
see that the sum is finite because there is only a finite number of ways to change orderings and
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that gives us a way of finding the matrix elements of PDiff. Furthermore a diff-invariant scalar
product can be defined by




With these remarkable properties of gauge invariant Spin Network, it was shown by Fairbairn and
Rovelli [115] that eventually spin networks is capable to lead us to a separable kinematical Hilbert
space [116]. Hence, at least up to kinematical level, we have a well defined quantum theory of grav-
ity and it is believed that the above construction still generally make sense when matter degrees of
freedom are bring in.
Finally, to end up this chapter, we outline the main features of solving the Hamiltonian con-
straint. Initially, the Hamiltonian constraint is solved very similarly to the diffeomorphism con-
straint by defining a projector. The projector is expanded out into a series with powers of (regular-
ized) Hamiltonian constraint acting on spin network states and it is found that they create nodes
and links order by order [97]. This gives rise to the so-called spinfoam formulation [19]. Due to
some difficulties in the original idea, spinfoam are formulated from scratch and it is hoped that
they resolve the problems in the canonical formulation. Thiemann took on the Master Constraint
approach instead [20].
The scalar constraint is initially highly intractable because the terms are non-linear when we
think of the quantized scalar constraint acting on (gauge invariant) spin network states. However,
Thiemann has found a series of identities (they are called Thiemann’s tricks) that allows the scalar
constraint to be rewritten such that it can be quantized in a reasonable manner. Regularization is
needed because we need to change connection variables into holonomy variables because then we
will be able to calculate the action of the (regularized) scalar constraint on the spin network states.


























In the literature ([19] [20]), the first term is called the Euclidean Hamiltonian Constraint. The
first term looks like the Hamiltonian constraint obtained in the Ashtekar Self-Dual formulation,
but here we are using real variables, so if we started out with Euclidean real GR, we will get this as
the Hamiltonian constraint, hence the name. We denote the first term as S˜E . Thiemann’s crucial





















where the Poisson bracket is the Immirzi-Barbero formulation version. The symbol V is the volume
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The triumph is that the denominator
√
det (3)qab in the initial expression of the scalar constraint
which seems tough to be defined when acting on a spin network state, is now manageable. We
can quantize this expression by mapping Poisson brackets to commutators which is a reasonable
step. The scalar constraint has been expressed into terms with V , A and (β,3)F where the quantum
version of V is known. For (β,3)A and (β,3)F , we note that they can be expressed as holonomies or
as limit of holonomies [20]. This gives rise to a regularized scalar constraint and the regularized
scalar constraint is turned into an operator expression. This regularized scalar constraint operator
is then acted on (gauge invariant) spin network states.
Next, we examine the possible complications that bring in through the coupling of matter
fields. Firstly, we recall that modulo the Gauss Law constrain (i.e. G˜i ≈ 0), we have the total




































Obvious observation we see that the complications come in due to the torsional degrees of freedom.
Recall that, now our curvature
(Bar,3)AFkab carries torsion as well as the extrinsic curvature. In fact,

















So, second term in (9.34) will becomes very tedious due to the torsion. Due to this reason, it is
proposed that the torsional decomposition of the constraints in terms of torsion-free and torsional
part (see chapter 7) can be helpful to solve this problem. Also, as argued by Thiemann, to handle
the fermionic term in (9.34), it is nicer to use the half-density fermionic variables through ξ := 4
√
qψ
and χ := 4
√
qη (with ξ† := 4√qψ† and χ† := 4√q†). With matter coupling, Thiemann illustrates how
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the ultraviolet divergences of ordinary quantum field theory can be directly interpreted as a conse-
quence of the approximation that disregards the quantized, discrete, nature of quantum geometry.
Under Thiemann framework, it is interesting to see that gravitational degrees of freedom now play
the role as a natural regulator to regularize the divergence problem of quantum field theories [117].
We stop here as this is as far as the author can grasp. We would like to direct interested
reader to some of the outstanding issues in LQG (please consult [19] pg 293 or [20] for details).
We refer the reader to the references [19], [20], [100], [98] for further reading on some of the latest
development of the theory. Also, for a contemporary introduction to LQG, please refers to these
references: [99], [104], [107], [108] and [109]. Finally, the reader can also read [100], [105] and [106]
for more details on spinfoams and [118], [119] for recent phenomenological aspect of the theory.
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As summary and conclusion of this thesis, we present the famous quote:
To a large extend, a well-defined, background-independent, UV-finite quan-
tum theory of general relativity (in 4 dimensions and without Supersymmetry,





We note here another way of writing the second fundamental form (the extrinsic curvature) in more
geometrical point of view,









| use the formula of the Lie Derivative [cite: Carrol] and metricity condition (4)∇agbc = 0,










































Thus, (3)Kab can be taken as the “velocity” of the canonical variable (3)qab as it Lie drags the
canonical variable away from the initial hypersurface. The specification of the initial value problem
is thus as follows [cite: Wald, Poisson]: specify two symmetric tensor fields, (3)qab and (3)Kab, on a
spacelike hypersurface Σ and the fields are not arbitrary. They must satisfy constraint equations
on them.
294
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| The last 2 terms are zero due to n ⊥ (3)qab.
| Note that L~n (3)qab = 1
N
LN~n (3)qab in this special case.





Lt (3)qab − L ~N (3)qab
]





(3)q˙ab − L ~N (3)qab
]
. (A.2)
We see that LN~n (3)qab = Lt (3)qab − L ~N (3)qab in this special case.
Appendix B
SL(2,C) and SU(2) Spinors: Concepts
and Some Useful Relations
Here we introduce the soldering forms that allow the coupling of fermions into GR. As we all
known, this is necessary in order to extend the free-field GR into the gravity + matter sector
in a natural and rigorous way. This section also try to derive some useful relations to ease the
discussion in the main text. Here we will just provide a brief sketch of SL(2,C) spinors and the
“ (3+1) decomposition” of SL(2,C) into SU(2) spinors and then give a dictionary to show how
they are related to triads. The approach is emphasize on the computational aspect. The reader
interested in the complete formulation of these spinors is referred to [cite: Carmeli or Penrose;
Rindler]. Our main reference here is Chapter 5 and Appendix A of Ashtekar’s Book [cite: Ashtekar
2 books].
B.1 General Setting
Let W be a complex vector space and W ∗ be its dual. (Dual space means, elements ofW ∗ provides
linear mappings from W to C, or in other words, they are the linear functional of element of W ).
We can construct tensors by taking tensor products of W and W ∗. The complex conjugate spaces
W and W ∗ are defined as follows: elements of W induces and antilinear map from W ∗ to C ;
elements of W ∗ induces an antilinear map from W to C. The complex conjugate action, maps W
onto W and it maps W ∗ onto W ∗. This map is assume to be one-to-one and antilinear in nature.
We will need tensors based on all four basic vector spaces (especially to describe the fermionic
matters). Thus we need a way to write elements from each of the four basic vector spaces, so we
assign the following abstract index notation following Penrose abstract notation [Penrose book]:
αA, αA ∈W (B.1)





ρA′ , ρA′ ∈W ∗ (B.4)
We interprete notation αA as the complex conjugate of αA
′ ∈ W where the operation of complex





′ = αA = αA (B.5)
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and more complex tensors, we have
αAA′ = αA
′A. (B.6)
We note that an antilinear mapping can be decomposed into a linear mapping and complex conju-
gation,





The setting for GR will be, we consider a fiber bundle over the spacetime manifold M whose fiber
is isomorphic to W . In this way, tensor fields on M are generalized to objects which are tensor
products of tensors and internal tensors. We call them generalized tensors and a certain subset of
them are called soldering forms which eventually served as the fundamental phase space variable
of canonical quantum gravity in Ashtekar spirit.
B.2 SL(2,C) Spinors
Let W be a 2D complex vector space C2. The space of 2-forms ²AB over W is 1D. There is only
one 2-form up to scaling in this vector space. We define its inverse by the relation (hence we have
chosen a normalization factor for this 2-form) as
²AC²
AB = δCB (B.8)
Note that ²AB = −²BA and ²AB = −²BA since ²AB is a 2-form. Define LAB as a one-to-one linear





D = ²CD (B.9)
















| Note δBB = 2 since 2D.
= 1. (B.10)




. ²AB and ²AB provides
an isomorphism between the two spaces W and W ∗. Hence we can define the raising and lowering
of indices with the isomorphism in the following way,





Lowering : ξA²AB = ξB (B.13)
ξA
′
²A′B′ = ξB′ , (B.14)
where ²A
′B′ = ²A
′B′ = ²AB, see [Penrose & Rindler pg 110]. Since ² is antisymmetric, the position
of the indices are important, for example, lowering is defined as contraction with the (LEFT) index
of ². This is due the fact that one can view ² as the metric in the complex vector space we defined.
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so swapping the “up” and “down” indices of a contracted pair of indices gains a negative sign.




The space W ⊗W is isomorphic to C4. The anti-Hermiticity condition cuts half of the dimensions.
Space V is thus isomorphic to R4. We note that (see Carmeli equation 5.47 [cite: Carmeli]) due
to the the construction above and due to ²AB²A′B′ , the natural metric in V , the mapping to a 4D
real space endows it with signature (−,+,+,+). The tangent space of the spacetime manifold is
Minkowskian and has signature (−,+,+,+), which follows from the signature on the metric onM .
Thus it is natural to introduce an isomorphism between V and the tangent space of M .
Define the isomorphism σ:




AA′ = αa. (B.17)





If σaAA′ exists globally (for every point of M), then M admits an SL(2,C) spinor structure. We
summarize the notation for SL(2,C) spinors:




A′ − primed SL(2,C) spinor
σaAA′ − “glues” internal (or spinor) indices to tangent space indices.
σaAA′ is also called an SL(2,C) soldering form. Note that for a given pseudo-Riemannian manifold
with spinor structure, σaAA′ is unique up to local SL(2,C) transformations, since tangent space
objects are SL(2,C) invariant.
Comments:
1. The inverse of σaAA′ is σaAA
′
. Index “a” is lowered by gab and “A,A′” indices are raised by
²AB, ²A
′B′ respectively.
2. Since the soldering forms are objects in V , we have the anti-Hermiticity condition σ AA
′
a =
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−σaAA′ as considered earlier. And
αa = σaAA′αAA
′
Complex conjugate→ αa = σaAA′αAA′
| Primed & unprimed indices are treated (B.19)







Thus, as a consistency check on our definition on V , we checked that tangent vectors are real.
3. Space V , having a signature (−,+,+,+) has a natural time orientation as well as a total
orientation. For time orientation, we note that elements of the form −iψAψA′ are null vectors
with respect to the metric ²AB²A′B′








= − ∣∣ψAφA∣∣2 (B.21)
which is negative, meaning that −iψAψA′ and −iφBφB′ lie on the same half of the light cone.
Inner product of −iψAψA′ with itself is − ∣∣ψAψA∣∣2 which is immediately seen to be identically
zero due to ψAψA = −ψAψA = 0. We can see easily that iψAψA
′
lie on the other side of the
light cone. By convention, we shall call −iψAψA′ as “future directed null vectors”.
We now show that a total orientation exists in space V by showing that a (globally defined









[²AB²CD²A′C′²B′D′ + ²AD²BC²A′B′²D′C′ + ²AC²DB²A′D′²C′B′
−²A′B′²C′D′²AC²BD − ²A′D′²B′C′²AB²DC − ²A′C′²D′B′²AD²CB] . (B.22)
The 4-form by construction is real since a term plus it’s complex conjugate is unchanged
under complex conjugation. Now, we use the soldering forms to construct a total orientation










We conclude that a pesudo-Riemannian manifold (M , gab) should be at least orientable and
time orientable to have a SL(2,C) spin structure on it.
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4. The local proper Lorentz group of (M , ηab ) is SO(1, 3). It is well known that SL(2,C) is the
double covering of SO(1, 3) and their Lie Algebras are isomorphic to each other.
Now we shall describe the differential calculus of spinors. We extend the covariant derivative
to act on objects with spacetime indices and internal (spinor) indices. We require the following
properties to hold:
• On spacetime tensors, its action is with torsion-free extension.
• Its action on generalized tensors (objects with spacetime indices and internal indices) is linear
and satisfies Leibnitz rule.
• It is “real”, i.e.
∇aα = ∇aα (B.24)
• It annihilates ² (the metric on V ):
∇a²AB = 0 (B.25)
We see that at this stage, the derivative operator (the same symbol will be used throughout this
appendix) is not really unique. Consider any two operators∇ and∇′ satisfying the above properties
and we can write their difference in their actions on covectors and on unprimed spinors as
(∇a −∇′a)kb =: Cabckc (B.26)
(∇a −∇′a)λA =: CaABλB (B.27)
Note that Cabc = C(ab)c since Cabc is a difference between two torsion-free connections. Define
CaAB := CaAD²DB, with the fourth property, we can show
(∇a −∇′a)²AB = CaAD²DB + CaBD²AD
0 = CaAD²DB + CaBD²AD
0 = Ca[AB] (B.28)
We conclude Ca[AB] ∝ ²ABCaAB = CaAA = −CaAA = 0 which means the SL(2,C) valued con-
nection is traceless and internal indices are symmetric when they are both “up” or both “down”.
Also, there are as many derivative operators as the number of Cabc’s and CaAB’s that satisfy the
conditions Cabc = C(ab)c and CaAA = 0 (or CaAB = CaBA).
Therefore, to have a unique extension of ∇ to spinors, we need to further impose the condition
∇aσbAA′ = 0. Once can easily realize that this condition is a natural one since we have already
(4)gab = σaAA′σbBB′²AB²A
′B′ , ∇a (4)gbc = 0 and ∇a²AB = 0. The condition ∇aσbAA′ = 0 is
naturally compatible with them.
Defining the curvature tensor on “lower index” spinor as:
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)λA =: (4)R BabA λB (B.29)
we can deduce its action on “upper index” spinor by raising its index and note ∇a²AB = 0,
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)²DAλA = ²DA (4)R BabA λB
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a)λD = (4)R DBab λB
= − (4)R Dab BλB (B.30)
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We must also derive an important identity for the upcoming calculation on self/anti-self duality
of the Riemann tensor. The reference is (Carmeli eqn 6.171 [cite:]). We want to show
(4)RabAB = (4)RabBA
Also implies that (4)R ABab =
(4)R BAab . (B.31)
We use the annihilation of ²AB again:
(∇a∇b −∇b∇a) ²AB = − (4)R Aab D²DB − (4)R Bab D²AD
0 = (4)R Aab D²
BD − (4)R Bab D²AD
∴ 0 = (4)R ABab − (4)R BAab ; (B.32)
hence shown. Consider now
0 = (∇a∇b −∇b∇a)σcAA′
= (4)R dabc σd
AA′ − (4)R Aab D σcDA
′ − (4)R A′ab D′ σcAD
′
∴ (4)R dabc σdAA
′
= (4)R AabD σc




Contract with σmAA′ , we get
(4)R dabc σd











The above decomposition of the Riemann tensor is actually something more subtler. We can see
this by writing the above decomposition in terms of the self-dual and anti-self dual parts of the
Riemann tensor:




(4)R dabc − i ? (4)R dabc
)
(B.35)













(4)R nabm . We need this identity before we














σbBM ′ − σbAM ′σaBM ′
)
(B.37)





| Note σcEM ′σcBC′ = δ EB δ M
′
C′ , ξAη


















From the definition of the self-dual and anti-self dual parts of the Riemann tensor, we see that
(4)R dabc =
(4,+)R dabc +
(4,−)R dabc . (B.39)
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AM ′σdAA′ . (B.40)







































































hence it adds to the first term. To deal with the 4th term, we need a similar identity, which we
will derive now, consider
²cdpqσp
AM ′σqAA′









dBM ′ − σcBM ′σdBA′
)
. (B.43)




AM ′σqAA′ = 12 i(σcBA′σ
dBM ′ − σcBM ′σdBA′). So,

















































































AM ′σdAA′ . (B.47)
The very important conclusion drawn from this section is that, “unprimed” spinor curvature maps
to the self-dual part of the Riemann tensor and the “primed” spinor curvature maps to the anti
self-dual part of the Riemann tensor !
B.3 SU(2) Spinors




in the previous post.














without the imbedding first.
The construction is parallel to that for SL(2,C) with a fiber bundle over Σ that is isomorphic to
2D complex vector space W with ²AB for raising and lowering indices. However for SU(2) spinors,




A := 〈ψ, φ〉 (B.48)
Hermiticity of the inner product means that,
〈ψ, φ〉 = 〈φ, ψ〉
⇒ 〈φ, ψ〉 = φA′GA′AψA






!= 〈ψ, φ〉 = ψA′GA′AφA
∴ GA′A = GAA′ = GA′A Hermitian metric (B.49)
or GAA′ → GAA′ = GA′A = GAA′ (B.50)
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in which it agrees with (Ashtekar Chap 9, pg 110). Positivity of inner product means
〈ψ, φ〉 > 0⇒ 〈ψ,ψ〉 = ψA′GA′AψA > 0 ∀ ψA 6= 0. (B.51)






Contract with ²AD, GA′AGA
′
B ²




A′B = δAB. (B.52)
GA′A allows conversion of objects with primed indices to the unprimed ones, as we can deduce from
the inner product defined at the beginning. We denote this operation as “‡”
αA 7→ (α‡)A := αA′GA′A (B.53)
Together with ²AB, we can actually define an operation “†” that maps objects in W to objects in
W ,
αA 7→ (α†)A := −²AB(α‡)B
= −²ABαA′GA′B (B.54)
In a later subsection, we will provide justification and explicit constructions for the operation “‡”
and the operation “†”. From the hermiticity and positivity of the inner product and normalization











≥ 0 (= 0⇔ αA = 0) (B.55)
and
(α††)A = ((α†)†)A
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Recall that SL(2,C) transformations preserve ²AB. Transformations that preserve a Hermitian
inner product are unitary. Thus defining SU(2) transformations require both ²AB and GA′A to be
preserved.
We indicate how the “†” operation acts on arbitrary spinors αA...BC...D and βA...BC...D,
(α+ cβ)† := α† + cβ† and (αβ)† := α†β† (B.57)












which is the normalization equation earlier, hence (²†)AB = ²AB. And for a given transformation
TAB, we have (the symbolic form for a 2-index object being T † = (−²)(−²)TGG)











= −TD′B′GAD′GBB′ . (B.59)
Consider the space H of all objects of the form αAB satisfying,
αAA = 0 , (α†)AB = α
A
B (B.60)
where we see that H is a 3D real vector space. (Dimensional considerations: Objects of the form
αAB is in W ⊗W ∗ which is 2 × 2 = 4 complex dimensions. Treat αAB as a 2× 2 complex matrix,
then tracelessness, αAA = 0 means 4 − 1 = 3 complex dimensions. (α†)AB = αAB cuts another 3
real dimensions to give 3 real dimensions for H. Think of this as a generic 2 × 2 complex matrix
which is tracefree and Hermitian.) Recall the original Hermitian inner product,
〈ψ, φ〉 = ψA′GA′AφA (B.61)
We deduce, for a 2-index object
〈γ, λ〉 = 〈γAB, λAB〉 = (γA′B′GA′AGB′B)(λAB). (B.62)
For objects αAB, βDE , we have












= −αABβBA (in H space only). (B.63)
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Thus we write the H space inner product as
〈α, β〉H := −αABβBA (B.64)
which is positive definite as the original product is.
It turns out there always exist a global isomorphism σaBA - called a SU(2) soldering form -




and also σaAB satisfies σaAA = 0 and (σ†)aA
B = σaAB since σaAB ∈ H.










SO(3) in tangent space
:= σaABUBCσbCD(U
†)DA . (B.66)
The discussion of differential calculus for SU(2) spinors parallels that of SL(2,C) spinors. We
denote the unique derivative operator as Da. Again, we assume that D is compatible with the
soldering form. We shall also work out a function relating the Riemann curvature (3)R dabc and the





AB = (3)R dabc σd
AB − (3)R Aab DσcDB − (3)R Bab D σcAD
0 = (3)R dabc σd
AB − (3)R Aab D σcDB − (3)R Bab D σcAD. (B.67)
Multiply with σeAB
(3)R dabc σd
ABσeAB = (3)R Aab D σc
DBσeAB + (3)R Bab D σc
ADσeAB
(3)R eabc = − (3)RabAD σcDBσeAB − (3)RabBD σcADσeAB
= (3)R AabD σc
DBσeAB + (3)R BabD σc
ADσeAB
= (3)R BabA σc
AMσeBM + (3)R BabA σc
MAσeMB
= 2 (3)R BabA σc
AMσeBM . (B.68)
We note with hindsight that, usually in the formula in terms of triads, the Riemann tensor and
the curvature of the spin connection are related through the triads with the factor of 2. Hence it
justifies that, in a later section, where we relate the SU(2) soldering forms to the triad, we will
normalize such that the factor of 2 does not turn up in the above formula in terms of triads.
B.4 Relation between SL(2,C) spinors and SU(2) spinors














with SL(2,C) spinors defined on it.
We related 3D tensors on Σ with 4D tensors on M through a (3+1) decomposition, now we
will do the same to relate SL(2,C) spinors on M to SU(2) spinors on Σ. In (3+1) decomposition,
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we pick out SO(3) from SO(1, 3) by choosing the future-directed unit normal na such that na is
invariant under SO(1, 3) transformations.
In the same way, we map na to spinor space and pick out the subgroup SU(2) from SL(2,C).
Such SL(2,C) transformations leave the spinor normal vector nAA′ := naσaAA
′
invariant.

































> 0 , (B.71)
since
√
2nA′A is a future directed timelike vector and (−iψA
′
ψA) is a future directed null vector.















This is consistent with our previous normalization where GA′AGA
′B = δAB where B = A leads
to δAA = 2. Thus we can conclude −2naσaA′AnbσbA′B = δAB, so −2nA′AnA′B = δAB. As a
generalization, we can consider both Euclidean and Lorentzian signatures where nana = s, thus we
can write GA′A := s
√
2inaσA′A for the general case. Thus indeed, with nA′A, we can pick out the
subgroup, SU(2) from SL(2,C) transformations that preserve nA′A. The decomposition is carried






nAA′ = 0 (B.74)
If αAA
′ ∈ V then αAA′ is a 4D object, but including the above condition, αAA′ is now a 3D object.
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From the metric ²AB²A′B′ in V , we construct the metric in the horizontal subspace which is
positive definite.
²AB²A′B′ + nAA′nBB′ = ²AB²A′B′ − 12GA′AGB′B (B.75)
where this is motivated from (3)qab = (3)gab + nanb. Since αAA
′
is now 3D, we can map 3D αAA
′
to 3D objects in space H. We recall GA′B maps primed objects to unprimed objects, thus we have
the natural map,
αAA
′ 7→ αAB := −αAA′GA′B (B.76)

















where we have used αDB = α(DB) which the trace free condition needs to be proved first,
αAA = −αAA′GA′A
| Since GA′A ∝ nA′A,
= 0 (B.78)
since that is the condition for picking the horizontal subspace. So the trace-freeness condition
αAA = 0 and (α†)AB = α
A
B are proved, therefore objects αAB = −αAA′GA′B are indeed in space
H.
Now we map the metric on the horizontal subspace to see what is the metric obtained under
this mapping by GA′A.
GA
′CGB
′D(²AB²A′B′ − 12GA′AGB′B) (B.79)
= ²CD²AB − 12δA
CδB
D (B.80)
We then recall the inner product on H
〈α, β〉H = −αABβBA. (B.81)
Thus indeed as expected, the metric that induces the inner product in H is the metric obtained by
mapping the metric on the horizontal subspace with G. We can also map the SL(2,C) soldering
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Thus we identify unprimed SL(2,C) spinors (on Σ) with SU(2) spinors. We can also write a (3+1)
decomposed for the SL(2,C) soldering form,
σa
A
B = −qamσmAA′GA′B (B.83)















′ − nanAA′ . (B.84)
Thus this is the (3+1) decomposed form.
B.5 Sen Connection
We denote the 3D derivative operator on Σ as (3)∇ (it is compatible with SU(2) soldering form
σaA





and since (3)qab = −σaABσbBA
⇒ (3)∇a (3)qcd = 0. (B.85)
Recall that all derivative operators have the action (3)∇a²AB = 0 in internal indices. On spatial
tensors, we have the projection,
(3)∇aTb...cd...e = qiaqjb ...qkc qdm...qen (4)∇iTj...km...n (B.86)
For tensors, the above relationships are well known. We would now like to find out the relations
of (3)∇ on SU(2) spinors and (4)∇ on SL(2,C) spinors. First we define the Sen connection (Sen)∇
(projects the action of (4)∇ on unprimed spinors to Σ ),
(Sen)∇aαcAb := qlaqmb qcn (4)∇lαnAm (B.87)
For tensor fields, the actions of (Sen)∇a and (3)∇a are the same. We check that (Sen)∇a satisfies the
properties for SU(2) derivative operator. Recall the 4 properties of an SU(2) covariant derivative
as,
1. Acting on tensors, it is torsion-free
2. Its action on generalised tensors is linear and satisfies the Leinitz rule.
3. The derivative operator is real, ∇aα = ∇aα.
4. It annihilates ²AB.
We see that (Sen)∇a satisfies 1 due to (3)∇ and satisfies 2, 3 and 4 since (4)∇ (SL(2,C) derivative
operator) satisfies them. (Sen)∇a annihilates (3)qab because (3)∇a annihilates (3)qab. (3)∇a is the
only unique derivative operator that annihilates σaAB so (Sen)∇a does not annihilate σaAB. We
write the difference between the actions of the two derivative operators as[
(Sen)∇a − (3)∇a
]
αA =: HaABαB. (B.88)
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One can show that the result is[
(Sen)∇a − (3)∇a
]




with KaAB = KabσbA
B where Kab is the extrinsic curvature of Σ in M .
Geometrically, we can say that (3)∇a (which is compatible with σaAB) knows only about the
intrinsic geometry of Σ while (Sen)∇a knows about the extrinsic curvature as well. We will write
the action of the Sen connection on spinors as follows,




Recall (Sen)∇a is compatible with (3)qab, then we have the result,[


















Since 2 (Sen)∇[a (Sen)∇b]αA = (3)F BabA αB and 2 (4)∇[a (4)∇b]αA = (4)R BabA αB, we immediately
have





(4)R BmnA . (B.92)
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AM ′σdAA′ and now construct (projec-






















| Recall ncσcMA′ = nMA′
= qba
(4)R dMb AnMA′σd








| Then note nA′AnA′B = −12δA
B and
| the complex conjugate version is (−nAA′)(−nAB′) = −12δA′
B′






































(4)R d Bb A σd
A
B




(4)R dBb A σd
A
B
















































AM ′σdAA′ . (B.94)
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To prevent the cluttering of the terms, we will separate the 4 terms and work them out separately.
Term 1






































































































































































ne (4)R dAe D σ
D
dA . (B.98)



















| since indices (e, d) contract with 3d soldering form, replace (4)RedMA → (3)F edMA








So now let us describe fully the implications brought about by defining the Sen connection and its
curvature. Note that in the vacuum solutions (4)Rab = 0, we have the Riemann tensor equals to
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the Weyl tensor (see “Exact solutions, 2nd Ed, pg 37, eqn 3.45”1). Recall (4)R BabA σc
AM ′σdBM ′ =
(4)R dabc means that the unprimed spinor curvature
(4)R BabA has the same information as the self
dual part of the Riemann tensor, thus (4)R BabA has the same information as the self dual part of





(4)R BmnA , means
(3)F BabA has the same information
as (4)R BabA .





















is the orientation 3-form on Σ.
• Eab := Cambnnmnn is the electric part of the Weyl tensor Cambn.
• Bab := 12²amcdCcdbnnmnn is the magnetic part of the Weyl tensor Cambn.
Thus the conclusion is that: it is remarkable that when we feed the information about the
extrinsic curvature into a connection to get the Sen connection, we get a curvature (3)F BabA that















code the self dual part of the Weyl tensor. From earlier
discussion, self dual part of the Weyl tensor has the information of the unprimed spinor curvature






codes the self dual part of the spacetime curvature (4,+)R dabc .
B.6 Dictionary: From SU(2) spinors to Triads
Here we show how to relate SU(2) spinors and triads which essentially uses Pauli matrices as a
basis for the SU(2) soldering forms. Pauli matrices are denoted as τ I3 BA where I3 runs 1, 2, 3.
They are 2× 2, traceless Hermitian matrices. Space H defined earlier is the space of precisely such
traceless and Hermitian objects. The internal index is denoted as I3 to distinguish between SU(2)
indices.









D + δI3J3δAD (B.102)
(Check the above relation in any QM textbook [cite:Sakurai, etc])
We set
σaA







at each point of the 3-manifold Σ. The above expression can be deduced from the isomorphism
of SU(2) to SO(3). Note that τ I3A
B ∈ H and (3)EaI3 is an element of the tangent space of Σ,
thus indeed, σaAB provides an isomorphism between the 3D tangent space and space H of 2 × 2
1Hans Stephani, Dietrich Kramer, Malcolm MacCallum, Corneluis Hoenselaers, Eduard Herlt, Exact Solutions of
Einstein’s Field Equations (Cambridge University Press 2nd Edition 2002)
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| Recall that τK3AA = 0 and δAA = 2
= − (3)EaI3 (3)EbJ3δI3J3
= − (3)qab ; (B.104)
and












I3 , τJ3 ] BA
| The τ graded Lie bracket works out to be,
| = i²I3J3K3τK3AB + δI3J3δAB − (i²J3I3K3τK3AB + δJ3I3δAB)
| = 2i²I3J3K3τK3AB (B.105)
= −i²I3J3K3 (3)EaI3 (3)EbJ3τK3AB






is set to yield [σa, σb] BA =
√
2σcAB²abc which is the standard relations in the relativity
literature. The equation [σa, σb] BA =
√
2σcAB²abc means that given a soldering form, an orientation
on Σ (²abc) is induced. This means that the sign of ²abc is chosen.
The other canonical variable is the (component of) so(3) Ashtekar connection (Ash)AI3a which is
related to the su(2) spinor connection A BaA by the Pauli matrices. This follows directly that the
Lie algebra of so(3) and su(2) are isomorphic. One can propose,
(3)A BaA := k
(Ash)AI3a τI3A
B (B.107)
(3)F BabA := k
(3)F I3ab τI3A
B , (B.108)
where k is a constant. From so(3) gauge theory, we have the convention
(3)F I3ab = ∂a
(Ash)AI3b − ∂b (Ash)AI3a + ²I3J3K3 (Ash)AaJ3 (Ash)AbK3 . (B.109)
From Riemann geometry spinorial convention,
(3)F BabA = ∂a







where we emphasize that the bracket is the graded Lie bracket. We try to fix the constant k by recon-
ciling the gauge convention with the spinorial convention. We substitute (3)A BaA = k
(Ash)AI3a τI3A
B
into (3)F BabA we get,




(Ash)AI3b − ∂b (Ash)AI3a + 2ik²I3M3N3 (Ash)AaM3 (Ash)AbN3
]
.(B.111)
Recall the internal indices are raised and lowered by the Euclidean metric of R3 which is δI3J3
so let’s not bother about the positions of the internal indices. Comparing with the proposed
(3)F BabA = k
(3)F I3ab τI3A
B, we need 2ik = 1, so k = − i2 . Hence the recipe is,
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We are led to different numerical factors as compared to σaAB = − i√2 (3)EaI3τ I3A
B because we
want to in-cooperate gauge theory conventions and spinorial conventions.
We recall the canonical pair in the previous section is (Ash)AI3a and






= −iδab δJ3I3 δ(3)(x, y). (B.114)
Using the recipes given earlier, we want to find the canonical Poisson bracket between the canonical

























































We have to make a guess of what is τ I3D
E
τI3A



































where m is a constant need to be determined. We will now work out LHS and RHS separately into
a matrix and do a component by component check to find the constant m.






















































































2 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 2
 . (B.119)
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We have to work out what values of D, E, A, B does each element of the above array belong
to. We denote D = 0 as D0 and D = 1 as D1 and so on. The left alphabet in each element of















D0E0A0B0 D0E0A0B1 D0E1A0B0 D0E1A0B1
D0E0A1B0 D0E0A1B1 D0E1A1B0 D0E1A1B1
D1E0A0B0 D1E0A0B1 D1E1A0B0 D1E1A0B1




2 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 2
 . (B.120)











. RHS = δDAδEB + δDBδEA which has to be done





1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
 , (B.121)













D0A0E0B0 D0A0E0B1 D0A1E0B0 D0A1E0B1
D0A0E1B0 D0A0E1B1 D0A1E1B0 D0A1E1B1
D1A0E0B0 D1A0E0B1 D1A1E0B0 D1A1E0B1




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , (B.123)
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D0B0E0A0 D0B0E0A1 D0B1E0A0 D0B1E0A1
D0B0E1A0 D0B0E1A1 D0B1E1A0 D0B1E1A1
D1B0E0A0 D1B0E0A1 D1B1E0A0 D1B1E0A1




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 . (B.125)
Adding the two terms in the arrangement of Array [LHS] (B.126)
=

1 + 1 0 + 0 0 + 0 1 + 0
0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 1 0 + 0
0 + 0 0 + 1 0 + 0 0 + 0




2 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 2
 . (B.127)















As a closing to this dictionary, we will now clarify and explicitly construct andf justify for two







, transforms as (λ‡)A = (a, b) (B.129)
But this adjoint is messy to implement in spinor algebra because it maps objects in W to W ∗.
It is ill-suited to an index notation. We will combine the operation “‡” with contraction by ²AB
to define “†” which maps objects in W to W and similarly, objects in W ∗ to W ∗. We define the
operation “†”
(α†)A := −²AB(α‡)B (B.130)
















, (α‡)A = (a, b) = ((α‡)0, (α‡)1) (B.131)
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(α†)0 = −²00(α‡)0 − ²01(α‡)1
= b (B.132)








and recall that we checked that (α††)A = −αA while the usual Hermitian adjoint gives the identity
transformation when squared.
We write the extension of this operation to arbitrary spinors.
(α+ cβ)† = α† + cβ† (B.135)
(αβ)† = α†β† (B.136)
where c is a complex number. The above 2 equations are mentioned in the part on SU(2) spinors
but here we justify why the second equation does not look like the usual (AB)‡ = B‡A‡. This is
because the operation “†” does not interchange rows and columns, matrix multiplication is only
defined if it written as the second equation.
Finally, to close this section, we see an important consequence of the operation “†”. Consider




We try to construct a 2 × 2 complex matrix that satisfies the “†” Hermitian condition. Let αAB












































We were given the operation “†” for upper index, we now will deduce the “†” operation for the
lower index,
Given, (β†)A = −²AB(β‡)B
Lower A, (β†)A = −²AB(β‡)B
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so a is pure imaginary
and b and c are negative complex conjugates of each other, so





where a, b ∈ R. (B.144)









Hence the conclusion is, objects σaAB (or σ˜a BA ) are anti-Hermitian with respect to “‡” but Her-
mitian with respect to “†”. Henceforth, “†” will be the Hermitian adjoint operation for Ashtekar
spinor formulation.
Appendix C
Poisson Bracket of Ashtekar
Free-Field Theory
We list down all the brackets and the proof here. Poisson bracket between two’s Gauss Law’s
























































































C −M CA N BC
]
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where in the second step we have used the fact that (“integration by part”)
M BA
















→ 0 by fall-off condition






































(3)σ˜a AB . (C.2)
Next, we want to calculate the constraint algebra between the Gauss’s law constraints and the
diffeomorphism constraints. Since from the previous section we know that the diffeomorphism
constraint is set to be combination of vector constraints and a c-number term given by the Gauss
law constraint. So, it is easier to compute this individually. Let us show some useful identities first
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D − (ash)A Ba DN DC
]
(ash)A CbA















)−N CA (∂b (3)A Ba C)
−N CD (3)A DaA (3)A BbC +N DA (3)A Ca D (3)A BbC
−N BD (3)A DbC (3)A CaA +N DC (3)A Bb D (3)A CaA
+N CD
(3)A DbA
(3)A BaC −N DA (3)A Cb D (3)A BaC
+N BD
(3)A DaC
(3)A CbA −N DC (3)A Ba D (3)A CbA
| replace N DC (3)A Bb D (3)A CaA → N CD (3)A BbC (3)A DaA










)− (∂b (3)A CaA )+ (3)A DaA (3)A CbD − (3)A DbA (3)A CaD ]
= N CA






















































(A,3)F AabC − (A,3)F CabB N AC
]












[−N CA ][− (3)σ˜a BC ][− (A,3)F AabB ]
−N BC (3)σ˜a CA (A,3)F AabB −
[−N BC ][− (3)σ˜a CA ][− (A,3)F AabB ] = 0 . (C.4)
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(3)σ˜b AC − (3)A AbC (3)σ˜b CB
]}
P.B.


















+ 2 (3)A BaA
[

























(3)σ˜b AD −M AD (3)σ˜b DC
)]
= 2 (3)A BaA M
C
B ∂b





D − (3)σ˜b AC (3)A Cb DM DB
− (3)A DbB M CD (3)σ˜b AC︸ ︷︷ ︸
cancel by 2nd term





| split 1st term become 2 identical terms














B − (3)A BaA (3)A CbB M AD (3)σ˜b DC︸ ︷︷ ︸


































(Ash)Db (3)σ˜b AB . (C.6)
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Next, we proceed to look at Poisson bracket between Gauss’s Law constraints and scalar constraint.




































































(3)σ˜b CB − (A,3)F DabC N AD (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
| Cancelations happen in between 1st-6th terms, 2nd-3rd terms and 4th-5th terms.
= 0 (C.8)
























= 0 by using (C.8). (C.9)
Also, with the same token, one can expect from the geometrical interpretation of the symplectic























Finally the remaining Poisson bracket is between two scalar constraints. Although this Poisson
bracket is consider easier to carry out, however to show it explicitly we need to perform a direct
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d3x M˜ (3)σ˜a BA
{







d3x M˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
{































d3x M˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
{


































































N˜ (3)σ˜d, (A,3)Fda] DC (3)A AbD −√2i[N˜ (3)σ˜d, (A,3)Fdb] DC (3)A AaD
}
;
whereby in the last equality we have used the fact that 3rd term is exactly equivalent to 4th term
(similarly happens for the 5th, 6th terms) which can be realized from following:
4th term: (3)σ˜a BA
(3)σ˜b CB
[












N˜ (3)σ˜d, (A,3)Fda] DC (3)A AbD = 3rd term. (C.14)
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N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]AB + (3)A DdA [N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]DB + (3)A DdB [N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]AD
−∂d
[
N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]AB − (3)A DdA [N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]DB − (3)A DdB [N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]AD
+∂d
[
N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]BA + (3)A DdB [N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]DA + (3)A DdA [N˜ (3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d]BD
−∂d
[
N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]BA − (3)A DdB [N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]DA − (3)A DdA [N˜ (3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a]BD
}





















2M˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
{[









N˜ (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜aDB)− ∂a(N˜ (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜bDB)
+∂a
(
N˜ (3)σ˜b DB (3)σ˜aDA)− ∂a(N˜ (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜bDA)
}























(3)A DdA N˜ ((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d)DB + (3)A DdB N˜ ((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d)AD − (3)A DdA N˜ ((3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a)DB
− (3)A DdB N˜ ((3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a)AD + (3)A DdB N˜ ((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d)DA + (3)A DdA N˜ ((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜d)BD
− (3)A DdB N˜ ((3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a)DA − (3)A DdA N˜ ((3)σ˜d (3)σ˜a)BD
}
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At first glance, (C.15) looks quite complicated, however we are going to simplify it now. We see






N˜ (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜aDB)− ∂a(N˜ (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜bDB)
+∂a
(
N˜ (3)σ˜b DB (3)σ˜aDA)− ∂a(N˜ (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜bDA)
}
× (3)σ˜cBC (A,3)F AbcC






− (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜aDB + (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜bDB
− (3)σ˜b DB (3)σ˜aDA + (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜bDA
}








(3)σ˜aDB − (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜bDB
+ (3)σ˜b DB











− (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜aDB (3)σ˜cBC (A,3)F AbcC + (3)σ˜a DA (3)σ˜bDB (3)σ˜cBC (A,3)F AbcC






































(A,3)F AbcD − (3)σ˜a CA (3)σ˜b BC (3)σ˜c AD (A,3)F DbcB
































(3)σ˜b BC − (3)σ˜b CA (3)σ˜a BC
][
(3)σ˜c DB
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M˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
{(
∂aN˜ )[(3)σ˜d, (A,3)Fdb] AC +N˜ ∂a[(3)σ˜d, (A,3)Fdb] AC

























2iM˜(∂aN˜ )((3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b]) BA [(3)σ˜c, (A,3)Fbc] AB (C.17)





M˜ (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB
{(





























(A,3)F AbcD − (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB (3)σ˜c AD (A,3)F DbcC












(3)σ˜b BC − (3)σ˜b CA (3)σ˜a BC
][
(3)σ˜c DB






2iM˜ (∂aN˜ )((3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b]) BA [(3)σ˜c, (A,3)Fbc] AB (C.18)
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Next, we wish to show that the last 2 terms in brace in (C.15) cancel out each other. Let us consider


















































































































































































































= last terms in (C.15) (C.19)
Finally, with the substitution of (C.16), (C.17) and (C.19) into (C.15), upon performing an inte-
gration by parts, we can further rewrite the Poisson brackets between 2 scalar constraints as the
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− (3)σ˜c BC (3)σ˜a DB (3)σ˜b AD (A,3)F CbcA − (3)σ˜a BC (3)σ˜c DB (3)σ˜b AD (A,3)F CbcA
)



























− (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜a BD (3)σ˜c CB (A,3)F AbcC − (3)σ˜a AC (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜c BD (A,3)F CcbB
)
In the previous equation, we combine 1st and 3rd terms together. Similarly for 2nd and 4th terms.
Further we gain


































(A,3)F CcbB − (3)σ˜a AC (3)σ˜b DA (3)σ˜c BD (A,3)F CcbB
)















= −((3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b]) B
A
(A,3)F DbcB
(3)σ˜c AD . (C.22)
Thus, with the help of (C.21) and (C.22), we see that
Tr
(
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N˜ ∂aM˜ −M˜∂aN˜ )Tr
[
(3)σ˜c (3)σ˜(b (3)σ˜a) (A,3)Fbc + (3)σ˜(c (3)σ˜a) (3)σ˜b (A,3)Fcb
]
(C.24)
One can recall some properties of the gauge group of the soldering form in order to split the trace
formula above. Firstly, we recall that by construction, the SU(2) soldering form are all traceless


















(3)σ˜aDC (3)σ˜b EC +
(3)σ˜bDC (3)σ˜a EC
]
| Use the identity: (3)σ˜a BA (3)σ˜b CB =
1√
2
²˜abc (3)σ˜ CcA −
1
2







²˜abc (3)σ˜ DEc −
1
2
(3)˜˜q ab ²DE)+ ( 1√
2

























Next, we can use this to further simplify the trace term in (C.24). Consider:
Tr
[
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As a consequence, finally we are manage to write the Poisson bracket of two’s scalar constraint











N˜ ∂aM˜ −M˜∂aN˜ )Tr
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N˜ ∂aM˜ −M˜∂aN˜ )Tr[(3)σ˜a (3)σ˜b] Tr[(3)σ˜c (A,3)Fbc]




























+ CAmKm . (C.28)
Appendix D
Poisson Bracket for the ART Matter
Coupling Model
In order to find the canonical transformations that generated by the constraints functional, we
need to look at their action on fundamental canonical variables. We start by defining the so called
“unified” Gauss Law constraints which includes both gravitational and Yang-Mills Gauss’s Laws
















































)− (3)σ˜a BA ∂aN AB + [(3)Aa, (3)σ˜a] BA N AB )
+N AB ξApi








)− (3)E˜a BA ∂aN AB + [(3)Aa, (3)E˜a] BA N AB )}.
























































Poison algebra between Gauss’s law constraints and gravitational basic variables can be immediately

















= − (3)Da N BA . (D.3)
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= N BC piB δ
3(x, y) δ CA







= N BC ω˜B δ
3(x, y) δ CA
= N BA ω˜B δ







= −N BC ξC δ3(x, y) δ AB







= −N BC ηC δ3(x, y) δ AB
= −N AC ηC δ3(x, y). (D.7)
Straightforward we obtain the Poison bracket between the Gauss’s law constraint with the Dirac











= −ηB N AB (D.8)
{CN,N , piA}P.B. = N BA piB ; {CN,N , ω˜A}P.B. = N BA ω˜B. (D.9)
Also, since the Gauss law constraint does not depend on Klein-Gordon field φ and it’s canonical
momentum pi, we should expect that
{CN,N , φ}P.B. = 0 ; {CN,N , pi}P.B. = 0. (D.10)
Finally, we compute the Yang-Mills part. Recall that the Yang-Mills connection dependant of









































































3(x, y) δ CBMN
)
NAC(x) (3)E˜b AB (x)
| since δ ACMN = ² AM ² CN .
= −N BN (3)E˜aBM + NAM (3)E˜a AN











= −[N, (3)E˜a] B
A
. (D.12)





































= (YM,3)DaN BA . (D.13)
From the form of the Poison bracket between the Gauss’s law constraints and the fundamental
variables of the model on phase space, we deduce that the infinitesimal canonical transformations
that generated by CN,N are the familiar one. As similar to source-free sector, for SU(2) spinors
indices, N BA generates infinitesimal internal rotations on the soldering forms. Additionally, CN,N
also generates infinitesimal rotations of Yang-Mills indices by N BA . Next, we proceed to compute





























































(3)DaM BA + MAB









(3)σ˜a AC − (3)σ˜a CB N AC
)
(3)DaM BA
−MCAN AB ξBpiC +NCAM BA ξBpiC −MCAN AB ηBω˜C +NCAM BA ηBω˜C (D.15)





As similar to the source-free case, the vector constraints by themselves will not have a direct
geometrical interpretation on the phase space, but it’s generalization that include the combination
















such that we denote the following notation, NAB = N
a (3)A BaA and N
A
B = N
a (3)A BaA . With
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−Na (3)A BaA ∂b (3)σ˜b AB
−Na (3)A BaA (3)A CbB (3)σ˜b AC︸ ︷︷ ︸
let A→ B → C → A
+Na (3)A BaA
(3)σ˜b CB
(3)A AbC︸ ︷︷ ︸









(3)A AbB − ∂b (3)A AaB
)
−Na (3)A BaA ∂b (3)σ˜b AB
+Na (3)σ˜b BA
(3)A CaB
(3)A AbC −Na (3)σ˜b BA (3)A CbB (3)A AaC
−Na (3)A CaB (3)A AbC (3)σ˜b BA +Na (3)A AaC (3)σ˜b BA (3)A CbB
]





Na (3)σ˜b BA ∂a







a +Na (3)A AaB ∂b
(3)σ˜b BA −Na (3)A BaA ∂b (3)σ˜b AB
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In the last equality of both (D.19) and (D.20), we have used the Lie derivative of connection













N b∂bωa + ωb∂aN b
)
× dxa. (D.21)
In the following, in order to justify that phase space functional C−→
N
as constructed is the diffeomor-
phism constraint, we perform the computation of Poisson bracket between this functional with the





































→ 0 by fall-off condition






































































= N b∂b (3)σ˜aAB +
(3)σ˜aAB∂bN
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Thus, we see that all these are expected and similar to the source-free gravity section. This is
because from (D.18) we observe that the gravitational fundamental variables appeared explicitly
only in the first term, which is independent of the other matter fields variables. This is further
motivated by the physical point of view since we believe that physically the classical matter (even
the fermionic fields) will not “modify” the diffeomorphism symmetries of the gravitational degree
of freedom at the classical level. Of course this is a subtle issue in quantum gravity level, (i.e. in
the Spin Network or Spin Foam formulation [92], [101])
Subsequently, Poisson bracket between diffeomorphism constraints functional and various mat-















































































































We remind readers that in the last step of second Poisson bracket, we used the fact that
L−→
N
piA = L−→N (
√















= piA∂aNa +Na∂a (
√
qpiA) = piA∂aNa +Na∂a (piA) . (D.26)
By the same token, we can obtain the Poisson bracket between the other set of Dirac fields and






























































































































































































aδ3(x, y) +Na∂apiδ3(x, y) ≡ L−→Npi(y) , (D.29)





































= pi∂aNa +Na∂api. (D.30)
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Lastly for the Yang-Mills fields, the computation will be similar to the source free part since
both of them have the same “Yang-Mills like” feature on the phase space (recall that in Ashtekar




















































⇒ 0 by fall-off condition
− (3)E˜b DC (3)A CbD ∂cN c −N c (3)A CbD ∂c (3)E˜b DC
+ (3)E˜b DC ∂bN
























































































(3)A ABa . (D.32)
With all the Poisson brackets between C−→
N
and fundamental phase space variables we found out, we
are confident to conclude that indeed the canonical transformations generated by the new constraint
functional C−→
N
corresponds precisely to the 3D-diffeomorphisms. These symmetries are generated
by the smearing field Na on the 3D hyper-surfaces Σ. With the geometrical interpretation of







































Finally, we consider the last and more complicated total scalar constraint. Before proceed, we
recall that we are interested to consider the situation in which Minkowski space can be thought
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of as the “classical vacuum”. Thus, in this section we set the Einstein cosmological term, Λ to be
zero. The scalar constraint functional (smeared by “negative” weighted tensor density lapse field

































)−2Tr((3)σ˜a (3)σ˜c)Tr((3)σ˜b (3)σ˜d)Tr((3)Eab (3)Ecd + (3)Bab (3)Bcd)}. (D.34)
Recall that from source-free self-dual gravity case, we have the following Poisson bracket{







N˜ (3)σ˜[a (3)σ˜b]) BA{







N˜ (3)σ˜b , (A,3)Fba] BA , (D.35)
so we aspect the inclusion of classical matter does modify it. Since overall only Dirac fields coupled
to the Ashtekar self-dual connection, we shall see that the first Poisson bracket will be modified








































+ (3)σ˜b DC ω˜D
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Besides that, we also have another fundamental Poisson bracket. We are not manage to show it







where the ~K is similar to the free field case.
Appendix E
Dirac Gamma Matrices and Some
Useful Relations
In this section, we want to show the useful relations of the Dirac matrices. It is useful when
we couple the canonical quantum general relativity together with the minimal/non-minimal Dirac
spinorial fields. In the main text, we use the particle physics conventions for the representation of
Dirac matrices. Recall that Dirac matrices satisfy the so-called Clifford algebra {γI , γJ}+ = 2ηIJ ,
where ηIJ is the flat Minkowskian metric η(IJ) = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1). Also, γ5 = γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3.
The reality condition are γ†I = γ0γIγ0, (iγ5)
† = γ0(iγ5)γ0. The Dirac-γ matrices also satisfy
γIγ[JγK] = −i²IJKLγ5γL + 2ηI[JγK].













2ηKI − γIγK)− γK(2ηJK − γIγJ)]
= ηKIγJ − 1
2
(




= 2ηIKγJ − 2ηIJγK + γIγ[JγK]




= 2ηIKγJ − 2ηIJγK +
(
−i²IJKLγ5γL + ηIJγK − ηIKγJ
)
= −i²IJKLγ5γL + 2ηI[KγJ ]. (E.1)
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With these, we can obtain two useful identities as following,
Identity 1
{γK , γ[IγJ ]}+ := γKγ[IγJ ] + γ[IγJ ]γK
=
(








[γK , γ[IγJ ]]− := γKγ[IγJ ] − γ[IγJ ]γK
=
(




− i²KIJLγ5γL + 2ηK[JγI]
)
= 4ηK[IγJ ]. (E.3)
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